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THE PROJECT Since the advent of motion pictures in the late 19th Century until the coming of professional video in the 1970s, the use of an emulsion-coated transparent plastic-base film has been the main carrier for production, dissemination and preservation of motion picture content. During almost twelve decades, an enormous amount of moving images – feature films, documentaries, factual materials, newsreels, commercials, artworks, home movies, etc. – have been produced on film, and on film they became part of film collections all over Europe, representing a unique body of cultural, historical, and artistic documents, which are a fundamental part of European memory and culture. While the use of film remains today the most stable and durable way of preserving these images, the advent of Digital Technologies and their constant evolution is having a significant impact on film and other media production, and the whole scenario is changing not only constantly, but at a growing pace. These changes are going to strongly influence this important part of European economy, culture and education. All bodies, companies, Institutions, or individuals who are active in the domains of archiving, preserving, restoring, indexing, cataloguing, making accessible, researching, re-using, broadcasting, distributing, studying, or simply enjoying moving images of the past, are facing a number of questions, and trying to either cope with this changing scenario, or to take advantage of the new possibilities offered by Digital technologies. In parallel, a growing market of telecommunication companies, service providers, equipment manufacturers, software developers, research centres and Universities, are all working to provide new technical solutions which can meet the demands of this wide range of users. The Project FIRST is the result of the Association of the European Archives (ACE) acknowledging the importance of these changes, and the challenge they represent. The objective of the FIRST project is to bring together different stakeholders in order to improve knowledge of archive film, its transfer, restoration, preservation, cataloguing and distribution in the digital domain. And, vice-versa, to improve knowledge on the possibilities already offered in the Digital domain, along with its limitations, and its possible, future developments. The issue of the future is indeed a quite relevant one. In fact, there is little doubt that Digital Technologies will continue evolving, that more efficient, cheaper and faster solutions will be offered. But it is also very true that this evolution will require support and investments, that a heavy work in Research and Development needs to be done, and that the industry and the research sector desperately need to know better and deeper what the needs of the users are, or will be.
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The Project FIRST was designed by ACE and Cinémathèque Royale of Belgium, and proposed to a number of partners belonging to rather different areas of interest: broadcasters, TV archives, multimedia industry, and telecommunications, in order to meet the goals of assessing the current situation, proposing guidelines useful to all stakeholders, and issuing recommendations for further research in those domains which are strategic for the conservation, restoration and access to the film heritage in the Digital era. The driving concept was that the economical, technological and strategic challenges posed by the advent of Digital technologies can only be addressed and solved in the context of synergies and economies of scale, because it is indeed true that Digital imposes a convergence of different points of view, competences, and experiences. All the partners in the Project agreed to collaborate in this perspective, and with this approach: ACE (representing dozens of European Archives) and Cinèmathèque Royale – who coordinate the Project –, I N A (Institut National de l’Audiovisuel), RTBF (Radio Télévision Belge de la Communauté Française de Belgique), and ORF (Österreichischer Rundfunk) – who jointly representing FIAT - Fédération International des Archives de la Télévision - and EMF (European Multimedia Forum, a large consortium of companies active in multimedia), and BELGACOM (the Belgian telecommunication company). The Project is supported by the EU within the context of the IST programme. The FIRST Work plan was organised around 5 workgroups, each of them concentrating on one specific aspect: •



Workgroup 1: Archival film digitisation



•



Workgroup 2: Restoration by digital processes for different purposes



•



Workgroup 3: Storage technologies and policies of digitised archives



•



Workgroup 4: Cataloguing and retrieval of digitised film archives with focus on on-line management and retrieval



•



Workgroup 5: Strategies for distribution and access of digitised archive material with focus on on-line management and delivery



Each Workgroup is coordinated by one of the partners in the Project (respectively: ACE, INA, RTBF, EMF, BELGACOM); it works through Meetings of the partners, Workshops and Seminars, and will deliver a number of Reports.
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First of these deliverables is an extensive Report on the State of the Art, structured in 5 independent Reports, each produced by one Workgroup, thanks to an intense collaboration among the partners and with experts external to the partnership, in Europe and in the US. This first Reports are to be followed by the Guidelines and Recommendations we referred to earlier. The text of these Guidelines and Recommendations will be produced, and assessed through a number of meetings, workshops and seminars with other bodies, Institutions and companies interested in these issues, which will take place in several locations in Europe and North America, between mid-2003 and mid-2004. The publication of the final version of the Guidelines and Recommendations will mark the end of the Project, in the Summer of 2004.
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THE “STATE OF THE ART REPORTS” As described earlier, the very first step of the project is to provide all stakeholders in Europe with a useful and practical analysis of the current situation in a number of fields, which were identified as the most relevant in the picture. The five “State of the Art Reports” were produced in the first six months of activity of the Project. Although they are written so that they can be used independently one from another (therefore they inevitably contain some overlapping, cross-references and bridges), they are meant to be interconnected, and they should be read and browsed through as a unique contribution. It is in fact very obvious that the five issues are intimately intertwined. Scanning and Digitisation are performed for a wide range of different purposes, each of them having different requirements and constraints. And these depend largely on the business models, and the distribution or access modes the digitised materials are meant for (as dealt with in Report #5). At the same time, Storage methods and strategies are defined by the priorities of the Archive and by the access modes; the problems and challenges posed by this activity depend largely on the characteristics of the digitised material (as discussed in the Scanning and in the Restoration Reports), and on the delivery and distribution needs (as discussed in the Report #5). On the other hand, Metadata and image rindexing and retrieval issues inevitably impact and are inherently connected to the whole process of Digitisation, from Scanning and transfer to delivery, through Restoration and Storage. The Reports are particularly focused on describing the available technologies, with the possibilities they open and the limitations they still have. In parallel, they also shed a light on the probable developments in the short and medium term, and they propose a preliminary analysis on the needs and the requirements that are mostly felt by the different classes of stakeholders, according to the different perspectives and focuses. Hence, the Reports already identify a number of fields where further research is needed, or where an effort to support or implement standardisation seems to be – or is felt as – particularly urgent. The general idea informing the Reports is that they should fulfil two major needs. On the one hand they are designed to provide a relevant amount of useful information, which can be used as a guidance by all those who need to evaluate and design their strategies toward the digitisation of their collections, or the use of digital technologies in preservation, delivery and distribution, or storage.
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On the other hand, they are a fundamental tool for the final goal of the FIRST Project, which is to discuss and propose a number of Guidelines and Recommendations, both for present day applications and uses, and for research able to address those problems which are considered as preventing the development of a consistent and efficient use of Digital technologies in the field of film archiving and distribution.
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THE STAKEHOLDERS The Reports identify, refer and are addressed to a number of different types of stakeholders, among them, we can list •



Film archives - profit and non-profit



•



Service providers



•



Commercial broadcasters



•



TV Archives



•



Producers and Copyright owners



•



Telcommunication - IPs and broadband operators



•



Hardware manufacturers



•



Software developers



•



Content owners and providers



•



Professional organisation



•



Any public or private archives



•



Educational organisations



In some cases, the definition of these stakeholders is common to the five reports, and it is therefore described in this Introductory section. Further, specific analysis of their needs and specificities are contained in the individual Reports. The main keepers of the vast archive film holdings in Europe are non-profit film archives, for-profit film archives and broadcasters. Non-profit Film Archives Non-profit Film Archives have the obligation to collect, preserve, restore and make film heritage accessible to the public. The major institutions are national institutions, which receive funding directly from the government (typically the Ministry of Culture) or are foundation type institutions, which rely on annual endowments and donations. These major institutions are to a large extent synonymous with the ACE member archives. The collections are predominantly on 35mm or 16mm film stock and range in age from the very first film materials produced at the end of the 19th Century to modern film stocks. Though video formats are also kept in these archives, the main focus has been on film. Video has primarily been considered a display medium for film originals. Many film archives have custom built or retrofitted climate controlled storage facilities, which allow them to store and preserve original film materials properly. For instance a new film stored in a
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climate of 10 degrees Celsius and 40% relative humidity will have a life expectancy of approximately



200



years



(according



to



PI



calculator,



http://www.rit.edu/~661www1/sub_pages/8page17ac.htm). Preservation has long been synonymous with duplication onto new non-flammable film stock. However, with the improved storage of the later years a shift from active duplication to passive conservation is gaining ground. Many archives have moved to below freezing storage, which in theory could preserve new films for more than a thousand years. Restoration efforts at the film archives range from producing a new analogue duplicate to all out digital intermediate restorations of feature films. Access to collections is difficult due to the physical nature of film, but also due to poor record keeping and copyright issues. Traditionally the main priorities have been to keep film heritage alive by displaying films in cinematheques, film schools and universities. The users of the archives have been focusing on film as art. However, many film archives have acted as and later become the legal deposit caretakers of national film heritage, including non-fiction materials. The demand for preservation has therefore increased and collections have grown, independently of the screening effort focused on international cinema history and culture. Since film archives are rarely copyright holders of the materials they preserve, it has not been cost effective to index material content in great detail, as exploitation of the added value has been virtually impossible. Often the best-known parts of the collections are the prints of foreign films, which are important for the teaching of cinema history, but have little to do with the preservation efforts of the archive. Film archives regard film content and the material film carrier to be largely inseparable, both because there is no telecine or scanner which can capture for instance edge codes outside the image area, but also the visual quality of the original film seems to be very dependant on the carrier and display system. The holdings of the major European film archives in 1994 amounted to more than 800.000 titles, of which approximately 60% percent were national, and thus unique, productions (see Huston: Keepers of the Frame, BFI Publishing 1994). To this should be added the holdings of the film laboratories in Europe, from which much material since then has been moved into the archives as laboratories have closed and producers have become aware of the better storage conditions in the archives. It is safe to assume that the main film heritage archives in Europe hold more than one million hours of professional (theatrical) quality film materials. There are many more film archives, local archives and other archives or museums, which have film holdings in Europe.
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These collections face special problems, since the film holdings are often either small or marginalized within larger institutional structures. Therefore it has not been possible to prioritise storage and handling, leading to collections being in rapid decay. The smaller collections also frequently have small gauge formats and amateur materials, which have significant historical and local value, but pose special problems both in lack of professional technology for handling and transfer, as well as for cataloguing and creating standardized titles for films that have no established ‘item’ or ‘artwork’ status.



For-profit film collections The total size of European commercial collections in unknown and the only recent list is the MapTV Guide "Film & TV Collections in Europe" (BUFVC, Blueprint, 1995, out of date for TV collections. but still the best source for film collections). This lists 1,900 collections, of which 1,600 include film, and of these approximately 1,000 sell their image content for profit. It is known that for some countries (Italy in particular) a number of large commercial collections are not included. Commercial film collections cover a very wide range. They include major feature film distributors with rights to film held in their own vaults, but also held in national and local non-profit archives. Several commercial television companies hold large national collections of feature film (as many as 2,000 feature titles) in different countries (e.g. Canal Plus). Commercial newsreel collections (that may include nitrate film) usually sell their content by running time, as well as compilation programmes (e.g. British Pathe, holding some 4,000hrs) and several offer their content over the Internet, at least for identification and selection. There are small, sometimes museum-like collections, often centred round individuals or past individual's collections (in London, the Huntley Archive and the Cinema Museum). There are numerous specialised collections that depend on at least some sales to survive, although selling without the single-mindedness of other commercial collections (examples in the UK include the LUX collection of experimental films, National Motor Museum, Courtauld Institute, The Tate Gallery). Not surprisingly, at all levels and sizes, preservation, access and restoration policies vary, but in general there is less concern that restorations should be authentic to the extent that archivists are concerned, and there is a more general desire to embrace whatever is the most marketable access format. This is not surprising, and is to be expected as a component part of a marketing philosophy. It has also lead to some "over-restored"/"new versions" of films, which have received
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adverse attention, although there are far more routine, carefully considered, high quality restorations. However, there is considerable disparity in attitudes to the longevity of the original film images, demonstrated by widely different access and storage policies. At its heart is a disturbing trust in the permanence of electronic technology. In the past several major collections were transferred (entirely or in part) to broadcast tape, and the film originals passed to archives, or even allowed to decay by a lack of diligence (rather than an active policy). In every case these electronic access versions lasted very little time, migration wasn’t carried out, and in some well-known examples the collections no longer exist in their original marketable form (e.g. Visnews). Some of these examples come from twenty years ago, but it seems the lessons have still not been learnt. At least one important and historic European collection has recently been transferred to digital broadcast tape (only) in the expectation that these tapes will last, and that these images will be marketable for the foreseeable future. The film originals (now considered to be of lesser importance) are stored as cheaply as possible in poor conditions. Surprisingly, it also seems that a policy of migration is not always built into the business plan, and this is said to be because of the difficulty in costing it. It is clear that this policy is not universal and many feature film owners (in particular) are anxious to ensure that they can provide their content in whatever higher resolutions and qualities of display become available to the general public in future. Canal Plus is experimenting with preserving their feature films as uncompressed HD24p D6 tape versions. On several occasions, over the past years, inlcuding FIRST Seminars and Workshops, representatives of major producers and catalogue-holders having a quite relevant activity of preservation, restoration and distribution of their collections (mainly on DVD), expressed the view that some commercial collections consider their film originals as the absolute original artefact, without reservation, which has to preserved at all costs, in optimum conditions for as long as possible. Digital versions are intermediates for distribution. It must be possible to return to the original for as long as possible. It is recognized that this policy makes sound commercial sense for feature films, which can be shown again in the digital cinemas of the future at unknown resolutions and which are retained as the highest quality originals from which new digitisation can always be made, when new quality requirements come true. It was also recognized that this is not the universal policy of commercial collections as a whole.
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Br o a d c a s t a r c h i v e s Film has been used for many years in television production and broadcasting and represented until the mid-eighties more than 60 % of the archival material in stores. Telecine was and still is the main conversion tool used in television to get electronic images from film. Film was also the unique medium used for live programme archiving until the late sixties, in fact until videotape recorders became the cheapest way to record live programmes for archiving. A wide range of film material and different production methods were used according to the required quality that generally depended on the genre of programme. In a survey published in 2002, the PRESTO project evaluated the film holdings of European broadcasters to be around 10 million hours, and 70% of them on 16mm. Until 1975, a considerable amount of news and television drama was produced in reversal (positive) 16mm film, and edited directly on the original using scotch tape splices. A great number of these pieces of film are original and unique. After ten years or more, some of these tape splices have become dry, dirty, opaque, and so fragile that they break immediately when processed trough a telecine without preparation, and the glue of other splices has shifted and spread on the adjoining film spirals. Therefore the massive archived edited reversal 16mm film digitisation process must begin with a preparation phase of the material including an important manual step, mainly cleaning and repairing tape splices. This step requires considerable manpower. An estimated average of 20 hours per hour of programme is required, and it is worth noting that the telecine transfer represents only 25% of the total cost of the process. The European Broadcasting Union has identified a problem with scanning archive film, both in its own member organizations, and in commercial facilities used by its members. The current EBU telecine committee (EBU p/tk) recognizes that increasingly in the future most film scanning will be of archive film and increasingly of aged, shrunk, faded, brittle, and possibly damaged film. The committee is in contact with the major telecine manufacturers and preparing recommendations that it would like to see incorporated into scanners in the future to improve archive film scans. It is also designing an "archive" test film for evaluating new and existing telecines and scanners.



Video market The video market constantly undergoes changes in technology, currently about to change from the VHS format to one or another DVD format. As formats change, there is often an increase in quality. The current change will entail an increased resolution from VHS (320x438) to DVD (720x576). This will lead to the need to create new video masters from original film materials, since many defects will now become much more apparent. The video market of course consists of many different players, from the copyright owners of attractive feature films, which in themselves have high value,
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to the distributors of more specialized materials, who will use the possibility of adding value on the new DVD-medium through the use of extra materials, and possibly releasing both the original version, as well as the new restored version of a film on the same DVD. Also the archives are exploring the possibility of using the new media for the dissemination of holdings, which cannot find place in the conventional programming of the cinematheque. The main obstacle to a flourishing video market, as far as wealth of content is concerned, is the lack of knowledge of surviving elements, but more importantly the copyright issue, where immaterial rights holders claim payment without acknowledging the cost, care and ethics of the institutions, which have ensured the survival of the materials.



Service providers Traditionally a small proportion of film laboratories specialized in archive film preservation (the copying of archive film to prolong the image life) and restoration (for cinema projection). Generally in the major capitals in Europe these were not the largest laboratories, which tended to concentrate on cinema release print production. The need for video versions for access led to similar specialist facilities (sometimes adjuncts to film laboratories) particularly in the main centres. Elsewhere, in smaller centres with just one or two film laboratories, they tried to do everything, sometimes with less than satisfactory results. Recognition of the effectiveness of some service providers over others has led to the dominance, in the last few years, of a handful of specialist film labs and video facilities (often the same) scattered across Europe, capable of reasonable quality film duplication and broadcast quality scanning from archive film. These companies also recognize the lower price structure needed to service publicly owned archives, and are used to the film industry's complex multilevel price structuring. Higher resolution digital work has not, in general, followed the same process. There has been a rapid growth of entirely new special effects and digital intermediate companies. It is these companies that have the specialist equipment and data expertise, but often absolutely no understanding of the world of film technology, or the film archivist's world. These companies are used to the rush and demand of the modern media industry, which pays highly for speed and quality. They are therefore less tolerant of the different price levels for different markets that have arisen in the film laboratory markets. It has come as a shock to many digital facility houses that the archives want digital restoration but can't pay more than they did for film duplication. It has also come as a surprise to many facility companies to find that they are not as good as they expected to be in producing the product the archivist wants. Firstly, their equipment is not always
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suited to this work (especially image repair software and scanners that can only handle new film). Telecine units, scanners, image software, digital storage media, and film recorders have all been developed for the modern TV and features and commercials markets - not the film archive market. Secondly, it is often a surprise that a profound level of technical understanding is needed for this work, both about early cinematography, as well as their own digital technology. In consequence some very poor digital restoration work has been carried out. It has to be mentioned that some digital facility companies complain that archivists do not come to them with enough technical understanding of the digital technology, or of the original film technology that created the images they want to restore. Clearly more knowledge is needed on both sides. The current practices and possibilities in technology and use of archive film materials in the digital domain are described in the first five reports of the FIRST project. This work will provide the basis for the next reports, which will provide best practice recommendations and suggested areas of research within each the subjects pertinent to archive film in the digital domain.
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LIST OF REPORTS
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Workgroup 4 - First Project Workpackage #6 Cataloguing and retrieval of digitised film archives with specific focus on On-line management and retrieval Workgroup Coordination: EMF Workgroup Members: ACE, BELGACOM, RTBF, ORF, and INA This Report is the Deliverable: D6.1 First Report on: State of the Art; needs of users; recommendations for research
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Workgroup 5 - First Project Workpackage #7 Strategies for distribution and access of digitised archive material with specific focus on On-line management and delivery Workgroup Coordination: BELGACOM Workgroup Members: ACE, EMF, RTBF, and INA This Report is the Deliverable: D7.1 Report on current state of the market
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SECTION 1: TECHNOLOGY
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1. Introduction - Photochemical and Digital Technologies for Film Preservation and Restoration in Motion Picture Film Archives. « The twentieth century is the century of the moving images. Since cinema was invented in the last years of the 19th century, cinema developed as one of the most important manifestations of popular culture and mass media. An incredible amount of moving images has been produced, many of them of historic or artistic value. They are the visual memory for over a century and many of these films are worthwhile preserving for the audiences of today and of the future [...] » Film restoration is essentially duplication. Motion picture film is an artefact that consists of a transparent plastic base on which a photographic emulsion has been coated. Both plastic base and emulsion are subject to degradation and it is impossible to separate them from one other. Duplication is therefore the only way to safeguard the moving image, but photochemical duplication techniques have their intrinsic limitations and therefore every duplication is an alteration by comparison with the source materials. Unlike in fine arts, the original artefact is in film restoration the source for a restoration. The original artefact can be repaired, cleaned, but the process of self destruction cannot be stopped." (Read & Meyer: Restoration of Motion Picture Film. Butterworth 2000. p. 1) To paraphrase, conventional museology involves the careful optimal storage and conservation of man made artefacts. However, the relatively short life of photographic film stored at ambient temperatures, the long-term preservation of decaying film images for many archives requires the transfer of the image to a new film support. Restoration has also been defined as " the process of compensating for degradation by returning an image to close to its original content" (Read & Meyer, 2000). In the absence of any other definition we could define Digital Restoration by adding "by transfer to a digital format in order to manipulate and modify that image before recording back to a display medium". The term "preservation" normally is used to describe the image duplication process that reproduces the archive film image, as it is, on a new film support, usually without restoration. Digital preservation may be described as the preservation of the image in a digital format on a digital element. Over the last 100 years preservation and restoration has always been a photographic copying process (sometimes loosely called "photochemistry"). Since the film archives have had little commercial influence over film and equipment manufacturer's the processes available for
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preservation and restoration of film images has, by necessity, been whatever films, techniques and services were available to the film industry of the day. Since 1985 a steady change has been occurring in the modern film industry which has great significance to the film archives. Digital image (and sound) recording and transfer techniques first revolutionised television commercials and programme making, then cinema film special effects, and now are poised to replace film as media for shooting, post production and projection. Film images are analogue, that is they are continuously variable in nature (i.e. in density) and, when copied from generation to generation, using analogue techniques, will always change - no copy is ever the same as an original and its definition, resolution and graininess will always be worse. [Fig 1] Film Image (analogue)



Film Image (analogue)



Film Image (analogue)



Film Image (analogue)



Continuing degradation of image, increasing grain, decreasing resolution, saturation, errors compounded, eventually unacceptable.



Digital "images" are derived from digital numerical data, which can be reproduced exactly from generation to generation. However all video cameras and TV display mechanisms are analogue so the benefits of digital technology only exist while the "image" is retained in its digital (but unviewable) format. Film Image (analogue)



[Fig 2] Film Image (analogue)



Digital record



Digital record CRT Image (analogue)



Digital copying produces identical versions



The range of production routes and "deliverables" for complete programmes (or just sections such as special effects) are shown in the following generic diagram.):
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[Fig 3] MODERN PRODUCTION ROUTES



HDTV shoot - High Definition TV post- production - new film negative DV or similar shoot – broadcast resolution/compression (SDTV) post-production – new film negative Film – broadcast resolution /compression (SDTV) - PAL Digibeta - new film negative Film - Data 1.5K+ postproduction uncompressed) - to a new film negative Film - film post-production – cut film negative, film-data effects.



Film - High Definition TV resolution/compression (many HDTV “standards”) new film negative



Data files



Computer graphics – Data post-production – new film negative



FILM Traditional Film Production



or: VIDEO TV Internet Optical Disc / DVD Computer e-Cinema



Digital moving image technology, initially used for TV special effects, commence in the mid 1980's, and is the only post-production process used today for broadcast programmes and film effects. Now the digital intermediate process, and the digital effects process, high-resolution techniques used for complete features, or special visual effects, are being adapted for film archives. This adoption of digital technology by the modern film industry has resulted, or is likely to result, in changes that will profoundly affect the film technology and services available to film archives. In expected order of time scale these changes are: ® The change from film to digital data files or video for post-production. This is already occurring (end of 2002) with the introduction of the digital intermediate process. It is estimated that 60% of all feature films for the cinema made in the Nordic countries in 2002 were post produced as data or video. If this trend continues the long-term effect will be to eliminate specialist duplicating films stocks and the services that use and process them from the market place. This has already begun with the recent loss of certain duplicating films and the planned modification of others.
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® The change from film to video as a camera medium. DV and HDDV are already widely used and new formats are expected. The post-production of digitally shot programmes is always by digital intermediate. ® Digital formats as media for electronic projection in cinemas. This is clearly a slower process due to the heavy capital investment to re-equip cinemas. D-cinema and e-cinema, once well established, will remove colour print film stocks from the market, and with them may go almost all other motion picture photochemical supplies and services. It is not clear how long this will take but it seems inevitable. Estimates of 5-15 years have been put forward.
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2. Digital Restoration as a development of modern film technology In practice a wide range of alternative digital formats and restoration routes exist. Some result in poor image quality which may be unacceptable as a restoration for cinema projection but perfectly suitable for relatively low quality video image for access. The following diagram (Fig 4) shows the stages and alternative routes in 2002 at which digital image manipulation can be carried today. However
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3. Scanning resolutions: ideals, optima and practicality



Resolutions used today for image scanning are defined by the horizontal pixel number, the vertical pixel number, or the product of these, i.e. the total pixel number. The terminology is confusing. Images scanned into data files are usually described by their horizontal pixel number, whereas video files are usually described by the vertical number, and a knowledge of the aspect ratio is therefore essential to compare these values. Current commonly used resolutions are as follows: a . Di g i t a l T e l e v i s i o n r e s o l u t i o n s Standard TV (SDTV) 4:3 (1.33:1) and “widescreen” 16:9 (1.77:1) = 720 x 540 High Definition TV (HDTV) 1:77:1 = 1920 x 1080 (there are numerous other proposed HD versions, see Table 3 in Glossary of Terms, but currently only this resolution is in use in many different coded versions) In both of the above the colour signals are compressed by a standard coding and the images are always displayed in an interlaced (see Glossary of Terms) sequence in the case of all SD and some HD versions. b . Da t a r e s o l u t i o n s Most scanners scan at resolutions that can be varied, up to a maximum value of 2048 for data telecines and 4000 for fixed arrays. A typical range of resolutions is shown below:
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However if only a section of the image is scanned the total pixel number may correspond to a lower value than the maximum. The final data file stored need not be for the same resolution as that scanned. The data may be down sampled (see Glossary, and the section on Sampling). For example a scan made at 2000 pixels per horizontal line may be stored, after being converted, at the equivalent of 1500 pixels per line. This is a form of data compression although rarely described as such. At present the following resolutions are in use for film scanning in the modern industry (Nov. 2002): 720 pixels per horizontal line, recorded onto tape (or server) as SDTV for Standard TV for broadcast as video tape 1920 pixels per horizontal line (usually from a scanner capable of 2048 p/hl), in one of several High Definition TV video file formats, and recorded onto D6 uncompressed tape or D5 compressed tape. This is for: ® commercial “archival storage” of programmes ® digital intermediates for output to film for the cinema ® digital intermediates for D-cinema projection ® high quality intermediates for later software translation to SDTV for broadcast or DVD production 1920 p/hl as RGB data, stored on disc or on one of several digital tape formats for: ® special effects production ® digital intermediates output to film for the cinema (sometimes down sampled to about 1500p/hl for 16mm). ® digital intermediates for D-cinema projection ® high quality intermediates for later software translation to SDTV for broadcast or DVD production Higher resolutions up to 4000p/hl as RGB data, stored on disc or on one of several digital tape formats, is at present only used for special effects production. Telecine scanners are only available (2002) at 2K, but 4K versions are announced or planned to be on sale within the next year.
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At present there seems to be a general proposal to raise the resolution of scanners to the maximum the technology is capable of achieving (or until the industry will not pay for the advances). There are a number of research projects that have suggested that cine films (and in particular early film images) have a limit to their potential information, and that in the modern cinema there may be no visual benefit beyond a certain resolution. ® The maximum digital projector resolution that has been demonstrated to date is 3,800 p/hl (JVC Oct 2002). ® Kodak has regularly stated that a resolution of 4Kp/hl is needed for 35mm Academy frames on it’s colour negative stocks. ® Max Rotthaler, calculating from modulation transfer function (MTF) data provided by manufacturers, produced lower resolution aims of 3K p/hl. ® Visual image quality is a function of many factors and only one of these is resolution. Defining an optimum scanning resolution is an aim in which both the modern industry and film archives have a considerable interest.
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4. Scanning bit depth: ideals, optima and practicality In digital image files brightness and colour are recorded as numerical values (or levels), with a predetermined number of values between the highest and lowest (i.e. white to black) for every pixel in the image, and for each colour signal. In the case of data from a black and white image one colour only is required although in commercial devices all three, R,G and B are used locked together as equal values. Sampling is the term used for the change from a continuously variable analogue signal to a series of numerical values. The term Bit Depth is used to describe the range of numerical values available (see Glossary). The lowest bit depth in use for TV and digital intermediate production for the cinema is 8 Bit (although lower bit depths are used for many web images). In 8 bit images there are 256 (2 to the power 8, or 28 ) levels between black and white in each colour, and thus 16M+combinations of colour and brightness are available. Confusingly this image may be called 32 bit (i.e. 8 bit in each of three colours, RG &B) in some computer and still photography applications. Throughout this report the term is used to refer to the bit depth per channel, there being three channels – R, G & B. The CCD sensors (one per pixel) in CCD arrays produce analogue electrical signals when light falls on them. The analogue signal is processed in the A-D (Analogue to Digital) converter to one of the 256 levels (in 8 bit sampling). This level is recorded for R, G & B for each pixel in the array. All the numerical values for every pixel in the whole array make up each data file, one for each frame. A simple experiment can demonstrate that the human eye perceives black to white sequences in 7-8 bit steps as being continuously variable, and this sets a standard for photographic reproductions. In practice many scanners scan at higher bit depths than this and also techniques exist to scan at higher bit depths than necessary and then convert the numerical levels to a lower bit depth for data file storage. This is called over-sampling.
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5. Over-sampling Sampling is the process of converting analogue signals and images to digital values, at bit depths that are useful, convenient and relevant to use. Over-sampling is a term usually reserved for sampling at bit depths (and sometimes at resolutions) that are higher than are immediately needed. Over-sampling is widely practiced and has considerable value in certain instances. This report does not need to examine this in detail but from the point of view of restoration oversampling may be significant. If an image is over-sampled more data exists in a digital file than is needed to reproduce that image. Thus the image can also be altered, such that only a smaller part of the digital record is used without losing visual image quality. In modern special effects creation this can be important. An image may be scanned at 16bit but only 10 bits from a section of the range used to create the altered "effects" image, yet this selective use is still within the eyes accepting range. An example in film restoration where this is necessary is the restoration of faded colour films where the cyan dye has been substantially lost. The major disadvantages of over-sampling are that the total data that needs to be stored is greater, and the time (and therefore the cost) of scanning is greater. Low cost simple scanners therefore often over-sample, resulting in slow scanning and large data files. Most telecine scanners are fitted with additional instrumentation, sometimes called Image Controllers. The scan samples at high bit depths, but modifies the files and imparts all the image control (the grading) needed to obtain the required image as displayed on a calibrated monitor, and saves the image files at lower bit depths. For example the Spirit Datacine scans at 14bit but after the data has been adjusted to obtain the required visual image it is saved at 10bit. A similar change can be made with resolution, scanning at 1920 p/l but saving the files at 1440p/l. The process of reducing the data is called down-sampling and is a form of data compression (see Glossary). A similar process sometimes known as up-sampling can be used to convert data into higher bit depths and resolutions. The mechanism for these changes in the computer is the Look Up Table (LUT), almost identical to the look up tools in Excel. It is widely expected that as the cost of data storage falls and the speed of scan increases there will be a demand in the modern film industry to move to higher bit depths and higher resolutions. This, together with the associated issue of compression, is an issue that this project needs to address.
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6. Film scanning Scanning is the term used for the process of recording an analogue image (from a film frame in this instance) and converting the images from a distribution of light and dark areas into a digital record. A digital record of an image is a numerical set of values that represents the original brightness of each pixel within a proscribed and limited range of numerical units. The final stage of the scanning process is the creation and storage of a data (or video) file, in one of a number of alternative formats, for each frame. The scanning devices are all analogue in their output and thus the stages in scanning may be characterised as follows:
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Scanners come in a variety of designs. One uses a fixed area array of CCDs (charged couple devices) onto which the film image is projected, and therefore has a fixed maximum number of pixels (usually equivalent to an aspect ratio of 1.33:1 the "squarest" of all the motion picture images). In this case each picture frame is exposed singly. Alternatively a line of arrays is used past which the film image is transported at a uniform speed. In this case any image aspect ratio frame can be scanned. The final result of scanning is a set of data files, usually one per original frame of film (but not necessarily), in one of the many data file formats in common use today. Scanners also fall into one of two categories, and a third type is proposed for the future:
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a. Basic Scanners, in which the scan levels may be set for an overall recording level of the film images, but not quickly and easily altered between one frame and another, or between scenes. These are relatively simple devices that scan film and create a digital file which is then moved to a separate workstation for all subsequent work. They may be either line arrays or area scans. If the bit depth is high enough modification of the image at a workstation could be artefact free. In practice images that require very considerable grading of contrast and/or colour (such as faded film) have to be scanned at 14 to 16 bit to achieve this, otherwise contouring (a visual appearance similar to posterization) occurs. Scanners are widely used for high-resolution scans of 2-4Kp/hl to create feature film special effects. They are slow, taking many seconds (up to 30secs) to scan one frame and therefore a scan service using this sort of scanner is expensive. Recently some archives have considered the purchase of these scanners, as they are relatively inexpensive to buy, but discovered their limitations for restoration. The Oxberry, Klone (obsolete), Genesis and the Golden Eye fall into this category. Currently the price range is between 100,000 and 400,000Euros. Principles of use in motion picture film post-production These scanners were devised principally for generating special effects for cinema film. Usually the film is scanned at 8-10 bits. The file is imported into a workstation and image effects generated. Due to the low bit depth very limited re-grading is possible. The new effects negative is then exported back to a film recorder, with the objective of producing a new negative as close as possible to the original scanned camera negative. The new effects negative is then cut into the rest of the programme cut negative and both types of negative graded separately at the print making stage to produce the images required. Extreme alterations of colour balance are not possible without introducing digital artefacts such as contouring. Thus this method is not practical for severely faded film correction unless the bit depth is 14bit or more. b. Telecine scanners, sometimes called "high-end telecines" are fitted with "image controllers". Telecine units were originally optical devices for projecting films onto analogue TV camera tubes to make an SDTV programme from a film programme. In the 1980's they became flying spot scanners, and now include line array scanners. From quite an early time they were able to grade the film image to create a coherent uniform image throughout the programme, using an Image Controller. When the first telecine units were introduced for high resolution to 2K p/hl (1996), and later for HDTV, the controllers were extended to the grade data and HD signals before storing them as files. Film can be scanned to SDTV and HDTV at real time, 24 or 25 frames a second.
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Film, at present, cannot be scanned at 2K data or more at real time, and so far the maximum speed is about 8 frames a second. However the grade can be "reviewed" before the scan at real time by displaying the image on a monitor as an HDTV image. It is this speed and viewing facility that adds considerable benefit to this type of scanner, and, despite the high cost of telecine units and image controllers a scan of a graded image is generally cheaper on this system than on a simple scanner. It is also already graded and fade correction is possible. At present 2048 (2K) is the maximum horizontal resolution, but two manufacturers have announced 4K versions for the future. These scanners include Philips Spirit Datacine, Cintel URSA & C-Reality, ITK Millennium (no longer manufactured) and Sony Vialta. The speed of scan makes these attractive for modern production - prices for the telecine usually start at 700,000 Euro and Controllers for high resolutions, which are purchased separately also start at 700,000 Euros. Together with the associated data storage and monitors a complete scanner "kit" of this type can cost in excess of 2M Euro. Principles of use in motion picture film post-production The data files produced from these telecine type scanners can be used in exactly the same way as the basic scanners above. However, over-sampling and the Image Controller have lead to the rapid development of the digital intermediate process. The film is previewed on an HD display and graded to create the colour balance and contrast finally required, and the edits recorded. The scan takes place subsequently using the edits and grades. The files are imported into a workstation for other image repair and reconstruction, OR, if the grade is all that is needed (for example in faded dye restoration), the files are used immediately to record a new negative. Since the image is already graded, a special technique in the laboratory, called densitometric grading, is used to determine the single printer setting for the entire film programme or reel. If the WYSIWYG system is accurately set up more than one printer light setting per reel will rarely be needed. c. High bit depth scanners The scanners of the future are likely to be higher resolution and higher bit depths. Higher resolution scanners will fall into one of the two categories of use above. However higher bit depths of 14, 16 or more will enable a new route to be used and this could have profound effects on film restoration in the future. A high bit depth scan will result in a larger file than before and this will be a disadvantage. The advantage is that all the grading, as well as image repairs and manipulation can be done after the initial scan without risk of artefacts. This will mean that film scanning will be done quickly and with little of the repeated transport in the scanner for grading, reducing the time, cost and risk of damage to film. A disc-to-disc grading workstation can now be fitted with an Image
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Controller instead of the telecine. There will be added benefits for both the digital intermediate process, and archive film restoration, including a reduction in the cost of scanning services. Also, this route may offer reversibility in the process, allowing a transfer of the original as it is. So restorations could be redone by later generations if the original scan is kept as a master record along with the restored version.
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7. Grading and Image control on Telecine scanners Telecine units (as distinct from scanners with no image control) designed for scanning film and recording as digital video and the more expensive data scanners are fitted with Image Controllers. Telecine units of this type include Philips (now Thomson) Spirit, Cintel C-Reality, Sony Vialta, ITK (now no longer in production). Two such specialist companies supplying Image controllers are Pandora (UK) and daVinci (USA). These allow the operator to vary the data recorded and save only graded data. Grading is the term used to describe the process of altering the basic scanned signal so that the image viewed on a standard TV monitor is either intrinsically acceptable to the final viewer, or altered in a specific way that is required by the production team. Standardization of monitors is therefore essential to ensure that the image recorded will be viewed in the same way on other monitors. SD or HD are both used for this. SD standard monitors are used for standard broadcast production. HD standard monitors are used to display HD video signals either when scanning film images to HD, or when viewing the grading to be applied to data prior to saving as data files. In the case of data, an HD monitor display allows the grade to be previewed at real time, although when the scan is finally made to data this takes longer than real time. In the case of modern feature film production via the digital intermediate route HD displays are set up to show an image that matches the final projected film image, as closely as possible. In this instance the calibration is striving to achieve a WYSIWYG (see Glossary) process. As digital projectors get closer to the image quality of projected film so it is expected that digital projectors will be used in place of monitors although at this time this cannot be done. Telecine controllers have a number of facilities. They can alter brightness levels, contrast and gamma (the term used by video engineers to refer to an alteration of the mid brightness range of an image without altering the black and white levels in essence varying the sigmoid response of a signal) and colour balance. Colour balance can be varied by altering the individual R,G and B signals independently also in contrast, levels and gamma, and this is known as primary colour correction. The effect is similar (although more flexible) to altering the colour balance of a colour film print by varying the printing conditions (varying the printer lights). In some Image Controllers this correction may be applied to selected areas of the film image to different extents, or completely independent of other areas, and thus local areas of error may be corrected.
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Secondary colour correction is the technique of selecting single hues within a frame or an area and altering the grade on this hue alone. Early Image Controllers made for data (as distinct from SDTV) did not have this facility, which is of great value for correcting faded colour films. Today this is available (at considerable capital cost).
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8. Current film scanning procedures Modern feature film and TV programme production represents the existing technology from which film archives can derive (and already have derived) and develop their own processes for both restoration and preservation. The industry is complex and changing fast and can justify the heavy development costs which archives cannot. As in the past with film technology, film archives are dependent on the existing industry; it's equipment, media, and technical staff and, to a large extent, it's price structure. Today with the exception of some TV companies which specifically commission programmes for TV and commercials made for TV, most programmes are be made with the aim of marketing a programme in a range of media and final versions. In a many cases (especially feature films) the principle market for the film may not have been established (and therefore the final format not finalised) before post-production is complete. The following are diagrammatic representations of the different categories of production in use today. a. As a requirement for standard broadcast programme production and commercials. A typical route for production of a standard broadcast programme, is as follows:
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b. As a requirement for broadcast commercials production A typical route for production of a standard broadcast commercial is exactly the same as for a above except that usually all film is edited and effects are produced in a combined edit and effects workstation. c. As a requirement for cinema effects production A typical route for production of an effects shot for insertion into a traditionally post-



produced



feature film is as follows:
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d. As a requirement for digital intermediate feature film production (and multiple film and video deliverables) In Europe in particular many feature films are made using the digital intermediate route. Apart from the flexibility and the reduced cost of effects production there is the principle advantage that
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deliverable TV, film, D-cinema, DVD and video formats can all be made from the single set of final data files. A typical route for production of a complete feature film by the digital intermediate route is as follows:
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e. As a requirement for HD mastering "HD masters" are a recent phenomenon. A number of commercial collections have long sort a "digital master" that they could make from a feature or programme that originated on film in order
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to relatively quickly produce any "deliverable format" that might be required for subsequent sale without repeating the costly grading and scanning process. Deliverables might include a wide range of possibilities; a standard broadcast Digibeta, a higher quality format for D-cinema, a new film negative, DVD etc. It seems that at least one European collection (private communication) has selected the uncompressed D6 as their local standard. Although in principle the 24p format might be expected to have been chosen for this, in fact 1080/50i is used (see in Glossary of Terms). The attraction of this approach is obvious but there are both technical and logistic problems as well as concerns over long-term relevance, when using D6 HD. A typical route for production of an HD master from existing film elements is currently as follows:
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f. Archive film scanning Until recently the modern industry has not been much concerned with archive film images, but the rapid increase in TV channels has resulted in a search for existing material and archives (until now mostly commercial and TV archives) have been seen as a valuable resource. In 2001 the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) set up a new technical committee (EBU p-tk) to review the design and future requirements of telecine equipment, and prepare a report for users and
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manufacturers. There have been several similar reports in the past but this is the first with the specific task to consider to scanning archive film. This report will be available in 2003. The report will include a review of the problems of scanning shrunk, vinegar syndrome and other and deteriorated film and make recommendations. The committee's interim findings summarise the problems of scanning archive films as a whole: Shrunk film. Telecine units and film scanners vary very considerably in their ability to handle shrunken film. In general continuous drive line array telecine units (Philips Spirit, Cintel C-Reality & URSA etc) will cope with up to 2.5% linear shrinkage, but other telecines with intermittent step movements are much less able. The least tolerant and inflexible of shrinkage is the Sony Vialta, and other scanners, such as the Oxberry need specialist gates for shrunken film. Films shrink laterally unevenly and this results in "weave" in many telecine and scanners as the film is guided by one film edge. This is less significant with scanners using step motion. The committee hope to create a series of standard shrunk films for use in scanners of all types for test purposes, and FIAF Technical Commission (2002) has also discussed this. Wet gates. Scratches on film base and super-coat can be minimised by wet-gate scanning, just as they are in conventional printers. Wet-gates are generally available for Cintel URSA and other SDTV telecine units and have been used on Oxberry scanners. However, they are detested by many engineers in TV companies and facility houses (on the grounds of poor engineering and safety) who prefer to use automatic software solutions (DVNR, Archangel, MSN, etc) at a later stage. Very few Spirit units have tried to use a wet gate. There is a need to evaluate this technology, which is very effective in removing base side scratches. Scratches - other methods. Scratches can also be minimised by other methods, and the EBU committee is highlighting the need for more research by manufacturers and facility houses (and archives) in this area. One method already used is to create a wet-gate preservation master on film from a scratched original and scan that element (see Case Studies). A second method is to use a scratch elimination procedure during the scanning process as a component of the telecine unit. Three options currently exist for this. The Spirit Datacine uses a semi-diffuse light source - this is effective only for minor scratches but has no effect on major ones. Another is an automatic or semi-automatic algorhythm correction switched in when required (on similar lines to the widely used DVNR), and used to process the signal before being recorded or stored. Several manufacturers are looking at this.
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An alternative is a semi-optical method, whereby two images of each frame are made. One is the normal scan, the other an image only of the scratches (and dust) is created, using infra-red for example, as a "mask", which is then used to replace the scratch images in the usual frame with other data from other frames. This last is already on the market by Cintel for their C-Reality and is called OSCAR (Optical Scratch Concealment and Removal) (Image technology, 6,84, p13, 2002). Scratches represent the greatest challenge to any digital restoration process, since if they are straight and run through several frames they cannot be replaced by images from frames on either side. Preparation and repair. Archive film suffers from a variety of damages in addition to the before mentioned. Many of these need to be minimized and repaired by hand before scanning. The time consumption for this task is likely to remain high, though some equipment is more accepting. g. Telecine and scanning formats At present telecine unit type scanners are only available for Super 8, all the 16mm gauges, and for 35mm films with KS or BH sprocket holes. The Sony Vialta is restricted to 4 perforation pull-down 35mm gauges.



The line array telecine units (e.g. Spirit, C-Reality) are able to handle any pull-



down, from 2 to 8, and any width of frame between the sprocket holes. A few specialist gates exist for other formats, but for SDTV scanning and not for data.
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9. Data and Digital video storage devices The modern industry was founded on video images for broadcast. The first digital images were used for programme production in Europe in 1985 when Sony introduced the digital tape format D1, and edit and effects technology became available from Quantel and others. Since that time there have existed numerous digital video and data storage devices and formats, too many to list, including magnetic tape, optical film, magnetic floppy and hard discs and laserread optical discs. Storage systems are needed for recording, transportation, image manipulation and replay. Many of these are already obsolete either because the medium, tape film or disc is no longer available, because the recording device is no longer in production, or because the playback device is no longer in production. At the same time the size, complexity, storage capacity and cost of formats and some devices are reducing. Currently the most commonly used formats are: •



Standard digital video: no uncompressed system is currently in general use. Digibeta is an almost universal standard.



•



HD Digital Video: Uncompressed D6, compressed D5



•



Data media - Magnetic tapes: include DTF, DLT, AIT, DAT etc



Magnetic discs: numerous magnetic hard disc systems, and several floppy disc systems of low capacity and hardly relevant to this technology. Optical disc: CD and DVD, to be joined by several other formats in future. At present only one format has any form of long-term guarantee by its manufacturer. Sony guarantees to be able to read the data stored on the two DTF tape formats in 30 years time. Sony first issued that guarantee in 1998. However DTF tapes individually suffer from the effects of time, like any other format, and a guarantee that DTF tapes can still be read is of little value if individual tapes deteriorated, or fail mechanically. In practice data (and some digital video) is most usually stored in magnetic data storage units that are modular and may be extended almost indefinitely. This data storage can be accessed by servers, or software, for access and for transfer to other storage, workstations or recording devices. Today video and data formats are almost all interchangeable although compression from down-sampling or other compression techniques will almost always occur. In general, any video or data medium requires a specific play-out device to access the data. However data, once accessible, can be used and modified by any suitable computer provided, that
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the file format is recognized and understood, and thus data files are not equipment specific. Video, on the other hand requires specific hardware to play out to a display monitor.
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10. Data file formats This is a complex subject: there is virtually no choice of file format in many areas of digital images. The decision has been entirely driven by software and hardware suppliers. Conventional computer image formats such as TIFF (.tif) and BMP are not necessarily suited to long related image sequences and have no header space for metadata, but are still used extensively, together with the related tape file format for backup, TAR (.tar), for effects work in the modern industry. The most widely used image files for digital intermediates in data is DPX (.dpx) as these are the files most easily generated by telecine scanners. Cineon files (similar to DPX) are also widely used for both effects and digital intermediates, but as the sale of Cineon software and equipment is now discontinued it is not certain that this file format will continue. File formats of this type are generally either resolution independent but may be restricted (as Cineon is) to a specific series of bit depth and therefore cannot be used for all bit depths. Several software providers have created their own unique file format; Cineon was one of these, but a very practical one. Less practical and incompatible with other systems (an intentional feature) are the file formats used internally by Quantel's Domino and Discreet's Inferno. The Inferno archive is not a file per frame, but a single file for a series of frames, which could be the entire film programme. This means that a Spirit scanner file in .dpx must be transformed into an Inferno file to be handled in an Inferno workstation and transferred back to .dpx to be exported into a tape storage or another workstation such as Diamant. These in and out transfers take time and add to the cost of services. Metadata, data recorded about the data, is seen by archives as a method of recording the changes involved in a digital scan and/or restoration. Commercial TV collections make almost no use of metadata in this way. The major problem with metadata is finding a way of permanently attaching it to digital frame files, in a way that can be easily input and retrieved. Most file formats used today do not have this facility, so metadata must be stored independently and risks being lost. The DPX format, however, does have almost unlimited header space in every file (one per frame) for any text or data to be stored although it is almost never used. It will also add to the file size. Experiments in Soho Images Ltd (London) in 1999 suggested that there were no difficulties in adding existing text files, tables, even diagrams and small illustrations to a .dpx file header and they could be easily retrieved and viewed on a PC. A further experiment in Destiny A/S in Copenhagen in 2000 suggested that another, quite simple, option was to create text images on frame files and transfer these to one or more frames at the head or tail of a restoration, similar to microfilm frames. This would have the advantage of having the information on both the data files and as readable images on the final recorded film version. The text could be very easily created in
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any PC or Mac software and imported into a .dpx frame file as an image, via a range of routes. As far as is known metadata of any sort has not been recorded for any digital restoration.



"BLACK BOXES" - COMBINED HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.



Manual image control: e.g.Domino (Quantel) 3K only



Edit only: e.g. Avid SDTV only



Manual Image + edit: e.g. Henry (Quantel) SDTV only



Automatic/Algorithm image control: e.g.Archangel (Snell and Wilcox) SDTV only



IMAGE MANIPULATIO N TECHNOLOGY



INDEPENDENT H & S WARE. "OPEN" PLATFORM



"HIGH END COMPUTERS" E.G. SILICON GRAPHICS



PC/MAC BASED "STAND ALONE"



Manual image control & edit: e.g. Cineon (Kodak). Inferno, Flame, Flint, Fire (Discreet) Resolution independent



Manual still frame image control: e.g.Photoshop (Adobe) Resolution independent



Automatic/Algorithm image control: e.g. Revival (daVinci), Restor (Discreet). Resolution independent



Automatic/Algorithm image control: e.g. MSN SDTV only



Automatic/Algorithm image control as "sparks" on other software: e.g. Slo Mo on Inferno Resolution independent



Manual sequence related image control (semiautomatic): e.g. Shout (Thomson) Resolution independent



Automatic/Algorithm image control: e.g. HD-DVNR (Digital Vision) HDTV only



Combined grading, formatting & Comform: e.g.Thomson Symphony SDTV only



Automatic/Algorithm image control: e.g.Diamant (HS-Art) Scream (Thomson) Resolution independent



Combined grading, formatting & comform: e.g.Thomson Specter Resolution independent:
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11. Image manipulation software and hardware Image manipulation software can be categorised in a number of ways that help to demonstrate the changing technology. The earliest systems were simple computer based drawing and colouring software, but in the 1980's these were joined by combined hardware software packages (known in the industry as "black boxes"); integrated systems that allowed little incorporation of other available devices. Domino, from Quantel) was the most extensive and included a scanner, computer hard and software, and a recorder. There is a steady changeover via elaborate and costly large computers, to simple PC based devices. The large fast computers carry their own processing capacity but to carry out the rendering of large files when the software is supported on a PC requires some additional processor capacity. Thus PC based software will in the future require special rendering "farms" to speed up the processing. However these are not as expensive as the Silicon Graphics computers used until recently for much image software. Recently several suppliers (MTI and Thomson) of image software have begun to specify PC's instead of Silicon Graphics. The following diagram shows the full range of image control and alteration stages.



VIDEO IMAGE



ORIGINAL FILM



ON MONITOR



1 SCAN



PREVIEW & “GRADE”



2 Data files



VIDEO IMAGE ON MONITOR



Data files



WORK STATION



Stages at which computer controlled image manipulation may be done = 1,2,3,4. See text for 5.



3



Correct/modify image



New Data files 4 NEW RE-RECORDED FILM NEGATIVE
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Digital control and manipulation possible at these stages are: Stage 1 : As a previewed “grade” before scanning - the scanned data files are therefore already “corrected” for these errors. This is carried out by viewing the images on a monitor associated with the telecine unit. The software used is carried in the Image Controller. Alternatively The Image Controller may be attached to a separate disc-to-disc grading station after scanning (only practical if scanned previously at 16 bit or more. This is not a reality yet). Corrections possible at this stage are for: •



Colour balance,



•



Re-colouring locally



•



Overall dye and silver fading



•



Contrast errors,



•



Some local image stains and fades



•



Tone dye fading



•



Reformatting, magnification, reduction and re-framing



Equipment examples: High Resolution Telecine Units: •



Philips/Thomson Spirit Datacine



•



Cintel C-Reality



•



Sony Vialta



Image Controllers at high resolutions •



daVinci 2K



•



Pandora Megadef



Stage 2 : During scanning, using automatic software. Corrections possible at this stage are for: •



Marks, sparkle, scratches removal



•



Image instability



•



Image density fluctuation, between one frame and another.



•



Variations in density within a frame



•



Image edge alterations, “sharpening” and “softening”



Equipment examples: •



Digital Vision DVNR (SDTV only; mark, sparkle and minor damage repair)
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•



Digital Vision HD-DVNR (HDTV only; mark, sparkle and minor damage repair)



•



Built-in facilities to Image Controllers listed above



Stage 3 : On a workstation using specialist image software. Corrections possible at this stage are for: •



Image damage, marks, (opaque) stains and scratches,



•



Image compositing and registration



•



Grain reduction or replacement,



•



Local (transparent) image stains, fades and hue changes



•



Variations in density from frame to frame



•



Variations in density within a frame



•



Re-colouring locally



•



Adding tints



•



Film editing and conforming (reconstruction)



•



Image instability



•



Image edge alterations, grain changes, “sharpening” and “softening”



•



Speed changes by frame creation or omission



Equipment examples: •



Adobe Photoshop, resolution independent, the best of many manual still frame software



•



Adobe Matador, resolution independent, old manual image manipulation software for effects production



•



Discreet Inferno, Flame, Fire etc, resolution independent, very flexible manual effects software



•



MSN (freeware) SDTV only, automatic video image repair



•



Kodak Cineon, resolution independent, very flexible manual effects software, now no longer available



•



HS-Art Diamant, resolution independent, flexible automatic and semi-automatic image repair software



•



MTI (various packages, resolution independent, flexible automatic and semi-automatic image repair software



•



daVinci Revival, resolution independent, flexible automatic and semi-automatic image repair software



•



Snell & Wilcox Archangel, SDTV only, automatic video image repair



•



DFL Register, resolution independent, specialist software to register multiple images, for separation films, Technicolor etc.
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Thomson Shout, resolution independent, flexible automatic and semi-automatic image repair software Thomson Scream, resolution independent, specialist software to remove grain. Stage 4 : When processing data files before or during re-recording to film. Corrections possible at this stage are for: •



Image size and ratio changes - magnification and reduction – formatting.



•



Image edge alterations, “sharpening” and “softening”



•



Some grain reduction or alteration.



•



Altering resolution (pixels per line) by doubling, interpolation techniques etc



Equipment examples: •



Arnold & Richter, Arrilaser Film Recorder, built in software packages, video resolution to data resolutions, "sharpening" software, image control software for contrast, colour balance, curve shape (gamma) etc.



•



Kodak, Lightning Film Recorder, has similar abilities.



Editing and conforming. At any stage data or video files may be edited or re-edited, to alter sequence insert or delete frames. Specialist software has been used for this for many years, and was originally developed for film and video programme editing. The edit decisions (known as the EDL or Edit Decision List) are passed to the film cutter to expedite the process of negative cutting, or to the video programme editor to carry out the Conform, the process of re-arranging the video sequences into the final programme. Two types of software have come out of this need that are now widely used (and are equally useful for restoration) Edit software is used to carry out the initial decisions that make up the programme. Avid have dominated this market but recently PC and Mac based systems (Premier and Final Cut Pro respectively) are becoming more widely used. The final product of this process is the EDL, a list usually in a specific commonly used file format known as CMX, that defines the shots used and the exact frames at which changes occur. Conform software is used to carry out the decisions in the EDL on the final video or data files. In practice, the conform is often a part of a much larger image software, or software/hardware combination, which carries out other functions as well. Examples are Discreet's Inferno (principally an effects software, Avid Symphony (also an SDTV formatting and grade software) or Thomson/Philips Specter (also a grading software).
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12. Film recorders A new film image from an electronic image have existed. Film recorders, also called re-recorders, used to create a new film image from a have existed since the 1950's and were always based on using a negative film to photograph the face plate of a cathode ray tube (a TV screen). Later when digital data files could be displayed on CRT's the same technology was used. Electron beam recorders were developed in the 1960's and used, briefly for black and white images. Kodak and later Arri have now developed laser beam exposure devices. Today three technologies are used for film recorders. a. Colour CRT systems The first B&W film images from CRT's were used as the principle archiving process for TV companies (and were called telerecordings) and were photographs of TV screens taken with special cameras. The specialist CRTs used today are specially selected flat screens. These are photographed by a conventional cine camera such as is used for the camera mechanism of an optical film printer. Until recently exposures of up to 45 seconds a frame were needed but modern equipment either uses very bright face plates, or uses multiple heads that enables several images to be exposed onto several film rolls at a time to increase output. Monochrome images are achieved by creating equal/equivalent R, G and B images, and setting up a recorder of this type for Black and White film exposure does have some problems in contrast control. Sometimes to overcome this just a blue image is been photographed but this increases the already long exposure and reduces the definition as only one phosphor in each triad is used. Any precision film camera, such as is used by an optical film printer, can be used for this purpose, so any recording gauge and format can be used. In practice only 35mm is used in many parts of the world, although at least one 65/70mm unit exists in the USA. b. Monochrome CRT systems Monochrome CRT's have been used since the 1960's to re-record colour from video and are now still in use in a few companies recording to film from both video and data files. Several different systems, generally covered by patents, exist. One system exposes three black and white negatives (sequentially) one as a record of Red data, one for Green, and one for Blue. After processing these three separation negatives are then used to print onto Colour Intermediate film through R, G and B filters to produce a new colour negative.
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In another system the exposures are directly onto a Colour Intermediate or colour negative film stock sequentially through R, G and B filters. A third is a development of the last method but uses three CRTs and exposes all three colour images simultaneously. Systems of these types have been used since the mid 1970's, and some still exist, although it is thought that all but one (in London) are now in the USA. Image Transform is of this type. Monochrome CRT's overcome the problem of using colour CRT's for recording onto black and white film, and these are commonly used for this in the USA. c. Laser systems Laser systems, from two manufacturers, Arri and Kodak, use three scanning laser beams, R, G and B, and are now the most widely used film recorders, producing the majority of the world's film images from video and data. They are relatively fast (less than 3secs a frame) and the degree of control over the image is said to be far greater than any CRT recorder (although recent CRT system manufacturers claim otherwise). These recorders have made it possible to achieve a close match between the images seen on a high quality SD or HD monitor, and the image seen on a cinema screen after that same data file or video image has been recorded to film. This calibration creates a genuine WYSIWYG process (although in reality it is not possible to match the entire TV monitor colour space with any subtractive film and vice versa. These recorders have stimulated the development of a thriving high resolution (2K) digital intermediate post-production system, now common throughout northern and western Europe. In the USA only three feature films have been made using 2K data in the up to Nov 2002, and in excess of 50 in Europe. Laser recorders also produce excellent film recordings from digital video. In both USA and the rest of the world the laser recorders have given a substantial boost to programmes shot on film, postproduced as if they were for TV in standard definition television formats, but then recorded to film for the cinema. In the last year DV shot programmes are being recorded to 35mm film and HDDV and other HD formats are rapidly taking over from camera film in certain geographic areas and genres. Part of the reason for the this rapid change in production and post-production technology is the rapidly falling cost of film recording - the prices in London have fallen by a factor of about 20 in three years. Although the scanned file may originate from any gauge or format the only gauge used by these recorders at present is 35mm. The only formats possible are those based on 4-perforation pulldown, but include virtually every such format - flat screen, of any aspect ratio, full aperture silent frame and Super35, and anamorphic images. The current rapid development of digital projectors (such as Texas's DLP and JVC's D-ILA) is likely to have an effect on film recorders in the future. These very bright, high quality, high resolution,
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digital images are just the technology needed to increase the speed of film recorders, and thus reduce the cost of the service (that is if D-cinema does not also cause the death of film technology).
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13. Typical Restoration and Mastering techniques available in 2002 A typical European special effects and digital intermediate post-production company, of which there are over 25 in existence today (except for the D6 unit), might be equipped with the following (suitable installed and commissioned): Spirit Datacine Telecine scanner or Cintel C-Reality, scanning HD and R,G,B data, with HD-DVNR Pandora Megadef or daVinci 2K Image Controller Discreet Flame Inferno or Fire 2-4 Terabytes of data storage, locally associated with TK and workstations PC based workstation with Photoshop, Premier, Diamant, Shout, Revival etc Miscellaneous tape and hard disc recording formats, AIT, DVD, CD, DLT DTF etc Graphics Mac workstation Digibeta recorder player D6 or D5 HD recorder player Arrilaser Film Recorder With this equipment the following range of restoration techniques would be possible. The existence of the equipment would not guarantee either the quality or the authenticity of the restoration, unless that the restoration specialist was able to interpret the requirements of the archivist into a satisfactory production route: 1. Rehearsal of grade at real time on a monitor of an unfaded film image of any colour or black and white negative, (masked or unmasked), colour or black and white positive, of any original colour, coloured or monochrome process, in preparation for a scan, using all the colour (including secondary correction), contrast, saturation and edit techniques available on Image Controller and some proprietary techniques. The monitor image may be viewed as colour or monochrome. The graded image as seen on the monitor will be matched by the print image from a re-recorded colour intermediate or B/W film (produced in-house) made from the scanned data files. 2. Re-colour and/or re-contrast discrete area of image within a frame: this is possible at two stages, prior to the scan, or at a later workstation. 3. Faded film correction: rehearsal of correction grade at real time on a monitor of a faded film image of any colour negative, masked or unmasked, colour positive, of any
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original colour process provided there are adequate amounts of the original dyes still present. The same calibration conditions apply. 4. Scanned gauges and formats: 35mm film at 2,3, 4 or 8 perforation pull-down formats, and Academy width or full aperture (i.e. perforation to perforation, "Full" "Silent" or Super 35 formats). It is possible to scan sound tracks areas within the perforations. Multiple images within frame areas (e.g. ARC 120 etc) are possible. Any rectangular perforations are possible including "Foxholes" but there is no current mechanism for round Lumière. 16mm Standard and all "Super" formats. It is possible to scan the sound track area of Standard 16mm. 5. Scanning resolutions: resolution range 720 pixels per line to 2,048 pixels per horizontal line using a line array scan. Signal as R,G,B data files, or as YUV SD- or HD- broadcast. 6. Scanning shrunk film. 35mm film up to 2.0% and 16mm up to 1.60% without any problem and 35mm up to 2.8% probable. Vinegar syndrome film in extremely limp form is not very satisfactory on any continuous line array scanner, such as the Spirit, as the film cockles in the gate. Some Telecine scanners are fitted with a proprietary additional device for 16mm that does extend its ability to handle uneven film. 7. Digital Mastering carried out to Digibeta or D6 (for HD). All anamorphic and nonanamorphic broadcast formats can be generated. The full range of Table 3 HD formats is available as deliverables on D5. 8. Film output/re-recording: to 35mm colour intermediate film acetate or polyester Kodak or Fuji as a negative or interpositive, OR to a black and white duplicating negative stock at all 4 perforation formats. Formats include 1:2.35 anamorphic "scope" images, and full frame (perforation to perforation) formats including Super 35 and Silent Full Frame. This process can provide a transfer from any 16mm or 35mm aperture format to any 4perforation 35mm aperture format (for all standard 35mm projectors). 9. Restorations from colour separation images: 2- and 3-strip restorations from original camera separations or protection masters can be scanned and a new colour negative produced. This includes Technicolor, other 3-colour systems and all 2-colour systems such as Cinecolor.
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This has only rarely been done but requires relatively simple software.



The process



involves scanning the original material, colouring and assembly in a suitable workstation and output to any broadcast or HD format, or to a new film negative for cinema release. At least one European and one US company have their own unique software that registers the three images precisely even if the a film element has shrunk, or is warped and no longer matches the others. The process is also possible for single strip sequential frame separations, sometimes called Animation negatives, where the separations are in sequence on a single film element (the process used from the 1930's to about 1970 for all cartoon and animation programmes in particular those destined for Technicolor printing). These sequential frame original camera separations or protection masters can be scanned and a new colour negative produced. This technique can be extended to include other 2 or 3-colour systems, including the simulation of early additive systems such as Kinemacolor. 10. Colouring images 1. Colours (varied hue, saturation and brightness) can be chosen from the range available on the workstation palette (number of colours depends on bit depth). The colours can be applied to the entire frame as a "filter" to match tinting, or as a replacement for the image density, as toning. Combinations of these two are also possible. Application can be applied semi-automatically to scenes or automatically via an EDL. 11. Colouring images 2. Colours (varied hue, saturation and brightness) can be chosen from the range available on the workstation palette (number of colours depends on bit depth). The colours can be applied to discrete areas of the frame and tracked to follow those areas with a mask. Mask edges can be hard, soft or varied. This simulates stencilled and hand-coloured images. 12. Replacing primary colours. It is possible to simulate the replacement of the standard primaries of modern colour films. The data files are separated into three primary R,G,B records (or R/O & G/C for 2-colour) and reconstructed as if they were separation records (see above) using pre-selected new primary colours from the software palette. These are applied as if they are toned images (see) and registered (see) as a single image. A new data file is made of the combined image. This process is time consuming and still experimental, but essential for an authentic simulation of some early colour processes.
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13. Some local stains, differential fades and colour density or contrast changes within the frame area can be corrected at the grade stage prior to the scan so that the scanned file will contain the correction. If these stains are inconsistent from frame to frame it is not possible to correct them satisfactorily at this stage. 14. Automatically reduce or remove dirt and sparkle (so-called noise reduction at any data resolution, SD and HD. This can be done at the scanning stage for HD or in a subsequent workstation. 15. Use an EDL (Edit Decision List) to conform sequences of frame scanned into data files, SD or HD. This technique is for reconstruction using multiple sources of original material, or A&B (etc) rolls, or the assembly from "colour" or "printing" rolls of original silent era negative. This is carried out in a workstation. 16. Manually remove/infill/clone fill scratches (+ and - density) at all resolutions of both TV and data formats (on a workstation). The manual process can then be used for a semiautomatic process on subsequent frames in some instances, or in a semi-automatic system in a stand-alone workstation. 17. Manually remove/infill/clone-fill sparkle, dirt marks, craters, etc (+ and - density) at all resolutions of both TV and data formats (on a workstation). A small degree of semiautomatic correction is possible on the manual workstation, or automatically in a separate stand-alone workstation. 18. Manually remove/infill/clone-fill transparent and semi-transparent stains (+ and density) at all resolutions of both TV and data formats (on a workstation). This is done manually with difficulty, and is extremely time consuming, or automatically in a separate stand alone workstation. 19. Remove flicker produced by variable exposure from frame to frame, at all resolutions of both TV and data formats (on a workstation). This process is semi-automatic. Once set up the process can be operated identically throughout any number of frames, or automatically in a separate stand-alone workstation. 20. Remove flicker produced by variable process variations within/inside a frame, at all resolutions of both TV and data formats (on a workstation). This is done manually with
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difficulty, and is extremely time consuming, or automatically in a separate stand alone workstation. 21. Insert replacement frames, or parts of frames which are missing or damaged: the new frames may be produced from other elements of the same frames, or created by several alternative methods (cloning, interpolation, mixing or combinations) from frame still in existence on either side. Essentially this process is used to repair massive damage, tears and removing the effects of large splices in the frame area. This can also be done semiautomatically in a separate stand-alone workstation. 22. Reconstruction of original images from incorrectly racked, or "rolling" step-contact printed images made in error. These images are usually in horizontal segments unrelated to the original frame positions. This is done manually at a workstation. 23. Re-sharpening out of focus images. This process is available at a number of stages and needs care to avoid increases in grain and unacceptable contouring and other artefacts. 24. Titles. Titles may be introduced from TIFF or other files created in a graphics package or PC and added, over-layed or matted to images. Some simple titles may be text written directly into image files at the workstation. 25. Intertitles. Intertitles may be introduced from TIFF or other files. Some simple titles may be text written directly into image files at the workstation. Frames are easily repeated. 26. Stability control. Unsteady jumping or weaving images can be steadied, or rigidly fixed. This process is carried out at a workstation, manually or automatically. Some increase in magnification may be inevitable due to the reduction in a common viewed frame area within a scene. 27. Image instability may be added. Absolute rigidity is often unacceptable in early film especially in new titles and intertitles, and some new instability may have to be introduced. 28. Magnification and XY zoom. Any image may be magnified (or reduced) to fill a standard frame (where there is poor image stability, to avoid a splice, or for technical or aesthetic reasons. This can be done prior to scanning, or later on a workstation.
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29. Re-grain and image structure. Grain structure is not normally changed, but grain may be sampled from one image (or from our library of grain) and used on another. Imported images may not match the main body of a sequence and can be re-structured (within limits) to provide a better match. Restructuring can involve "de-focussing and de-graining (achieved by minor edge softening) replacing grain, or altering local contrast or acutance. This is done on a workstation. 30. Registration. Where several images are overlaid (for 2-, 3-colour reconstruction, massive contrast changes, or for effects, manual registration is used. Automatic software is also available for registering warped, distorted or differentially shrunk film. 31. Optical effects. All the usual "opticals" (mixes, dissolves, double exposures printing and overlays, originally created by multi-roll printing, pull-back printing and overlay printing) can be recreated from the original film images. Green or blue screen composites are easily recreated from the original elements. Each element is scanned separately and the files automatically conformed using an EDL, if one can be made, or manually, if not. 32. Other effects. The full range of effects available to TV and film for commercials or digital intermediate features are also available. 33. Speed changes. Silent film projection speed was not consistent. Running speed can be altered (if variable speed projection is not available) by "compression" - the omission of frames (rarely visually acceptable), by interpolation ("inventing" intermediate frames) or by "stretching" (inserting or cloning existing or interpolating new frames). Silent film intended for sound speed projection can be "stretched" from speeds between 12fps to 20fps up to 24fps by a number of techniques. The simplest is the cloning, a process similar to optical stretch printing. 34. Grade and correct on the scanner and produce data files on DTF 1 or 2, AIT or DLT, and Firewire drives etc which are portable and can be worked on in the clients premises. The client may then decide what corrections are needed and carry them out (in their own time and to their own requirements) and return the new files to the company for re-record back to film. Choice of file type and workstation software may be critical, as it is essential not to "re-map" the files colour or brightness-range space, or the calibration established by the company's system will be lost. This is called a "bureau service" in the industry.
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35. Hybrid restorations. Hybrid technology, where digital technology is combined with conventional photochemical technique is possible. Examples include: Heavily scratched film (which cannot be wet-gate scanned, a service not widely available) can be wet-gate printed (on a TAI or BHP Modular) by a film laboratory to make a relatively scratch-free wet gate intermediate, or fine grain film. This is then scanned. This reduces the workstation time and cost of image repair considerably. Black and white digital restoration results in a new black and white negative which can then be used to continue the restoration photochemically, for example make a Desmetcolor print. This list is not intended to be exhaustive.
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14. Digital formats for the Preservation of Film images a. SD Broadcast formats These are all 720 pixels per line, and the YUV values for each pixel are recorded. Aspect ratios are 4:3 or 16:9 images available depending on the display television. All European SD video is 25fps and each frame is interlaced, so those 50 images each with alternate line are displayed every second. There are numerous tape formats. An interlaced YUV compressed digital video record is therefore a very different image to a series of film frames. b. DVD formats DVD's are laser discs which may be played on SDTV displays or computer screens. At present there are only a few regional variants but it is expected that a new commercial war will introduce new DVD formats incompatible with the old. These are final retail display devices at present but already there are plans to use DVD's as vehicles for small cinemas using digital projectors. DVD's may also be used for storing data files.



c. HD formats There are numerous High Definition deliverable formats. About 23 have been listed described and about 5 are in frequent use today. There are no standards so far agreed. The images are always 16:9 aspect ratio. There are really only two deliverable tape formats at present. D5 which is a 4:1 compressed tape, capable of recording SD, or one of the compressed HD formats such as 1080/50i (1920 x 1080 pixels, 50 frames per sec interlaced) or 1080/24p (1920 X 1080 pixels, 24fames per second which are "solid", i.e. not interlaced). This last is a format that corresponds to cinema projection. D6 is an uncompressed format recording data as 1920 x 1080 and is a valuable master for creating any other format as a deliverable. However it suffers from similar problems to other 2K uncompressed data storage vehicles. One tape can only hold about one hour of programme, and it has proved to be vulnerable to rough handling and other mishaps. It seems unlikely that D6 can become a primary digital preservation master in the long term even with the guarantee that it will be re-mastered every 5 years. The recorder player is also complex and expensive. It is thought that there are (Nov 2002) two D6 units in London, two in Paris and two in Copenhagen, one in Stockholm, and 3 others in Europe. Other HD formats that may be worth considering in the future will be camera formats like Sony HDCam with an 8:1 compression.
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d. Data formats for digital preservation Tape formats exist in numerous streamer type versions, DAT, AIT, DLT, and so on. The only tape that carries any form of guarantee by the manufacturer is DTF from Sony. Sony have guaranteed that an device will be available for 30 years that would be able to download a DTF tape (provided it was in a state to open and run). Thus, this is the first guarantee that the normal obsolescence of play-out device will not apply. It does not, however, guarantee the life of an individual tape, nor does it guarantee Sony's continuing existence or dependability. Hard magnetic disc are becoming more reliable and more compact, one portable 200Gb disc used by national libraries and banks is now only 10cm x 10cm x 2cm. CD's and DVD laser discs also represent more physically robust data storage, rapidly becoming larger in capacity. e. Projection formats Digital cinema projectors will require a local storage and a transport format (if satellite download or cables are not used). At present a feature film in 4-5 cans will weigh 25kgs. 4-5 DTF-2's will hold 1.5Tbs (a 90min feature at 2K and 10bit) and weigh 18kgs, although the data in the film far exceeds the tape. f. Digital formats for FILM image preservation It is widely felt that no digital or video image format can be considered a preservation format as an alternative to the original film image from which it was derived. The following issues have all been put forward as reasons for this view: 1. Almost all cinema film images of 16mm gauge or above have a higher resolution than any current television format. 2. A 35mm colour negative is thought to require at least a data equivalent of 3000-4000pixels per horizontal line and a bit depth equivalent of at least 16bit to record all the data and perhaps more (Kodak 1990, Rothaler 1989). 3. From subjective viewing experiments it seems that the human eye sees digital images of 7 bits or more as continuous tones (this will vary a little dependant on the luminous range between black and white) 4. Analogue video formats (like analogue film) suffer from progressive degeneration when copied, and have short and vulnerable life cycles. 5. Digital formats are all intermediate carriers but when cloned (but only when cloned) there are no degeneration changes.
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6. All scanning and display systems are analogue - only the "intermediate" image storage formats are digital. 7. Digital formats may be video (SD, 720 pixels per line, or HD, numerous different formats, generally 1920 pixels per horizontal line). Video formats are always compressed in some way. 8. Digital data formats are computer files in which the basic R, G and B values for each pixel are all separately recorded. However when the data is transferred from one vehicle, format or file to another they may be cloned, i.e. the values copied with no change, or their characteristics of bit depth, resolution or other characters may be deliberately altered. This is copying without cloning, and may involve compression, i.e. reduction of the total digital data. 9. Digital video formats (and analogue video) have far less stability and "life" than film, and should be migrated to a new format and or file type every five years to retain its data safely. This is considered a necessity in an age when formats and tape and disc players change so quickly. Any format is useless once the play-out device ceases to exist or be serviced adequately. 10. Magnetic media seem to be more limited in life than laser discs but this is only surmise at present. However they are just as vulnerable to play-out equipment obsolescence. 11. Freshly made and processed film has a life in excess of at least 100 years, if stored correctly. There are some projects to plan eventually provide digital records on film as digital images (similar to Dolby SR film sound tracks, for example). However analogue film images may have just as long a life and can be much more easily viewed.
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SECTION 2: APPENDICES
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1. Suppliers of Equipment and Software used for Digital Film scanning, image control and film recording Introduction The film, computer and TV industry is supplied by numerous large and small designers and of technology. The following list is not intended to be comprehensive and is limited to the more obvious companies and their products that provide specialist technology for digital image scanning from film, it's manipulation, and recording back to film. Data and video storage, movement, accessing and formatting are not included. This might add hundreds of relevant suppliers. Although these suppliers may list "restoration" as a use of some of this technology, in reality these suppliers have traditionally designed their equipment for, and sold it to, the modern film and video production, distribution and broadcast markets. A number of very small suppliers have been omitted, especially where they normally supply scanners and film recorders to other industries than film and TV. 5D UK. Range of workstation software for grading, mastering and effects, adaptable for restoration work from previously scanned files. In particuler: 5D Colossus - Software-based, digital grading and mastering solution, primary and secondary grading, tracking, masks, 10-bit log data and semiautomatic dust-busting and grain tools. 5D Cyborg - Visual effects and compositing system. Distort, a morphing tool, plus a timeline module for editing and compositing for effects and edits. 5D Commander - Real-time record and review system, used in digital intermediate production schemes. ADOBE SYSTEMS INCORPORATED USA. Desktop publishing software commencing in 1982 - also Adobe Acrobat®. Well PC known software: Adobe® Photoshop®, widely used for cine image adjustment and repair, on a frame by frame manual basis. Adobe Illustrator®, Adobe GoLive®, Adobe FrameMaker®, and Adobe After Effects® for video, titles and data image alterations. Adobe Premiere® increasingly used for video and film editing and EDL generation. APPLE USA. Editing software. Final Cut Pro, a non-linear editor that supports all professional editing formats (DV, SD and HD). Final Cut Pro 3 has realtime, OfflineRT, advanced color correction, and 3D titles and effects tools. Cinema Tools for Final Cut Pro, has 24-fps editing system on Power
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Mac G4 for editing 35 mm film, 16 mm film and 24P HD. (Also DVD Studio Pro is a DVD authoring workshop with MPEG-2 compression and Dolby AC-3 sound). AVID TECHNOLOGY, INC. USA. The leading provider of digital video media editing and effects creation packages, for film audio and video post-production. (In the past supplied some resolution independent effects software.) CELCO USA. CRT film recorders including FURY Digital Motion Picture Recorder, 1 second per frame eXtreme HDR and NITRO HD. CHYRON CORPORATION UK. Hardware and software mostly for video including graphics software: Duet HD multiformat, real-time computer graphics systems and software for 2D / 3D text, graphics and animation. Duet LEX - computer graphics with real-time 2D / 3D animation. Digibox CODI - stand-alone graphics and animation system. CINTEL INTERNATIONAL UK. Motion picture film telecine scanners. Cintel MkIII and URSA, are the most commonly used telecines for SDTV in the world. Current models include C-Reality, resolutions up to 2K and DSX, to 4K a film scanner, designed specifically for high-end commercial post production, resolution independent film mastering and restoration projects. Both can be fitted with 'OSCAR', an "optical" scratch and dust removal system. CRYSTAL VISION LTD UK. Video and audio interface equipment and digital chroma and linear keyers for broadcasting applications. Principally used in broadcast companies for YUV level control, gain, clipping and timing, colour correction in both the YUV and RGB domains, and for masking, mixes and wipes.



DAVINCI USA. Telecine colour correctors/ image controllers including HD versions and 2K and 2K Plus. The Colorist Toolbox, is a real-time special effects option for the 2K and 2K Plus. RESTOR is a software image repair system also called Revival, and is marketed by both daVinci and Discreet for automatic image restoration applications, including dust, dirt, image instability, density
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fluctuation, scratch repairs etc. Plus, is a colour correction plug-in for Revival based on the daVinci image controller. 2K Plus DATA, is a real-time digital film grading and effects product with integrated data monitor for film and film-to-film colour correction. DIGITAL VISION AB Sweden. Post-production, pre-mastering, telecommunications and digital cinema products, including: DVNR, real-time video image processing workstation for dust busting, some scratch removal colour correction, compression and format conversion. HD-DVNR is a version for automatic real time dust and mark removal for HD. ZOM, a zoom and aspect ratio converter for the DVNR Image Processing workstations, alters sharpness, aspect ratio and zoom, and pans-and-scans. Valhall, is for colour correction and grading, autoconform, with DVNR image processing. ACP, a Colour Corrector for advanced tape-to-tape colour correction. AGR-IV, is a grain and noise reducer aimed at film, videotape restoration and MPEG pre-processing. DIGITAL VOODOO Australia. A range of uncompressed 10-bit Quicktime PCI SDI cards for the available in High Definition, Standard Definition and analog versions. Used by editors, and for visual effects. DISCREET USA. Wide range of resolution independent software/hardware products for non-linear editing, effects, compositing, and animation, using SGI platforms. Includes inferno®; flame®; smoke® NLE; 3ds max® and character studio™ animation; combustion™; capable of the widest range of effects and image manipulation including autoconforming to an EDL. Also supplies practical infrastructure data handling solutions such as backdraft™. EASTMAN KODAK CO USA etc. Numerous film data and hardware products. Originator of the Cineon Digital Film System, defined in the EKCo Glossary of Terms as "A new Kodak system which transfers images originated on film to a digital format for electronic compositing, manipulation and enhancement, and outputs back to film with no loss of image quality." Sales are discontinued but still in use in E K Co owned subsidiary companies such as Cinesites, and in about four other "associate" companies. Cineon continues as an image data file format similar to .dpx and is still in use for special effects. The Cineon System consisted of the Genesis Film Scanner (1K, 2K & 4K), Cineon workstation and software, used for special effects and with several useful restoration tools, and the Lightning Gas Laser Film Recorder. The Cineon product and data format is no longer
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supported by Kodak although the software is still used by several special effect companies. The Cineon users web site, www.cineon.com, is now operated independently of EKCo. FOR-A (UK) LTD UK. Wide range of video hardware for broadcasters including colour correctors, disk recorders, time base correctors. HS-ART Austria. Supplier of automatic and semi-automatic resolution independent image manipulation software. Diamant Restoration includes spot and dust detection/removal, temporal density variation, spatial brightness, stains, film transport instability, noise and grain control, image interpolation, and a scratch removal (previously supplied Limelight and Frame) IMAGICA CORP Japan (& Photron USA, agent) A service provider and film lab also supplying scanners and effects software, including: Imagica Scanner for digital film effects, post production and film restoration, up to 4K 10-bit. Also Imager XE Digital Film Scanner, and GaletteTM, a colour management system able to grade computer graphics or animation images displayed on CRT monitors, to print film. Mamoe V3.2 is a software to combine computer graphics images with live-action scenes to create extraordinary visual effects. Both systems can grade data files from film. IMAGINEER SYSTEMS LTD UK. Mokey™ is software for automatic removal of wire, rigging or other unwanted objects, including dust and scratch images from a complete video clip, and for object tracking & matte creation without chroma-key or frame-by-frame matte painting. Available as a stand alone module or as plug-ins for Discreet and Avid systems and is integrated into 5D Cyborg. KINOTON GMBH Germany. Known as a manufacturer of projection technology. Also film to data transfer with FTM 35 Telecine and clip recorder (so far not fitted with a colour/image controller). Data to film transfer with HD Server and Film Recorder 2k / 4k on 35 mm film. LIGHTWORKS INC. UK/US. Touch is a new non-linear editing equipment and software. MATROX VIDEO
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US/UK. Numerous broadcast products including DigiSuite MAX real-time editing platforms and DVD authoring. METAFILM CORPORATION US/Germany. Provides all parts of a film-digits-film sequence: MetaScan 2000 CCD film scanner (not telecine), RGB 2,048 data, 10-bits Cineon logarithmic or linear, at 6 frames/sec, to disk or Fibre Channel image server. Includes a CCD Photographic Image Registration system. MetaFilm High-Speed Digital Recorders - a family of high-resolution digital film recorders up to 1 frame/sec for 2K images. Supplied with computer, large capacity storage, and fiber channel connection to central image server. MetaBank - an open architecture 2 GB server, to allow third-party workstations direct access to the centrally stored digital images. MGI USA. Supplies a range of 7" CRT film recorders for a wide range of applications now including the Solitaire Cine III FLX/EV Filmrecorder. Potentially capable of resolutions to 8K, 12 bit. At 35mm 2k 15secs/frame, 8K 58secs a frame. Wide range of film formats (uses Oxberry cameras) 16mm to 65mm. (Solitaire was the film recorder used in the Domino system from Quantel.) MICROSOFT CORPORATION USA. Digital media platform provider, for video (HD planned). Includes Windows Media Player for consumers, Windows Media Services for servers, Windows Media Tools for content creation and the Windows Media Software Development Kit for software developers. see www.microsoft.com/windowsmedia. MTI USA. Supplier of MTI IntelliDeck® an integrated collection of software modules for the motion picture and TV, including Digital Restoration Services™ for colour grading, automatic and semi-automatic removal dust and dirt, de- and re-grain, remove flicker, and stabilize images. (Possibly the most widely used image repair software.) OPTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC USA. Distributor of equipment for telecine/scanning Suites, including image repair of video signals: Primal HD - a multi-standard image processing engine to provide access to a range of tools. DV Xpander - Improves the color keying quality of DV video when used in the 601 domain.
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Anti Alias - corrects field aliasing from telecine transfers or DV video. V-3 Gate - Available for Cintel Mklll, Turbo and URSA series telecines, TK gate for single standard, dual standard or a three-way combination of 8 mm, S8 mm and/or 9.95 mm. (Also supplier of used TK's and scanners.) OXBERRY USA. Oxberry is the largest provider of basic film scanners for high resolutions at all formats from 8mm to 65/70mm. Several versions include: Cinescan Film Scanner, & Oxscan Film Scanner, and custom made units, up to 4K, 10bit. (Also a manufacturer of specialist optical film printers and cameras for specialist duplication, and computer products). PANASONIC BROADCAST and Panasonic Broadcast Europe GmbH Japan/Germany. Manufacturer of a wide range of digital equipment and principles including: DV based camcorders and VTRs, DVCPRO and DVCPRO-HD. HD-D5 mastering format in a wide range of HD formats. Also high-capacity archiving systems, plasma screens, LCD monitors and projection systems, non-linear editing systems. PANDORA INTERNATIONAL UK.



Manufactures Digital Colour Correctors and Image Processors (Image controllers) in



resolutions from 525 to 4,000 lines plus: Pogle (video) and Megadef (resolution independent). PHOENIX restoration; resolution independent software and hardware options, for Colour Correction and Restoration. JAM cards an option for the Pixi colour corrector providing up to 12 individual layers. Optical Link to IQ - for SD, HD & 2K resolution colour correction at real time. QUANTEL LTD UK. A range of for Technologies based on iQ, a common platform for a range of editing, effects, graphics, etc. requirements.



generationQ – Graphics: new similar to Paintbox (a previous



Quantel product) on PC. Principally for video.



generationQ – Post: resolution independent



software and hardware for HD and 2K post production with iQ, including eQ - a resolution coexistent timeline editing and effects workstation. Quantel supplied Domino (a package of scanner, workstation and film recorder), now no longer available. SGI USA. Supplies computer workstations and software for graphics, video and data post-production and effects, 3D animation, editing, and compositing, and widely used by other companies. These
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include: Silicon Graphics Fuel™ and Silicon Graphics® Octane2™ workstations with DMediaPro™ digital media peripherals. SGI® media SAN is used for production, film mastering and digital cinema files. OPTRONIK Germany. The FilmReader Project, is a Optronik GmbH Potsdam, Institute of Space Sensor Technology and Planetary Exploration (WP) of the German Aerospace Center, joint project to develop a scanner system for conventional film and to store the data digitally. The aim is a 5K resolution from edge to edge. The project is still on-going. SNELL & WILCOX LTD UK. Designers and manufacturers of a wide range of video soft- and hardware solutions to SD broadcast and HD transform, image control, switchers, colour grading, auto-conform editing, synchronisers, mastering, restoration and conversion, and standards conversion. Partners in several IST projects including Aurora and Brava. Aurora resulted in A r c h a n g e l a hardware/software package for automatic correction of both film originated and analogue video originated image defects wide on SD video (not for HD or data). SONY Japan/USA etc. Wide range of hardware and imaging formats including HDCAM High-Definition and DVCAM. Also Sony Vialta SD and HD Telecine, using a CCD camera array and intermittent film movement. THOMSON & GRASS VALLEY Germany/ USA. Wide range of broadcast formats and products and some image data/film hardware and software obtained through the purchase of Phillips Digital including: Thomson Spirit Datacine, CCD array telecine for SD, HD and Data scans up to 2K, the most widely used telecine for HD and data. Also Shadow telecine for SD. Shout Restoration Tool a resolution independent software for use on an SGI platform such as Octane2, for removing dirt, scratches, and other common film frame defects. It can identify and mark defects automatically, letting an operator accept or reject a proposed repair. Scream Grain Reduction Tool is a parallel system for grain removal. Specter is a hardware/software package for colour grading after scan, data storage and auto-conforming, used by some digital intermediate post-production companies. VooDoo Media Recorder is a flexible uncompressed D6 HD tape recorder/player.
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2. Scanning and Digital Restoration Service providers in Europe (and the USA) Introduction There are many digital facility companies throughout Europe (one web site lists over 450) falling into categories dependant on their services: •



dubbing companies transfer images from one broadcast video tape to another,



•



telecine companies, sometimes called mastering companies, scan film to broadcast digital formats, as well as dub,



•



post-production companies carry out all the services needed for complete programme production, from video or film.



•



digital intermediate companies scan at high resolutions and/or at HD with "high end" telecine units, fitted with controllers, and return the images back to film, usually for the feature film industry. They usually also produce SDTV and HDTV deliverable formats



•



effects companies scan, often with basic scanners, and generate special effects on files that other companies return to film.



•



DVD authoring companies produce DVD formats from digital media produced elsewhere.



"Full service" is the imprecise term for the few companies that provide all, or most, of these services in a "one stop shop". However the distinctions between categories are sometimes indistinct. Some companies have or include film laboratories, and this usually provides a broader technology base. Inevitably these companies employ the most experienced technologists. A further complication is that some companies have restored films digitally for commercial clients, who expressly ask that company not to divulge either the title or the technique used. Information that follows comes from the following sources: ® Company web sites, press releases and brochures. ® The Gamma Group brought together technologists from film service companies and archives, and this has created a network of contacts. ® Other internet sources provide independent, although often biased, opinion. However, this is quite limited with respect to European archive film digital restoration. Data is more widely available from US major feature distributors about US restorations, and from US restoration specialists and consultants (a breed almost unknown in Europe) who advertise their services on the Internet. ® Many full service companies, and a few others, that state that they provide digital restoration as a service, have been contacted by email. However, whether because of the short time allowed for
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reply, or because some were unwilling to be specific, very few replied. In general those that did are known to have the greatest experience. The following is an incomplete list of all the facilities in Europe that are capable of providing scanning and/or film recording services for film makers and therefore for film archives, and no attempt has been made to list every company with standard resolution digital broadcast scanning service. Many thousand SDTV digital telecine units have been sold. It is known that some 300 Phillips/Thomson Spirit and about 30 Cintel C-Reality telecine units exist in the world, of which over 70 are capable of data and/or HD scanning.



Clearly some of this equipment exists within



broadcasting corporations, but it is clear that even within Europe all of the companies and locations for even this relevant equipment have not been identified by this search. The number of basic scanners is not known, although Oxberry state that they have over 50 "user companies" for their scanner. Arri reports that 35 Arrilaser Film Recorders have been sold within Europe so far (1/2003) - this list does not include this number.



Many companies in this list have equipment capable of digital scanning at SD, HD or data, have restoration workstations, and film recorders, but may not have the specialist knowledge or experience to carry out digital restoration. Companies that report that they have this experience (from their web sites or from correspondence) are highlighted.



A few European archives have some restoration equipment of their own and use, or will use, additional services from other providers to complete restorations. Examples are; Filmmuseum (Nederlands) which has Diamant, East Anglian Film Archive (UK) is setting up Diamant, and the National Film and Television Archive (UK) has a Kodak Cineon workstation. These "bureau" services, generally scanning and film recording, may be provided by the companies listed. Most of the information on technology, equipment and experience comes directly from service providers, and it is inevitable that sometimes this self-advertisement slightly "improves" the facts. This is well known in the industry. It is well known that companies that report they are able to postproduce digital intermediate features may well have much of the equipment but may never have done it, and may have no calibration set up for it. Similarly a number of companies report that they can digitally restore archive film but may never have done it, or have only repaired short
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sequences of damaged film images of modern material, rather than scan, repair, reconstruct and record back to film long lengths. Other facilities restore film using photochemical techniques with short section digital repairs, but report a familiarity with digital restoration as a whole. It is therefore clear to the Editor of this list that at least some of the information that follows may need to be taken with a pinch of salt - at least in some cases companies claim to be able to provide services they have not so far provided. The following list is of Europe and, at the end, is some additional information from the USA.



AUSTRIA Cinema-L Film laboratory, film animation technology, tape and data to film transfer services. Listo Post-production house, telecine, effects, animation, and editorial services tape to film.



BELGIUM Ace Digital House Post production of film and TV, Inferno, Smoke, Infinity, Spirit, Celco, Avid, tape & data to film.



DENMARK



Digital Film Lab (includes Warehouse, Front End Lab and Destiny) Part of DFL Group. Digital post-production of complete feature films (digital intermediate), shorts and commercials, from 16mm, 35mm, & digital formats, in data and HD. Spirit with full secondary colour correction, Shadow, Inferno, Arrilaser. HD & SD mastering. Digital restoration for archives and commercial collections. Links to IT University Copenhagen for specialist restoration software design. Colour negative processing lab. Several feature length digital restorations for archives and collections. Technology (and equipment) moved and shared between locations. Hokus Bogus Digital film recording from cgi's, video & HD, Arrilaser.
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ShortCut Full service facility house. Telecine TV, 2K,HD; AVID off-line/On-line, Smoke, Flame, Inferno, Digital re-recording, Arrilaser. As part of the same group as FilmTeknikk Norge AS (N), FilmTeknik (DK) and FilmTeknik AB (S).



FRANCE Centrimage Group of service companies in Paris, (includes Laboratoires Neyrac Films, a film lab), a restoration laboratory (Cinarchives) and a video post-production house (Citelab). Re-recorder Celco “Extreme Nitro HD. Partner in “Limelight” (Eureka), “Frame” (Esprit), “Diamant” (IST), “Retouche” (PRIAMM), “Cinevideo” (PRIAMM). Has developed a technical & commercial partnership for digital film restoration (e.g. Metropolis) with Alpha-Omega (see: GERMANY). Duboi Digital effects, post-production, motion control & eLab (Duboicolor), digital intermediate features, Spirit, Specter, Arrilaser. part of Duran group of companies. (Reported to be in some financial difficulties, 1/2003 .Ed) DUST Restauration Specialist company (Nice), automatic and manual digital software repair of video and data images, using own and other software on PC based platforms. Closed September 2002. Éclair Full service film lab and video facility. All sectors of work. Digital intermediate features. Digital restoration for commercial clients (e.g. commenced with Fantomas restorations using Cineon in 1997). Spirit and Genesis data scanning, Specter, Cineon, Flame, Inferno, Smoke. Arrilaser. Lightning II, Celco, Recluse film recording.



FINLAND Digital Film Finland All digital post-production. Equipment includes: Spirit Datacine, daVinci 2K, Inferno, Celco Film Recorder, Voodoo HD.
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GERMANY Alpha-Omega Video and data post-production, C-Reality, wet gate telecine, daVinci 2K, and workstations. Partnership with Centrimage (Paris) in several digital restoration projects (e.g. Metropolis). Recently re-opened for business. Arnold & Richter, Arri Munchen Digital & film laboratory, video & sound post-production, telecine, scanning,data and tape to film digital film recording. (Manufacturers of 16mm and 35mm cameras and Arrilaser) Cinemedia/Taurus Gruppe Several film lab and video post production centres - work may be distributed to relevant locations. Atlantik-Film Film lab, digital post-production with CINEON system, film-scanning, film-recording, video to film transfer, retouching, restoration. Das Werk Large provider of digital processing, production and post-production services for advertising films, music videos, and films for television and cinema. (Recently reported to have financial problems, Ed.). Locomotion Digital Facilities Digital post-production. Broadcast design, effects and animation, restoration. Schwartz Film Locations in Berlin and Ludwigsburg - see SWITZERLAND Synchro Film Film processing, video production, tape to film transfer.
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ITALY Cinecitta Cinema studio complex with soundstages, digital effects laboratory, post-production and camera equipment. Digital compositing at Cinecittà Digital, digital Intermediates, scanning and recording, Arrilaser. Restoration and digital conservation. Rome. Dyte Full service video facilities, digital film post-production, special effects, Quantel Domino, 3D & 2D graphics, animation, digital restoration. Naples. Company group with Interactive, a full service video facility in Milan. Proxima. Production center and post digital production and effects for the cinema and television. Rome. Rumblefish Pre & post-production studio, scanning. Rome. Toomotion Group Srl Broadcast & HD scanning. Video services. Rome. LUMIQ Studios Established in Turin, it tries to position itself in the fomain of effects and 3D, but also has technical capacities and knowledge to carry out restoration projects, from SD to full 2K resolution.



NEDERLANDS Cineco & Haghefilm Conservation (a division of Cineco) Conventional film lab, developing and wetgate printing,16mm, S16mm, 35mm, S35mm, negative cutting, colour grading, blow-up, sound re-recording. Scanning on Oxberry Cinescan 6400,film recording on ARRILaser & Solitaire Cine Vdubbing.
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NORWAY FilmTeknikk Norge AS Film lab, 16mm, S16mm and 35mm negatives. Telecine (PAL, NTSC and HD). Format conversion. Avid editing. As part of the same group as ShortCut and FilmTeknik (DK) and FilmTeknik AB (S), work may be moved between locations.



ROMANIA Kodak Cinelabs Romania Cinelabs Romania is a KODAK established, owned and operated front-end lab for Motion Picture Imaging.



SPAIN MOLINARE Post production and effects house, digital colour correction. Equipment: Spirit Data Cine, Scanning full 2k, Specter, Megadef colour correction unit, HD Recorder Voodoo. Arrilaser Film Recorder. KINCINE Post production and effects house, services ranging from SD to HAD and up to 2k and 4k. MONTAJE DE MOZART Post production and effects house, equipped with Spirit DataCine, Pandora Megadef Colour correction, 3 Avids, 1 Inferno suite. EN EFECTO Post production and effects house: 2 Telecines, 2 Discreet’s Inferno, FIRE, V-Infinity, 2 Editbox, Paintbox, 2 Avid offline, film recording services. FILMTEL. CINEMATIRAJE RIERA, S.A. Fully equipped Postproduction house: Philips Spirit Data Cine, Ursa Diamaond telecines, daVinci Color Correction, Inferno, Flame, Smoke. AVID Media Composer. CINEON woprkstation, scanner Genesis Plus, Filmrecorders Solitaire FLX III Y FLX V. Authoring DVD.
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IMAGEN LINE Effects House, Spirit Datacine HD 24P, Workstations Silicon Graphics with software: Maya, Ilusión, Matador, Equalizer and Alter Effects. TELSON (Avánzit Media) Postproduction and Effects House: Spirit Datacine, Scanner Imagica (up to 4k), Discreet’s Inferno, Filmrecorder Solitaire Cine III. FOTOFILM MADRID Full service film lab and video post production, telcine services.



SWEDEN FilmTeknik AB Post production facility house, film lab & digital video, SD, HD, Arrilaser. As part of the same group as FilmTeknikk Norge AS (N) and FilmTeknik (DK) and ShortCut (DK), work may be moved between locations. The Chimney Pot Effects house: Inferno, Fire, Effect, Paint, Illusion and Cineon.



SWITZERLAND Schwartz Film Full service film lab and film-video post-production. Spirit scanning data and HD. Link with Swiss Effects. Reports digital restoration. Also companies in Berlin and Ludwigsburg.



Swiss Effects ; Provides an in-house service using film-related technologies that span everything from traditional animation, video-to-film transfers, 2K film recording, film scanning and digital special effects. UK Cinesite UK Kodak-owned studios for effects & digital imaging based in London. Video & data-to-film Transfer,
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Genesis, Spirit, Specter, Cineon, Lightning. Colour Film Services (CFS) Full service film lab with own data- and tape-to-film systems at different resolutions (Superscan). Complete Post Production; Broadcast TV - Inferno & Henry, Cintel C-reality Computer Film Company (CFC) Visual effects design, problem solving and planning from script through to shoot supervision. Film scanning, mastering, recording. CGI and compositing. As Framestore CFC - special digital effects and post-production for film, commercials and broadcast television. Own scanning and rerecording processes. Digital Film Lab London Part of DFL Group, Copenhagen. Digital post-production of complete feature films (digital intermediate), shorts and commercials, from 16mm, 35mm, or any digital format, in data and HD. Spirit, Inferno, Arrilaser with full secondary colour correction. HD & SD mastering. Digital restoration for archives and commercial collections. Links to IT University Copenhagen for specialist restoration software design. Several feature length digital restorations for archives and collections. Technology (and equipment) moved and shared between locations. Farm Group (also includes Home) Post-production from SD & HD post production for feature films and television, digital post production for TV & Commercials.



Machine Room (The) UK's First Philips Shadow CCD Telecine, Rank Cintel MkIII wet/drygate telecine, 2 linear online edit suites, full DVD Production service. All format duplication & standards conversion, film treatment & restoration. Mill (The) Digital visual effects facility, content for advertising, visual effects for film, all existing, new media and broadband platforms. Wide range of technologies and resoltions.
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Moving Picture Company (MPC) URSA Gold telecine and Spirit datacine, Henry, Inferno, Fire, digital editing, Alias Maya 3D systems, Cineon film effects, 2D image processing and studio space UK - England and Wales Lipsync Post / RPS Data Products (UK) Ltd Film scanning facility. Tape & data to film with own software.



RED Post Production Digital Film and Television Post Production, SD, HD.



Smoke & Mirrors Inferno, Flame, Maya. SD & High resolution digital effects for commercials, promos, idents and film titles and features.



VTR Full digital post-production of feature films incl all grading, special effects, titling. Spirit,Specter,Inferno,ArriLaser. All deliverables. Includes Film Factory now named VTR Digital Post Production. Restorations for commercial collections.



Accent ( was Liberty Livewire UK) Liberty Media (USA) owned group of London companies, covering almost all film and video technologies. Recently central sales organization created to cover all collections and archive work. This distributes work and it is no longer clear which companies do the work. Some specialist work (possibly high resolution work) is probably subcontracted outside the group The group includes: Rushes Fire, Inferno Flame one digital component Edit suite, 3D CGI department. Telecine.



Soho 601 & Soho601 Digital Productions Digital visual effects and post-production for commercials, music videos, programmes for broadcast, title sequences and feature films.
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Soho Group One-stop film laboratory and fully combined digital, laboratory and video post production facility for feature films, commercials and broadcast TV. Was Soho Images Four Media Company Provides SD & HD services for finishing and distribution for TV & feature film mastering.



USA Ascent Media (formerly Liberty Livewire) A Liberty Media Company and the umbrella for several California companies. Full range of systems and procedures used in the production, promotion and distribution of motion pictures, broadcast TV and effects. Parent also of Ascent Media companies in London, Hong Kong and Singapore. Reports that members of the group do much digital restoration work for commercial clients. Includes: Digital Image (formerly 4MC)) Digital film image scans, repair, HD mastering and re-recording Image Laboratory 16mm and 35mm standard laboratory services, some restoration work, no digital. Todd-AO Full range of sound services. Audio Plus Video East-coast counterpart to Digital Image. New Jersey.



CineFilm/CineTransfer Full service motion picture laboratory and film to tape transfer facility. Georgia.



Cineric Inc. Titles, opticals, digital effects, video to film transfers, and film restoration for feature films, Has the ability for liquid-gate scanning and recording back to film. Contributed to digital restoration of Lost Horizon, among others. New York.
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Cinesite Digital Studios A large digital effects studio, wholly owned subsidiary of Eastman Kodak Company. Video & datato-film Transfer, Genesis, Spirit, Specter, Lightning. Has dedicated management for restoration Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, Sleeping Beauty, Fantasia 2000 and The Last Days, listed on website. Website, dated 2001, states restorations are All the King's Men, The Man Who Knew Too Much, To Hell and Back and To Kill a Mockingbird. No recent information. California.



Cinesite NY Video to Film transfer (blow-up) services for transferring commercials, promo's, titles, trailers and features to 35 mm film. New York



Cinetech Labs Full-service film preservation laboratory, providing a variety of proprietary services, including digital restoration, both in-house and by subcontracting some digital work. California.



Cineworks Digital Studios Full service motion picture laboratory and post-production, tape and data to film. Florida.



Colorlab Offers full service for motion picture processing and printing. Has specialised in small gauge formats, including 9.5mm.



Crest National Motion picture film laboratory, digital video post, DVD pre-mastering and authoring, telecine, audio services. California.
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Deluxe World leader in Film, Video and DVD services to the theatrical and home entertainment industry, with main laboratories in Hollywood, London, Toronto. Primarily manufactures theatrical release prints for mass distribution. Has links with EFILM (see below) for some digital work. California. Duart Film laboratory, film post-production, SD & HD TV resources, Arrilaser. New York Durrenberger Engineering, Inc. Video-To-Film transfer and 35mm film recording services. Digital computer or video formats to film. California. EFILM Digital Laboratories Owned by joint venture of Deluxe Laboratories and Panavision.



Services include film input



scanning, image processing, and film recording from digital media and videotape. Specialises in digital intermediate for theatrical release. These services may be purchased independently or used in combination as necessary to meet your specific needs. California – South Film Technology Company Motion picture restoration services, telecine mastering. California FotoKem Film and Video Full service motion picture and video post-production facility plus, telecine, editing, duplication, restoration, DVD pre-mastering, HD and tape to film transfer. Scanning and recording capabilities for restoration, worked on Shampoo recently. California. i-cubed Full service video post production. All formats including HD 24p & 2K data. Effects, creative color, high-end finishing & electronic film output. Discrete Logic Fire, C-Reality & Celco eXtreme Nitro HD film recorder. Illinois Laser Pacific Digital High Definition post production facilities, commercials, feature film broadcast, no record of restoration work. Primarily a TV post-production facility. California.
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Lowry Digital Images, Inc. Scanning and recording of motion picture film for restoration. Not a film laboratory. Recently carried out the restoration of Roman Holidays and Sunset Boulevard. California. Manhattan Transfer Visual effects and design studio, digital post production. New York Summit Film and Video Laboratories Laboratory handling 16mm and 35mm processing and duplication, telecine, restoration services. Pennsylvania Technicolor A group of companies that includes Technicolor film laboratories in California, Rome, Montreal, London and New York, as well as the following companies that fall under the new umbrella name of Technicolor Creative Services. Consolidated Film Industries Film and video full service lab and facility, owned by Technicolor. Carries out restoration on film and data, scans film up to 65mm. Offers digital scanning/recording/restoration in collaboration with sister company Technique. California. Complete Post and Vidfilm Broadcast SDTV programme production and film mastering facilities, with large capacity for HD mastering. California. Technicolor Film labs in Hollywood, Montreal, New York, London and Rome. Main business of the Technicolornamed laboratories is manufacturing of theatrical release prints for mass distribution. California. Technique A recently created high-resolution unit for data mastering of feature films, commercials, TV programmes, graphic animation, and effects, digital audio DVD creation, creative broadcast design using digital intermediate technology. Reports some digital restoration - no details. California. Triage Laboratory Small laboratory specialising in motion picture restoration. California. YCM Laboratories Long-time leader in traditional photo-chemical restoration practices. California and Nevada.
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3 . Un i v e r s i t y De p a r t m e n t s , Re s e a r c h O r g a n i z a t i o n s a n d p a r t n e r s h i p s .



Introduction Almost all the published research and recorded co-operation relates to video signal processing algorhithms. A great deal is published in broadcast engineering and mathematical journals and at least one very complete book (Motion Picture Restoration, Korkoram, Springer, 1999). However very little original research has been carried out in Universities on data and resolution independent processes, and almost all digital film restoration research has been directed at image repair using algorithms. Much of this recent development is also reported as being due to the availability of mathematical software for researchers and students, for example Matlab and Simulink from MathWorks (USA). Most, if not all, further development has taken place by commercial companies, after the project completion, in order to create a working product. Re-constructional restoration, such image registration from separations, or using conform technology, or re-colouring tints, tones and stencilled images is poorly researched. BASEL UNIVERSITY, Switzerland (Scientific Photographic Laboratory Dr. Ruedi Gschwind) and the SWISS FEDERAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, ZURICH, Switzerland (Werner Graaf). The SIRIUS project (entitled Digital Reconstruction of old Motion Picture Films) partners also include Swiss Effects, is investigating scanning (and propose to design a new scanner) and computer operated dust and scratch removal systems. BASEL UNIVERSITY (Swizerland) Faded film algorithms were developed by a number of researchers, for still photograph restorations, which could be applied to motion picture images and this has been demonstrated. CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY (UK) Signal Processing Laboratory Involved in both audio and image algorithm design for at least a decade. Research partner in the EU AURORA (Automatic Restoration of Original Film and Video Archives) project. AURORA also included Delft University, Nederlands, the Institute National L'audiovisuel (INA) (France), SGT (France), the BBC (UK), Snell and Wilcox (UK), RTP (Film and video archive in Portugal ) and the Digital Media Institute (Finland). The project resulted in the Archangel product from Snell and Wilcox. COPENHAGEN IT UNIVERSITY, Denmark,
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Partnered with organizations that includes Digital Film Lab Group (Denmark and UK). Developed software solutions for automated film image registration (of colour separations) to counteract differential shrinkage, warping and original mis-registration and dirt and mark repair processes. Also demonstrated that published algorhithms can be applied using available mathematical software. Uses Discreet Flint for testing. (Mads Nielsen, Francois Lesoize, Hans Lindren) DELFT UNIVERSITY, Nederlands, Signal Processing Dept Also partners in AURORA(P. B. M. Van Roosmalen, Jan Biemond, R. Lagendijk). DUBLIN UNIVERSITY, Trinity College, Ireland, Electronic Engineering Dept, Signal Processing Group (Dr Anil Korkoram, originally at Cambridge on AURORA) is partner in BRAVA project with similar partners to AURORA. Trinity also has established links with Irish Film Archive, which provides material and opportunities for experiments. INA (INSTITUT NATIONAL DE L'AUDIO-VISUEL), Paris. Ongoing research on dust removal, line scratch removal and jitter (= vertical frame instability, Ed) and flicker removal block matching. Partners in AURORA, BRAVA and FIRST. JOANNEUM RESEARCH Forschungsgesellschaft mbH (Institute of Information Systems & Information Management), Graz, Austria. Partners in several EU funded research projects on automatic restoration of films Relevant projects include: LIMELIGHT Digitale Filmrestauration, FRAME HPCN For Restoration of Archived Film Material, DIAMANT Digital Film Manipulation System (finally resulting in the commercial release of Diamant by HS-Art. Limelight and Frame projects also contributed to the final Diamant product) PRESTO Preservation Technology for European Broadcast Archives AMICITIA Asset Management Integration of Cultural heritage In The Interexchange between Archives VIZARD Video Wizard LA ROCHELLE UNIVERSITY, France. Digital film restoration research project on automatic restoration since 1994 with industrial partner Centrimage (Laboratoires Neyrac Films, Paris, France) (Laurent Joyeux, Olivier Buisson). Algorithm research into faded film restoration techniques (Majed Chambah & Bernard Besserer). ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (RIT), USA, Image Permanence Institute (IPI)
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Active research on a very wide range of image processing, primarily involved with the long-term stability of images produced on film, but also including motion estimation, compression and MPEG standardization. Data processing largely limited to medical imaging in 3 and 4D. Produced the IPI Storage Guide for Acetate Film and the Storage Guide for Color Photographic Materials. IPI is jointly sponsored by the Society for Imaging Science and Technology and the RIT. STRATHCLYDE UNIVERSITY, Scotland () Electrical Engineering Dept , Dr Steve Marshall, has long links with broadcast companies including the BBC and funded research into Non-Linear Image Processing for Digital TV, resulting in several students moving to commercial exploitation (for example Revival). Independantly funded research by industrial organizations continues. TOKYO UNIVERSITY, Japan, Digital Ozu Project Project aims to restore a specific film "Tokyo Story" (directed by Yasujiro Ozu) and in doing so develop film scanning, digital restoration, and film recording technology (Noboru Koshizuka, Ken'ichi Sawada, Ken Sakamura). ZURICH UNIVERSITY MultiMedia Laboratory, MML Ongoing digital film restoration research project developing new algorithms for model based robust motion estimation and motion compensated image sequence filtering for automated restoration (Michel Hafner).
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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16:9



See Widescreen



24P



Refers to 24 frames-per-second, progressive scan, the frame rate of sound motion picture film, and one of the rates allowed for transmission in the DVB and ATSC television standards



- so that they can handle film



without needing any frame-rate change. 24psf (Segmented frame)



A 24p system in which each frame is segmented, interlaced - recorded as odd lines followed by even linesthe odd and even lines are from the same film frame.



3:2 PULL-DOWN



Method used to map the 24 fps of motion picture film onto the 30 fps (60 fields) of 525-line TV for use in USA.



A/D or ADC



Analogue to digital conversion (of signals) = Digitisation or quantisation.



ACADEMY APERTURE



Aperture of a 35mm motion picture camera or projector with dimension specified by the Academy with an aspect ratio of 1:1.33.



ACADEMY GATE



Projector gate used to display an Academy format print, with an aspect ratio of 1:1.37.



ACCESS



Procedure of locating and supplying archive film for display outside the archive



ACETATE



Cellulose acetate, loose term for cellulose acetate film base



ACTIVE PICTURE



The area of a TV frame that carries picture information. Outside the active area there are other lines and field blanking.



ACUTANCE



Term used to describe the edge definition at a density change [on a film image]



ADDITIVE COLOUR



Process of colour synthesis using red, green and blue light, requiring the three images to be projected or viewed in register



ALGORITHM



A mathematical expression that allows (in this context) images in frame sequences to be interrelated and new images or part images created.



ALIASING



Artefacts caused by sampling rates or units too low for faithful image reproduction.
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faithful image reproduction. ALIENS



A familiar term for alias effects, including ringing, contouring and jaggy edges.



ANALYSIS



Process of separately producing records of red, green and blue light corresponding to these components in a scene



ANAMORPHIC [1]



Squeezing the image in a single plane. In video refers to the use of 16 x 9 aspect ratio pictures in a 4 x 3 system. Signals from 16 x 9 cameras and telecines produce an ‘anamorphic’ signal which is electrically the same as with 4 x 3 images but will appear horizontally squashed if displayed at 4 x 3.



ANAMORPHIC [2]



An optical system with different vertical and horizontal magnifications. A cinematographic image with lateral compression produced by an anamorphic lens



ANIMATION



Frame by frame exposure of images that simulate motion



APERTURE [1]



The opening of an optical lens system that controls the light transmitted



APERTURE [2]



The opening of a camera, printer or projector that defines the image shape and size



ARCHIVAL



A general term for medium to long term storage of image formats and elements



ARCHIVE



Long-term storage of information. Pictures and sound stored in digital form can be archived and recovered without loss or distortion.



ARTEFACT



Particular visible effects which are a direct result of some technical limitation.



ASCII



American Standard Code for Information Interchange - a standard computer character set used throughout the industry for digital information.



ASPECT RATIO



1. - of TV pictures. The ratio of length to height of pictures. Nearly all TV screens are currently 4:3 or widescreen 16:9. 2. - of pixels. The aspect ratio of a single pixel. In the 625/50 format the pixels are 9% wider than they are tall.



The newer DTV image standards, including
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625/50 format the pixels are 9% wider than they are tall.



The newer DTV image standards, including



those for HD, define square pixels. ATSC



(US) Advanced Television Systems Committee. Est. 1982 to co-ordinate national standards high definition television and published “The Digital Television Standard” describing US Advanced Television System, using MPEG-2 compression and the HDTV resolutions in ATSC Table 3.



AUDIO



Sound - used to describe any sound recording or playing equipment, or the entire chain



AUTO-CONFORM/ING



Where an EDL file is used to carry out a conform in an on-line edit suite or workstation.



BALANCE



Term used to describe the "neutrality" of a colour film or TV image



BANDWIDTH



The amount of data or video information that can be passed in a given time.



BASE



The transparent support on which the photographic emulsion of a film is coated



BETACAM



A Sony analogue component VTR system using a halfinch cassette. See also Digital Betacam



BINARY



Mathematical representation of a number to base 2, i.e. with only two states, 1 and 0; on and off; or high and low - the basis of all digital systems and computing.



BINDER



The material carrying the metallic oxides in a magnetic coating



BIPACK



Two separate sensitised films running in contact in a camera, printer or other device, intending to be exposed one through the other. Also DU-PACK



BIT (b)



Binary digit = bit. One bit can define two levels or states, on or off, black or white, 0 or 1 etc.



BITC



Burnt-in Timecode. Timecode that is displayed on the video image to which it refers.
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BLACK



Incapable of reflecting or transmitting any visible light - a subjective term



BLACK AND WHITE



Loose term for silver image film, as distinct from colour film



BLOW-UP



Enlargement of a film image



BLUE



One of the three additive primaries



BLUE BACKING SHOT, BLUE SCREEN Action shot against a blue background, for combination printing by Chromakey or Travelling Matte, mostly replaced today by Green Screens (see). BREAK-DOWN



Separation of a roll of camera original negative film into it's separate scenes



BRIGHTNESS



The luminance of a surface emitting or reflecting light, candelas/sq m



BRITTLENESS



Subjective term for fragility and tendency to break of a film, a result of loss of plasticizer or water



BUCKLE



Subjective term for severe distortion of film caused by local uneven shrinkage



BUS



An internal pathway for sending digital signals from one part of a system to another.



BYTES



A unit of digital data used to describe the total size of a digital



file



or



storage



system.



1 Byte (B) = 8 bits (b) or 256 discrete values (brightness, colour, etc.). Kilobyte (kB), Megabyte (MB), Gigabyte (GB),Terabyte (TB) and Petabyte (PB) are all units of bits. Unfortunately there are two systems of numbering bytes in current use. Traditionally computer numbers are 2 raised to the power 10, 20, 30 etc (210, 220, 230 etc) to the values kilo, mega, giga, etc. which become, 1,024, 1,048,576, 1,073,741,824 etc. 1 kB = 210 bytes = 1,024 bytes. 1 MB = 220 bytes = 1,048,576 bytes. 1 GB = 230 bytes = 1,073,741,824 etc. The second system is used by disk drive manufacturers, who describe their storage capacity in powers of 10. Thus a 9GB drive has 9,000,000,000 bytes capacity.
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CAMERA ORIGINAL



The original film element exposed in the camera, often the original negative



CCD



Charge Coupled Device (CCD) a linear or twodimensional array of light sensitive elements. Light is converted to an electrical charge proportional to the brightness falling on each cell.



CEL



Transparent foreground used for animation filming



CELL SCRATCH



Scratch on the base or cell [celluloid] side of film, = base scratch



CELL SIDE



The base [or celluloid] side of a piece of film



CELLULOID



Trade name for cellulose nitrate, occasionally used for all film



CHARACTERISTIC CURVE



A graph of Log E and Density for a film stock



CHARGE COUPLED DEVICE (CCD)



See CCD



CHROMA



Television signal component carrying colour, also loosely = saturation



CHROMAGENIC



Production of colour by a chemical process, used of colour development, and certain toning processes



CHROMAKEY



Video special effect combining images with a blue background with other images, similar to travelling matte



CHROMINANCE



Refers to a video signal that determines the colour of the image



CHROMINANCE



The colour part of a video signal relating to the hue and saturation (not brightness/luminance) of an image.



CINCH MARKS



Scratches caused by excessive tension during the winding up of film, especially by cinching



CINE



Colloquial term for any motion picture practice or equipment



CINEMASCOPE



Trade name for an anamorphic widescreen film system



CINEMATOGRAPHY



General term for intermittent motion picture film technology



CINEON



1 A Kodak originated film image data file format, 2 A Kodak data system comprising Genesis Film Scanner, Cineon software and workstation, and Lightning Film Recorder for special effects production.
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CLIP



Short section removed or replaced from a film sequence or scene



CLONE



An exact copy, indistinguishable from the original.



CMY



Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, the subtractive primaries, also print grading lights [in Technicolor]



COCKLE



Unevenly shrunken film resulting in uneven wind [see also buckle]



COLORIMETRY



The measurement of colour in numerical terms



COLORISATION



Electronic addition of colour to a black and white film for colour TV transmission



COLORIZING



Applying arbitrary painted colours to a monochrome image



COLOUR



A general term for the subjective sensation of viewing different wavelengths of visible light. USA COLOR



COLOUR BALANCE



Term used to describe the "neutrality" of a colour film or TV image or it's departure from neutral, see also BALANCE



COLOUR CONTRAST



The subjective effect of the intensities of two colours, numerically the log of this ratio



COLOUR CORRECTION



Adjustment [by grading] of an off balance print or image to a correct balance



COLOUR FILTER



A transparent gelatin or glass for selectively absorbing light wavelengths



COLOUR NEGATIVE



A record of colour and brightness of a scene in terms of negative values of brightness and complimentary colours



COLOUR POSITIVE



A record of the original scene in identical brightness and colour values



COLOUR PRINT



A photographic colour positive made from a different camera original by printing



COLOUR REVERSAL INTERMEDIATE Colour Reversal Intermediate, a defunct Kodak (CRI)



duplicating system



COLOUR SEPARATIONS



Black and white film negatives or positives made through tricolour filters that represent R, G or B records of a scene



COLOUR SPACE



The colour range available from the primaties of a colour system between specified references.
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system between specified references. COLOUR SYSTEM



Trade name or traditional name of a colour film process or technique



COLOUR TEMPERATURE



A method of describing the colour of a light source, by comparing with the temperature in Kelvin units of a black body irradiator



COMBINED PRINT



A film print with both picture and sound track, a married track [see]



COMOPT



Combined Optical sound track, a photographic sound track on a print



COMPLEMENTARY COLOURS



Colour resulting from removing a colour from white light, e.g. the complementary of yellow is blue, OR two colour when added together produce neutral white or grey



COMPONENT (VIDEO)



A video signal in which the luminance and chrominance remain as separate components, e.g. as RGB



COMPOSITE (VIDEO)



A video signal in which luminance and chrominance are combined/compressed with the timing reference, e.g. as YUV.



COMPOSITING



Creative manipulation of moving pictures - includes numerous techniques such as painting, retouching, multi-layering, combining, keying, matting, effects, image repair, colour correction etc to make a single image.



COMPRESSION (VIDEO)



The process of reducing the bandwidth or data rate of a video stream, or the total data for an image.



COMPRESSION RATIO



The ratio of the size of data in the non-compressed digital video signal to the compressed version.



CONCATENATION



The linking together of systems or data in a linear or sequential manner.



CONFORM



Making the final frame or image sequence according to a prepared scheme or EDL.



CONFORMING



The assembly of picture and sound elements to match an edited film, a video production or an EDL computer file.



CONSERVATION



The processes necessary to ensure the physical survival of the film with minimum degradation
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CONSERVATION MASTER



Term for a duplicate made primarily for long term archival storage



CONTACT PRINTING



Printing a film by exposing the raw stock in contact with the original



CONTOURS/ -ING



An unwanted artefact similar to "posterisation" occurring in digital video images when insufficient bit depths or inaccurate processing are used.



CONTRAST



Relationship between light [highlight] and dark [shadow] areas of a picture, described as high, low or a number [ numerically the log of this ratio]



CONTROL TRACK



A linear track recorded onto videotape as a reference for the running speed of a VTR. The equivalent of sprocket holes in film.



COPY



A film print, a colloquial general term



CORNER PINNING



A tracking (see) technique for controlling the position and rotation of images by using the corners to define a fixed image position.



CROPPING



Cutting off the top or sides of a frame to change the aspect ratio



CROSS-CONTRAST



A non-neutral image where the R, G and B contrasts do not visually match. A defect condition where highlights and shadows are different colour balances.



CRT



Cathode Ray Tube - a television display vacuum tube



CUT



A transition at a frame boundary from one sequence to another.



CYAN



Subtractive primary



D LOG E CURVE



Characteristic Curve [syn]



D1



A format for digital video tape recording working to the ITU-R BT.601, 4:2:2 standard using 8-bit sampling. The tape is 19 mm wide and allows up to 94 minutes to be recorded on a cassette.



D2



The VTR standard for digital composite (coded) PAL or NTSC signals. It uses 19 mm tape and records up to 208 minutes on a single cassette. Neither cassettes nor recording formats are compatible with D1.
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D3



A VTR standard using half-inch tape cassettes for recording digitised composite (coded) PAL or NTSC signals sampled at 8 bits. Cassettes are available for 50 to 245 minutes.



D5 & D5 HD



A VTR format using the same cassette as D3 but recording component signals sampled to ITU-R BT.601 recommendations at 10-bit resolution. Uses noncompressed component digital video. Serves the current 625 and 525 line TV standards and the format also has provision for HDTV recording by use of about 4:1 compression D5 HD. Formats include 480/60i, 1080/24p, 1080/60i, 1080/50i, 1035/60i and 720/60p.



D5 HD



A D5 VTR format able to handle high definition signals.



D6



A digital tape format which uses a 19mm helical-scan cassette tape to record non-compressed High Definition D6 is currently the only High Definition recording format defined by a recognised standard. The Philips VooDoo Media Recorder uses D6 technology.



D7



This has been assigned to, and is the same as, DVCRPO.



D9



This is assigned to Digital-S



DAILIES



Rushes, American term



DAT



Digital Audio Tape



DATA



Data can exist in a variety of forms -- as numbers or text on pieces of paper, as bits and bytes stored in electronic memory, or as facts stored in a person's mind.



DATA RECORDERS



Machines designed to record and replay data on tape or disc.



DAYLIGHT



A colour balance of 5 400K , for "daylight" colour film



D-CINEMA



Digital distribution and projection of cinema material. High definition television and the continuing development of digital video projectors (DLP and ILA-CRT) will allow high quality viewing on large screens. (Sometimes termed E-cinema)



DCT (COMPRESSION)



Discrete Cosine Transform - widely-used as the first stage of compression of digital video pictures.
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stage of compression of digital video pictures. DENSITOMETER



A device for measuring the density of film



DENSITY



A



measure



of



the



"blackness"



of



film.



D=Log1/Transmission DIAPOSITIVE



Direct positive, a reversal film. Term mostly used by French and German manufacturers



DIFFUSE



Scattered, non specular, of light



DIFFUSER



Translucent glass or filter to diffuse a specular beam of light



DIGITAL BETACAM



A development of the original analogue Betacam VTR which records digitally on a Betacam-style cassette, =Digibeta (colloquial).



DIGITISER



A device which converts an analogue input to a digital representation, e.g. analogue to digital converters (ADCs).



DIN



Deutsches Institut fur Normung, the German standards organisation, also a speed standard



DISC/S



A general term for circular recording format, where the record is on the flat surface.



DISSOLVE



A visual transmission from one picture to another



DLP™ & DLP CINEMA™



Texas Instruments Inc Digital Light Processing - name given to systems which use DMDs (over 500,000 Digital Micromirror Devices) as the light modulator. DLP Cinema is a digital image projection system



DOLBY



Trade name for a noise reduction system for photographic and magnetic sound



DPX (.dpx)



A widely used film image data file format for special effects and digital intermediate post-production. Has a header in every frame file for metadata.



DRAM



Dynamic RAM (Random Access Memory). High density, memory chips (integrated circuits).



DROP-FRAME (TIMECODE)



The 525/60 line/field format used with the NTSC colour coding system does not run at exactly 60 fields per second but 59.94, or 29.97 frames per second - a difference of 1:1000.
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DROPOUT



Short loss of signal in a magnetic recording, due to loss of head contact or faulty tape



DTV



Digital Television, any or all digital TV systems



DUBBING [1 VIDEO TERM]



Transfer of a video signal from one format to another



DUBBING [2 SOUND RECORDING Combining several sound components into a single TERM]



record



DUPES



A loose colloquial term for any duplicate film element



DUPLICATE



A copy or reproduction of a film element, often used loosely to mean a duplicate negative



DUPLICATION



The procedure of making a duplicate film element



DUST BUST



A software (or the process) for the manual, automatic or semi-automatic removal of dust and dirt film images.



DV



A digital VCR format. A co-operation between Hitachi, JVC, Sony, Matsushita, Mitsubishi, Philips, Sanyo, Sharp, Thomson and Toshiba, using 6.35 mm (quarterinch) wide tape to record 525/60 or 625/50 video for the consumer (DV) and professional markets (Panasonic’s DVCPRO and Sony’s DVCAM).



DVCAM



Sony’s development of DV using a 15 micron track on a metal oxide tape



DVCPRO



Panasonic’s development of DV using an 18-micron track on metal particle tape.



DVCPRO 50



Panasonic’s variant of DVCPRO to give enhanced chroma resolution, useful in post-production processes (e.g. chroma keying).



DVCPRO HD



Panasonic’s variant of DVCPRO for use with HDTV.



DVD



Digital Versatile Disk - a high-density development of the Compact Disk. Current capacities are DVD-5 4.38 GB, DVD-9 7.95 GB, DVD-10 8.75 GB, DVD-18 15.9 GB. Future versions rising to 50 GB.



DVD-RAM



Re-recordable DVD. This is a record-many-times DVD with capacities of 2.6 or 5.6 GB. Also used in some camcorders.



DVD-VIDEO



A DVD optical disc format with MPEG-2 video compression for recording video on a CD-sized disk, with multi-channel audio, subtitles and copy protection capability.
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multi-channel audio, subtitles and copy protection capability. DVE



Acronym for Digital Video Effects (systems).



DVNR



1



Digital



Vision



Noise



Reducer.



A



specific



hardware/software package made by Digital Vision for dust busting digital video film images as they are scanned in a telecine unit. 2 Digital Video Noise Reducer a generic term for an automatic dust busting package for digital video images DVTR



Acronym for Digital Video Tape Recorder IncludesD1, D2 and D3, Digital Betacam (Digibeta), DV etc etc etc



EBU



Acronym for European Broadcasting Union.



EDIT



The process of decision and action in assembling the sequence of a film or video programme



EDIT DECISION LIST (EDL)



Edit Decision List; the list of time code and source of video [or film] edits



EDIT SYNC



Level sync [syn]



EDL



Edit Decision List. A list of the decisions which describe a series of edits - uses widely adopted standards such as CMX 3400 and 3600.



ELEMENT



The film component in a film production procedure; e.g. original negative, dupe negative, print, etc



EMULSION



The light sensitive layer of a suspension of silver salts in gelatin coated onto film base



ENCRYPTION



The process of coding data so that a specific code or key is required to restore the original data.



ENG



Electronic News Gathering



ESTAR



Kodak trade name for their polyester film base



ETHERNET



A form of Local Area Network (LAN) widely used for interconnecting computers in a standardised manner.



EXPOSURE



The process of subjecting film to a light image



EXPOSURE



The total light energy falling on film, Intensity x time, usually expressed as Log to base 10



FADE [OF DYES]



Gradual loss of saturation and sometimes colour changes with time
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changes with time FADE [SPECIAL EFFECT]



A gradual reduction of exposure of film or video to black, also called Fade-in.



FIAF



Federation Internationale des Archives du Film



FIBRE CHANNEL



An integrated set of standards designed to improve data speeds between workstations, computers, storage devices and displays.



FIELD SEQUENCE



A television frame or picture which uses interlaced scanning, comprises two fields. Each successive frame of component video repeats a complete pattern of two fields and so can be edited to frame boundaries.



FILM



A light sensitive emulsion coated on a flexible base



FILM BASE



A flexible support on which a photographic emulsion is coated



FILM RECORDER



A general term for a device exposing a film to images from data or video.



FIREWIRE, I-LINK)



A standard serial digital interface to operate at 100, 200, or 400 Mb/s.



FLICKER



Random or regular variations in screen brightness



FLUTING



Film distortion or cockle where edges are stretched more than centre, also called edgewave



FOCUS



Position or state of the most well-defined image produced by a lens



FOOT



British distance measure, widely used in film industry; 1m = 3.2818ft



FOOTAGE NUMBERS



Edge numbers [syn], because they generally occur every foot of film



FORMAT



Size and/or aspect ratio of a film, sometimes used to mean the entire presentation. The film guage, image dimension, perforation arrangement



FPS or fps



frames per second



FRAME



An individual picture image on a film



FRAME LINE



The space between one frame and the next



FRAME RATE



The number of frames exposed, or projected, per second



FRAMESTORE



A solid state video storage, to store complete frames or pictures as separate files.
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pictures as separate files. FRAMING



Adjusting the frame position in a projector or printer gate to include all the frame or crop as required



FRINGE/FRINGING



A defect due to poor registration of component images



FRONT END



General term for all work up to the answer print stage of a film production



GAIN



Overall brightness control of a TV display



GAMMA (Video)



In general understanding: the relationship between Log luminance on a monitor to the original scene. In analogue or digital video technology, Gamma is a numeric value for an image character defined by the shape of the response between the fixed top and bottom luminances of black and white and altering the degree of sigmoid curvature. Corresponds to photographic contrast or gamma only within these limits.



GAMMA, (Film)



The slope of the straight line portion of a characteristic curve of a film, an indication of contrast



GATE



The aperture through which a film is exposed or projected; in cameras, printers and projectors



GENERATION LOSS



Degradation of picture quality resulting from successive printing, transfers or dubbing of film or video



GENERATION LOSS



The signal degradation caused by successive recording, a major concern in analogue linear editing but much less so using digital files. Non-compressed component DVTRs should provide at least twenty generations before any artefacts become noticeable-the very best multi-generation results on disk-based systems can rerecorded millions of times without causing dropouts or errors.



GRADER



The technician responsible for the quality and balance of a film print



GRADING



The technique of controlling and adjusting the overall density and colour balance of a film print



GRAIN



The physical structure of a film image, seen as clumps of silver or dye
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GRAININESS



The subjective visual effect of grain in film



GREEN



Additive primary colour



GREEN SCREEN



Action shot against a blue background, for combination printing by Chromakey or Travelling Matte.



GREY SCALE



A scale of neutral grey images on film or paper, test material for measuring photographic responses



GUAGE



Width of film usually in millimeters



GUI



Graphical User Interface. A means of operating a system through the use of interactive graphics displayed on a screen.



HARD DISCS (Fixed discs)



Hard or fixed disc drives comprise an assembly of up to 10 rigid discs coated with magnetic oxide, each capable of storing data on both sides.



HD



Abbreviated acronym for HDTV.



HDCAM



A series of VTRs based on the Betacam principles for recording HD video on a tape format using the same cassette as Digital Betacam.



HD-SDI



A standard high definition version of the SDI (Serial Digital Interface) but for HD.



HDTV



High Definition Television. A television format with higher definitions than SDTV Generally accepted as720-line and upward, with a picture aspect ratio of 16:9. Many picture formats proposed. 1080x1920 most in use.



HIGH BAND



A video tape producing broadcast quality pictures



HIGH KEY



A scene in which almost all the tones are high in brightness, opposite of low key



HIGHLIGHT



The brightest part of a scene or it's reproduced image



HiPPI



High Performance Parallel Interface for data transfer. Capable of transfers up to 100 MB/s or 800 with the Super HiPPI.



HUB



A Hub network connects many network lines together as if to make them all part of the same wire, allowing many users to communicate.



HUE



The visible character of a colour as defined by it's position on the visible spectrum or CIE colour diagram
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ILA



Image Light Amplifier. Technology developed by Hughes-JVC for video projection. Images are displayed on a CRT with infrared phosphors. The IR image controls the reflection of the projector light. Also D-ILA.



IMAGE CONTROLLER



A device for grading an image on a telecine unit prior to scanning so that the scanned image is already visually corrected, e.g. Pandora Pogle.



INTERLACE (SCAN)



Current method of scanning lines down a broadcast TV screen. Each picture comprises two interlaced fields: field two fills in between the lines of field one.



INTERMEDIATE



General term for colour film master positives and negatives on an integrally masked film.



INTERNEGATIVE



A duplicate colour negative film, especially one prepared from a reversal camera original or a print.



INTERPOLATION (SPATIAL)



Estimating a value of a pixel from those of its near neighbours. Used for repositioning, re-sizing a digital image for effect, to change picture format, or to insert lost detail.



INTERPOLATION (TEMPORAL)



Interpolation between the same points in space (pixel) on successive frames. Used to provide motion smoothing, speed changes, effects, or repair defects.



INTERPOSITIVE



A term for any positive element used as an intermediate stage, i.e. not the final print



INTERTITLE



Titles or caption frames cut between scenes in silent movies



ISDN



Integrated Services Digital Network - allows data to be transmitted at high speed over the public telephone network.



ITU



International Telecommunications Union. United Nations regulatory body covering all forms of communication has set many mandatory standards for television, including the 601 video coding standard.



JAVA



A general purpose programming language developed by Sun Microsystems and in use on the World Wide Web.
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JPEG



Joint Photographic Experts Group (ISO/ITU-T). JPEG is a standard for the data compression (2 to 100 times) of still pictures and uses three levels of processing: the baseline (most widely used), extended and lossless encoding.



KEY NUMBERS



Edge numbers, footage numbers [syn]



KEYCODE



A machine-readable bar-code printed along the edge of camera negative film giving key numbers, film type, and offset from a zero-frame reference mark in perforations, used for editing and conforming.



KINESCOPE



A television image recorded on film [USA - see telerecording]



LAYER



Images may be created or recorded as superimposed transparent or opaque layers which facilitates the process of image change by software.



LEADER



The length of film prior to the story, giving identification, protection and other information



LENS



Optical device for generating an image in a camera, printer or projector



LINEAR



Straight line, i.e. directly proportional, relationship, between input and output



LINEAR (EDITING)



The process of editing footage that can only be accessed or played in the sequence recorded.



LIQUID GATE



Where negative film, or both films, are immersed or coated with a liquid in a printer gate to minimise scratches, = WET GATE.



LOOK-UP TABLE



The process of altering a data file or digital video image (in order to correct or alter the data) by passing all the pixel data through a look up table. Used for many purposes, and can be at any file transfer stage.



LOSSLESS (Compression)



Refers to data compression techniques in which no data is lost. For most types of data, lossless compression techniques can reduce the space needed by only about 50%.
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LOSSY (Compression)



Refers to data compression techniques in which data is lost. Only certain types of data -- graphics, audio, and video -- can tolerate lossy compression (e.g. diagrams cannot tolerate compression).



LOW BAND



A video tape recording system not reaching TV broadcast standards



LUMINANCE



Brightness of a surface, often refers to a video signal determining brightness of the image



LUMINANCE



A component of all video signals, the visual brightness element, of an image, written as Y (as in Y in Y (B-Y) (RY), YUV) and is derived from the RGB signals, from a camera or telecine, where Y = 0.3R + 0.6G + 0.1B.



LUT



Acronym for a Look-up Table (see)



MAGENTA



Subtractive primary colour



MAGOPT



A motion picture film print with both optical and magnetic sound tracks on the one film



MAP or MAPPING



A loose term describing the range of colours, tones and luminances available to a specific colour system, whether photographic, data or video, analogue or digital.



MARRIED PRINT



A film print with picture and sound correctly synchronised



MASK [1]



A film element whose image is used to modify the image on another film element when combined in register



MASK [2]



A frame to restrict the dimensions of an aperture in a camera [the outer mask] or printer or projector



MASK [3]



An image derived from the original and used to alter the transferred/recorded duplicated image to create a corrected or required new image. The mask is applied to the original image as an image or as a mathematical alteration to a file. This definition fits both the photographic, video and data use of this term.



MASKING [Colour]



Using a mask [1] to modify colour saturation or hue of a film image



MASKING [Contrast]



Using a mask [1] to alter the contrast of a film



MASKING [Integral Film]



An image of unused coloured couplers, within the dye layers of a colour film to correct unwanted dye absorptions.
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absorptions. MASTER [1]



A term used for a camera reversal colour film used for printing and never itself projected



MASTER [2]



A general term for a film element used as the start of a special sequence of printing



MATRIX



Film with images [often in relief] in gelatin used in the dye transfer imbibition print processes, e.g. Technicolor



MATTE



An opaque mask produced in order to restrict the image area for a special effect or a local area alteration to an image. This definition is valid in both film and video technology



METADATA



Data about data. Data about the video and audio but not the video or audio themselves, used for labelling, finding data, classification, record keeping. Metadata on analogue systems includes time code, frame numbers etc etc.



MIX /MIXING



Loose term for combine, applied to sound, picture or a combination of both, or a dissolve [syn]



MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION



Also called MTF, measure of performance of a lens or contact print system to reproduce audio effects



MONOCHROME



One colour reproduction, e.g. black and white



MP3



A high-performance, perceptual audio compression coding scheme using human ear and brain perception science to achieve high sound quality.



MPEG



Moving Picture Experts Group. This an international working



group



on



standards



for



compression,



decompression, and coding moving picture. Only MPEG2 (a range compression systems used from VHS up to HDTV) is widely used for TV. MPEG-4 is for multimedia applications. ‘Blockiness’ is an artefact of MPEG compression showing momentarily as rectangular areas of picture with distinct boundaries. MPEG-7



A standardised compression of multimedia content descriptions for metadata, as yet unused.
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MULTI-MEDIA



The presentation using more than one medium. Multimedia has a wide meaning.



NEGATIVE



Film image in reverse tones, high densities correspond to high brightness



NEG-POS



Implying a Negative Positive Film system



NEUTRAL DENSITY



Grey neutral colour transparent filters or glass used to reduce exposure



NITRATE



Cellulose nitrate / loose term for cellulose nitrate film stocks pre 1950



NOISE



Unwanted sound or signals in a video system, the last often producing grain-like image structure



NOISE



Non image irregular level fluctuations of an image or sound signal. All analogue video signals contain random noise, and film "noise" can be from film grain. Digital noise may be high frequency information and is difficult to tell apart from the wanted signal, and therefore complicates the compression process.



NON-DROP-FRAME TIMECODE



Timecode that does not use drop-frame (see) and always identifies 30 frames per second and will not always exactly match normal time, by 1:1000.



NON-LINEAR EDITING



Where the recording medium is not tape and editing can be performed in a non-linear sequence - not the sequence of the original material. Provides quick access to clips and record space using computer disks to store footage. Off-line editing systems often use highly compressed pictures to generate an EDL for a later conform.



NTSC



The colour television system used in the USA, Canada, Mexico, Japan using 525/60 line and field format



OFF-LINE EDIT



Edit of video material using low cost equipment prior to final broadcast quality edit, also used for film



OFF-LINE EDITING



A decision-making process using low-cost equipment to produce an EDL which can then be conformed or referred to in a high quality on-line suite, reducing decision-making time in a more expensive on-line environment.
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environment.



ON-LINE [EDIT]



Live, of editing directly linked to original material



ON-LINE EDITING



Production of the complete, final edit performed at full programme quality, usually based on an EDL made offline.



OPERATING SYSTEM



The base program that manages a computer and gives control of the functions designed for general purpose usage, e.g. MS-DOS, Windows and Linux for PCs, Mac OS for Apple Macintosh and UNIX.



OPTICAL DISCS



Discs using optical techniques for recording and replay of material. Originally these were WORM discs =Write Once, Read Many, today most are read/write magnetooptical (MO) discs, the most common being the 5" CD and DVDs.



OPTICALS



General term for minor and major special effects made on an optical printer



ORIGINAL (Film)



The film element exposed in the camera, the first generation of image



OVERLAY [1]



Superimposing one image on another, sometimes without a background



OVERLAY [2]



The foreground image or cell of an animation



P/HL or p/hl



Pixels per horizontal line - a definition of resolution



PAINT



A general term for any colour or colorizing application software.



PAL



Phase Alternating Line. The colour coding system for television widely used in Europe and throughout the world, almost always with the 625/50 line/field system.



PARAMETER



A number value used to specify a character or procedure



PERFORATIONS



The holes in film to permit transport, see also sprocket holes



PHOTOGRAPHIC SOUND



Optical sound



PITCH [FILM]



The distance between successive points on a film, e.g. sprocket to sprocket
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PIXEL (OR PEL)



A shortened version of ‘Picture cell’ or ‘Picture element’. The name given to one sample of picture information. The smallest element on a raster display, a picture cell with specified colour and/or intensity



PIXEL RANGE TOOL



A software device for controlling & altering pixel luminance and chroma - used for faded film correction.



PIXILLATION



Motion effect produced as a result of photographing still pictures



PLASMA SCREEN



A flat screen television display using plasma technology



PLAYBACK



Play or reproduction of a recording



POLYESTER



Polyethylene terephthalate, a polyester plastic used for a film base /polyester



POSITIVE



A reproduction of a scene, highest brightness seen as clear film



POST PRODUCTION



Film and video programme production from editing to release



PRESERVATION



The practices necessary to ensure permanent accessibility to the image content of the film



PREVIEW



A first look, also a special presentation of a feature film prior to premiere or release



PRIMARY COLOURS



Three colours capable of mixing [additive] or combining [subtractive] to reproduce all others



PRINT



A projection positive made by printing from another film element



PROCESS / PROCESSING



The wet chemical procedure of development of the latent image and subsequent stabilizing stages



PROGRESSIVE SCAN



Method of scanning lines down a screen where all the lines of a picture are displayed in one vertical scan. There are no fields or half pictures as with interlace scans. Used for all computer displays and for some HDTV formats, e.g. - 1080/24p. The ‘p’ denotes progressive.



PROJECTOR



Apparatus for presenting motion picture images on a screen



PROTECTION MASTER



A Film element made for preservation in case of damage to the original or other duplicate
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to the original or other duplicate RACKING



Framing [syn]



RAID



Redundant Array of Independent Disks. A grouping of standard disk drives together with a RAID controller to create storage that acts as one disk to provide performance beyond that available from individual drives.



RAM



See DRAM, SRAM



REAL TIME



Keeping pace with the events in the "real” world. At normal speed



RECOLOUR or RE-COLOUR



Replace one colour with another OR one coloured primary with another



RECONSTRUCTION



The editorial procedure of reassembling a version of a film production to an authoritive original version



RED



An additive primary colour



REEL



A roll of film, a unit of film as part of a film programme, usually about 1000ft



REGION CODING



DVD's can be region-coded so as only to play in a particular region (as defined in the player). The region numbers are:1 Canada, US, etc, 2 Japan, Europe, South Africa, Middle East, 3 Southeast & East Asia, 4 Australasia, C & S America, 5 Former Soviet Union, India etc Africa, 6 China.



REGISTER/REGISTRATION



To cause two or more images to coincide exactly. Putting together several images or image layers so that the images match closely, or are in register.



RELEASE PRINT



Feature film print made for cinema display



RENDER/RENDERING



The process of Saving digital files to a new file incorporating some degree of required alteration (correction or effect) in the data.



RE-RECORDER



A general term for a Film Recorder (see)



RESIZE



Altering the size or shape of an image by zooming or cropping (removal of unwanted image) or by anamorphic distortion.
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RESOLUTION



The ability of a reproduction system to discriminate between images of objects very close together



RESOLUTION



A measure of the finest detail that can be seen, or resolved, in are produced image. Influenced by any element in the programme stream - lenses, display tubes, film processes, edit systems and film scanners. The resolution of a data or broadcast TV image is usually expressed the number of pixels in the display (width x height).



RESOLUTION INDEPENDENT



A term used to describe the notion of equipment that can operate at more than one resolution. Many television devices are designed to operate at a single resolution. Computers can handle files of almost any size so, when used to handle images, are called ‘resolution independent’.



RESOLVING POWER



Resolution of a reproduction system expressed numerically, sometimes in lines per mm



RESTORATION



The process of compensating for degradation by returning an image or artefact to close to it's original content.



RGB



Abbreviation for the Red, Green and Blue signals, the primary colours for both analysis and synthesis of television images (and the analysis process of modern colour films).



RGB (Film laboratory Term)



Red, Green and Blue, the order of printer points used to describe a printer setting for a scene



ROLL



A general term for a rolled length of film



RUSHES



First print from a negative, often made quickly, or overnight to see the following morning, British term



SAFE AREA



The area of a format shown on a 1.33:1 AR TV screen



SAFE AREA



The area of picture or frame into which it is safe to place material, graphics, text or action, so that it will be viewable when transmitted, received or recorded to film.



SAFETY BASE



Any non cellulose nitrate film base that is not so inflammable
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SAMPLING (AND STANDARDS)



Sampling is the process of defining the levels into which analogue variables are separated in order to convert them into digital data. In the case of images pixel resolution defines unit of area, and bit depth defines the units of luminance. Several standards exist for television e.g. 625/50 and 525/60 television is ITUR BT.601, and ITU-R BT.709 specifies sampling for some HD formats. The standards also define the TV signal coding to be used. There are no standards for data.



SAN



Storage Area Network. A "network" that allows applications direct access to shared storage. A SAN is not networking in the conventional sense.



SATURATION



The spectral purity of a colour, the degree of other wavelengths present



SCAN/SCANNER



A general term for a device transferring film images into digital video or data files, with or without an image controller.



SCENE



A single subject filmed by a single film shot



SCRATCH



Abrasion of film, either of the base material or the gelatin emulsion



SCRATCH TOOL



A software (or the process) for the automatic or semiautomatic removal of film scratch images.



SCREEN



Stretched material as the image display vehicle for a film projector



SD



Short form for SDTV.



SDTV



Standard Definition Television. A digital television system in which the quality is approximately equivalent to that of analogue 525/60 and 625/50 NTSC and PAL systems.



SECONDARY CORRECTION



Grading change to colours, or to areas, within a frame or scene, independently of other colours in the frame or scene.



SENSITOMETRY



Study of the effect of light on film, the relationship between exposure and density



SEPARATIONS



A photographic record of red, green or blue components of a scene
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of a scene SEPMAG



Magnetic sound record, separate from the picture film, displayed by double headed projection



SEPOPT



Separate Optical, a term for separate optical sound track and negative or print. An archaic term



SEQUENTIAL FRAME



Three colour separations on one film, in sequence red, green, blue.



SERIAL DIGITAL INTERFACE (SDI)



The standard based on a 270 Mb/s transfer rate for 10bit ITU-R BT.601 signals, to simplify and unify equipment design.



SERVER (FILE)



A storage system that provides data files to all connected users of a local network, usually a computer with large disk storage which is able to record or send files requested by the other computers.



SERVER (VIDEO)



A storage system that provides audio and video storage for a network of clients, usually today based on digital disk storage.



SHARPENING TOOL



A software method of increasing or decreasing image sharpness.



SHOOT



Colloquial term for operating a camera



SHOT



A single operation of a camera



SHRINKAGE



Reduction of dimensions of a film by loss of plasticizer or internal water



SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO



The relationship between unwanted noise and required signal [in video]. Noise appears like grain



SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (S/N OR The ratio of noise to picture signal information - usually SNR)



expressed in dB.



SLO-MO



Colloquial for slow motion; also a software SPARK (see) from Discreet.



SMPTE



Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, USA



SOLID FRAME



A frame where all the lines of a picture are displayed in one vertical scan. There are no fields or half pictures as with interlace scans. Used for all computer displays and for some HDTV formats, e.g. - 1080/24p, and by scanning film recorders, such as Arrilaser.
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SOUND NEGATIVE



A positive optical film sound track image, i.e. a sound track on a print



SOUND POSITIVE



A negative optical film sound track image, i.e. a sound track on a negative film



SOUND TRACK



A general term for any optical or magnetic film or tape record of sound



SPARK



A limited use, specialist software tool added onto a main software package - usually under a license issued by the main software provider.



SPARKLE



Images of dust on the negative [usually] on a print film.



SPECIAL EFFECTS



General term for an illusion or distortion of time or reality, in film or video



SPLICE



Any join in a length of cinematographic film



SPROCKET



A tooth or a toothed drum or wheel used to drive or transport a sprocketed film



SPROCKET HOLES



The perforations in film by sprockets to transport ilm



SQUEEZED



Loose term for an image with anamorphic compassion



SRAM



Static Random Access Memory.



STANDARD PLATFORM



A computer and operating system built for general purpose use. It cannot be used on its own but must be fitted with a range of specific application software and additional hardware.



STOCK



A general term for any cinematographic film [often unexposed]



STOCK SHOT



A library shot commonly used and reused



STORAGE CAPACITY



The capacity of a video or data storage system in time or frames. E.g. One hour of SDTV requires 76 Gb. One hour of HDTV requires 560 Gb. One 90 min feature (135,000frames) scanned at 2000p/hl and 8 bit requires 1.5Tb.



STRETCH FRAME [PRINTING]



Optical effect in which frames are repeated regularly in order to slow the action down



SUBTITLE



A title at the bottom of a motion picture frame usually to convert the sound track language of for the deaf



SYNC



Synchronisation
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SYNCHRONISATION



The process of aligning any separate sound track or other information stream with a picture image



SYNTHESIS



The process of reproducing a colour image from the analysis records [usually to R, G and B light



TABLE 3



Table 3 of the ATSC DTV Standard, Annexe A, summarises the many picture formats allowed for Digital TV transmission in the USA. Any one of these may be compressed and transmitted. An DTV receiver must be able to display pictures from any of these formats. There are 23 different formats in the table with some 18 for HDTV.



TAPE [1]



Unsprocketed magnetic sound, or video recording strip material



TAPE SPLICE



Usually a butt splice made with a clear tape, several different tape widths available



TAPE-TO-FILM TRANSFER



Recording a video image onto film in a film recorder, via a software that converts video files into data files that (usually) enhances the visual appearence.



TAR (.tar file or format)



Tape archive format, data files archived for backup on a specialist data tape.



TARGA (.tga)



An image file format widely used in computer systems.



TELECINE



Equipment for transferring film images to video tape



TELECINE



A general term for a device transferring film images into digital or analogue video or digital data files, which is fitted with an image controller.



TELERECORDING



Old method of transferring a TV or video image to film by filming a monitor [with a fast pull-down camera]



TELEVISION



Surely everyone knows what television is!



TEST FILM



Specially made film with images for testing projector, printer or film characteristics or calibrating a complete system



THREE STRIP



Three separate colour separation negatives, ie R,G,and B on separate films, see Sequential frame



THREE-COLOUR



A colour system using three analysis [and three synthesis] primary colours, additive or subtractive.
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TIFF (.tif)



Tagged Image File Format. A bit-mapped file format for scanned images - widely used in the film and computer industry.



TK



Colloquial term for a telecine machine or for telecine transfer of film to tape = Tele-kine?



TOOL



A software or a function within a software



TRACKING (Image)



Following a defined point, or points, in a series of pictures in a clip. It can be applied to control picture moving for special effect, removal of film weave and unsteadiness, damage repair, replacing moving objects etc.



TRIPACK



A colour film with three separate R,G,B sensitive layers on a single base, sometimes called an integral tripack



TWO-COLOUR



A colour system using two analysis [and two synthesis] primary colours, additive or subtractive



UP-REZING OR UP-RESSING



Increasing the number of pixels used to represent an image by interpolating between existing pixels to create new ones - typically used to improve the visual appearance of an SDTV image transferred/recorded to film. The process does not increase the resolution of the image.



VINEGAR SYNDROME



Breakdown of cellulose acetate film base in time producing acetic acid



VTR



Video Tape Recorder



WEAVE



Side to side unsteadiness during film transport, in projection, printing or camera.



WET GATE



Contact or optical printing or telecine equipment in which the original film is surface wet or immersed in solvent to reduce scratches.



WET PRINTING



Contact or optical printing using a wet or liquid gate.



WHITE



The visual appearence of a visible wavelength distribution, evoking a hueless sensation



WIDESCREEN



General term for any aspect ratio greater than Academy [1.33:1] but also refers to certain specific aspect ratios.



WIDESCREEN (FILM)



A projected film image wider than Academy or 1.33:1.
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WIDESCREEN (TV)



A TV picture that has an aspect ratio wider than the ‘normal’ 4:3 - usually 16:9 - while still using the normal 525/60 or 625/50 or SD video. 16: 9 is also the aspect ratio used for HDTV.



WYSIWYG



What You See Is What You Get. Usually, but not always, referring to the accuracy of a screen display in showing how the final result will look.



Y



The luminance component of a colour TV signal



Y, (R-Y), (B-Y)



These are the analogue luminance, Y, and colour difference signals (R-Y) and (B-Y) of component video. Y is pure luminance information (see Luminance. The colour information signals are the differences between a colour and luminance: red - luminance and blue luminance and are derived from the original RGB source (e.g. a camera or telecine).



Y, Cr, Cb



The digital luminance and colour difference signals in a standard (ITU-R BT.601) video image coding. Cr is the digitised version of the analogue component (R-Y), and Cb is the digitised version of (B-Y).



YELLOW



A subtractive primary



YUV



Convenient shorthand commonly - but incorrectly - used to describe the analogue luminance and colour difference signals in component video systems.



The



term seems to have become used simply becauseYUV is easier to remember than Y, B-Y, R-Y. ZOOM



The visual resizing effect as a result of varying the focal length of a camera lens
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WORKGROUP 2 FIRST PROJECT WORKPACKAGE 4 Restoration by digital processes for different uses: archiving, long-term conservation, exploitation, access, distribution at different resolutions



Deliverable 4.1 First Report on State of the Art ; Needs of users ; recommendations for research
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INTRODUCTION Some years ago the film restoration was only a small part of the film industry. This is increasingly growing to support preservation plans launched by the main public stakeholders and to satisfy a market demand by broadcasting and video publishing. With the advent of DVD and the ability to re-purpose content for different mediums, film studios, distributors and broadcasters as well as film archives recognise that their collection has an economic value in addition to their social and historic value. Preservation and exploitation require apply complex technical treatments for old and severely degraded films, and scratches, dust, flicker, frame damage and a whole of other defects need to be removed or minimised. In the past this has been an expensive and laborious process carried out by specialist film laboratories and has involved a few special techniques such re-washing, ultrasonic cleaning, as wet gates printing for concealing scratches. The increasing demand for higher picture and audio quality and the evolution of digital processing has stimulated alternative initiatives. Dedicated units or software for defect reduction and integrated tools for high-end finishing are used in telecine and edit and effects suites. A small number of manufacturers, in collaboration with laboratories and researchers, are investing in research and development and have introduced introduce a range of stand-alone or integrated digital restoration products; these dedicated solutions still need to be improved for removing serious defects quickly and cost effectively. Another important issue concerns the standards relating to medium and long-term preservation in relation to different uses requirements.
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A. THE MOST COMMON PROBLEMS ADDRESSED BY FILM RESTORATION AND GENERAL APPROACH



a. The Support All film bases are manufactured from materials that are sensitive to their environment and degrade by hydrolysis and oxidation. In the presence of moisture, cellulose-based materials are known to form acids. In cellulose nitrate, usually referred to as just “nitrate”, nitric acid is formed and with acetate-based materials, acetic acid is formed. If sufficient acid is present, then the physical properties of the film will be affected. This will affect the usable lifetime of the material. The more recent polyester support is a petrochemical originated product that is less sensitive to degradation caused by environmental conditions.



1. Specific Problems Nitrate-Based Films Nitrate base was used for 35-mm motion-picture films until acetate base known as « safety » materials replaced it during the early 1950s. 16-mm and other narrow gauge film stocks have rarely been made on anything other than safety bases. Nitrate-based films are often found in old archives and must always be treated with the greatest care since they could be in an unstable condition and are highly flammable. They should be copied as soon as possible. Acetate-Based Films Acetate is the most common base material for film that has been used by broadcasters since the introduction of television services and is still used for camera negative films. Acetate does not represent a fire hazard, but represents a major risk because of base hydrolysis degradation, often called “vinegar syndrome”. Any film showing signs of vinegar smell is likely to have become physically degraded and may become damaged if handled without special precautions. The acetate stocks currently in use are known to be no different from old acetate material. Magnetic Sound Film (SEPMAG) SEPMAG film is a film base coated with a conventional magnetic coating of ferric oxide and it has been used for sound post-production in the film and television industry. Acetate base was used for over thirty years before Polyester became an alternative from the 1970s. However, many users continued to use acetate based SEPMAG for much longer. The acetate base suffers similar degradation to the picture film but with an additional problem as the ferric oxide coating on
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SEPMAG film acts as a catalyst in vinegar syndrome degradation. Hence acetate based SEPMAG film has a higher rate of deterioration than acetate based picture film. Actively degrading SEPMAG also presents problems for sound quality. Storage conditions may also cause buckling. The effect is to reduce contact with the replay head and the consequent loss of playback quality. This is a further argument, beside shrinkage, for protecting programme material by copying SEPMAG to a polyester based material. 2. Physical deformation Film can be damaged when pushed beyond its physical limitations during storage and handling. Improper high storage humidity and high or low-tension winding will cause different short term or permanent departure from flatness. Brittleness Acetate film that has lost most of its moisture and solvent will become brittle. Proper storage and rejuvenation can reduce the brittleness but only for a limited time. Polyester film is more resistant to brittleness. Shrinkage All film base materials will shrink over time. This is due to the loss of solvent. The drying-out process causes changes in the physical dimensions. Acetate -based material is known to shrink more than polyester film. The natural shrinkage is expected to be less than 1% over 20 years. Shrinkage of more than 1% is enough to cause real trouble. A typical indication that film perforations are being damaged is a ticking sound of sprocket teeth not registering correctly and expanding the perforation holes. Shrinkage of SEPMAG will cause transport problems and head contact problems in sound film playback devices and telecines.



Other kind of deformation can be mentioned: Buckle This occurs when the edges (along the length) of a film become shorter than the centre. Curl Curvature caused by dimensional differences between the emulsion layer and the base.
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Edge wave The opposite of buckle, when one or both of the edges (along the length) are longer than the centre. Channelling Is when emulsion separates from base due to extreme shrinkage of the base. Spoking Is a pattern outward from the core at the centre, caused by loose winding of film that has considerable curl. Embossing Is a permanent deformation that occurs when prints are projected with high-intensity lamps, without heat absorbers. The excessive heat expands the picture area which then becomes cambered. Ferrotyping Describes a smooth and shiny blotch or series of blotches on the emulsion surface. It is caused by the action of heat and/or moisture with pressure. Sources can include: faulty drying cabinets on the processing machine, winding under high humidity conditions, or subjecting the wound roll to high heat either before or after processing. It has also been caused by certain bleach formulations used in colour processes. Scratches There are many types of scratches. These include intermittent scratching, continuous scratching (commonly known as tramlines), short fine scratches, transverse, longitudinal and so on. Scratches are caused by external objects coming into contact with the film, such as equipment components, or dirty and worn rollers in the film path. The unevenness that a scratch creates on the film causes refraction of the light projected through the film. The end result when using print stock is that a black line appears on a screen. A coloured scratch would indicate that the dye layers on the emulsion have been penetrated. Emulsion scratches are more delicate in nature and more difficult to correct, especially if they have penetrated the dye layers and effectively removed image content. Base scratches are easier to process because this side of the film has a greater capacity to respond to various film treatments such as rewashing or wet gate process.
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Perforation Damage The principal transport mechanisms used with film can place a strain on perforations for a variety of reasons. The strain can sometimes cause the edges of the perforation to tear resulting in extensive damage over lengths of the perforated edge. The damage may also intrude into the image or sound areas of the film. This problem is particularly prevalent on buckled, warped or shrunken film. Cinching This defect is caused when dirt has become embedded on the film surface and marks the film when the film layer slide in loosely wound reels. The action of slipping and pulling tight a loosely wound film traps the dirt and causes small cinch-type scratches on the film surface. It is common to find this fault at the head and tail of film reels. Splices Cement splices have always been used for post-production work on motion picture film. The final product, the print for presentation, however, is a roll or rolls of film without splices. This has not always been the case in broadcasting. When news, sport and magazine programme material has been shot on film, the original camera film has often been assembled and used directly for presentation. When transparent tape was introduced for splicing, this became the usual method for splicing film material used in broadcasting. These parts become either dry and brittle or sticky and dirty.



b. The Image 1. Image Damage Sometimes damaged or lost images on print material and/or the associated optical sound do not exist in the form of camera material or intermediate film. This presents a problem of how to recreate the lost images. In a film laboratory it is possible to stretch scenes by multiple copying of some of the frames. The results very much depends on the content and from which generation of film the lost images are taken. In a video operation it is possible to stretch scenes without too much loss of quality but, as with film technology, stretching sequences with object motion is always a problem. Another process is to digitally scan the damaged shot and multiply the frames by electronic interpolation then record the result back to film again.
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There is a limited possibility to repair damaged film frames by hand and the degree of success that can be achieved depends on the level of damage. Only experts trained in the art of manual film restoration should carry out this form of restoration. 2. Colour Dye Fading Dye fading cannot be corrected by film treatment. A certain amount of fading is normally correctable in printing processes by re-grading to a neutral image, but complete correction of any fading in a film-to-film process is complex and uses specialised techniques, using masking or colour separation technology. An attractive alternative is to correct image fading in the electronic domain, where it is possible to handle complicated and severe fading in a controlled manner. The correction characteristics allow fading errors in individual dye layers to be corrected, although there are limits to every electronic image controller, and when one or more dyes are lost entirely, there are no methods of restoring the images except manual colouring. If digital correction is chosen, it should however not be forgotten that the film material remains as it was and that the fading will continue with a risk of loosing images when the material is revisited for another transfer. Therefore the decision regarding the preferred quality and the amount of correction to apply during electronic transfer should be considered, knowing that this may be the last opportunity to copy from the film before it is lost. 3. Base and Emulsion, Scratches and Dirt Dirt and scratches are of particular concern to original negative and to a lesser degree to duplicates, intermediaries and prints. Although occasional scratches and dirt might not be considered causes for restoration, and film archivists do not universally believe that film images should be repaired beyond their "original quality", in general broadcasters consider that this type of imperfection should be corrected where possible. Various film laboratory processes and electronic processes can handle most defects, but at times the effects are severe and call for special restoration. Emulsion scratches are difficult to restore and correct. The visibility of these scratches will depend upon their depth and whether any dye has been lost. These areas of the film are the image-bearing layers and therefore extensive work will be involved to correct scratches. On display, emulsion scratches show up as coloured as opposed to simply black or white. Base scratches are easier to correct and restore because the base of the film is more robust and can withstand the attention that film processes can offer.
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The first step in any restoration process is proper cleaning. Ultrasonic cleaning is considered the best way of removing dirt and grease pollutants etc. from film. A treatment known as "re-washing" can be used to remove emulsion scratches (e.g. Kodak process RW-1, now replaced by a number of alternatives). Re-processing film in an alkaline solution allows the scratched emulsion to swell, and the scratch emulsion edges partially anneal. The sharpness of the scratch is thus softened and the film partially heals itself on drying reducing the refraction of light on display. The problem with re-washing is that it can warp the film if the film is re-washed more than a couple of times. Secondly, and particularly with negatives, there can be a shift in the colour balance which requires correcting at a later stage. In a broadcast video environment, equipment is available to conceal scratches that can be used in real-time or pre-programmed for subjective settings. At higher resolutions the repair process ay be slower than real time. Wet Gate printing is another option for concealing base scratches and on film, and may be used during film printing or scanning. Any base side scratches are filled with a liquid of similar refraction index during the printing process and the scratches are not transferred to a next generation of film. Glass wheel polishing and matting are other techniques used to repair more severe scratches on the base. In glass wheel polishing, the film is dipped into a small reservoir of acetone solution and is transported under tension over a highly polished rotating wheel. The acetone softens the cellulose triacetate base material and the scratches are filled with dissolved cellulose-triacetate from adjacent areas. Matting can be carried out when the scratches are too severe for polishing to be effective. This process uses a wheel with a rough matt surface like ground glass to eliminate very deep scratches. Following this process the film base must be rendered smooth again by using a glass wheel and polishing. This is a risky process and should be considered carefully before use. Glass wheel polishing cannot be used on the gelatine emulsion side as it relies on re-dissolving cellulose triacetate base with acetone. In a telecine scanning, base scratches can be concealed by either using diffuse light or using a wet gate to fill scratches in the same way as explained above for film copying. In the duplicating stage wet gate printing can do much of the restoration work only if the material is damaged on the baseside and there is no damage to the emulsion. However wet gates which use perchlorethylene in an electronic environment are not popular with engineers. All these techniques whether film to film or involving a video or data stage or final product, involve duplication in one form or another.
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It may be possible to go back to an original camera negative, if there is one, and produce a new graded print. It may also be decided to use other generations than the camera negative because of constraints of availability, time, cost, production methods used and the type of equipment to be used.



c. The Sound In the audiovisual domain, audio exists as a standalone media or a media related to another media. Audio of a movie is tied to picture content. Synchronisation should be kept along the whole programme. Impairments described here have been listed by BRAVA research project (IST-1999-11628) according to a « degree of priority » for solving or improving the most difficult problems. 1. Impairments not addressed by existing tools and very hard to remove Saturation : There is no way today to recover a good sound from a saturated sound. The only thing that can be done currently is to apply filters to improve somewhat the perception of the sound. Synchronisation Problems: The only way used today to re-synchronise sound is to use a audio non linear editor synchronised with time code to a video player and to resynchronise manually by shifting and editing the audio tracks. Resynchronisation at an editing point often requires to «softening» the transition with light time warps. Sometimes introducing a slight variation of speed on the image track can help to recover synchronisation. Wow and flutter: There is currently no tool able of extracting the « wow component » in the audio signal. Fortunately, a very small quantity of audio archives are concerned by wow. This parameter was carefully monitored on analogue recorders by technicians. Otherwise, when it happens, this impairment is extremely difficult to compensate manually using editing and speed variation. It may take a very long time and still give a limited result, completely unsuitable for musical performances records. Short sound holes: There is a significant improvement to be made in the automated regeneration of sound gaps shorter than half a second. 2. Impairments hardly removed with usual and existing tools Clicks and pops : «Declicking and decrackling» are performed more or less correctly by several noise reducers of the market. Optical sound is relatively well addressed but some impairments are not well corrected. For example, a difficult impairment to correct today is click or pop on speech (for example on a word). Today it can be dimmed (not eliminated) with a short editing in the word and applying a time warp and a light cross fade.
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Long sound holes : Currently, only audio editing is used to fill long sound holes. Each case needs a specific attention according to the severity and the kind of sound damaged. Missing sound can be filled by : . A suitable piece of sound coming from another part of the sound track. . Preceding sound section slightly delayed. . A « re created sound » ( a new recording or new sound coming from a data base and a new mix). Interferences : Interferences can sometimes be removed or dimmed by narrow filters. But tools for identifying them in an easier way and correcting them are required. 3. Impairments that can be removed by existing tools Noise : There are black-box noise reducers on the market and their performances are of very different quality. Few of them are well known, efficient, and most used. They can correct continuous noises and impulsive noises. Generally, all these devices are designed to do corrections on standalone audio. Most of them have different processing delays according the type and the amount of correction applied. When they are used on audio related to video they introduce a loss of synchronisation. Such a processed sound has to be re synchronised with the picture content. Some of these devices gives to the operator the mean time delay to compensate for each situation. Recently a large number of plug-ins for sound restoration (noise reduction) have been available and it seems now much easier to use them than to exploit real-time tools. Bandwidth Problems: Bandwidth is currently equalised with filters and /or equalisers. Generally boosting high frequencies increases the noise to unacceptable levels. Levels: Tools are required to help an operator to set up properly the audio levels. It is important to notice here that audio levels and dynamic of a programme has to match levels and dynamic required by current broadcast channels. Archives programmes are often rejected by broadcasters for these reasons: restoration has to take these parameters into account and raise alarms when needed.



d. General approach for restoration Physical wear and tear caused by inadequate use and storage may cause damage and physical changes to film material. Different methods can be used to correct this, based on film or digital techniques. With current technology, the consequence of using digital methods at video resolution will normally limit the reuse of the material to current video standards. Then making a new film copy from the video result will result in poor resolution pictures. In reality it is likely that a combination of methods will be used.
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1. Film to Film Restoration It should always be remembered that when programme is shot and finished on film, the resultant film print has the property of durability and is not restricted to any display system (projection, TV, or other media), now or in the future. If the final film material, intermediate or print, is degraded, the first choice should be to replace the damaged material by making new print material. However, some production methods used for television, which use the camera film directly, leave no printed material for archiving. Film restoration covers chemical and physical methods that can repair or replace damaged images or perforations. The images may need repair for a number of reasons: base or emulsion scratches, dye fading and shrinkage etc. Not all film laboratories offer a film restoration service. Special techniques and equipment are required for restorative work on film. This is the case for film material suffering from dye fading where some improvements can be achieved by traditional grading techniques but special techniques are necessary to correct for excessive dye fading. Normally, optical printers can handle shrunken film where the transport mechanisms are designed to handle different amounts of shrinkage. 2. Film to Video Restoration Image manipulation and correction has always been a part of the telecine process. Manufacturers of telecines and associated processing equipment have continually improved their equipment over the years to enable it to transfer a higher quality from film. The equipment has also been improved to correct artefacts that are common within film technology. In many ways the modern telecine can be looked upon as a sophisticated electronic optical printer with the magic of concealing film artefacts such as scratches, dirt, noise, grain, dye fading and image instability. The image correction process in a telecine includes the ability to correct for colour information at different image levels. The red, green and blue colour primary signals captured from film are processed separately. There are normally corrections for colour balance at highlights, lowlights and medium level lights of the image. These allow colour information to be corrected at different light levels and allow the operator to aim for neutral reproduction of objects at different signal levels between black and white. In an archive operation, perhaps the most appreciated facility is the ability to correct for image fading. The telecine has a wide range of correction functions that can deal not only with fading but also with stability errors. These sophisticated corrections for luminance and colour relations are not possible with film technology. In using digital restoration as the alternative to film restoration one has to be aware of the lost opportunity to preserve the film as film. Poor digital concealment may leave artefacts that are
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difficult or impossible to remove later. These perhaps will be avoided with more advanced equipment in the future. After transferring, endangered film material should be properly stored for a possible later transfer on a next generation of telecine to then benefit from improved transfer quality and correction facilities giving fewer artefacts, or transfer to a different electronic medium. 3. Film to Video to Film In addition to the options discussed above, it is possible to correct degrading, damaged or faded film material by transferring the film image to video, correcting for artefacts and then going back to film. This process is being used for conventional television resolution signals, but with loss of film image quality. It is better to use a high-resolution telecine or scanner to transfer for signal processing based on a high definition video or data file. The corrected signal can be transferred back to film with a quality close to the original film. This high cost process is normally available to stakeholders as an external service.



Film-to-film Depending on the original, or the available film element remaining in the collection or archive (and on the requirement of the restoration programme), there are numerous routes for preservation and or restoration of film images. However the range of possible routes is diminishing as manufacturers remove older products and specialist duplicating films from the market. The simplest routes follow established modern printing technology the most complex use specialised and often intricate time consuming and therefore costly technology and unconventional methods and film stocks.



Film-to-Digital video A generalised route is shown below: FILM



4:2:2 telecine



Grading & correction before scan



Broadcast resolution video image repair



Graded and corrected video master



Exploitation or access versions



Digital video grading (restricted correction)



Figure 1: Film-to-Digital video transfer processes
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Film-to-film via data or High-Definition video Apart from the use of higher resolutions and resolution independant hard- and software the route is similar. A generalised route is shown below: 4K or 2K scan to data files, or HD



FILM



Grading & correction during scan



Image control & repair



Graded and corrected data or HD master



Film negative (film recorder)



FILM PRINTS



Grading (dependant on bit depth)



Figure 2: Film-to-film transfer processes via data or HD video Regarding to film restoration quality, some questions are linked to the film stock itself, to the technician skills and knowledge and to the ability of evaluating the new print compared to the original. It becomes more difficult to control the process because the digital restoration is less limited than in photographic duplication. For example, the visual and aesthetic qualities of a film print refers to different characteristics like format, contrast, density and colour. When using digital technologies and simulation approach we are still missing information about evolution of film stocks produced from the beginning till now. There is a lack of scientific approach allowing more objective decision-making. The same question arises when recording back on to current film stock with its own characteristics. Telecine scanning will create a digital duplicate modifying the resolution with no direct reference to the original and then the corrections made at the workstation will be difficult to quantify. There is a need to record the restoration decision list and to archive it for future evaluation. Regarding to film restoration efficiency, compromises have to be done because of the high costs of equipments, but also according to processing speed limitations and to storage management solutions. Most of these technical and economical conditions still need to be improved.
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B. THE BENEFITS OF DIGITAL FILM PRESERVATION AND RESTORATION



a. What can be achieved with the current technology Some researchers and manufacturers have been developing software tools that automate laborintensive processes for repairing scratches and removing dust and dirt but also for correcting geometric instability and variations in the general density of the images. The first demand came from post-production teams for solving production damages which sometimes happen during shooting or during lab process. The second clients and users are the distributors or film owners for repurposing objectives, not only for film screening but also for DVD publishing and for promoting their film collections. For example new processes produce an intermediate film with restored color, fine grain and excellent retention of shadow detail. Faded color negative is characterised by yellow highlights and blue shadows; this is known as « crossover » and cannot be corrected with standard laboratory methods of grading. Digital intermediates can be considered an alternative to the traditional lab process of film production. It offers real flexibility, with multiple variants available for immediate assessment, and provides a guarantee of quality, regardless the number or complexity of optical processes. It is clearly more comfortable to simulate and test different contrast and saturation settings than to test various emulsions able to optimise the result. Nevertheless, these new systems require high technology investments. System performance must include the ability to store entire film with variants, to compare on line and off line for verification, to get immediate response to parameters changes; all these requirements demand powerful high-capacity real-time processing, high-speed network a n d enough storage capacity.



b. Expected developments in digital technology According to the large list of defects that occur on film materials, there is still a need of new algorithms to solve image and sound problems, like severe scratches, hair, white spots, echoes, streaking , severe resolution loss, saturation, wow and flutter. But the most important demand concerns complete workstation for restoration, at affordable cost, which ensure both real-time processing and efficient reviewing of the restoration process. A first solution could be a disk-to-disk system providing to the operator all the tools he requires: real-time filters for the most common impairments, editing tools for re-editing or suppressing damaged pictures, painting tools for dust-busting applications and specific filters running in software for unusual problems. This system should have at least standard-resolution or highresolution real-time capabilities. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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A second approach could be a software-only restoration system more flexible and open to new processing plug-ins. Thus computing farms could be used to improve the processing capacity.
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C. DIGITAL FILM RESTORATION TECHNIQUES & TECHNOLOGIES Digital restoration comprises the use of film scanners, to produce a "digital intermediate" and film recorders to duplicate film. Potentially it can handle any format, any process, and almost any deterioration of the image, provided some image is still there, coping with serious image fading. Two main solutions are available, either the telecine transfer or film scanning, depending of the expected resolution and of the operating speed. Telecine transfer is a real-time process at both standard broadcast and HD, while scanning at 2K or 4K pixels per line data needs 3 to 100 more time than real-time. Generally the higher speed data scanners operating at 4 to 10 times real time are known as high-end telecines and are based round standard broadcast telecine hardware. Because quality is a major requirement in a film preservation process, their use should be carefully balanced.



a. Film Scanning There were, until a few years ago two ways to transfer film onto an electronic media - to perform a direct, real-time Telecine transfer to videotape or to digitise it with high-resolution scanners and transfer it to data tapes. This distinction has largely vanished, as high-resolution telecine units have been able to scan data as well as video. In the past, the major problem of a standard telecine transfer was to respect the fidelity of colour and contrast reproduction and was based on subjective alignment and the skills of the operator. Telecine performance has been improved to a quality point enough to match native quality (in respect of colour and contrast). This is now possible not only in standard-definition (720x575, 625 lines) but in High Definition video too at all standards, interlaced and progressive scanning, 25 and 24 fps. It is possible to scan films into a non-television digital format at any desired resolution from 2K to 4K. This is mainly used for special effects, digital intermediate postproduction and d/e-cinema. For very valuable material on film, such a direct transfer into the data domain may be suitable because it can preserve the full potential quality of the original film material (colour gamut, contrast ratio, aspect ratio…etc…). However transfer cannot be performed in real-time (average speed of 4 to 8 frames per second at best), and requires a large amount of data to be stored. It requires high-end and expensive Telecine scanning equipment and mass storage devices and cannot be directly used in a broadcast environment. Another drawback is the multiplication of formats and standards.
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1. Telecine solutions The basic problem is that the film prints made for projection in the cinema have a higher grading dynamics than those preferred for television use. The reproduction of colours by a telecine has depended on the design constraints, although this is less of a problem on modern designs. Film images from a telecine also need to be colour balanced to match the television system colour balance. To give a plesant result on television screen, images from films prepared for projection often need to be adjusted scene-by-scene for image contrast, gamma and colour reproduction. To be able to handle all these possible aspects of using film for television, telecines are equipped with sophisticated image processing which is pre-programmable for corrections to individual scenes. Traditional film production uses a number of different apertures and aspect ratios. To capture the desired image area a telecine needs to be able to select a variety of image areas according to television presentation at either a 4:3 or a 16:9. Film images often have artefacts like, scratches, dirt and grain that need concealing. Image steadiness might also need to be improved. In the process of transferring archival film material it is important to take into account the purpose of transferring the film material. The transfer might be for a short-term video usage of a film in good condition or it may be to preserve a programme on an endangered film material In transferring archival film to video it is therefore important to decide on a strategy of what shall be done in the transfer process, as there is extensive range of corrections that can be applied (e.g. contour corrections, noise reduction, scratch and stripe suppression and image stability). It should always be taken into account that equipment performance is being improved all the time. There is a strategic question to answer about restoration process for film: Should images be corrected in the best possible way with all available equipment at this step or should the corrections be limited to the classical basic corrections (i.e. black, gamma, gain, and primary colour balance)? The answer will depend on the strategy for reuse and on the decision of the stakeholder. The archivist might prefer the basic transfer with correction added later if necessary. The user of archival material might prefer to have access to the material for immediate use without having to wait and pay for further processing before. In any case, considering both options is recommended. The mechanical scanning aperture of any telecine equipment used to transfer archival material should be sufficient to capture all archival formats and image areas on 16mm, Super 16mm, 35mm and Super 35mm film. Ideally, the equipment should be able to memorise the most commonly used scanned image area dimensions. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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Recently, harmonised standards have been agreed internationally for the dimensions of the maximum area to capture from 16mm and 35mm film gauges from different aspect ratio apertures. These dimensions can be found in the EBU Recommendation R86. A further EBU Recommendation R93 gives a number of compromise scanning areas, which may be chosen for specific films. Currently, telecine brands are very few on the market. This is due to the small market and the high costs of the devices. PHILIPS and CINTEL are the main leaders, Some classification of different types is given below. SD TELECINE Traditional standard-definition only (SD) telecine technology is less and less present. Manufacturers have stopped the manufacturing of standard-definition telecine. Low-end telecine DIXI of CTM (France) is an example of a SD telecine at around 200,000 euros, and is principally for film laboratory grading and low grade TV rushes. Some modern telecine units cannot deal with old film (for example, shrunken film, adhesive tape splices with or with grading punch marks) although the relative importance of handling archive film is changing this). Among them, most used Telecines are: -



THOMSON (ex PHILIPS): SPIRIT, SHADOW.



-



CINTEL: RANK MIII, URSA DIAMOND and RASCAL DIGITAL



-



ITK: MILLENIUM (no longer in production)



-



SONY: VIALTA.



HD and data Most SD telecine, due to the increasing use of HD for cable and digital mastering are evolving towards multi-functional units capable of high definition (HD) and high-resolution scanning (2K) as well as SD, and real-time telecine SD, HD and slower data technologies are merging in the same device. In SD and HD, these devices are able to deliver digital video in real-time and set-ups can be retained for data transfer. In the data mode, they can deliver 2K data at 6 frames per second. The data (with or without colour correction, zooms, positional moves…) is transferred through high-speed networks to an associated disk storage complete with file header information. Then the data can be backed up to a data tape. Used file systems are mainly XFS (SGI UNIX systems) or NTFS. (NT servers). Price range: from 533,000 to 1 million euros. SONY FVS 1000 is a multi-resolution telecine system SD, HD for 16- and 35-mm films with three 2 Million pixels HD frames. Devices like THOMSON (Philips) SPIRIT DATACINE or CINTEL CREALITY multi standard telecine propose full resolution RGB with a 2K variable area scanning for all 35-mm formats, 16- and Super 16-mm films. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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THOMSON demonstrated a 4K version of SPIRIT in 2002. 2. High definition scanning Resolutions from 2K to 4K can be obtained from scanners used principally for special film effects production. Main problems related to very high-resolution scanning are the need of high data speed transfer, the large amount of data in a non-compression mode, then the massive computing power, the high storage capacity and the difficulty to manage synchronised audio. OXBERRY produce the market leader in this field and KINOTON and OPTRONIK have proposed devices. The KODAK Genesis is no longer on the open market. Presently, there are few high-resolution (4k) film scanners, and they need a considerable digitisation processing time. The table below presents file sizes for various types of film digitisation.



High-Definition video



Film scanner 4K Definition



2K



(4096 x 3112 (2048 x 1556 1920 pixels x 1080 lines lines)



lines)



Sampling structure



4:4:4



4:4:4



4:4:4



4:2:2



4:2:2



Quantization



10-bit



10-bit



10-bit



10-bit



8-bit



Nbr of frames / second



24



24



24



30



25



M 9.56



M 6.22



M 4.15



M 4.15



Nbr of samples per 3 8 . 2 4



M



picture



samples



samples



samples



samples



samples



1-picture file size



47.8 MB



12 MB



7.77 MB



5.18 MB



4.15 MB



Bit-rate per second



9.18 Gbit/s



2.3 Gbit/s



1.5 Gbit/s



1.25 Gbit/s



830 Mbit/s



(byte-rate per second)



(1.15 GB /s)



(286.8 MB/s)



(186.6



(155.5



(104



MB/s)



MB/s)



MB/s)



672 GB



560 GB



374 GB



1-hour program file size



4.13 TB



1 TB



Source: PRESTO project (IST-1999-20013) Table 1: Digital film file size (non compressed)
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b. Current technologies available for Digital Film restoration Three main approaches are available in the laboratories process : •



Telecine controller for grading and correction during the transfer is provided by DA VINCI, PANDORA or SYNERGY.



•



real-time solutions hardware is provided by SNELL&WILCOX (Archangel), and DIGITAL VISION for restoration of the digital intermediate in tape to tape or disk to disk process, and a wide range of devices from many suppliers (see the Equipment Suppliers list in this report).



•



Software units for stand-alone or parallel process such as HSArt (DIAMANT), DA VINCI and DISCREET (RESTOR and REVIVAL), and a wide range of tools from many suppliers (see the Equipment Suppliers list in FIRST report).



c. Film recorder requirements Different solutions provided by manufacturers may be compared. •



ARRILASER from ARRI (2K at 1.7sec per frame and 4k at 3sec/frame)



•



NITRO and FURY from CELCO (2K at up to 1sec/ frame)



•



PRODUCER from LASERGRAPHICS (HD at 4sec/ frame)



•



SOLITAIRE CINE 3 FLX from Management Graphics



•



LIGHTNING from KODAK
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d. Digital formats for preservation - a summary of current intentions and views In general digital formats have not and are not yet considered to be realistic preservation formats for film images. However digital formats are clearly of greater value as preservation formats for TV content than the earlier analogue formats. Standard telecine and associated processors have standardised digital outputs CCIR 601, 8 or 10 bits and AES EBU audio outputs. They can be directly recorded onto a digital video format. D-6 (Voodoo Media Recorder)



HDCAM



D-5 HD



DVCPRO HD



Philips Broadcasta 19 mm 8 / 28 / 64 min



Sonyb 1/2 inch 40 / 124 min (30 f/s)



Panasonicc 1/2 inch 124 / 149 / 155 min



1/2 inch 46 min



1080 @ 23.97p/24p/25p/47.97pSf /48pSf/50pSf 1080 @ 50i/59.94i/60i Non-compressed



1080 active lines



1080 @ 23.98p/24p/25p/50i/5 9.94i (720 @ 59.94p) 4:1



Manufacturer Tape width Max. recording time Video HD (& SD) formats



Bit-rate reduction



Sampling structure



Quantisation



4:2:2 Future option 4:4:4:4 (RGBK) 8-bit



Video data rate



Audio Nbr of channels Digital parameters



Input / Output Drive list price (U.S.)



994 Mbit/s



12 / 10 48 kHz x 20-bit HD-SDI Option: 128 MB/s data recording / 500GB cassette 183,300 euros



Media unit price (for 1000)



412 euros (64 min)



4.4:1 (7.7:1 total) DCT-based intraframe 3:1:1



4:2:2



1080i (720p) 6.7:1



10-bit



4:2:2 Y: 10 MHz Pb/Pr: 10 MHz 8-bit



267 Mbit/s



100 Mbit/s



4 48 kHz x 20-bit HD-SDI Options: SD-SDI / SDTI



4/ 8 48 kHz x 20-/ 24-bit HD-SDI SD-SDI (output)



8 48 kHz x 16-bit HD-SDI Option: SDTI



49,500 - 72,100 $ 83,240 euros with tech. support 110 euros (64 min) 182 euros (124 min)



95,000 $



45,000 $



adaptative 8-bit / 10-bit 140 Mbit/s (24p) 185 Mbit/s (30p, 60i)



122 euros (63 min) 185 euros (94 min)



Current real-time High-Definition (HD) digital recording options are: Source: manufacturers Table 2: High-Definition digital video recording a) http://www.broadcast.philips.com/Web/FProductArea.asp?lNodeId=283 b) http://bpgprod.sel.sony.com/bpcnav/app/99999/16/114.99999.subcat.BPC.html c) http://www.panasonic.com/pbds/products/mnu_vtrs_vcrs.html
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CONCLUSION Since the last years the routine methods for post-producing programmes for the cinema are changing deeply. The advent of high definition television is creating a market for higher resolution digital images, and the equipments to create and display these programmes are now available. According to digital cinema initiatives, there are current attempts to standardise on a realistic high resolution that can retain sufficient film image data based on commercially viable scanning devices. Today producers are currently using digital techniques for creating special effects sequences and film providers are using them as well for restoring severe damages. Both rely on digital processes for color grading and some of them are considering the Digital Intermediate production as essential for meeting the complementary exploitation schemes. Nevertheless most of the actors are still expecting that digital recordings can meet archiving and long-term conservation requirements. Commercial collections holders and non-profit archives holders have to cope with different committments. Therefore it can be worth to invest in a whole digital process to repurpose some of the most popular film productions but this practise you cannot afford when preserving thousands hours of old film materials each year. Then the objective at least is to produce digital or even video copies for viewing, and distributing at lower resolution. Among the technical and economical questions to answer for preservation-restoration activities, some are of utmost importance : •



how to improve our knowledge about film quality evolution with a more scientific



•



approach ?



•



how to control the restoration process and the authenticity of the results ?



•



how to guarantee the durability of HD solutions ?



•



When do we expect real-time improvements (to reduce human costs) ?



•



When do we expect investments reduction (datacine, film recorders , equipment costs) ?



FIRST consortium will organise meetings and workshops between different actors to give answers to these questions and define the main actions helping to provide solutions in the near future.
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D. CASE STUDIES



a. Introduction Until recently film archives in Europe have generally concentrated their film restoration efforts and finances on affordable film restorations, largely ignoring digital technology but also avoiding the more costly and complex photochemical techniques. This is particularly true of faded sound era colour films, and the more complex colour separation systems. Digital technology is the only method for the restoration of the following film defects: Any image repair due to damage, such as scratches, marks and tears that penetrate emulsion layers Missing frames from tears and breaks The removal of unwanted in-frame splices The removal of irregular fades, fogs and stains within frames Uneven exposures or processing defects that cause flicker within a frame Uneven density due to uneven exposures between frames Uneven transport jumps and weave, due to uneven shrinkage or faulty printing or camera (some of these effects are repairable by careful mechanical control in printing) Any defect copied into a film image from previous generations Any image suffering from multi-generational changes to sharpness, grain or tonal rendering In addition digital techniques are already economical and/or practical alternatives to the following photochemical restoration techniques. Restoring faded films, instead of complex separation technology or flashed dupe mask methods. In Europe there is little experience in some of these techniques as there is no commercial requirement for them, unlike in the USA. Reconstructing images from original intermediate elements or separation negatives, e.g. Technicolor, Kinemacolor, Cinecolor animation negatives etc. Reconstructing sequences from multiple film sources, from original uncut negatives, or from original silent "colour rolls". European commercial collections have used more complex technology than film archives, although European collections do not have as wide a potential market as US majors and therefore funding is lower, and complex techniques more rarely used. However almost all the photochemical techniques used by US collections, such as separations technology and flash masking methods have been used in Europe for commercial collections (where they have only been experimented with by a few archives). © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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Restoration by commercial collections is driven by the need to create new distribution of old programme material particularly for television, video and DVD release. Much of the original image digital technology available today was created to serve television companies, and was originally devised by signal processing departments in Universities and television companies, later transferring to independent manufacturer's. In consequence today the most sophisticated fully automatic technology is still only available for broadcast resolutions and video signals. An additional factor has been that commercial collections do not always recognise a need for authenticity, or for the ethical concerns of film archivists. Working at lower resolutions and often very different aspect ratios, commercial distributors often accept and even more often request, image and textual effects, appearances and artefacts that archivists would not, frequently departing from the original image (and sometimes text). Almost always this is in an effort to improve the visual image quality, or to make the images more acceptable, to the modern viewer. In this section we decided to include some Case studies, focused on some of the experiences in Digital film restoration in Europe. The list has no pretention to be complete, but we are confident that witnesses the complexity of the situation and the variety of possible approaches to the problem. The contribution from the different archives are published in their original form (and language), with very little editiorial work, and they reflect the opinions of the authors.



b . F i l m Ar c h i v e s



1 . I m p e r i a l W a r Mu s e u m Faded Films In 1997 the IWM asked Soho Images Ltd in London about the restoration of severely faded chromogenic colour print of the 1950's and offered examples for test, in particular the title "Maralinga", film of the 1956 atomic bomb tests in Australia. At that time Soho Images were testing their equipment on many faded film examples from numerous sources. Tests were done (by Paul Read) on several telecine scanners, and although many faded prints were correctable within the range of the primary colour controls then available, "Maralinga" was clearly in a different class and the results were not worth while. Densitometric measurements demonstrated the extent to which the reduced R contrast needed to be corrected and this was outside the range of the controller used. To continue the investigation a few frames of this film were scanned at Kodak Ltd, Digital Image Division, on a 2K Genesis scanner at 12bit. These were imported into a Cineon workstation and © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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the pixel range tool used to effect a restoration. This too was just short of producing a correct result. The original scanned Cineon files were sent to Mark Henry at Eastman Kodak Co. MH devised a technique using Cineon, writing a specific programme for this purpose. He was completely successful in obtaining a satisfactory image demonstrating that the severe degree of fading had left enough cyan dye to provide the basis for correction. MH demonstrated this at the Reel Thing at AMIA in Miami in Nov 1998. However the process was so slow that the price to restore the entire 40 minutes of film back to film was prohibitive (probably about £300,000), and would have necessitated building a complete workstation and rendering unit to do it. The tests were repeated at SDTV using one of the first controllers (Pandora Pogle) with secondary corrections and this improved the images considerably. In 1998 more experiments were carried out (by PR for Nederlands Filmmuseum) at Destiny 601 in Copenhagen using a Philips Spirit Datacine with a da Vinci 2K data controller but without any secondary correction. This confirmed that the lack of secondary corrections for data scanning was the principle drawback to making fade corrections at the scanning stage (where they would be affordable). Limited fade corrections were possible but not the severe fades of the 1950's film. In 2000 Destiny (Digital Film Lab) in Copenhagen took delivery of one of the first 2K data controllers with secondary colour correction, the Pogle Megadef. PR continued the faded film experiments there with several faded film examples from IWM, including the worst film evaluated so far, a Sovcolor print from the late 1960's. These were entirely satisfactory and IWM have decided to commission a restoration of "Maralinga" in 2003. By this time the cost of the service, partly due to the ability to restore at the scanning stage, and partly due to the reduction in film recording due to the introduction of the Arrilaser, had fallen by over 90%. It is not possible to be certain that any degree of chromogenic dye fading can be restored by this method. Clearly if a dye has completely faded to colourless, or to a uniform stain, restoration must be achieved by hand colouring.
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Technicolor/protection master restoration In 2000 Soho Images Ltd was engaged in a number of conventional photochemical restorations from original camera separation negatives, or protection master positives of films that had been post-produced by Technicolor in the 1950's or earlier. The techniques used varied slightly but in general require register printing back onto a new colour negative or intermediate film stock. The same technique is widely used in modern work for the reconstruction of new negatives from protection masters made as an insurance against damage to colour negatives. The quality of the final result depends largely on the accuracy of registration of the original images as little control was possible.



“Bombardment” C1944, original Technicolor 3strip separation negatives. Normal photochemical restoration method. Technicolor Restoration - Colour Internegative method Film Stock



Elements



Orig Separation Negs 3-Strip camera films >1951



"New" protection master New colour negative Eastman Pan Sep 5235 Eastman Col Internegative 5272



Red Separation Negative Inverted



Red Positive Separation Positive



Green Separation Negative



Green Green Separation Positive Separation Positive



Blue Separation Negative



Blue Separation Positive



Combined registered colour negative



Print Eastman Col Print



Colour Print Colour Print



Separation filters/registered images



This provided the opportunity for PR to try out a digital technique, and IWM supplied the film "Bombardment" 1944, as a test. This was done at Destiny (Digital Film Lab in Copenhagen) at that time a partner of Soho Images Ltd.
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The following route was used:



“Bombardment” C1944, original Technicolor 3strip separation negatives. Digital restoration using digital intermediate route. Red Separation negative



2k data, “technical grade” monochrome



Grading in Inferno



Green Separation negative



2k data, “technical grade” monochrome



Combined as 2k Inferno files



Blue Separation negative



2k data, “technical grade” monochrome



New colour negative



Registration in Inferno



The registration was carried out manually on the Inferno workstation monitor. The new colour negative was made on Arrilaser. Subsequently Digital Film Lab commissioned the IT University in Copenhagen to devise a software solution to registration, which is able to compensate for warped images and differential shrinkage between the separations. This software (called Registration) is currently a spark on Inferno but could operate on a stand-alone workstation. This route is now in use for commercial clients, but has not been used by archives.
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Animation negatives At the same time a digital restoration test was made for IWM of a restoration from a Sequential Frame Animation separation negative in which the R, G & B separations are in sequence on a single film strip. Once again there is a conventional restoration route.



“Eye Shooting” C1944, original sequential frame single strip separation animation negative. Normal photochemical restoration method. Technicolor Restoration - Colour Internegative method Orig Separation Neg. "New" protection master New colour negative Print Film Stock 1-Strip camera animation films Eastman Pan Sep 5235 Eastman Col Internegative Eastman Col Print 5272



Elements



Red Separation Negative



Red Positive Separation Positive



Green Separation Negative



Green Green Separation Positive Separation Positive



Blue Separation Negative



Blue Separation Positive



Combined registered colour negative



Colour Print Colour Print



Separation filters/registered images



l
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A digital restoration was carried out as follows:



“Eye Shooting” C1944, original sequential frame single strip separation animation negative. Digital restoration using digital intermediate route. 2k data, Red Separation negative Green Separation negative Blue Separation negative



1st frame 2k data, “technical grade” monochrome



2k data, 2nd frame



Grading in Inferno



Combined as 2k Inferno files



New colour negative



2k data, 3rd frame



Registration in Inferno



Again this process has been used for commercial collections but not by an archive. Until very recently these two processes have cost more to do than the conventional route (which can be expected to cost Euro 50,000 -85,000). Recently the digital costs have fallen and the two routes are now similar. Access Projects As well as the "Maralinga" project, IWM is using digital means to produce tinted prints of two World War I propaganda films. The black and white masters of these films do not require any significant restoration, but in order to produce authentically coloured prints, new colour negatives will be produced via digital scanning (see this technique described under Danish Film Institute, where this technology was first used, Ed.). The original tints will be recreated at this digital stage and new prints then made by conventional printing. The costs are of the same order of magnitude as producing new black and white intermediates and a coloured print by pre-flashing methods (the Desmet method), and it is expected that the results will be more easily controlled and of better quality. (A music track is to be composed for these films for future presentations).
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IWM current attitude to digital restoration technology (David Walsh, IWM) We expect to use digital technique for restoring faded colour materials as a matter of course, assuming our pilot project is successful. If the tinted print project is a success we will be hoping to finance future projects of a similar sort. We feel that 2K resolution work is barely adequate for 35mm restorations and the software approach to repairing scratches and blemishes has yet to prove itself. However, we remain certain that digital copying will become the standard method of the future once issues of resolution, transparency and controllability are solved and properly standardised, and once the costs drop to (or below) the same level as conventional film work. David Walsh & Paul Read
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2 . F I L MMUS E UM, NE DE RL ANDS Faded Film In 1998 NFM sent faded film prints of several colour systems to Destiny 601 (now Digital Film Lab) in Copenhagen to try restoration on the Spirit telecine scanner fitted with the primary only Da Vinci controller. The degree of correction was considerably greater than any previous digital system, and a film version was made from a print of a trailer for “Violette Impériales” (France, 1952). Other faded prints restored were from Eastman Colour and the 2-colour print Trucolor. None of the restorations were fully successful - they did not fully restore the colours or the neutrality - and the grading was very sensitive and variable. In 1999 a faded negative of “Jenny” (Netherlands, 1958) was also tested in London using the same technology. The slightly faded negative was corrected reasonably successfully but not the intermediate negatives used to make the optical dissolves, which were more seriously faded. In 2001 when Digital Film Lab installed the Pandora Megadef the technique was tried again using exactly the same Spirit telecine scanner (in Copenhagen and in London). The results were almost completely satisfactory except that the grading is extremely sensitive and that correction of the faded introduces new artefacts, such as brilliant green scratches, an effect that was anticipated from the “Violette Impériales” tests. A satisfactory image repair software was clearly needed. In 2002 NFM commissioned DFL London to restore "Musica Eterna" (Netherlands,1951), using Spirit at 2K, Pogle Megadef, image repairs on the NFM's own Diamant workstation in Amsterdam and output on Arrilaser. This is in production now (Nov 2002). Experience within IST project Diamant Within the project DIAMANT, in which the Nederlands Filmmuseum was involved as end-user, the film “Een Autotocht in de Pyreneeën” was chosen as test film. This title was a particularly interesting object for restoration within DIAMANT because it was restored photochemically in the past, and therefore could allow comparison between the different methods applied. “Een Autotocht in de Pyreneeën” is a short travelogue (ca. 120 meters, i.e. approximately 6250 frames) made by Pathé in 1910. It shows a trip of a guided party through the Pyrenees, focusing on rocks and waterfalls (binocular effects). The source material, an early generation nitrate print, has bright colours (stencilling) which seem to have suffered slightly from fading. Loss of image information is the result of scratching (on both base and emulsion side – the latter also with white lines as a result), tears, crowsfeet, missing frames (jumps), wide splices, rust and liquid damage, an oily fingerprint or signs of mould (pitting). Furthermore, the film is unsteady in places, over-exposed in some frames and under-exposed in others (occasionally resulting in slight © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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flicker effects). It also shows signs of dust copied through (resulting in both black and white marks), and it even has a few felt tip stains. As a result, it allows us to test about all of the sequence-based manipulation tools offered by the DIAMANT system: scratch elimination, dust removal / spot replacement, de-noise, stabilisation, brightness and colour correction and contrast correction. The source material was scanned at Alpha-Omega in Germany on a Cintel C-Reality equipped with a wet gate. The chosen resolution for the scan was 2K. The data was then moved to the Nederlands Filmmuseum and to Laboratoires Neyrac in France (also a end-user in the Diamant project). In both locations the Diamant software was tested on different sequences of the film. Several filters were applied to the film: de-flicker, stabilisation and dust removal were all tested at different degrees of intensity. The process was conducted under the supervision of film restorers from the Nederland Filmmuseum and all the steps were carefully documented. Finally the data files were printed back to film at Laboratoires Neyrac using a CELCO eXtreme Nitro HD recorder. Black and white restoration In 2002 NFM commissioned Digital Film Lab London to create a new black and white negative of the feature film, "Zeemansvrouwen" 1931. The film was shot silent at about 22 fps in silent format and the restoration is to be to an Academy negative with a sound track and for projection at 24fps. The process probably could have been done photochemically but with many problems. The original was a well-used projection print so an already tried and tested approach was suggested by DFL (see Commercial Collections case studies below). A wet gate preservation master negative was made from the original at Haghefilm in Amsterdam, and this was used for the scan, avoiding any further dust and scratch repairs. The route selected is to scan at 2K on Spirit, load the files into an Inferno workstation and adjust the run time to 24fps, and match as closely as possible a VHS made earlier and given to the composer as a master. Alternative methods were tested for this comparing interpolation (inventing images from the frames on either side) with "stretch" printing, inserting duplicate frames. It was found that interpolation generated disturbing artefacts and frame duplication was chosen. (Also this is a "film technique", as distinct from a "digital technique", even if displayed digitally). At several stages DFL provided NFM with digital video tape versions to show the grading, or the speed change effects - a useful technique in digital processes. This production is progress now (Nov 2002) Film recording will be onto polyester Eastman Pan Separation Film 2238 on Arrilaser. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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Where is NFM heading with digital restoration? In October 2001 the Nederland Filmmuseum set up a workstation for digital film restoration. The workstation consists of a powerful PC equipped with the software Diamant, for semi-automatic image manipulation, and Photoshop, for manual image manipulation. We envision a workflow where external laboratories are commissioned for the scanning of the films, the data files are then shipped to NFM where the digital restoration takes place and are finally sent back to the laboratory for recording the manipulated data back to film. At the time being the NFM has commissioned two laboratories (Haghefilm and DFL) with projects that are intended to be processed on the NFM’s workstation. One of the most delicate issues within such a workflow is the exchange of data with a laboratory. At the time being we are using removable hard disks but we are completely aware that while this might be a cheap solution on the short term, it is not a reliable and reasonable option in the long term. We feel that this kind of workflow is the most suitable for a film archive. Leaving the scanning and recording processes to external laboratories seems to be logical, since the necessary equipment is so expensive. On the other hand, the restoration of the image can be done (at least partially) inhouse under the supervision of a film restorer. Digital film restoration is still a very experimental practice and we are looking at it from this perspective. We consider that it is extremely important to keep up with this quickly evolving technology and to be directly involved in its developing process as we feel that, as film restorers, we must be the ones responsible for the choices made during a restoration. Today we still have a large number of questions and doubts for every single step of the process. Scanning: - Which is the right resolution and the appropriate bit depth? - Should we scan the source material (often a fragile and shrunken nitrate film) or a duplicate? - Should the grading be done during scanning or in the manipulation phase? Manipulation: -How can we keep track of what has been done in an intelligible way? - Will we ever be able to trust a dust or scratch removal filter? Our list also includes a number of ethical questions about how far we should go with a restoration and how do we know how the original looked like, especially in the case of faded colour films. Finally the very delicate issue of storage: where and how do we want to store the newly produced data? Although we are, at this time, only talking about a film-to-film restoration, where digital technology provides just a tool, we will still be producing data (raw from the scan, and manipulated before it is recorded back to film). These data files should be preserved somewhere and somehow. As for most archivists, if not all, we are wandering in the dark on this particular issue. We keep © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003 153.



DTF tapes of the few projects running at this moment but we see this only as a temporary solution. On this matter we cannot formulate a policy because all available formats have a high risk of obsolescence and their life expectancy is still uncertain. Giovanna Fossati & Paul Read
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3 . Da n i s h F i l m I n s t i t u t e It was expectable that the Danish Film Institute should become one the first archives to use digital technology in restoration experiments. Scandinavia is the birthplace of the digital intermediate post-production process for feature films (at Destiny 601, a company in the Digital film Lab group in Copenhagen) and already there are more companies with this facility across the Nordic countries than anywhere else, although London is catching up quickly. The first test carried out by the DFI was to restore a small piece of black and white film of the Circus Sarrasani, which had been made on a printer where the image was drastically out-of-rack and "rolled" so that the frames were divided horizontally into separate segments. The original negative was lost by decay after the faulty print was made. The film was scanned in 1998 at Digital Film Lab at 2k on Spirit, the dta files imported into inferno and the individual frames reconstructed manually. A new neutral film image was made on a colour film negative on a Celco film recorder (prior to a set up being available for black and white film). The test was very successful, but demonstrated just how much time was needed to carry out image repair work using manual software. In 2001 the first full-length restoration was made "Nedbrudte Nerver", 1923, using a combination, a "hybrid" restoration, of digital and photochemical techniques at DFL in Copenhagen, and Soho Images in London. The DFI has several early Nordisk Film Company features that are still in their original negative tint colour rolls, and have never been cut and joined to make cut negatives. We do not propose to break up these almost unique originals, which were originally printed in these rolls. The prints were then coloured before being cut and joined to make the final coloured prints. Digital technology offered a way of creating a new B & W negative in the final sequence without breaking down the originals. The new negative was then used to produce a Desmet coloured print. An essential stage was to use the conform software, used for the production of modern feature films, that allowed scanned frame files to be resorted into a final sequence as defined by an Edit Decision List (EDL). No image repair was proposed, or needed, as the original negatives were to be used and were in quite good condition. The original film negative rolls (which had already been preserved by duplication previously) were graded and scanned first at broadcast to make a quick digital betacam version, which was edited on Avid. This involved a member of the DFI staff learning to use this edit package. From this a CMX EDL file was produced from the original edit sheets in our possession. The negatives were then graded and scanned a second time on Spirit Datacine at 2K using the Megadef image Controller. The resulting files were imported into Inferno and the EDL used to conform the frames to the edited version, and used to generate a black and white negative on Eastman Pan
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Separation Film 2238 (Estar), on Arrilaser at 2K. This was processed, and a B & W check print of one reel, followed by a Desmet print using three tint colours made at Soho Images. Subsequently we decided to make a broadcast version of this feature. The edited 2K data files, which had been archived on DTF tape, were imported back into Inferno and tints were applied at this stage, to create new coloured frame files. These were converted to digital SDTV video and output as Digibeta by software, directly from Inferno. This procedure demonstrated that the digital process was more controllable than the photochemical process, because the calibration between the Inferno monitor and final version was precise, and also because of the distance between Copenhagen and London. The process of creating a tinted or toned data image from a monochrome, B &W, one, differs from software to software. The procedure in Discreet Flame or Inferno, used by DFL, is similar to the same effect that can be produced in Adobe Photoshop. However different software packages use different terms for these effects, and very careful evaluation of the resulting files is needed to ensure that the effect is accurate. In the case if tinting a genuine overall uniform colour signal must be applied across the image, and in the case of toning the original monochrome image data must be replaced entirely by a single hue varying only in brightness.



DIGITAL- DESMETCOLOR RESTORATION OF ”Nebrudte Nerve”, 1921 Desmetcolor Print Method – a mix of digital and traditional. SCRIPT - ORIGINAL DANISH INTERTITLES



Translation to English



.tiff file of bilingual intertitles.



ORIGINAL NEGATIVE IN ORIGINAL ”COLOUR” ROLLS.



1-Light transfer to Digibeta



Edit to final version (Avid).



EDL (Edit Decision List)



ORIGINAL NEGATIVE IN ORIGINAL ”COLOUR” ROLLS.



Scan at graded settings (Spirit 2K).



Import into inferno as .dpx files



Conform to create final file sequence (inferno).



Record to B & W negative film (Arrilaser)



Film Processed to B&W negative.
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DESMETCOLOR PRINT WITH TINT AND TONE EFFECTS.
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For the next restoration in 2002, also at DFL, "Copenhagen by Night", 1910, from a b/w nitrate negative deriving from a tinted original print, the archive chose to carry out the entire process as data and produce a colour negative with the tints incorporated. This was possible due to the calibration between the Inferno monitor on which the tints were introduced and the final film print, an intrinsic requirement of the modern digital intermediate process at DFL. Image repair was carried out on the intertitles, but no edit was done as the original was a print.



FULL DIGITAL RESTORATION OF ”Copenhagen By Night”. Entirely Digital Method



ORIGINAL PRINT



Scan at graded settings (Spirit 2K).



Import into inferno as .dpx files



Conform to create final file sequence (inferno).



Devize and add tint and tone effects (inferno).



Optional dust, mark, scratch removal (not required this restoration). Record to colour negative film (Arrilaser)



Film Processed to Colour negative.



COLOUR PRINT WITH TINT AND TONE EFFECTS.



In 2002 DFI produced "The first film archive". A DVD production, which included scanning original nitrate film on a Philips Shadow telecine handling material up to 2% shrunk. One element was not possible to scan due to perforation damage, however all 70 films from the period 1899 – 1913 were transferred either from original print or negative or later film preservation elements on nitrate or acetate stock. In 2002 DFI also restored "Der var engang/Once Upon a Time", Carl Th. Dreyer 1922, once again utilizing the digital conform technology to resort frames into an edited sequence, using the same sequence as used for "Nedbrudte Nerver". In this case some of the original negatives were lost, but DFI holds stills that represent some of the missing sequences. These stills were scanned and inserted together with original and new intertitles in the place of the missing material, in the silent motion picture format. A black and white negative (as was made for "Nedbrudte Nerver") on Arrilaser, and a black and white print (on Eastman Print Film 5302) made for display. Thomas Christensen & Paul Read
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4 . L A RE S T AURAT I O N NUME RI Q UE AUX ARCHI V E S F RANCAI S E S DU F I L M Après une longue réflexion et de multiples expériences avec des laboratoires extérieurs, les Archives françaises du film du Centre national de la cinématographie s’équipent d’un système de restauration numérique des images. Le but de cette initiative est d’intervenir en direct sur des processus coûteux en main d’œuvre et en temps, de développer au sein de l’équipe du laboratoire une expertise numérique, de faire collaborer étroitement les infographistes avec les archivistes afin que soient maîtrisés les paramètres d’intervention en se basant sur une réflexion esthétique, déontologique et historique.



•



Les limites de la restauration traditionnelle



La restauration traditionnelle photochimique des films est aujourd’hui parfaitement codifiée. Ses possibilités et ses limites sont claires. Après la réparation mécanique de l’original et la reconstruction du film, le tirage permet d’obtenir un transfert sur un support neuf. Lors de ce transfert des corrections sensitométriques permettent d’améliorer la qualité photographique, d’éventuels tirages « image par image » permettent de stabiliser les séquences particulièrement instables; les rayures les plus légères peuvent être effacées grâce au tirage par immersion. Mais la restauration traditionnelle ne peut rien dans les cas de variations de densités, de déchirures ou de tout autre manque d’information dû à l’altération de l’émulsion.



•



Les possibilités de la restauration numérique



Les possibilités de la restauration numérique sont énormes et il est indispensable de prendre un certain nombre de mesures et de précautions. Pour cela, il a été convenu de faire la distinction entre deux types de défauts : Les défauts dus au vieillissement et aux diverses manipulations des éléments tels que les moisissures, déchirures, décollements de gélatine, rayures etc. Les défauts dus aux limites techniques des procédés et des émulsions utilisés à l’époque tels que les variations de densité, le manque de fixité ou les voiles photographiques dus aux effluves électrostatiques. Le dialogue entre l’archiviste et l’infographiste est essentiel car, s’il est techniquement possible de corriger tous les défauts, il faut également définir des principes éthiques. La ligne de conduite fixée consiste à se limiter aux défauts dus aux outrages du temps et qui nuisent à la perception du film. Les autres défauts liés aux procédés employés lors du tournage sont, dans certains cas, atténués afin d’adapter les éléments aux normes modernes d’exploitation. Par exemple, un important manque de stabilité de l’image ou un fort pompage de densité sont aujourd’hui difficilement supportables pour les spectateurs. Il paraît donc raisonnable d’atténuer ces phénomènes sans toutefois les gommer totalement pour témoigner des qualités et des défauts de la technique de cette époque et garantir l’authenticité du document. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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Les étapes de la restauration numérique Dans la filière de restauration traditionnelle, à partir du négatif est généré un « marron » qui permet le tirage d’un « contretype » qui à son tour permet le tirage des copies restaurées. Dans la filière de restauration numérique, le négatif n’est plus tiré mais scanné pour être converti en fichiers numériques. Les images numériques sont ensuite restaurées puis finalement transcrites sur film, au moyen d’un imageur, pour obtenir directement le contretype qui servira comme dans la filière traditionnelle à tirer les copies restaurées. Dans la majorité des cas le film n’est pas restauré en numérique dans son intégralité. Seul tel plan déchiré ou tel générique particulièrement instable est traité. Il convient alors de réinsérer les plans restaurés en numérique dans le contretype obtenu par la restauration traditionnelle. Bien sûr, lors de la projection de la copie restaurée, aucun discernement ne devra être visible entre les éléments issus du numérique et ceux issus de l’analogique. (illustration 1 – Les filières de restauration) La résolution des images numériques On peut prétendre atteindre un enregistrement de 3000 lignes sur la hauteur d’une image négative 35mm. Mais, lors de la fabrication d’un film, les trois générations successives, permettant l’obtention du marron, du contretype et de la copie



positive, ainsi que les pertes dues aux



projecteurs, ramènent les performances réelles au niveau de la salle de projection à une résolution beaucoup plus modeste de 1000 voir 800 lignes sur la hauteur de l’écran. Au niveau intermédiaire du contretype, la définition est encore de 1500 lignes sur la hauteur de l’image. C’est cette définition qui doit être requise pour les images numériques. C’est, en effet, au niveau du contretype que celles-ci seront restituées, après restauration, sur support argentique. Le standard 2K avec ses 2048 pixels sur la largeur et ses 1536 pixels sur la hauteur de l’image correspond à cette définition. Le transfert analogique / numérique L’obtention des images numériques nécessite une opération de « scan » des images argentiques. Aujourd’hui, ce scan est effectué sur des télécinémas haute définition qui,



pour la plupart,



permettent l’analyse du film en standard 2K (2048 x 1536 pixels) ou HD24P (1920 x 1080 pixels). En 2K, cette analyse est effectuée à la cadence de 4 à 5 images par seconde dans le meilleur des cas. Pour une heure de programme, 5 à 6 heures de transfert sont nécessaires, d’où un coup d’exploitation assez élevé. Les fichiers générés (1 fichier pour chacune des images) sont enregistrés sur des supports informatiques (DTF2 ou DLT par exemple). La définition moindre du HD24P permet d’effectuer l’analyse en temps réel, c’est à dire à 24 images par seconde. Dans ce cas les transferts sont beaucoup plus économiques mais le format © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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16/9 n’est pas adapté aux films anciens de format 4/3 pour la plupart, pour lesquels la définition est ramenée à 1400 pixels sur la largeur et 1080 pixels sur la hauteur. Ce standard sera réservé pour des films dont la qualité photographique pourra se satisfaire de cette définition relativement limitée. Les supports sont, dans ce cas, des bandes vidéo numériques hautes définitions (Sony HDWF500 par exemple). Avec des vitesses d’analyse de 5 images par seconde en définition de 2K (9 Mo par image) les scanners d’aujourd’hui (« Spirit » de Philips ou « C-Reality » de Cintel) sont économiquement viables pour des films de formats standards et en bon état. Mais la qualité de certains films anciens implique des vitesses de numérisation plus lentes encore et nécessite d’infinies précautions. Dans certains cas le scan sur ces machines s’avère impossible : Les formats standards en mauvais état et les formats tels que les 8mm, 9.5mm, 17.5mm, 28mm… 35mm sans perforations ou avec perforations spécifiques, ne peuvent être chargés sur ces machines. De plus leur concept « antiscratches wetgate» s’il est adapté aux films en bon état pose des problèmes dès lors que le film présente des sur-épaisseurs dues aux réparations de perforations, de collures ou à la déformation du support. Le système « antiscratches wetgate », conçu pour éliminer les rayures, consiste à immerger le film dans une solution ayant le même indice de réfraction que le support du film (le perchloroéthylène est le produit utilisé aujourd’hui). Pour ceci le film est pressé entre deux verres optiques entre lesquels est injecté le liquide. L’évacuation des bulles d’air et le pincement du film dû aux surépaisseurs sont critiques dès lors qu’il s’agit de films anciens. Pour ces types de films, pour éviter le pincement entre les deux verres optiques, une solution consiste à photographier en numérique l’original immergé dans une cuve de perchloroéthylène. Cette opération effectuée manuellement, outre le fait qu’elle est excessivement longue et fastidieuse, a l’énorme inconvénient de mettre en contact l’opérateur avec le solvant utilisé pour l’immersion. C’est pour répondre à ce problème que le SAFDL a lancé l’étude et la réalisation d’un scanner adapté aux spécificités des films anciens. Ce prototype conçu pour le 35mm devra pouvoir s’adapter à tout autre format compris entre 8 et 96mm. L’entraînement du film devra pouvoir s’affranchir des perforations et le transfert optique de l’image devra s’effectuer par immersion totale sans pincement du support. La séquence d’analyse (avance du film, exposition) devra être normalement automatique mais également débrayable afin de pouvoir s’adapter aux cas particuliers présentés par les films « hors standard » ou particulièrement abîmés. La numérisation des images à restaurer sera donc exécutée, en fonction de leur qualité et de la nature de leur support, soit en sous traitance sur un « Spirit » ou un « C-Reality », soit en interne sur le scanner spécifique aux films anciens. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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Le système de restauration La particularité de la restauration numérique d’images animées réside dans la quantité importante de données à traiter. En effet une image couleur scannée en 2K (2048 x 1536 pixels pour chacune des trois couleurs rouge, vert et bleu) génère un fichier de 9,5 Mo. Sachant que le film défile à la cadence de 24 images par seconde, 5 secondes de programme représentent plus de 1 Go de données. Le système doit être particulièrement performant au niveau des capacités de stockage, des vitesses de transfert et de la puissance de calcul. Toutefois, les données n’ayant qu’une durée de vie limitée dans le système (la durée de leur traitement), il est pas forcément nécessaire de sécuriser celles-ci. Les images scannées sont importées par l’intermédiaire de supports magnétiques ou optiques vers un stockage de 1 To. Ce qui correspond en 2K à une capacité d’une heure en couleur ou de trois heures en noir & blanc. Compte tenu des différentes étapes intermédiaires de restauration qu’il est nécessaire de stocker, cela permet raisonnablement de disposer, en ligne pour le traitement, de sept minutes en couleur ou de vingt minutes en noir & blanc. A partir de ce stockage, les données sont accessibles depuis les stations de travail sur lesquelles sont installés les logiciels de restauration. Chacune de ces stations est équipée d’un deuxième écran qui permet d’afficher en pleine définition (2K) et de faire défiler en temps réel de courtes séquences d’images. Ceci est très important pour l’appréciation des corrections car un défaut peut paraître corrigé en vision statique et persister en vision dynamique. Les outils de restauration Les outils de restauration sont d’une part des logiciels de traitement automatiques spécifiques aux films anciens, d’autre part des palettes graphiques pour le traitement manuel des images. Avant de commencer une restauration, il convient d’inventorier et d’analyser les images à traiter. Chacun des plans est donc visionné afin de recenser les défauts affectant chacune des images. Ces défauts sont consignés sur un story board qui, tout au long de la restauration, permet de mémoriser les interventions manuelles et automatiques effectuées. Les rayures, les poussières, les pompages de densité et les manques de fixité sont typiquement les défauts qui peuvent être traités automatiquement. La restauration automatique utilise comme références les images immédiatement avant et après l’image à restaurer. Ces références sont d’autant plus fiables que l’image est statique. Dans le cas d’images très dynamiques, les images de référence peuvent être trop différentes de l’image à traiter et engendrer des erreurs. Par exemple la détection d’une poussière sera confirmée si l’image précédente et l’image suivante ne © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003 161.



contiennent pas dans la même zone un objet similaire en forme et en densité. Par contre un objet se déplaçant très vite d’une image à l’autre pourra être confondu avec une poussière et traité comme telle (illustration 2 – Bucking Broadway). La vérification des images restaurées doit être pratiquée d’une manière systématique. Si la restauration ne donne pas satisfaction, un nouveau traitement automatique peut être lancé après avoir ajusté les paramètres de calcul. Dans certains cas une finition manuelle sera indispensable; notamment pour les défauts isolés tels que les déchirures, pour lesquelles un traitement manuel sur palette graphique est nécessaire. Les problèmes de rayures sont les plus fréquents et les plus difficiles à traiter. Les rayures se caractérisent par une présence continue verticale sur toute une séquence d’images. Leur traitement sur station numérique demande un travail considérable pour des résultats esthétiques décevants. En effet, le traitement des rayures doit restaurer l’information perdue dans la zone concernée, en insérant des nouvelles données d’une façon cohérente tout en tenant compte du grain du film, sans pouvoir utiliser les images immédiatement avant et après puisqu’elles sont généralement atteintes du même mal et manquent de la même information. Si une correction peut paraître satisfaisante sur une image statique, du fait de la persistance temporelle de la rayure, elle s’avère visible en dynamique lors du défilement de la séquence, notamment si le grain du film est modifié ou pire si l’information insérée est erronée. Dans le cas des défauts fugitifs, une correction de qualité passable s’avère généralement suffisante, car elle reste très localisée à la fois dans l’espace (quelques pixels) et dans le temps (une seule image). Par contre pour une rayure (continue sur une séquence d’images), une correction approximative se révèle plus visible et plus gênante que la rayure initiale. En effet l’expérience montre qu’il vaut mieux conserver une rayure que de devoir s’accommoder d’une rayure partiellement estompée qui, culturellement, ne correspond pas aux défauts acceptés lors d’une projection cinématographique. Cet ensemble de problèmes nous a conduit à signer, avec le Laboratoire d’informatique et d’imagerie industrielle de l’Université de La Rochelle, une convention de recherche ayant pour objet le traitement des rayures des images cinématographiques, recherche qui a reçu l’aval de la Mission de la recherche et de la technologie du Ministère de la culture.



L’imageur Une fois la restauration numérique terminée, les fichiers sont transférés sur un support argentique, le contretype, qui permettra le tirage de la copie restaurée. Cette opération est exécutée à l’aide d’un imageur. Deux type d’imageurs sont disponibles sur le marché : les imageurs à tube cathodique et les imageurs à faisceau laser. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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Les imageurs à tube cathodique sont basés sur le principe d’une reprise photographique de l’image dessinée par le spot sur l’écran en verre du tube. Ce type d’imageur présente deux principaux inconvénients : Le spot diffuse dans l’épaisseur du verre et provoque un halo qui nuit à la qualité de l’image formée. Le rendement lumineux du tube limite la vitesse du transfert. Les imageurs à faisceaux laser, plus récents, sont basés sur le principe d’une image dessinée directement sur la surface photosensible du film. Le gros avantage de cette technologie est le fort rendement lumineux du faisceau, constitué d’une tache minuscule de 6 microns de diamètres, qui frappe directement la pellicule. Néanmoins, aujourd’hui la qualité des images obtenues par ces deux types d’appareils reste équivalente. Par contre les vitesses de transfert sont à l’avantage de la technologie laser : 3 secondes par image 2K pour le laser soit 4,5 jours pour un film de 90 minutes, 5 secondes par image 2K pour le tube cathodique soit 7,5 jours pour un film de 90 minutes. L’extrême lenteur de cette opération, les coûts d’exploitation induits et le manque de réactivité de la production sont de réels problèmes. D’ici trois ans, une grande société américaine spécialisée dans les produits photographiques, pense être en mesure de pouvoir effectuer cette opération en temps réel, c’est à dire à la vitesse de 24 images par seconde, ce qui équivaut à multiplier les performance actuelles par 75 ! Christian Comte
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5. F I NNI S H F I L M ARCHI V E Tests of digital technology were started in 2001 with one of the earliest Finnish sound films from 1929 featuring the popular singer Rafael Ramstedt performing a humorous song. The four films of which we chose one for this pilot were originally filmed in playback using 78 rpm phonograph records. At the time of projection, the record was played by a phonograph synchronised to the projector. Our aim was to produce a new projection print that could be screened in a modern theatre at 24 fps, and we called the project “Giving the singer his voice back”. Digital Film Finland (DFF) was chosen as the partner in the pilot. They are a digital post production company mainly dealing with full length feature films. A black and white duplicate negative of the original tinted nitrate print was chosen as the starting material. This was scanned on a Thomson Spirit Datacine at HD resolution. To maximise usage of the available resolution, the full frame image area was squeezed vertically to fit into the HD 1:1.78 image ratio. We supplied a colour sample from the original tinted print to enable colour matching – the tint was simulated at the time of scanning on a daVinci 2k system. The HD image data was then lightly touched up on a Diamant workstation, but only to remove the most visible dust particles. Image quality was not out main concern, since there were sections in the film where the emulsion had already melted away, and they could not have been resurrected within our budget. Sound was transferred to DAT from the original discs, to be very lightly processed on a Protools workstation with Waves plug-ins. Only the loudest pops and some hiss were removed. The original running speed was determined from the length of the sound by finding frames in lip sync with the sound, one at each end of the film. The image sequence was converted from the original ca. 20.5 fps to 24 fps in Discreet inferno, after which the sound and image were fully synchronised on an Akai DD8 hard disk system. Only minor local pitch changes were necessary to achieve good lip sync. A new picture negative was produced on a Celco eXtreme Nitro film recorder. The image, which had been scanned in an anamorphic squeezed format, was returned to the original ratio in the film recorder, and recorded on Eastman Colour Intermediate Film 5242 in an Academy format to allow the addition of a soundtrack. Finn-Lab made a new projection print from a new sound DAT and the negative. Some colour timing was necessary to more accurately match the tint, but since tint simulation was not the main issue at test, it was not looked at more carefully.
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The end result is a very believable sound film experience more than 70 years after the last performance. Digital technology gave the man his voice back.



Restoration of faded colour The promising results with the 1929 sound film encouraged us to try digital methods on another project. A print of one the earliest Finnish colour films, 12 min “Sininen Saimaa” (The Blue Lake Saimaa) from 1954, had recently been found inside a wall in a cinema. It complemented what we already had in the collections of the same film – a partial Gevaert picture negative (harvested for re-use in other films), a worn and faded Gevaert 35 mm print, and a 16 mm print. The newly found print was quite faded, (“Magenta Saimaa” would be a more appropriate title) but not too badly worn or scratched. We asked DFF to produce a new print using the 35 mm negative as the main source, and the 35 mm print to patch in the missing sections. Colour correction was done prior to scanning by Peter King on a daVinci 2k colour corrector, using mainly primary colour correction, and some subtle secondary corrections. The two main challenges in the project turned out to be the matching the different materials, and to find out what to aim for in the colour correction. With all the Gevaert prints in the world already faded, nobody knows what © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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they looked like originally. We chose to let the colourist ”feel” the material, and take the correction up to a point where he doesn't need to force it. This approach was combined with a wish to stay on the safe side i.e. we didn't want to produce a "modern" coloured image. The colour correction proved to be a quite different challenge to working with modern integral masked film stocks. The colourist had to separately grade each take – usually he would have created just one grade for each scene. It took more time to match the print material with the negative material so that they form a visually even whole than expected. When the colour corrections had been approved on the HD monitor, the films were scanned in data mode at 2k and recorded onto Eastman Colour Intermediate Film 5242. Sound was transferred from the print, cleaned up in Protools with the Wave plug-ins, and supplied with the picture negative to the laboratory, where a new print was made on Eastman Colour Vision Print Film 2292. The future Digital technologies have proven useful in the production of presentation material from difficult originals, especially with badly faded prints. We are continuing tests, and a further colour restoration has been started at Generator Post, the other digital post house in Finland, using methods and equipment similar to those at DFF, from a 7.5 min film of the Helsinki 1952 Olympics from 1954. The original materials are a Gevacolor picture negative and two prints, once again having to be combined. In this project a veteran film-maker was called in to reminisce on the look of Gevaert films, and give some input on the corrections to be taken. Thus we will have two technically similar projects where different approaches were taken at trying to achieve an authentic look. We are also planning to make some colour restorations of early colour advertisements and trailers at broadcast resoltion to save on the cost, since working at film resolution and going to back film are the most expensive parts of a digital film to film restoration. We are hoping that in the course of these tests, we'll have trained the digital post houses to our way of thinking and that they will have developed an understanding and a routine that they can use in archival projects. However, we think that digital preservation is still some years away. At this present stage, digital methods offer us new possibilities for making presentation copies from particularly tricky originals. Mikko Kuutti Deputy Director, Finnish Film Archive © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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C. COMMERCIAL COLLECTIONS



1. SDTV RESTORATIONS Although film archives perceive the transfer of film images to SDTV formats or worse as providing images for access, TV companies have no such concerns. Television companies have large film collections (as well as video). Until recently these were not "mined" for programme material but used for archival events footage and reference and insert material (called in the industry "stock shots"). Even today there is little interest by any European TV company in restoration of film, or restoration at higher resolutions than standard broadcast, equivalent to 720 p/hl, with the possible exception of Canal Plus, who has cinema distributions. As an example, in the 1970's in the UK some very unwise decisions resulted in several film collections or parts of collections being transferred to analogue video in order to facilitate access. In every case those collections no longer exist as independent commercial entities as the format selected had too short a life. In the case of the Visnews collection the film went to the NFTVA after a video material was made from a selection of the film. When the format selected (2") became obsolete and video image quality improved with BetaSP and later D1, D2 and Digibeta, the film was no longer easily available for a new scan. This collection does still exist as a digital image but transferred from the 2" and a poor reproduction of the original newreels. British Pathe Ltd have recently (1999-2001) transferred almost their entire 3000+ hours of film to Digibeta and made it available via a server, and placed over 300hrs on the internet. The film collection however is now largely diminished and broken up, some at least to archives, and it will be difficult, if not impossible, to repeat the same transfer if the Digibeta images and sound format or quality proves not to satisfy their clients in the future. Other collections across Europe have faced similar problems in the past. During the early 1990's some TV companies began to broadcast old popular programmes and reissue some material as video tapes, later as DVD's. Much of this material was damaged in some way, principally by dust, dirt, sparkle or scratches (and also early news-film was pre-striped 16mm Ektachrome EF and suffers most from vinegar syndrome). The BBC in the UK was one of the first companies to research the restoration of film and video images, by developing a department for this and by funding, directly or via EU funds, research in UK and Irish Universities. Universities departments such as Strathclyde and Dublin, Electrical and Electronic Engineering Depts, have long histories in this work, and many of the researchers that developed the currently available software (such as Revival, Restor, Archangel, DVNR, etc) started with broadcast signals. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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The first restoration techniques used by the BBC were analogue, and some of these were bizarre and imaginative. Technicolor was "restored" from original separations and protection master positives using three analogue BetaSP players running monochrome telecine transfers of the separations simultaneously to single BetaSP recorder, each one to separate R, G and B inputs, to provide a single combined coloured analogue version, which was subsequently graded. This process is still in use, as a service, from Soho Images Ltd, London. The BBC also restored it's own version of the Wizard of Oz in 1999, for its own transmission, as it was unhappy with the contrast and definition of the version provided by Columbia. The BBC has been a partner in several EU projects; Aurora resulted in the semi-automatic hardware-software product, Archangel, from Snell and Wilcox (also an Aurora partner). Archangel repairs image defects and damage of both video and film origin. The recent Brava in which both organizations are partners together with the Signal Processing Group of Department of Electronic Engineering, Trinity College, Dublin project is drawing to an end, and this is expected to generate a next generation similar product. In 1998 he Rothschild Collection experimented at Soho Images Ltd, London and The Machine Room, London, with restoration to a digital broadcast format of faded early Kodachrome film (reversal substantive 16mm) from 1937. Several telecine units were tried and the results compared. Kodachrome fading is not always similar to fading of later incorporated coupler tripack film. The fading was due to poor storage resulting in cyan dye loss and poor original processing (varying considerably from process to process) resulting in magenta dye loss. When both occur together the restoration is difficult, and was restricted to a single Spirit telecine unit (at that time) fitted with a Da Vinci Image Controller with secondary correction. Several similar experiments have been commissioned by other collections, with similar results - notably the BBC, British Pathe Ltd., Lux Collection, Beaulieu Motor Museum, etc. Soho Images, The Machine Room and VTR were the service companies involved in most of this testing, which has since become a major component of some companies' turnover.



2. FILM TO FILM RESTORATIONS FOR COMMERCIAL COLLECTIONS Film distributors and collections do not restore silent or black and white films to any extent at this time. However colour features from the 1950's onwards are being reviewed for possible new film release and, more frequently for DVD. Several European facility houses have carried out complete digital restorations to film, but in many cases are not permitted, by the owners, to demonstrate, show or discuss the results or methods they use. Canal Plus allow the discussion of the techniques used but restrict reference to actual titles. Éclair (Paris), Digital Film Lab Group (London and
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Copenhagen), Cinecitta (Rome), 4MC (London), Cinesite (London and LA) and others have reported this, but it is not clear how much is actually done. What is widely done is the repair of film images in short sections that are then cut into film negatives or intermediates. Most of this work is carried out for modern productions and a large proportion is as a result of insurance claims. This work falls into the following categories: 1. Film damage caused by cameras, or during film processing in film laboratories. 2. Continuity errors, removal of wires and items in frame in error 3. Cosmetic repairs to actors 4. Focus errors The route is usually a scan on a telecine type scanner of the damaged material at 2K, input into a workstation such as Inferno, Flame, Shake, Cineon, Maya, and record back to colour film, in some cases with sharpening applied in the film recorder. The new digitally produced negative is then cut back into the original film and graded to match the shots on either side. A recent list of labs and facilities that state they can provide this service in Europe was prepared for a major international insurance assessor listed 21 organizations in the Europe (EU and non-EU), 8 or which were in London, and another 6 in the Nordic countries. These procedures are also used by film collections for the restoration of film sections in exactly the same way (and even more widely used in the USA than in Europe). However the number of facilities that can restore a complete feature film digitally is restricted to companies that make digital intermediate features. Also US companies have commissioned digital restorations of films they own the US rights, but which are held in European collections, and these have been done in Europe. Another factor that limits available information is that, owing to adverse publicity surrounding restored feature films, distributors and laboratories are unwilling to advertise the extent of restoration, digital, analogue or textual. Usually the criticisms have been ethical ones but these have enough to limit the willingness to discuss the technical issues as well. One author of this report (PR) is aware of, or has been involved in, the following restorations carried out digitally, and commissioned by European commercial collections or distributors: 1. Damaged colour negative film, 1960's. In 1997 Éclair undertook the restoration of the Fantomas feature films using the complete Cineon chain (no longer available). Scanning was by Genesis at 4K, imported into Cineon workstation and manual re-touching for severe and extensive film damage caused probably in © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003 169.



a film laboratory printer. Final recording was to Eastman Colour Intermediate Film on Kodak Lightning Recorder. The process was extremely labour intensive and took many months for a single feature. It was also difficult to ensure a consistent final negative, the current digital intermediate calibration was not used, and the new negative needed complete re-grading. No information about the costs has been made available, but the reported time and effort for the benefits achieved were a major factor in delaying the use of digital image repair, and in publicizing other results. 2. Faded 35mm feature 1960's colour negatives scanned at 2K on Spirit and colour fading restored to an acceptable balance and contrast. Data files imported into Inferno, sections exported into other workstations for damage and scratch repair (Cineon or Flame) and returned to conform in Inferno. General dust bust and clean-up on Inferno. Output to Arrilaser onto Eastman or Fuji Colour Intermediate Film. This is a fairly routine procedure and widely used. In some cases where severe damage to the negative has occurred a release print may be scanned of the damaged section and graded to match the main image. This has involved quite elaborate grain replacement (Inferno or Cineon). 3. Corrections of Eastman Colour Reversal Intermediate Film errors. In cases where the original negative was very badly damaged by accident in the laboratory, the only other source of an image was to resort to a duplicate negative, if one was made. From 1969 to the late 1980's Reversal Intermediate was used as a duplicating film to make duplicate negatives. It suffered from difficult processing and many results were very poor, with severe density unevenness of image, cross contrast and poor shadow detail. Several single reels, and at least one complete feature, with this problem have been restored digitally. The reversal intermediate material is scanned and graded, using the grading facility in a telecine scanner, followed by "re-graining" and other adjustments to the uneven image density, in a workstation, to match the images from the reversal intermediate with the images of the period made from original negatives. Several reels of "Easy Rider" were also restored digitally by Sony Columbia for this reason. 4. HD Masters for restoration. Several collections, including Canal Plus, are interested in HD as a digital master format. In an uncompressed D6 format the resolution is 2K, and 8 bit, and as a 24p solid frame (non-interlaced) frame by frame record, the visula difference between HD and data may be minimal (see Technical section). From an HD master made on a telecine scanner and cleaned up with HD-DVNR, dust busted on Inferno or similar software, a whole range of "deliverables" can be made, including a film negative. Many French features were mastered, and in the UK, in 2001 and 2002, "Hamlet", "Music Box" and "The Lady Killers". © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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However no standard exists for this work and the level of complexity is illustrated by the following typical specification for this type of work agreed between the provider and the client.



3. HD MASTERING OF 35MM CUT NEGATIVE, INTERPOSITIVE OR DUPLICATE NEGATIVE. This Technical Specification will not cover every eventuality but does cover most film formats and aspect ratios of the 1970's onwards. Other formats would need further agreement. 1. Equipment Film will be transferred on a Spirit Datacine to a Philips D6 HDTV VTR. Colour correction will be by a Pandora Megadef. Scratch concealment will be by a Digital Vision HD DVNR with the ASC2 option. (This provides advanced scratch and dirt concealment.)



2. Audio The Spirit telecine produces mute out-put, it has no audio equipment. Laybacks to the final D6 master are possible from a supplied Digibeta or DAT with 25 frame time-code. In this case the final D6 master will be 1080/50i. 3. HDTV Standard The HDTV standard will be 1080/24 psf unless otherwise agreed. This has a screen aspect ratio of 16x9 (1.78:1) 4. HDTV Blanking, general method The aspect ratio and blanking will be specified for each job. Blanking templates will be those generated by the Spirit Datacine. The unblanked area will be entirely filled with programme content. There will be no black bars at the side of the picture unless specified. (Spirit blanking areas are equal above and below active picture.) 5. HDTV Blanking, Academy negative for 1.85 projection When an academy negative intended for 1.85 projection is supplied, the following method will be applied. The HDTV active picture width will be the Academy picture width. Spirit 1.85 blanking will be the equivalent of a projector aperture plate and be placed centrally over the negative picture area. Equal areas at the top and bottom of the negative will be discarded. The final HDTV image will appear to be a letterbox with very narrow black bars at the top and bottom of picture. The will be no black bars at the side of the picture.
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(The discarded material would normally have material that was not intended to be in the final picture and thus contain booms and rigs etc.) 6. HDTV Blanking, Academy negative for 2.35 projection The process will be similar to that for 1.85. The Spirit generated 2.35 blanking will be used. 7. HDTV Blanking, Academy negative for academy 1.33 projection An anamorphic transfer will be made, in which the whole of the 1920 x 1080 active picture space is filled with programme content. Spirit will be applying an “X-zoom” during the scan. The original aspect ratio will be restored by additional equipment when the D6 tape is replayed later. This method ensures that the maximum possible definition is recorded to tape. 8. Sound on HD The sound for the film being restored is usually supplied a PAL (25 fps) DigiBeta, with sync pictures. This track may have been transferred from the com-opt track on a film print, or from the original magnetic final mix and must be synchronous with the picture version we are restoring. In order to assemble the programme from the individual graded reels, the Digibeta is run in parallel with the TK and pulled in the sound to the D6. Two different language tracks can be laid down. A 25 fps DigiBeta will supply a D6 recording at 50i with no speed changes. There are several approaches for this, and laying back sound to 25psf (progressive solid frame) is an alternative. Editing out the reel breaks is cumbersome on D6 and extra time is needed for this. In general a 90min feature requires about 5 hours or extra time for checks and to allow for the D6's somewhat awkward audio layback routine. (D5 is somewhat easier and faster in this respect). In should be noticed that this specification expressly departs from the original image (and sound) as recorded on the film in a number of ways, including accepting some picture cut-off. There have been very few direct comparisons of film recordings made from 2K and from HDTV made from the same film images, to establish what the real differences in picture quality are. Those that have been made using the same scanner and recorder suggest that the differences on projection are very small indeed, and may not be visually identifiable. However it is quite apparent, that HD is 8 bit, and will not allow severe grading changes to be carried out after the scan without generating artefacts, particularly contouring. However if a telecine scanner with an image controller is used, and all grading is carried out before the scan, there are no such issues.
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4. RESTORATIONS FROM COLOUR SEPARATIONS At least 4 complete feature restorations have been carried out in Europe using the following method, and an increasing number of short sections. Colour separation negatives or positives are black and white images. They can be scanned as monochrome data files and input into a workstation to colour and combine in register and output to a new colour film negative. 2- and 3colour separations were used for many colour processes, Kinemacolor, Technicolor, Cinecolor, Gasparcolor etc, and to restore a complete feature requires a very large data store, so that the number of European facilities that can do this are limited. Normally Inferno is used for this, but in fact several other effects software packages can be used. See also IWM case study. A much more common process is the restoration of a section of a film from separation protection "masters" made as an insurance against damage to the original negative. The technique has existed since the late 1950's, and insurance companies insist that major films produce these masters from the cut negative before making release prints. In the past the technique for making a new negative from these protection masters has been to print back onto a colour negative film in register through filters, but digital restoration is far more controllable. As a consequence in Europe (although not in the USA) several companies offer this as a service. These techniques were in use in Europe by 2000. Recently Warner Bros has restored "Singin' in the Rain" using a process that seems identical to this which they call Ultra-Resolution. The route is also suitable for animation negatives (such as Loony Tunes and some Disney) but only two short films have been restored by this method in Europe as far as is known. (The much publicized restoration of "Snow White" also used digital techniques. Although the published reports about exactly what route and equipment was used and how much was digital and how much analogue, are contradictory, it seems that the restoration was not from the original separations, but from other already coloured later elements) Paul Read
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WORKGROUP 3 FIRST PROJECT WORK PACKAGE 5 Digitised Archive Storage Technologies and Policies



Deliverable 5.1 First Report on the State of the Art , User Needs, Research Recommendations
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Introduction This report intends to provide insight into storage technologies in the context of digitalisation, longterm conservation, and preservation of film heritage. Its purpose is to prompt reflection and action, in an effort to set up the best possible long-term storage strategies. It will also bring to light strengths and weaknesses within the current storage situation in respect to this new application for long-term preservation. Storage technologies for many different purposes have been a widely studied issue since the appearance of even the most primitive information. Indeed, humankind has needed storage since the development of intelligence. It is interesting to recall that the first storage technology was painting on stone (quite resistant), while the most widely used "storage technology” in the world is paper (posing all sorts of conservation problems). More recently, thanks to the advent of personal computers, lay people too are familiar with modern storage technologies like RAM Memory, Hard Disk, Floppy, and more recently CDR, Flash drive, and DVD. Each year, storage technologies make consistent progress - mainly in capacity – in response to pressure from an evolving IT society that creates new applications every day, thus requiring increasingly larger and faster storage devices. Film archiving in the digital era is a challenge for digital technologies in general, and in particular for storage technologies. Though digital techniques successfully satisfy many domains and consistently make spectacular progress, it would seem that the requirements of film digitalisation push existing technology beyond its limits.
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A. CURRENTLY AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGIES FOR STORING FILM-ORIGINATED DIGITISED IMAGES Apart from the fundamental aspect of longevity, any item to be stored has specific technology needs, whether the technology is dynamic or static, in terms of capacity, access speed, price, reliability, transportability, etcetera. These needs also depend upon the application. Digitisation is the first and most fundamental step prior to storage, and it furthermore defines the level of the first two constraints in storage: Capacity and transfer speed. The topic of storage is quite wide reaching and can be analysed from various perspectives. In the context of this report, we shall consider the time relation as key to making differentiations. From there, we will consider two main data storage domains, where the first is time-related (such as video digital storage) and the second is not (such as information technology storage).



A.1. The Video Digital Domain For a long time, the process of digitising films for the video domain has been quite straightforward, thanks to Telecines that directly read and convert film to the video format in real time. From the very beginning, storage in the video domain has used film and VTRs (Video Tape Recorders) in analogue formats; digital recording has grown continually since the end of the eighties, ultimately replacing existing analogue VTRs. Analogue recording techniques introduce signal loss, distortion, and noise, which are multiplied with each playback and re-recording. The first operational VTR (2-inch Quadruplex) on a professional level appeared in 1956, and dozens of different formats have been created and used throughout the world since then. Unfortunately, the advent of Digital VTRs hasn’t stopped competition between manufacturers, thus many different, incompatible digital formats are still in use today. In the meantime, hard disk and compression technologies have led to frequent replacement of video servers in broadcasting (diffusion) and post-production associated with videotape libraries or digital tape libraries. The number of VTR formats in use has proliferated since the dawn of television. As a result, television archives contain a variety of different film and tape formats, ranging from the abovementioned 2" Quadruplex, to Umatic, Betacam SP (SP for Superior Performance), Digital Beta, and more recently DVCPRO or SX.
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Due to the inevitable degradation of first generation tapes, content is or at least should be transferred to a more recent VTR format, which in many cases is Digital Betacam (following EBU and FIAT recommendations). Much old film material is also transferred to the Digital Beta format. Video storage equipment summary •



SDTV and HDTV VTRs, with and without compression



•



Video Servers with and without compression



•



Videotape Libraries



•



Digital Tape Libraries (to be analysed in the next Chapter)



A.1.1. The Main Characteristics of TV Signal Before listing the many existing digital formats, it is useful to recall the general characteristics of the digital television format. Today, two main TV formats exist: Standard Definition Television (SDTV) and High Definition Television (HDTV) Colour television signal can be recorded in its analogue composite form (such as PAL in Europe or NTSC in the USA), or in its native analogue component form, which implies a separation of luminance and chrominance signals or RGB. Digitisation of these different analogue components gives the digital signal. For digital broadcasting, the MPEG2 Standard is widely used. Note: We do not consider analogue formats such as PAL, which have been converted into digital (e.g. digital composite), as digital formats. Television is a very precise, time-dependent electric signal. Each frame, field, line, or part of a line, occupies a precise period of time. When recorded, this time-dependent signal is translated by the VTR’s scanning video head into a precise physical space pattern on the VTR tape. The playback process translates space back into an electric time signal. Any irregularity in physically placing the signal on the tape or in the magnetic layer of the tape could invalidate the time relationship of the reconstructed signal or the signal itself. It is this precise placing of the signal on the tape and the parameters of the signal associated with mechanical specificities (head number, drum speed rotation, speed of the tape, etc) that determine the recording format.
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Technical Characteristics • Standard Definition Television (SDTV) 625/50/2:1 (European Standard) 4/3 or 16/9 Aspect ratio 625 lines, 50 fields/sec, Interlace



Component 4:2:2



Resolution



720 pixels x 576 lines,



Luminance Y



13.5 MHz sampling



8 or 10 bit Quantization



Chroma UV



6.75 MHz sampling



8 or 10 bit Quantization



Digital global bit rate: 270 Mb/s



SDI (Serial Digital Interface) or CCIR 601



• High Definition Television (HDTV) 1250/50/2:1 (European Format) 16/9 format 1250 lines, 50 fields/sec, Interlace



Component 4:2:2



Resolution



1920 pixels x 1152 lines (1080)



Luminance Y



36 MHz sampling



8 or 10 bit Quantization



Chroma UV



18 MHz sampling



8 or 10 bit Quantization



Digital global bit rate



1.3



Gb/s



The European HDTV system has not been extensively developed. Differently, HDTV has been considered an absolute mid-term target in the US, where deadlines for implementation have been defined. Unfortunately however, no agreement has been reached on a single standard, so the market is now dealing with a set of standards that has complicated HDTV development. The table below shows the different North American HDTV standards currently on the US market.



Active Lines



Pixels Per Aspect



Possible Frame Rate



Type



Line



Ratio



720



1280



16:9



1080



1920



16:9



23,976 -24Hz / 29,97-30 Hz



Progressive



1080



1920



16:9



59,94 - 60 Hz



Interlaced



23,976 -24Hz / 29,97-30 / 59,94 60



Scanning Progressive



Lower definition standards such as 720p x 480 lines and 640x480 are also considered but cannot be seriously referred to as “real” HDTV.
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1080/24P Another high definition standard is gaining momentum. It is called “24P” for 24 frames/s progressive scanning with 1080 active lines; this system is considered a bridge between different formats, and even between the worlds of TV and Digital Cinema where it is already used (as in the Star Wars movies).



A. 1.2. Compression As mentioned above, the bit-rate related to native video digital formats is high: 270 Mb/s for SDTV and from 0.9 Gb/s to 1.5 Gb/s for HDTV depending on the format. It is difficult and costly to produce VTRs able to record such bit-rates. The difficulties originate from the necessary writing speed, but also from the amount of tape needed for such an enormous amount of data. For this reason, all existing digital VTRs (except for one in each format: D5 for SDTV and D6 Voodoo for HDTV) use compression techniques to reduce the bit-rate to be recorded. We can classify compression in two families: loss less compression, and lossy compression. ÿ The loss less compression (or transparent compression) family uses algorithms based on statistical analysis (as in Huffman, Lempel-Ziv or Run-Length encoding); these types of algorithms do not allow a high level of compression (between 1.5 and 3 for picture), and the result of the compression is content dependant (level of redundancy within the signal itself), but the great advantage of this type of compression is that the content is not at all altered after decompression. ÿ The lossy compression family uses more sophisticated algorithms that allow very high levels of compression, but unfortunately with degradation of the content. This kind of compression associates different basic algorithms that work in different domains; for example, MPEG2 (Moving Pictures Expert Group) uses a DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) algorithm in the spatial domain with time estimation/compensation in the temporal domain, allowing for a very high level of compression and in turn a low bit-rate at the output. Other algorithms, such as wavelet (MPEG4 and JPEG 2000) and fractal (which requires very high computer power), are also used. MPEG2 is the most widely used standard in the world in all domains, from broadcasting to contribution and production. VTRs using MPEG2 compression are SX VTR (18 Mb/s for video using IB temporal structure) and IMX working at 50 Mb/s using I-frame only.
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Another well accepted format for production purposes is DV (DVCpro at 25Mb/s, 50 Mb/s and 100 Mb/s). The DV system is based on use of DCT, but does not use temporal processing to compress. For non-professional applications a lot of proprietary systems exist on the market but are not relevant for quality studio requirements.



A.1.3. Existing SDTV Digital VTR Formats: Digital Betacam Sony Tape width: 12.7 mm 1/2" •



4:2:2 Sampling rate: (Y 13.5 MHz; R-Y, B-Y 6.75 MHz) 10 bits



•



Compression 2.34:1



•



Total data rate: 125 Mb/s



•



Video data rate: 84 Mb/S



•



Audio digital channels: 4



D5



DCT-based compression



Panasonic / No Compression •



Tape width: 1/2"



•



Sampling rate: 4:2:2 (13.5 MHz Y; 6.75 MHz R-Y, B-Y)



•



No. of bits: 8 or 10, (depends on input signal format)



•



Data rate: 288 Mb/sec



•



Audio digital channels: 4



DVCPRO Panasonic Tape width: 6.35 mm _"



Tape thickness: 8.8 microns



•



4:1:1 Sampling rate: Y: 13.5 MHz; R-Y,B-Y: 3.375 MHz No. of bits: 8



•



5:1 Video compression DCT/DV, intraframe



•



Total data rate: 41.85 Mb/s



•



Video data rate: 25 mb/sec.



•



Audio digital channels: 2



DVCPRO 50 Panasonic Tape width: 6.35 mm



_"



*** a progressive version also exists Tape thickness: 8.8 microns



•



4:2:2 Sampling rate: Y: 13.5 MHz; R-Y,B-Y: 6.75 MHz No. of bits: 8



•



3.3:1 Video compression DCT/DV, intraframe



•



Video data rate: 50 mb/sec.



•



Audio digital channels: 4
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DVCAM



Sony



Tape width: 6.35 mm



_"



evaporated metal tape



•



video compression DCT/DV, intraframe



•



Total data rate: 41.85 Mb/s



•



Video data rate: 25 mb/sec.



•



Audio digital channels: 2



Digital S



JVC



Tape width: 1/2"



Evaporated metal tape



•



4:2:2 Sampling DCT based compression, intraframe 3.3:1



•



Data rate: 50 MB/s



•



Audio digital channels: 4



IMX (MPEG2) Sony Tape width: 1/2" •



MPEG2 compression studio (4:2:2) profile at main level (intraframe)



•



system: 8 bit



•



Data rate: 54.8427 MB/s.



•



Audio digital channels: 4/8



Betacam SX (MPEG2) Sony Tape width: 1/2"



Evaporated metal tape



•



MPEG2 compression 10:1 SP @ ML (4:2:2)



•



Data encoding system: Mpeg2



•



Video data rate: 18 MB/s.



•



Audio digital channels: 4



I-B



A.1.4. Existing HDTV Digital VTR formats



D1 digital Sony



first digital VTR introduced in 1987



Scanning system: multi head segmented helical



Tape width: 19 mm _"



•



4:2:2 Sample rate: (13.5 MHz Y, 6.75 MHz R-Y,B-Y)



•



Data encoding system: NRZ



•



Data rate: 112 Mb/sec.



•



Audio digital channels: 4
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D6



Philips, Toshiba



(Voodoo)



Scanning system: 2 head helical



No Compression



Tape width: 19 mm



•



Data encoding system: 8-12 modulation



•



Data rate: 1.2 GB/sec.



•



Audio digital channels: 10-12



_"



Tape thickness: 11 um



DVCPRO 100 Panasonic HDTV version of DVCPRO Tape width: 6.35 mm _"



Tape thickness: 8.8 microns



•



Sampling rate:



•



Data encoding system:



•



Data rate: 100 Mb/sec.



•



Audio digital channels:



Digital S-100 (HD) JVC HDTV version of 'Digital-S' Tape width: 1/2"? •



Data encoding system: DV (DCT) based intraframe compression,



•



Compression 14:1 for HDTV



•



Data rate: 100 Mb/sec



•



Audio digital channels: 4/8



HDCAM Sony Scanning system: Helical



Tape width: 1/2"?



•



Data encoding system: 15:5:5 (3:1:1) subsampling and adaptive intraframe DCT-based



•



Sampling rates: Y: 56 MHz (1440 samples), P-r,P-b: 14 MHz. 8 bits.



•



Data rate: 140 Mb/sec



•



Audio digital channels: 4



D5 HD Panasonic



HDTV version of D5



Tape width: 1/2" •



Sampling rate: 4:2:2 (13.5 MHz Y; 6.75 MHz R-Y, B-Y) bits: 8 or 10, (depends on format of input signal)



•



5:1 compression for HD



•



Data rate: 288 Mb/sec



•



Audio digital channels: 4
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A.2. The IT data domain As mentioned earlier, TV signal is strongly and precisely related to time when recorded on tape, even in digital compressed video. In the true digital domain (IT or informatics storage) the time relationship does not exist. To record in the data domain, tracks on the tape are "simply" filled by an input data stream that is packaged according to the digital system in use. It must be noted that a digital video signal – whether compressed or not - can be recorded on true data formats by means of a frame buffer that de-correlates digital video from its time reference on the tape and then reconstructs the correct timing upon output when the tape is played back.



A.2.1. FILM constraints for storage Before going further, we must analyse the technical storage characteristics required for digitalisation of film materials, not only from the perspective of long term preservation, but also to satisfy each step of the digitalisation process, such as restoration, or even for future online consultation. As previously mentioned, the first fundamental step before storage is digitalisation, from which the first two major constraints arise: Capacity and transfer speed. The basic assumption, though this could be considered a dream for high quality material, is that all processing should ideally be performed in real time. It is not the goal of this Report to enter into the conflictual area of film resolution. We started with basic information from the PRESTO project (see the table below), which provides good average figures for the extrapolation of storage constraints.
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High-Definition video



Film scanner 4k Definition



2k



(4096 x 3112 (2048 x 1556 1920 pixels x 1080 lines lines)



lines)



Sampling structure



4:4:4



4:4:4



4:4:4



4:2:2



4:2:2



Quantization



10-bit



10-bit



10-bit



10-bit



8-bit



No. of frames / second



24



24



24



30



25



M 9.56



M 6.22



M 4.15



M 4.15



No.



of samples per 3 8 . 2 4



M



picture



samples



samples



samples



samples



samples



1-picture file size



47.8 MB



12 MB



7.77 MB



5.18 MB



4.15 MB



Bit-rate per second



9.18 Gbit/s



2.3 Gbit/s



1.5 Gbit/s



1.25 Gbit/s



830 Mbit/s



(byte-rate per second)



(1.15 GB /s)



(286.8 MB/s)



(186.6



(155.5



(104 MB/s)



MB/s)



MB/s)



1 TB



672 GB



560 GB



374 GB



1.5 TB



1.008 TB



840



561



1-hour program file size



4.13 TB



1,5 hour program file 6.195 TB size Source: PRESTO project (IST-1999-20013)



Table 1: Digital film file size (uncompressed) We can extract two main constraints from the table: for a film of 1H 30 Min (1.5 hours) in length: Resolution TVHD



Capacity



(1920 pixels x 1080 0.561 TB



Transfer Speed 0.83 Gb/s



lines) 2k



(2048 x 1556 lines)



1.5 TB



2.3 Gb/s



4k



(4096 x 3112 lines)



6.2 TB



9.2 Gb/s



(Tera Bytes= 10 12 Bytes) (Gb/s= Giga bits/s = 10 9 bits/s)
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These figures clearly highlight the fact that digitised film images introduce several severe new constraints that have not been addressed until now. If we consider the user requirements listed below at point D.1., we can easily see that existing technologies do not satisfactorily meet those requirements.



A.2.2. Data file formats File formats define how data is organised, stored, viewed, and delivered. A multitude of data file formats exist, and each one relates to an equipment manufacturer and is defined for countless different applications.



•



MPEG2 standard formats can be in the form of TS (Transport Stream), PS (Program Stream), ES (Elementary stream), and PES (Packet Elementary Stream).



•



G X F (General eXchange Format) from Grass Valley was originally designed for the interchange of simple camera shots over data networks, and for archival storage on data tape. This was one of the first well-accepted file formats. In the face of so many incompatible file formats, SMPTE and EBU conducted a series of studies and set up a model defining an open file standard for broadcasters. Implementation of this model gave birth to AAF (Advanced Authoring Format).



•



AAF is a file exchange format intended for post-production and rich editing applications. It allows easy exchange of digital media and metadata across platforms and between applications, and it furthermore defines authoring as the creation of multimedia content including related metadata. Though AAF is well suited for post production process, it contains too many features for simple exchange of files on one hand, and is not suited for streaming on the other. For this reason, the SMPTE-EBU Task force, in collaboration with G-FORS (European project) and the Pro-MPEG forum, are actively working on a worldwide level to define another file format more oriented towards transfer, that can be efficiently stored: the MXF format (Material eXchange Format)



•



MXF is a file format for the exchange of programme materials between file servers, tape streamers, and digital archives. It can be described as a smart container (wrapper for multimedia containers) independent of resolution, compression type (or uncompressed), and material (essence = video, audio). MXF allows streaming of content.
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It contains an interleaved sequence of picture frames where each frame comprises audio, video and data essence plus frame-based metadata, and it fully implements SMPTE 336M K-LV (Key Length Value) data coding protocol This complex file format was thoroughly studied and organised to be used with metadata. The MXF Generic Container comprises a contiguous sequence of Content Packages, each of which has up to five basic components known as Items. o



A System Item is a group of metadata or control data Elements related to the container itself.



o



A Picture Item is a group of picture essence Elements. *



o



A Sound Item is a group of sound essence Elements.



o



A Data Item is a group of data essence Elements.



o



A Compound Item is a group of compound essence Elements. Compound Items should contain a mixture of essentially indivisible essence and metadata components



In this description, Essence means video or audio.



•



DPX is a bitmap file format for storage and exchange of digital motion picture data issued by SMPTE (268M-1994), based on the Kodak Cineon format to which SMPTE added powerful extra header information. DPX defines a lot of features designed to support device, colour, quantification and resolution independence. It is a very flexible format for film and television (different TV formats are defined), organized as a suite of main headers divided into sub-headers. DPX general structure: o



Generic file information header



o



General information header (generic, image, data format and image origination)



o



Motion picture and television industry specific header



o



A fixed format, industry (television, film) specific header



o



User-defined information



o



Variable length, user defined data (think "Postage Stamp Image")



o



Image Data



There are also some well known proprietary formats in the audio-visual world, like: ß



SQServer from Quantel



ß



MediaStream from Pinnacle



ß



VIX from SeaChange



ß



AirSPACE from Avid
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A.2.3. Digital storage formats. No dedicated format currently exists for preservation. The choice of a preservation format is a trade-off between different parameters, such as: storage capacity, access speed, storage cost, application purposes, access repetition technology, etc. Here, we have truly begun to evaluate storage parameters in relation to the final goal of the storage project, which is a fundamental point for any long-term storage project. For example, preservation of a 300 Mbyte file is easy because we can choose between several different technological solutions, different Tape systems, CD, DVD, or even a hard disk. Choices are instead more limited for a 300 Gbyte file, as only tape with compression will work when considering that, for easier management, the file must be recorded on a single tape. In regard to video, digital formats are basically technology and manufacturer dependant. Digital Storage devices can be classified in four major groups: •



Magnetic Tape Devices



•



Optical Devices



•



Hard Disk



•



Semiconductor memory devices



A.2.4 IT Digital Magnetic Tape formats IT digital tape formats have been around since industrial computers appeared in the Fifties. Different formats still exist and fight to gain predominance on the market. There are two basic technological tape formats: linear (Serpentine and Parallel) and helical. Both linear formats come from computer technology; the Helical format appeared more recently, derived from TV VTR helical technology. Each technology has assets and drawbacks, but helical technology seems slightly more interesting at this time in terms of capacity and throughput. Twenty years ago, serpentine scanning was the predominant read/write method for computer magnetic tape devices. In serpentine scanning technology, a fixed head scans magnetic tape lengthwise. Systems that employed serpentine scanning included QIC, DLT, and IBM 3480 and 3490 drives used with mainframes. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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The late 1980s saw the proliferation of Exabyte 8 mm drives and 4 mm drives, which have their roots in consumer A/V products. Both types of drives employ the helical scanning method, in which tape is wound around a rotary head at an angle. Sony DTF is derived from professional VTR Technology (Digital Betacam) and is therefore different in certain critical aspects from consumeroriented 4 mm and 8 mm drives. Format for LINEAR storage devices: ß



3480 – 18 Track Magnetic Half-inch, 4"x4" cartridge (IBM), 18 heads are used in parallel to simultaneously write and read 18 tracks (old system but still widely used) Capacity: native 200 MB - compressed 600 MB



ß



3490 - 36 Track Magnetic Half-inch, 4"x4" Cartridges (IBM), 1989, can store up to 800 MB of uncompressed and 2.4 GB of compressed data per cartridge. Has 36 heads but only 18 heads at a time are used in parallel to simultaneously write and read 18 tracks.



ß



3590 - 128 Track Magnetic Half-inch Cartridges (IBM) can store up to 10 GB of uncompressed and 30 GB of compressed data per cartridge. Bit rate 9 MBytes/s



ß



Digital Linear Technology tape (DLT) uses serpentine technology. Tape cartridge with a storage capacity of 20-80 Gbytes according to type. It uses DLZ



(Digital Lempel Ziv)



Compression. ß DLT 4000 Capacity : 20 GB Native, 40 GB compressed ß DLT 7000 Capacity: 35 GB Native, 70 GB compressed ß DLT 8000 Capacity: 40 GB Native, 80 GB compressed



6-12 MB/S Data Rate



ß



SDLT Super DLT 220 Capacity : 110 Native -220 GB compressed



ß



LTO (Linear-Tape-Open) Capacity : 100 GB Native



ß



compressed



15 MB/S Data Rate



LTO Ultrium1 / 2 This LTO technology is optimised for high capacity and a high data transfer rate. Capacity : 100 GB /200 GB Native -200/400 GB compressed



ß



11-22 MB/S Data Rate



Magstar 3591 Capacity : from 20 to 60 GB Native -
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Format for HELICAL storage devices: ß



4mm Tape. (DDS, DAT). (Sony) Cartridge with 4mm-wide tape and a storage capacity of 2 Gbytes or more.



ß



8mm Tape. (Exabyte) Cartridge with 8mm-wide tape and a storage capacity of 5 Gbytes or more, usually used for digital storage and in 8mm video cameras.



ß



Mammoth from Exabyte, super 8mm-wide tape. Uses IDRC compression Capacity: 20 GB Native, 40 GB compressed Mammoth 2 Capacity : 60 GB Native, 150 GB compressed



ß



12-30 MB/S Data Rate



AIT Advanced Intelligent Tape. Cartridge with 8 mm wide tape; it provides a Memory in Cassette (MIC) option. The MIC system consists of a 16 KBit memory chip built into the data cartridge which holds the tape's system log and other useful information. ß



AIT-1 Capacity : 35 GB Native, 90 GB compressed



ß



AIT-2 Capacity : 50 GB Native, 130 GB compressed



6-15 MB/S Data



Rate ß



AIT-3 Capacity : 100 GB Native, 260 GB compressed



12-31 MB/S Data



Rate ß



S-AIT Super Advanced Intelligent Tape Released in December 2002, the new S-AIT1 drive, stores 500 Gbytes of uncompressed data and up to 1.3 Tbyte (Tera Byte) of compressed data. It is equipped with the MIC Memory in Cassette information system. Throughput 30 MB/s (320 Mbit/s) This is the most advanced tape technology currently available on the market.



ß



DTF



Digital Tape Format DTF2 provides uncompressed native capacity of 200 Gbytes per



cassette and around 518 Gbytes with the built-in ALDC compression (Adaptive Loss Less Compression from IBM) and a sustained native data rate of 24 Mbytes/S (86 GB/H). ß



STK9840 from StorageTek Capacity : 20 GB Native, 80 GB compressed, 5 MB/s - 20 MB/s Data Rate STK9940 from StorageTek Capacity : 60 GB Native, 5 MB/s - 20 MB/s Data Rate
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A.2.5. Optical Storage CD (COMPACT DISK) One of the most highly used optical storage media around the world is the CD (compact disk). It was originally designed to carry 74 minutes of high-quality digital audio, but after an extension of specifications (Yellow Book) it can now hold up to 700MB of computer data. CD Structure According to Red Book specifications, a standard CD is 120 mm (4.75 inches) in diameter and 1.2 mm thick; it is composed of a polycarbonate plastic substrate, which constitutes the main body of the disk, one or more thin reflective metal layers (generally aluminium), and a lacquer coating. ß



CD-ROM. Read Only Memory Compact Disk. The digital information on this type of disk is usually injection molded into the substrate and coated with a thin layer of aluminium and a final lacquer coating.



ß



CD-ROM XA. Extended Architecture Compact Disk. CD-ROM XA is generally consistent with the ISO 9660 logical format but designed to add better audio and video capabilities so that a CD-ROM can be used more easily for multimedia applications and Photo CD disks.



ß



CD-RW. Compact Disk-Rewritable. This CD format allows repeated recording on a disk. It allows the user to erase previously recorded information and then record new information on the same physical location on the disk.



ß



DD-CD Double Density Compact Disk (DDCD) is a CD format that increases the storage capacity of the disk through means such as increasing the number of tracks and pits



ß



SA-CD Super Audio Compact Disk (SACD) is a high-resolution audio CD format. Version 1.0 specifications were detailed by Philips and Sony in 1999 (Scarlet Book).



ß



CD-WO. Compact Disk Write Once. A CD-ROM version of the WORM (Write Once Read Many) technology, this format is used for mastering and replication. CD-WO disks conform to ISO 9660 standards and can be played in CD-ROM drives.



ß



CD-MO Compact Disk - Magneto Optical is a CD format that uses magnetic fields for data storage. The MO method changes the magnetic characteristics of tiny areas on the disk's surface so that the reading laser beam is reflected differently on altered areas than on unaltered areas (Kerr effect).
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DVD (Digital Versatile Disk) DVD uses denser recording techniques in addition to layering and two-sided manufacturing to achieve very large disk capacities. Also 120 mm in diameter by 1.2mm thick, a DVD stores data on a spiral track like the CD. The wavelength of the laser beam used to read the DVD disk is shorter than that used for standard CDs. Allowed capacities: DVD5



Single-sided, single-layered disk with 4.7GB



DVD9



Single-sided, double-layered with 8.5GB



DVD10 Double-sided, single-layered disk with 9.4GB DVD18 Double-sided, double-layered disk with 17GB ß



DVD-ROM. Digital Versatile Disk - Read Only Memory is a DVD format with technology similar to the familiar DVD videodisk, but with a more computer-friendly file structure. The read-only format supports disks with a capacity of about 3.8 gigabytes/side. Backward compatible with CD-ROMs.



ß



DVD-RAM. Digital Versatile Disk - Random Access Memory. A rewritable compact disk that provides much greater data storage than today's CD-RW systems. Capacity 2.6 gigabytes/side.



ß



OPTICAL TAPE Digital Optical tape technology has existed since the end of eighties, but due to very high costs and restricted market interest, it has not obtained commercial success until now. Optical tape includes different writing and storage technologies, including: laser writing, holograms on dedicated polyester film, phase change on alloy layer tapes - similar to that used for erasable CDs and DVDs, but optimised for optical tape requirements at this stage of optical technology. Holographic storage technology has been under study and development for more than 10 years, but no commercial products or concrete industrial perspectives exist at this time. Laser writing seems the most appropriate technology for optical tape. Independently of the writing process, this technology gives the possibility of high capacity storage in the range of 1 to 10 TB of data (1 Tera Byte = 1,000 GB) on a single tape unit, associated with a high transfer rate (in the range of 0.8 to 1.5 Gb/s).
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Thanks to the support used, long term storage time of more than 100 years is expected. The first commercial implementation of this support occurred in 1991 when ICI launched on the market its 35 mm ICI 1012 TeraByte Reel Optical Tape of 1012 meter length. Since then, other implementations have occurred, and more recently (April 2001) the "LOTS Technology company" has developed an optical cassette tape (IBM 3480 one reel or DTF two reel cassette format) with a Capacity of 1.1 TeraBytes in native format at a length of 600 meters. Using a loss less compression algorithm of 2.6, as with magnetic tape, this kind of device allows a capacity of 2.8 TB. It must be highlighted that the throughput of this system is around 800 Mbit/s, which is far higher than any existing tape technology. This company soon plans to release a 2TB native optical tape with a tape of 1100 meters using a media thickness of 7 Microns instead of 13 Microns. This technology, if carefully selected and widely used by film stock holders, could be a future solution for long term Digital Film Storage.



A.2.6. Hard Disk Storage Hard Disk Drive (HDD) systems use a rotational magnetic plate (disk) with single or multi-platter, operating in a vacuum-sealed environment, watertight to dust and humidity. The Read Write process is operated through a flying electrical head moving on top of the plate. The fantastic growth capacity (around 60% per year) and data rate of HDDs clearly show the extraordinary progress made in all technological sectors (magnetics, micro electronics, micro mechanical devices) over the last 10 years. Furthermore, during the same time period, prices have decreased by about 15 times over. Though actual capacity now available on the market ranges between 60 GB and 180 GB, HDDs storing more than 400 GB have been heralded for 2004. Single HDDs are used in standard PCs and computers, while complementary technologies allow for the grouping of many HDDs into one system, in order to improve performance in capacity, data rate, and reliability.
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RAID (Redundant Arrays of Independent Disks) A RAID array is a collection of drives connected together, which act as a single storage system. High capacity (the sum of many connected disks), fault tolerance, and a high data rate associated with fast access are some of the advantages of such technology. Data files are split into segments and distributed throughout the different disks, so drive heads can access data segments simultaneously. Some levels of RAID, when associated with specific software, allow automatic rebuilding of the content on a replaced disk, or data error correction "on the fly". RAID can be implemented in different configurations called “well-defined levels”; the following 6 levels have been defined: ß



RAID 0 (disk striping) provides no redundancy. It stripes data across all drives in an array and can deliver higher performance.



ß



RAID 1 Disk mirroring.



ß



RAID 2 Striping at the bit level.



ß



RAID 3 A single drive is dedicated to storing error recovery data.



ß



RAID 4 Dedicates a single drive to parity information. Striping is performed at the block l level rather than the byte level.



ß



RAID 5



performs striping at the block level and distributes parity information evenly across all



drives. Higher level RAIDs have been defined (Raid 7, 10, etc.) but without real industrial implementation. The main purpose for RAID was to provide fault tolerance. Depending on the level implemented, it can tolerate the failure of one drive without losing data as well as allowing the drives to operate independently. SAN (Storage Area Network ) The Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA) online dictionary offers the following definition of Storage Area Network: “A network whose primary purpose is the transfer of data between computer systems and storage elements and among storage elements.” This is undoubtedly a very general definition. More precisely, a SAN is a managed high-speed network that provides any-to-any interconnection of server and storage elements; it is based on Fiber Channel connecting technologies. This concept allows separate processing from storage. SAN is data-centric. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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It can be described as a communication infrastructure that provides physical connections, and a management layer that organizes the connections between storage elements and computer systems. It allows many servers to connect to the same storage device. Advantages of SAN are multiple and explain the growing use of this concept; among them are: ß



Scalability: Servers and storage devices may be added individually and independently of one another and do not depend on proprietary systems.



ß



Performance: thanks to Fiber Channel which allows bandwidth of around 2 Gbits/sec and low overhead.



ß



Data Availability: A single copy of data is accessible to any and all hosts via multiple paths. Capacity: a huge amount of storage capacity can be easily connected to the network thanks to Fiber Channel.



NAS - Network Attached Storage NAS can be considered as a storage system, complementary to SAN, with different characteristics and purposes. NAS is network-centric. Like SAN, NAS too implies shared storage on a network, but the storage devices are optimised as “stand-alone” with their own operating system and integrated hardware and software. It is a good solution for file applications using a NAS filer. The storage device can be attached anywhere to the network. In this type of network, the connection between the server and the different storage devices is obtained through a standard IP network (LAN) connection such as GE (Gigabit Ethernet), using standard protocols like NFS, CIFS, FTP, etc. The performance throughput is lower than SAN, but installation and administration are simpler.



A.2.7. Longevity of existing digital storage technologies Longevity is a major concern for film archives. The history of the film support shows that it is a good, strong support for long-term archiving. Many films archived around the world are now more than a century old, though the time to refresh the support has clearly come. In regard to existing digital storage technologies, longevity is a not what it should be for long-term storage application of digitised films. Life expectancy for oxide metal particle tape is highly dependent on storage conditions. All types of magnetic tape are sensitive to humidity, temperature, dust (Head), UV light, demagnetisation, and fungus.
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The main problem with metal particle tape is oxide binder breakdown, also called "sticky shed syndrome), on the oxide particle layer which is a mixture of oxide and different types of plastic (polyurethane) sensitive to humidity. A chemical reaction (hydrolysis) changes the molecular structure of the polyurethane, desegregating the binder and allowing the oxide particles to break free. Tape Manufacturers are cautious about giving longevity figures to customers even for new tape technology, which theoretically avoids the chemical transformations that have occurred with standard oxide tape particle since its inception. An example of this new kind of tape technology is shown in the figure below, which represents the structure of SONY’s AME (Advanced Metal Particle). In this tape technology, which does not use a binder for particle, the metal layer is directly "attached" by evaporation to the tape substrate, generally polyester. Even in this case however, manufacturers do not give a life expectancy figure longer than 30 years as a maximum, in optimal storage conditions.



A.2.8.The future of Storage Technologies In recent years, research has made much progress on magnetic alloy, recording processes, and micro technology, with visible consequences including a spectacular capacity increase for both tape and hard disk. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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In 1997, the real density limit for magnetic was calculated at 36 Gb/in_; today, a hard disk available on any low cost PC exceeds that figure. Limits are now calculated based on new and predicted technologies with a forecast of more than 1000 Gb/in_ around 2010. With this kind of figure, tape capacities of up to 5 TB in native format (more than 10 TB using loss less compression) are expected. This clearly means that technology will continue to make significant progress, and that interesting solutions for film archives will no doubt appear. On the other hand though, the problem of technological obsolescence will grow greater than ever.



S-AIT3 Native Capacity GBytes



SONY DTF, AIT and S-AIT Roadmap



2 TB 120 MB/S (5.2 TB LLC)



(2.6 TB LLC)



S-AIT2 1 TB



1000



DTF4



800



AIT6



768 Mb/S



S-AIT1



500



DTF3



DTF2



AIT4



200 100



AIT5



AIT3



2001



2002



2003



2004



2005



2007



As an example of capacity evolution, the figure above shows a roadmap of different SONY tape formats. In the meantime, optical disk technology will continue to progress, but storage capacity results are expected to remain far behind those of magnetic technologies. Forecasts by some research laboratories show capacity figures of 300 GB near 2006, with lower throughput in respect to magnetic devices.
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Optical tape will remain an open issue when compared to the progress made by magnetic support. The main problem with optical supports is their extremely high price, though they show interesting capacity and throughput characteristics in the context of long-term film storage. Unlike magnetic tapes, optical supports are not sensitive to magnetic fields. Based on these considerations, tape will clearly remain the least expensive mass storage support for some time to come. As usual, the long-term future of new technologies looks brilliant, though they may never reach commercial reality. An array of new possibilities in the storage area have been under study for many years, and some projections indicate possible data densities up to 10 to 20 times higher than existing magnetic supports. The IBM "Millipede" technology based on nanomechanical systems looks interesting, for example. Millipede uses thousands of nano-sharp tips to punch indentations representing individual bits into a thin plastic film. Another interesting prospect is MEMS microelectromechanical systems, which employs magnetic storage media much like that used by disk drives but on semiconductor wafer. The media surface does not rotate, but instead moves linearly in the X and Y directions to seek the appropriate data. Searchers estimated that bloc or brick of 1 dm_ of MEMS could store around one TeraByte in the future. While these future technologies seem impressive, their usage in the field of digital film archiving does not appear entirely suitable.
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A.3. First short analysis Let’s look back at the technical figures for the 4K digitisation process, as seen on the chart in paragraph A.2.1. This process requires a capacity of 6.2 TB to TRANSPARENTLY store a 1.5 hour film and a throughput of 9.2 Gbit/s to upload or download it in real time. Based on these figures, we can draw some rough conclusions by comparing the characteristics of the different storage supports we have reviewed. We will consider use of Loss Less Compression at 2.6, as is already used in various tape systems. Through this process, data originally weighing 6.2 TB can be reduced to 2.38 TB. ÿ In the context of film digitisation, it is clear that optical disk devices do not constitute a viable long term conservation option due to their low capacity and lack of interesting prospects for the future (in terms of capacity). ÿ Hard Disks are obviously not well suited for long-term conservation. The debate should rest upon magnetic tapes, optical tapes, and future technologies. ÿ While future technologies like MEMS, Millipede, etc, seem promising in terms of capacity, they do not however seem oriented towards long-term conservation storage. The debate is therefore limited to magnetic tape, which has long constituted the least expensive support for long term digital storage, and to its emerging new challenger: the Optical Tape. If we consider the best existing magnetic tape technology, the SAIT with a capacity of 0.5 TB native, we would need 5 tapes to store an entire film (2.38 TB), and it would take 22 Hours to upload or download one film. Optical Tape (OT) could instead store the film on 2 tapes with an upload/download time of 6.6Hours, and if we consider 2TB native OT, only one tape would be needed.
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B. STORING FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES A basic working premise for the FIRST project is real time processing on one hand, with preservation of the original quality of the digitised material on the other hand through scanning at the highest possible – and most reasonable - resolution. Another premise is based on the fact that only loss less compression is employed, in order to avoid any degradation of the stored material for long term future applications. The digitisation and storage process is an operational chain formed by various sequential steps. Each stage or step corresponds to devices with specific characteristics regarding functionality and needs. As shown in the FIRST generic workflow model below, specific and therefore different types of storage are employed depending on which function or application they must carry out in the chain. Four levels or types of storage have been identified: 1.



High quality online storage



2.



Near online library storage



3.



Medium quality storage



4.



Low quality storage



FILM



Digitisation Restoration



Near Online Library Storage



High Quality Online Storage



D o w n Q u a l i t y



Down Quality Converter



Medium Quality Storage



Low Quality Storage



C o n v e r t e r



Regardless of the quality classifications made above, storage can also be classified as online, near-line, and offline, which relates more closely to time or real time processes. The need for different storage technologies arises from the costs and technical characteristics required by a given application (cost per gigabyte gains importance when huge amounts of capacity are needed). The final choice for each application is a trade off between capacity, access time, throughput, and cost. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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B. 1 . Hi g h Q u a l i t y S t o r a g e ( HQ S ) o r Hi g h P e r f o r m a n c e High quality online storage is the most critical in terms of required technical performance. Such storage devices receive digitised data from the scanning device and must not only be able to store the data in real time, but also to simultaneously transfer data (if necessary) such as file pictures to restoration equipment. After restoration, an HQS device must then store the restored file pictures before they are transferred to the digital tape library for long-term conservation (near online storage), playing the role of cache memory for the near online storage device. Based on the figures shown in the PRESTO project table at point A.2.1. of this paper, if scanning is done in real time, the HQS device should be able to store up to 6.2 TB of data at a bit rate of 9.2 Gb/s for film scanned at 4K, and up to 1.5 TB of data at a bit rate of 2.3 Gb/s for film scanned at 2K. The first constraint of 9.2 Gb/s is unattainable with existing technology standards (as of early 2003). Existing technology allows a maximum transfer rate of 6.4 Gb/s (HHPI 6400). However, there are many new protocols currently under development and at various stages of implementation that may be able to satisfy these requirements in the future, including: ß



Infiniband (the most advanced in implementation) maximum 30 Gb/s (2003)



ß



iSCSI : Internet Small Computer Systems Interface 10 Gb/s announced for 2004



ß



10 GE : 10 Gigabit Ethernet. 10 Gb/s announced for 2003



ß



10 FC : 10 Gigabit Fibre Channel. 10 Gb/s announced for 2004



A careful progress survey of these protocols is necessary to identify the most adequate (if any) for storage applications as defined in the generic workflow model.



B.2. Ne a r O n l i n e S t o r a g e ( NO S ) Da t a L i b r a r y Once again, with near online storage the relationship between type of storage and application comes to the foreground. Near online storage is used to store material for long periods of time (from weeks to months) without use. However, it allows very easy reuse of the material thanks to tape library robot technology. A tape library has high storage capacity (Petabyte = 1012 Bytes) at low cost, but with poor technical characteristics (long access time - in the range of minutes - and a low bit rate) when compared to
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Hard Disk Drives, which allow very short access time (in the range of milliseconds) and high throughput, but with the drawback of being very expensive. A large variety of different types and sizes of libraries exists, equipped with robots and computers that manage the storage very efficiently. Large libraries can handle more than 100,000 tapes and dozens of tape drives in a single hardware chassis. Following is a list of the main manufacturers that provide very large tape library devices: ß



SONY (Petasite)



ß



Storagetek



ß



ADIC



ß



IBM



ß



SUN



At the beginning of this year, Sony introduced its new SAIT tape technology, which is a new version of its well-known SAIT-based PetaSite system. This new library is impressive because it allows for storage of 100 TeraBytes of data on a single 19 Inch rack (2 meters high) at a very attractive price (around 125,000 Euro), representing a breakthrough in storage costs. A single rack can be extended by adding other specialized racks alongside the first one, as is common in the PetaSite concept.



B. 3 . Me d i u m q u a l i t y S t o r a g e ( MQ S ) The medium quality storage stage must store a subset of lower quality in respect to the original, high quality digitised material. Quality should depend upon the intended application and should use lossy compressed material. The level of compression may vary for SDTV production/ postproduction applications (resolution of 720 x 576) and for HDTV or Digital Cinema, which accept MPEG2 compression in the range of 50 to 100 Mbit/s. The technical constraints implied by this bit rate and capacity are easily met with existing technology. MQS should be dedicated to distribution of B2B (Business to Business) applications.
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B.4. Low quality Storage (LQS) Low quality storage is dedicated to browsing applications. The stored material is of poor quality due to a very high level of compression; the bit rate used can range from 56 Kb/s for the web to 1 Mb/s for an internal company network. LQS is dedicated to B2C applications (Business to Consumer). One technical characteristic of this type of storage is its need for a big “fan out”, which means the capability to deliver a high number of output streams at the same time.



B. 5 . P r e s e r v a t i o n o f d i g i t i s e d i m a g e s Long-term preservation should be based on digital formats, using libraries with robots, provided that use of existing magnetic tape formats continues and barring the appearance of new technologies such as optical tape. In this case, preservation will depend on tape degradation and on survey and digital restoration mechanisms (automatic checking of bit error rate and recopying processes with dedicated software). Expected tape longevity depends greatly on storage conditions. The best long-term storage temperature is approximately 8°-10°C (never below) and 25% RH. Humidity variation should be less than ±5% RH, and temperature variation should be less than ±2°C (±4°F) within a 24-hour period. Tapes are subject to degradation from humidity, temperature, dust, ultraviolet exposure, magnetization loss, edge oxidation, and tape wear. In some conditions, tapes can also suffer fungus attacks. Tape Manufacturers are cautious about making long term longevity forecasts for magnetic tapes; no one will guarantee more than 10 years for old technologies, or 30 years for new ones such as AME (Advanced Metal Evaporated). As a reminder, optical tape life expectancy is more than 100 years. Use of this support with the same cassette format as magnetic tape would allow for use of both supports with the same library robot. This scenario would allow digitisation to start soon, with an automatic migration to optical tape when the time comes.
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B.6. Technological Obsolescence While long term longevity of digital tape and supports is a problem, technological obsolescence is an even GREATER PROBLEM destined to become a major concern for the future. Technical obsolescence includes two major points: Product life cycle: Rapid and continual development of technology in all domains increases the need to produce new devices with better characteristics. This means that the life of a given product in the future will become shorter and shorter. Product support cycles: The support for a product is also changing in terms of time. In the past, manufacturers always guaranteed support for over 10 years, but it is now difficult to get that kind of long term support. Currently, support contracts are under 10 years.



This problem may prove difficult to overcome. In regard to the storage technology evolution, a possible solution could be use of a hybrid tape library that allows for automatic (gentle) migration from one support to another through use of a computer-controlled robot. This technique has been in use for some years now in order to migrate from video tape to digital IT tape. When considering this migration strategy, two major problems arise: ÿ The cost of migration is “perpetual” in that continual technological evolutions necessitate migration for an indefinite period of time. ÿ The time required to complete one generation of migration. If the quantity of material requiring migration proves too large, then the time needed to complete the migration process will exceed the technological lifetime of the support, making the process impossible. In depth careful calculations must be made to define tables taking into account the quantity of material to be migrated, different support life-times, number of migration channels that can be used, and the cost of the operation. This sort of table would provide realistic boundaries against which optical tape technology could be compared as a technological alternative.
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C. FUTURE SCENARIOS AND RESEARCH NEEDS



Possible / probable scenarios for the near future It will be very difficult for stakeholders to avoid digitising film in the future. Though digitisation has certain drawbacks regarding some specific technical aspects, it also has a lot of positive points. On one hand, digitised content can be more easily accessed and thus valorised; on the other hand, the digital format is very useful and flexible. It can be easily managed and processed (restoration in the digital domain is becoming more and more powerful); it can also answer to technological obsolescence and long term longevity problems through automatic migration management on the same support when problems occur, or on a new support if one appears. The "FIRST" project workflow shows a future scenario, starting with digitalisation and ending with different forms of distribution in order to make digitalisation more profitable.



Digitisation



FILM



Restoration



Near Online storage Library Storage.



High Quality storage On Line Storage



Down Quality Converter



Medium Quality storage Quality Storage



Down Quality Converter



Low Quality storage



Full Indexation



HD Broadcast Theater Projection



Catalogue subset Subset



Internal use Standard TV Broadcast



PRO External use



External use Internet/Other End User



This scenario is modular and can be implemented in steps in order to keep each stage of implementation and particularly the financial aspects under control.
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Documentation (Internal use) List (Links) of companies working in the field of magnetic recording Tape Drive manufacturers/assemblers • 3M Tape Products • Adic, automated tape libraries • ADL Inc., tape backup systems • Aiwa, maker of tape drives and disk arrays • Alditech, maker of high performance heads for digital tape recording • Ampex Corp • ATL Products, DLT products • Breece Hill Technologies, digital linear tape • Datatape, Inc., special-purpose high-end tape recorders • Exabyte Corporation, Removable Storage & Storage Automation Solutions • Gigatek, maker of helical scan and QIC tapes • HP Information Storage main page • IBM tape drives • KAO Advanced Media Products • NCE Storage Solutions, maker of a variety of tape products • Qualstar, 4 mm tape products • Quantegy Inc., The New Company That's Been Making Ampex Tape For Over 35 Years • Siemens Nixdorf, tape cartridge units • Spectralogic, automated tape backup systems • TDK tape backup units • TEAC Data Storage Products Division • Precision Echo, maker of tape backup systems
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Disk Drive manufacturers/assemblers • Addonics, hard drives for portables • Ampere Corporation, disk modules • Fujitsu Computer Products of America and Japan • Hitachi Storage Products • IBM storage • Integral Peripherals, small form factors for mobile computing • JTS Corporation, drives for the desktop and notebooks • LaCie, Mac drives • NEC Research Institute's HgCdTe magnetic sensor project • Quantum Corporation WWW Server • Samsung Electronics drives • Seagate Technology corporate page • Sony Data Storage • TeraStor, Inc., near-field recording • Toshiba Disk Drives • Western Digital, disk drives for PCs • Western Scientific Inc., assembler of custom storage systems
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RAID systems • Andataco, maker of "network storage solutions" • Artecon, RAID and disk arrays • Baydel Inc. • Clariion, maker of disk arrays • Digital Equipment Corporation, RAID products • EMC Corporation, "enterprise-wide intelligent storage and retrieval technology" • Falcon Systems, RAID products and outstanding graphics • Integrix Corp. • Medea Corp, the VideoRaid company • MegaDrive, maker of disk arrays • Micronet Technologies, ultraSCSI • Mylex Corporation, RAID products • nCube, disk arrays for multimedia • nStor, successor to Conner • Network Storage Solutions, networked disk products • Phoenix International, plug-and-play storage solutions • Storage Concepts, RAID products • Storage Dimensions, RAID, disk and tape for the desktop • Texa Corp, RAID and disk arrays • Winchester Systems
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D. USER NEEDS AND REQUIREMENTS



D. 1 . Us e r r e q u i r e m e n t s This point is fundamental to the project as it will constitute the basis for determining strategies and technical choices. The first point is to determine who the users are. We have users at the beginning of the chain (Professional) and at the end of the chain (public customers), whose requirements clearly differ. D.1.1 Professional User requirements Professional users are Film Archivists (content collection holders) with deep concerns for long term storage. Listed below are some basic requirements already expressed by professional users. ß



Digitisation at highest possible resolution (transparency)



ß



Real time processing (digitisation, storage, restoration)



ß



Long term transparent digital storage (loss less compression only).



ß



One film on one support



ß



Acceptance of lossy compression only for applications other than long-term storage.



These requirements are very interesting because they drive technical storage constraints. D.1.2. End user requirements End users are the possible customers or clients (content users) interested in using the infrastructure. These users are primarily concerned with distribution and related issues, such as price, rights management, and protection. In order to be efficient, a business 2 business model for an end customer should keep in mind the consequences of the film digitalisation scenario. Two major questions arise from these requirements: ß



Should we open film archives to everyone through digital distribution networks?



ß



What is the optimum route for digitalisation when considering the business model together with end user requirements?
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D. 2 . De f i n i t i o n o f Ne e d s , Re q u i r e m e n t s , a n d Re c o m m e n d a t i o n s



D.2.1. Identified research needs ß



Long-term stable storage supports with very high capacity. Optical tape technology should be taken into consideration with regard to film archive requirements, with particular support given to technology as well as market development.



ß



Real time 4K scanning. Scanning is the beginning of the workflow process, and until now real time was an unsolved problem. Laser-based devices are unable to produce in real time due to technical limitations. The appearance of the 4K CCD sensor used in a real time camera such as the DALSA could be the way to produce a real time 4K Telecine.



ß



Ultra High-speed I/O device and adapted protocols. A real time 4K scanner would require a throughput of up to 9 Gbit/s. Some protocols and systems seem on their way to solving this problem, but careful study is necessary to verify whether these proposed system are suited to the film digitisation chain.



ß



There is a need to study new, more film oriented loss less compression algorithms. Existing loss less compression algorithms are based on entropy



D.2.2. Shared concerns and needs Stronger policies must be adopted by the association of Film collections in Europe, in an effort to define official common technical objectives and a strong common film digitisation policy. There is a need to discuss and set up a policy with the IT Industry in order to better manage technological obsolescence. This can be achieved by defining a support contract policy for a particular market, such as film digitisation storage.
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WORKGROUP 4 FIRST PROJECT WORKPACKAGE 6 Cataloguing and retrieval of digitized film archives with specific focus on On-line management and retrieval



Deliverable 6.1 First Report on State of the Art ; Needs of users ; recommendations for research
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A. METADATA: GENERAL QUESTIONS



a. Definition of Metadata Metcalf’s Law: “The value of any media asset increases by the factor of the number of people with access to it” During every stage from pre to post-production, restoration or play out, audiovisual material undergoes several changes. Each step generates more and more supporting and descriptive documentation that adds essential information to the original material. In order to be able to track the essential essence and development of audiovisual material throughout its life-cycle, it is important that the key elements and any associated elements are able to be effectively recorded, tracked and located. The collective term for all these elements is ‘metadata’. Audiovisual metadata, depending on its purpose, can be categorised as: 1. Signal-related metadata: directly representing the audio or visual signal (the sound or image) 2. Programme-related metadata and pointers: supplying information about the signal (identification, format, etc) Broadcasters have cast this definition: content = metadata plus essence (i.e. the audiovisual item itself) which is accepted in virtually all broadcast-related metadata discussions. Metadata is structured in categories, types and fields. Information is either automatically or manually entered into these fields. In order to guarantee consistency a (more or less) complex metadata dictionary defines strict rules for each entry and builds a tree like information structure of hierarchical levels in which sets of metadata are organised and in which the relationship between the groups is fixed. This organisation, basically the depth and detail in which AV-material is categorised and described, determines the granularity. b. The role of Metadata Metadata mainly serves as an indexing tool to navigate, browse and retrieve AV-material. It is used for locating, use and re-use of material and for managing material, including the exploitation and rights management. Queries by keyword, transmission date, title, content, etc. can be processed through metadata and allow an efficient search for either essence as well as related information. Metadata can be part of the essence (e.g. a header on the actual footage of a film) or it may be stored separately within a separate database. Metadata which is embedded with the essential elements, in effect - becoming an ‘integral’ part of the essence (which itself remains unaltered) © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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adds additional value for the user. However, since one of the key roles of metadata is to provide updated information about the essence, it often makes more sense to store it separately. In order to always keep any information up to date continuous maintenance is necessary and a pre-condition for the utility value of the metadata. Proper maintenance also implies that the metadata structure must be flexible and each manipulation of the data has to respect the strict rules of often comprehensive metadata dictionaries defining how information is being placed into the scheme. Annemieke de Jong distinguishes several types of metadata [1]: ß



Media type specific metadata (information concerned with the actual essence like a movement in a video)



ß



Media processing-specific metadata (information concerned with directing the essence through the various stages of production, archiving and later retrieval) o



such metadata can be either transported with the essence as ‘wrapped’ metadata (e.g. in the same videostream)



o



or it remains ‘unwrapped’ and, still closely related to the essence, is stored in a separate database.



o



Media processing metadata can also be meta-information about the interoperability of various system components, measuring the actual performance for best quality.



ß



Content-specific metadata (breaking content down in a hierarchical structure by describing a video i.e. by scene, cut, shot down to frames if desired. This is a question of the level of granularity)



ß



ß



Classical metadata (often textual annotations) o



Objective descriptive metadata (author, title, duration, dates of production etc.)



o



Topical metadata (partial content description, subject and significance)



o



Additional metadata (subjective appreciation of the content)



Metadata referring to the history of original metadata (e.g. when original essence is transferred onto another format that ‘meta-metadata’ secures the authenticity also of the old metadata)



c. Metadata, cataloguing, and indexing: a door to the collections The key element in cataloguing assets is the ability to find them again. A rare and unique sequence or shot of a film may be very valuable, but it isn’t worth a penny if one cannot find it when it is needed. An archive is only as valuable as its assets are accessible. Only a correctly used cataloguing system preserves and enhances the value of media assets. Therefore, cataloguing systems must meet a few simple requirements: © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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ß



They have to make it possible for people to find things.



ß



They have to be as inexpensive as possible to create.



ß



They should be designed to last, to support new users and new uses.



c.1. Classic Metadata: A very basic cataloguing system can be sufficient for the traditional type of small archive or collection, using mostly textual descriptions for their film stock. Managed for example by an Oracle database, it might be enough to register only data such as: Title Director Country Year c.2. Enriched Metadata: Archives and collections which deal with audiovisual material though, have to not only manage different types of essence media, they also need to handle various file formats and enriched metadata:



Media Type



Example Formats



Video



RealVideo Quicktime MPEG-1 ASF



Audio



RealAudio Waveform



Image



JPEG Image GIF



Text



WinWord TXT



Composite



PPT Shockwave



Metadata is generated in three ways: ß



by automatic indexing of elements of the essence (e.g. generating key frames)
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ß



by semi automatic addition of information to the essence (e.g. catalogue texts)



ß



by implicit generation of elements during the creation and encoding of the essence (e.g. time codes)



Many archives of digitized motion pictures and broadcasters use key frames, extracted from the footage, for identifying their material. Either automatically generated in intervals of e.g. all 10-30 seconds or only if the images shows significant changes, key frames help serving 75-90% of all queries to the archive (see D.a.). Other tools reach into the acoustic part of the audiovisual content, such as the multilingual speech recognition system, in order to identify material.



d. The current situation of cataloguing and metadata management The key issues in managing a media archive are how to best foster re-use and re-purposing, while minimising the cost of maintaining the archive, how to help users find the desired files quickly for altering or adding new information and make the improved versions accessible for others. An important question is also how to restrict access to various user groups. Digital asset management which is also about the generating and managing of metadata holds the key to the answers. Media asset management controls: ß



The storage of all digital content



ß



Applications for processing and cataloguing the content



ß



Applications for searching and retrieving the content



Small traditional film archives may still operate their archive by index cards, collecting only metadata on films such as title, director, country and year and forming by this a unique material identifier. Like the Danish Film Archive for example which can also facilitate a search on its Oracle database by names of actors and cinematographers based on a minimised ‘Dublin Core’ standard (see also section B.c.1). Almost each institute creates its own system, sometimes based on standards such as ‘Dublin Core’ and then refined into structures which adapt to the specific requirements and needs of the institutes. In order to increase the efficiency of archives and broadcasters, in order to be able to exchange files and related information faster and to possibly create new business models, the interoperability of the systems is a crucial element. Local solutions need to be translated into internationally accepted standards which guarantee a lasting consistency in data management systems on one hand, and the open flexibility so that they can be continually and easily updated on the other.
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The audiovisual sector, consisting of producers, broadcasters, archivists etc., share several interests and concerns: ß



They face an increasing number of digital content.



ß



They need standards for storage, exchange, cataloguing and indexing of digitised content for internal as well as external interoperability.



ß



Many slowly change into more service-oriented organisations.



ß



New distribution channels increase the demand for more digital content.



ß



Many are in transformation from analogue archives into digital collections.



ß



They need to increase the operational efficiency by better cost-control and support for commercial transactions.



ß



A fast and faultless delivery of digital content to growing numbers of (new) customer groups within and outside the organization is still challenging.



ß



The growing number of options in preserving cultural heritage via digitisation have to be evaluated.



ß



The need to access complex legal situations of copyrights at any time is crucial for their operation.



ß



In order to increase the value of the collection and services their research possibilities have to be improved.



These problems are addressed by several efforts, as by the archives and broadcasters on a local level, and also on the international level by standardisation committees. The lack of sufficient and binding standards still forces the industry, foremost the broadcast companies and archives, to find pragmatic solutions and develop own systems which may or may not base on research previously done by other institutions or committees. By this they add to the complexity of operating managements systems without exception. d.1. The traditional Film Archives ÿ Netherlands Audiovisual Archive, NAA [2]: The Dutch Audiovisual Archive was founded in 1996 when the four major keepers of Dutch audiovisual Cultural Heritage merged. The NAA houses the material of the public broadcasters, documentary films, the National Music Depot, The Broadcast Museum, The Small Film Museum, Commercials, a research department and other audiovisual material dating from 1898 to the present day. In total the collection of the NAA consists of more than 600.000 hours of radio, television, film and music. The user group of the NAA is diverse and ranges from producers, publishers and scholars to families that visit the museum. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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Avail, the current catalogue system of the NAA, is a document retrieval system from Verity. The descriptions of the audio-visual material are stored in AVAIL as ASCII documents in a specific format, and this system enables them to be searched and consulted. The audiovisual material to be indexed in the Pilot system has already been indexed in AVAIL. These descriptions will be imported piecemeal by the Media manager. NAA: Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision Since mid 2001, the Dutch Digital Platform has concentrated on the establishment of a Central Facility where material that is to be broadcast or has already been broadcast can be stored digitally, complete with metadata. The information systems of Sound and Vision must be able to connect with this to enable the import of essence and metadata. A new integrated multimedia information system for Sound and Vision will be implemented. This information system, called !mmix, will support both the back office (the acquisition, conservation, and indexing) and the front office (lending and customer administration). (See also section C.b.5 for details) ÿ British Pathé [3]: The British Pathé Film Library is made up of about 3500 hours of 35mm film. To create the on-line video files all of this film material was first cleaned and reassembled for telecine to DigiBeta video tape. It was then encoded to the MPEG-2 digital broadcast standard at 5Mb/sec. This site of British Pathé was made to build an on-line archive that offers quick access and high quality to users at all times and went live in July 2002 when about 2000 hours of cinemagazines and newsreels were made available to be searched via detailed text descriptions and keywords. By May 2003 the entire archive (3500 hours) will be available as low and high resolution downloads. Every week from July 2002 to May 2003 around 50 hours of material is added to the on-line archive. Videos are available as free “downloads” rather than live “streams” so that files can be forwarded to other users, re-used for education as much as possible, and to ensure that the quality for the end user is guaranteed (which is still not always the case with “streamed” video).
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Anyone can research and preview clips through a “storyboard” of “thumbnails” anonymously. These single frames are created in the encoding process every 5 seconds. With this sequence of key frames comes a short textual description of the content. For legal reasons, however, British Pathé requests that anyone who downloads a free “Preview File” or licenses a high resolution file must reveal a few details about who they are, and indicate their agreement with the site’s terms and conditions. Instant access to any requested file is possible via an encrypted and unique ‘URL’ for each item. Requested files will be available at that relevant “address” for seven days afterwards. The two types of file available to order “on-line” are low resolution and high resolution Windows Media 8 Video Files( WM8 is Microsoft’s version of MPEG-4): ß



Low resolution files were produced at a bit rate of 128 Kb/sec. These files are strictly for preview only and are protected by a visible watermark.



ß



High Resolution files were produced at a bit rate of 512 Kb/sec. These are protected by a small British Pathé logo in the bottom right of the picture.



All requests for viewing copies on VHS or DVD, as well as material on professional video formats for commercial licensing must be ordered through a British Pathé librarian. The metadata management system was build by Cambridge Imaging Systems based on their product Imagen™. Cambridge Imaging Systems has build similar systems for the BBC and Ministry of Defence. As a core standard for indexing the system is based on Dublin Core, but also more information fields have been added to integrate the various archives from 1919 to the present. d.2. The TV Film Archives and the large digital collections ÿ Institut National de l'Audiovisuel, INA [4]: Created in 1975, INA manages the French audio-visual heritage of 3 million of radio and television programmes of the public and private broadcasters in France. The collections go back to 1949 for television programs, 1940 for the news (35mm cinema newsreels) and 1933 for radio archives. The materials include discs and tapes for radio assets and films (mainly 16mm), tapes and cassettes for television recordings (from 2 inches to 3/4 inch, at various standards analogue or digital). These materials are restored, stored and distributed for professional use such as re-broadcasting or for new broadcasting productions. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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INA currently conserves 1.5 million hours of programmes, covering 50 years of television and 60 years of radio, which adds up to a total of 2.5 million documents. More than 80,000 hours of programmes are collected every year. 60 % of the television archive and 90 % of the radio media are unique and their preservation is INA’s core intention. Before film, video and sound media are again made available, they often have to be restored. Technical information about the restoration process are not stored until now; they are only available on the computers involved in the restoration like in the BRAVA system. In order to improve the skills in restoring film footage, research is conducted to achieve real-time digital restoration of documents, as with the AURORA [5] and PRESTO [6] projects. INA collects production and/or broadcasting media together with documentary and legal data relating to the programmes contributed. The cataloguing and content description data is checked and completed by INA research assistants. The cataloguing and indexing is processed with a proprietary system on an Oracle database; the retrieval software is BasisPlus with a good level of functionality and speed. The file format description is not related to any standard (neither EBU/SMPTE nor MPEG-7) but there is a function available to export the description files in XML; which has been recently done for research projects like ECHO and others. The archive collection is structured in theme-based sets. Through INA’s document databases and indexing system, programmes and news broadcasts are analysed and indexed precisely, sound or audiovisual excerpts can be found in just a few mouse-clicks. A search runs by author's name, broadcast date or theme to locate a precise document. The research assistants then offer the customer a list of documents for pre-selection. The documents retained are viewed on a digital medium, meaning selection can be further refined. Before granting customers the right to use an archived material the Copyright Office investigates the legal situation to identify the holder of the copyright(s). After that the Sales Department authorises the transfer of rights to the user of the material. Copyrights to archived material, for which INA is the holder or joint holder of user rights, are sold. In case short video excerpts were requested, for example - by a news channel, the images are transferred directly from one control room to the other by a specialised technician. This transmission only takes as long as the actual running time of the excerpts. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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Formats in use: INA backs up its collection physically on Beta digital cassettes. About 100,000 hours of programs and excerpts have already been digitized. Answering new demands, the original recordings are also digitized in two formats, offering clients access through a Wan network (up to 20Mbps) by MPEG-1 (1 Mb/sec.) for viewing and pre-selecting archived material and by MPEG-2 (8Mb/sec.) for the transmissions of excerpts. But, of course, some clients prefer to receive a time coded VHS for viewing and then a BetaSP tape for postproduction. Commercialisation: Ina Heritage Centre communicates nearly 1,000 hours of television a year to more than 1,000 customers. TV programmes and excerpts from programmes are offered mainly to radio broadcasters, cable and satellite broadcasters, audiovisual producers, multimedia producers corporate video producers, consultancy agencies, non-media businesses and others. ÿ ProSiebenSat1 Media AG When in the year 2000 the German TV broadcaster Pro7, Sat1, N24 merged, it was a great challenge to integrate their different media asset management systems, even though they were based on the same technological product by Tecmath. After two years the task was accomplished and the Media Archive-System by Tecmath (see also section D.a) is now integrated into the structure of ProSiebenSat1 Media AG’s ProContent (Content Management System) and ProNews (editorial system). In operation for one year, it has now begun to expand into other managerial and administrational areas. The own system of managing metadata works as a master structure in which Tecmath’s module became the tool for managing the essence. As many broadcasters trust more in their own systems for managing metadata, customised versions often better answer the needs and requirements of their specific daily routines, such master structures are completed by proprietary modules. During the years of operation the system was constantly refined and slowly became a state-of-the-art structure. For ProSiebenSat1 the video indexing tool by Tecmath became a core element for a fast and reliable management of the essence. Video indexing of own transmissions:
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Key frames are generated automatically during the live transmission of a programme. While a programme is running, the first key frames can already be seen in the form of a storyboard. At the same time, live reports are also captured by text. A short description of what is visible (objects, location, people, camera movement etc.) is added to the AV-material. This text is the basis for selecting the keywords for a later retrieval. ProSiebenSat1 also developed their own thesaurus which facilitates the search through keywords. Video indexing of external material: Material coming from outside, e.g. from news agencies, is viewed by the Doku-Center News where the essence is marked with in-and-out points, i.e. to define the relevant part of a report. Key frames are generated then only form that part. Just by clicking on a certain key frame, which is related to the time code of the report, the video jumps to that specific spot and starts to play the film. Key frames help to enhance access and re-use of AVmaterial. ProSiebenSat1 restricts the access to the archived material. Complex legal situations between three broadcasters (Pro7, Sat1 and N24) prevent the footage being accessible to everyone. The Doku-Center News actually decides, which footage is seen in which editorial department. The broadcaster decided to base ProSieben Info Services on Java applications because they run on every platform. Within those applications XML is used as a universal exchange format (see also section B.a.3). In order to enhance the interoperability of ProSieben Info Services with other systems, adapter and interfaces in XML can be created. Currently DigiBeta serves as the standard media for recording and storage, while MPEG1 is sufficient for searching, viewing and selecting of archived material.



ÿ ORF The ORF also designed its own media asset management system, called FARAO. The systems focuses on the reusability of the archived programme material. Important influencing factors are the situation of licenses (in-house production or external material), details of the image (length of a scene or a shot) and the rarity value of the images. In order to locate archived material, each item carries an archive number. This is composed of three components: storage area, material number, storage number. The material © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003 225.



number, in form of a bar code on the actual tape, stays attached to the tape throughout its entire lifecycle. In daily practise material is located most of the time by title of transmission. Actually, often the transmission title is the only way to track material down. Some key features of FARAO: Selected transmissions are digitised and broken down in key frames every day. Key frames and annotations are being made available to the editors. FARAO identifies material which is available in key frames through an indication in a specific field within the metadata scheme. The extraction of significant single frames from the actual footage is processed by the Media Archive system of Tecmath (see also section D.a). The archivist adds free speech descriptions to the pictures which especially aim at the reuse of valuable and rare motives. The same is done for the content description. A data dictionary structures the descriptions in content related groups and sub-groups and a comprehensive guideline defines the exemplary use of textual content descriptions. A thesaurus does not exist. The crucial point in the intense use of archived material is the copyright situation. FARAO identifies standard contracts by a code. Whenever special contracts and agreements were made for a production, every single contract is documented in another system called ORFEUS. The production number leads to a list comprising the amount and kind of contracts as well as their partners and the object of the contract. Here each and every detail of the material’s copyright status is portrayed. The completed information is later integrated back into FARAO. The time code on the original footage has to absolutely match the time code on the material which is published through key frames in the internet, to guarantee exact retrieval.
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Source: ORF Left: Farao’s user interface for entering a search query Right: Orfeus’ user interface for starting a search d.3. The drive towards “Digital Libraries” In the future, it will be less a matter of archiving - in both the traditional and static sense of the term than it will be managing and exploiting all of the various types of digital data stores and flows including audio and video, though also still images, graphics or text.” [7] Audiovisual archives have been revolutionized by the digital era, which has brought three major changes: ß



Digitisation supports the concept of ‘multimedia archiving’ because it is applicable equally to text, photos, sound or moving images.



ß



Compression techniques permitted a gigantic increase in storage volumes and transmission rates.



ß



The development of new storage media (CD-ROM, DVD, hard disk), but especially new distribution methods (Internet) have multiplied the distribution possibilities for archives.



By digitising their stock, the archives, collections and libraries are moving away from a classic and rather ‘static’ type of archiving, away from only handling masses of old material and towards a resource management that also handles the flood of new material arriving daily. Already many archives manage and exploit the various types of digital data, be it photos, graphics, texts or audiovisual material by different methods and in accordance with the demand and the equipment of the individual customer. Digitisation allows a library to publicise as many copies of an original in as many formats and for as multiple uses it desires without altering the quality of the original itself. Simpler and faster research, more efficient re-use of the archived material, the easier accessibility for internal and external user and immediate distribution via Internet increase the value of digital collections by large, inviting to also create new business models for opening new revenue streams. An audiovisual collection like INA benefits greatly from digitisation by automatically receiving all relevant information about a program, e.g. a TV Show. INA is provided not only with the professional recording but also with related metadata.



e. Access: for whom? And what for? The way access is granted depends heavily on which type of user wants to do what with which archived material. In the end it is a question of copyright. Digital rights management is the key to © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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reuse of an archive’s assets and the beginning of creating new services and possibly new business models, be it online or offline. The rights situation has to be absolutely clear. But the problem with motion pictures is that the copyright situation sometimes changes from scene to scene, within a shot, even from frame to frame. Open access can be granted only if the rights situation is unambiguously clear. The purpose of viewing film also decides whether a high or low resolution format should be used for viewing material online. A low resolution (MPEG-1) is sufficient for users who just want to view and browse certain material, a high resolution (MPEG-2) is necessary for professional use within a TV programme for example. Still one of the best formats for professional use is a copy in form of a DigiBeta SP. e.1. Restricted access As we have seen in sections A.d.1 and A.d.2, archives, collections and broadcasters have different clients and user groups and therefore dissimilar approaches towards granting access: The ORF services small user groups mainly in the B2B (business to business) sector. High quality material is distributed mostly to other broadcasters. ORF is thinking about pay-per-order systems and the resulting security systems (e.g. digital watermarking). In this high-quality sector it can make sense to distribute the desired material and the attached metadata concerning license and price list via satellite. An order model could be applicable in which the first two minutes of a footage can be viewed online in high quality and free charge. This pre-selection results in an order of a specific material, which, finally, is delivered as a hard copy. Also INA provides only restricted access to professionals like broadcasters, producers, consultancy agencies and non-media businesses. Authorized professional partners of INA can also access the metadata related to specific AV-material. e.2. Open access for general audience Open access for a general audience, in other words - a B2C (business to consumer relationship), can only work with low quality material for a fast and flawless distribution. Regular costumers want easy-to-handle interfaces which facilitate their search for a specific item. Speed and simplicity are more important than the actual quality of the material. However, broadcasters or archives often wish to restrict access. In order to specify how many times a material can be viewed, digital watermarking does not help much, but integrated time © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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codes can assist to limit the number of accesses. In practice, it is more often the rights situation which actually limits the availability of the archived content. British Pathé has solved the problem in three steps by inviting everybody in the world to search and view sets of key frames from the stored footage free of charge. Once a user decides to download a free preview of a film, they have to register some of their details and to agree with the site’s terms and conditions. In step three, the user can order a copy of the film on VHS or DVD through a librarian and is charged.
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B. THE CURRENT PROPOSED METADATA STANDARDS APPLIED TO MOVING IMAGES In order to make sure that different systems of hardware and software can communicate with one another it is necessary to use common representation schemes and therefore to have open standards. They are essential in controlling and exploiting both digital materials and metadata and needed for any type of exchange at any level. Access and re-use of AV material stored in archives have to be possible after decades, metadata has to be added or changed continuously. Without standards this is becoming an impossible task. The three main interest groups approach this problem quite differently: The industry would very much welcome the rapid implementation of standards for using them in the development of their media management systems. The broadcasters either completely design their own solutions inhouse or integrate available modules from the industry to create a custom designed system fit for their specific requirements. The archive and documentation professionals more or less adopted a policy of wait and see and believe in the functionality of standards only after serious research and long phases of testing. At the moment, many different contributions to the development of standards for AV-material are at different stages and also reflect various professional and commercial interests of the participants. The work of the standardisation committees and working groups are presently focusing on: ß



Defining a central registration structure that implements the mapping of different metadata schemes.



ß



Developing tools with generic functionalities, to develop and use metadata repositories.



ß



Creating metadata systems in order to structure the various categories of metadata.



ß



Characterising metadata and defining data elements by e.g. designation of fields, types, classification and semantics.



a. Wrapper Formats: a.1. AAF (Advanced Authoring Format) [8]: Aiming to design a more overall metadata structure for the broadcast environment. The AAF is attributed to the exchange of data within the various production units. Since many multimedia file formats are in use during producing AV material, there is a frequent need for conversion implicating numerous sources for mistakes. Therefore, the Advanced Authoring Format Association and the SMPTE are co-developing a standard, which, as a software application of metadata and labels, serves as a wrapper. Especially designed for the digital
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production and not so much for the delivery phase, the AAF can handle different types of AV essence, music, text, and compressed essence. These essence formats are described by a mechanism the AAF developed in cooperation with Pro MPEG, the Media Exchange Format (MXF, see also section B.a.2). AAF files include or ‘wrap’ different kinds of AV files, preserving their fundamental information such as the authoring data like points of entry and exit, camera movements and volume. AAF manages all metadata and changes of information which accumulate during the process of production and also supports the output in XML (see also section B.a.3). a.2 MXF (Material Exchange Format): Various types of essence can be handled through AAF (video, audio, MIDI, MPEG etc.) the mechanism used for describing these formats is called Material Exchange Format. MXF is a file format targeted at the interchange of finished audiovisual material, data and metadata, primarily between servers, archives and content creation devices. MXF provides an envelope for existing audiovisual essence standards independent of the resolution or compression type of material. a.3 XML (Extended Mark-up Language): is a standard that started as part of SGML (Standard General Mark-up Language) to define the structure of a document by labelling the various form and content elements of an electronic document. XML is an easy-to-handle, open description format which also permits the description of workflows, aimed at the transfer of data from one database to another. It is increasingly the preferred method of ‘expression’ of metadata, when metadata has to move from system to system. a.4 KLV (Key Length Value): EBU and SMPTE are addressing the conversion problems in hardware with a set of standards. The KLV protocol is a "data interchange protocol for data items" where the key identifies the data, the length specifies the length of the data, and the value is the data itself. The KLV protocol provides a common interchange for all compliant applications irrespective of the method of implementation or transport. The KLV assures a regulated encoding to various compression standards. It is also used as a subset inside MXF. The Key is based on the SMPTE Universal Label, Length is specified according to ISO standards (and automatically generated) and Value is taken from the Metadata Dictionary see also figure 3).
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Fig. 3. The Key Length Value Protocol is a special layer within the systems that supports a regulated encoding to various compression standards. Source: de Jong [1]



b. Standards for descriptive metadata:



b.1. Dublin Core [9] Since 1994 many international experts from libraries, archives, museums and IT developed a universal set of descriptors that provide easy access to various types of data and structure these data in a standardised format. The initiative aims at developing interoperable online metadata standards. The Dublin Core consists of a set of 15 elements - each repeatable, none required - as a basic scheme for international exchange of metadata. The standard is loosely defined and does not include a syntax. The sets can be categorised as: ß



Content



ß



Intellectual property



ß



Version



The Dublin Core standard fields are: 1. Title 2. Creator 3. Subject 4. Description 5. Publisher 6. Contributor 7. Date 8. Type 9. Format 10. Identifier © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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11. Source 12. Language 13. Relation 14. Coverage 15. Rights Since there is often a demand to include further complex information into the various categories, ‘qualifiers’ may be added which detail the information. Because of its lightweight, extensibility and openness, Dublin Core has become the internationally most accepted standard so far. b.2. FIAT/IFTA [10] The FIAT/IFTA Documentation Commission defined the Minimum Data List (MDL) all the way back at 1981 as an analogue standard for cataloguing video and film documents. It consists of twenty two fields, arranged in three groups: ß



Identification



ß



Technical data



ß



Rights



The FIAT/IFTA Minimum Data List consists of: Identification Area: Title Subtitle Other titles Date of transmission Date of shooting Producer Production number Archive number Technical Area: Content Keyword Place of shooting Running Time Language Medium Format and standard Sound recorded © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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Color and/or black and white Legal Areas: Origin Contracts Copyright Producer Other names The advantage of using the Minimum Data List is that more than Dublin Core it focuses on the characteristics of AV material. The disadvantage is that it does not yet exist in a machine readable format. b.3. Geneva Scheme The MXF effort has led to the development of a default extension to the common AAF metadata model, which adds comprehensive editorial Descriptive Metadata(DM).This default extension is known as Geneva Scheme. b.4. SMEF (Standard Media Exchange Framework): BBC has build this media asset management data model for internal purposes and uses it as own standard. Its attributes and its data model are based on a fully digitised operation. The SMEF Data Model consists of a set of metadata dictionaries for the information required in production, distribution and management of media assets.



c. Identification Standards



c.1. UMID (Unique Material Identifier) All information belonging to an essence which is stored in different file types, in different locations, which may be wrapped, unwrapped or embedded, needs to be traced at any moment between creation and archiving. Therefore, one of the most important classes of metadata are the identifiers and locators which label digital objects. Just like the identification standard for books, the ISBN (International Standard Book Number), the SMPTE developed a Unique Material Identifier (UMID) for programme materials and included it in their Metadata Dictionary. The UMID (512 bits) builds the connection between essence and metadata. It is created by two key aspects of each material: ß



Basic UMID: made of SMPTE Universal Label, length byte and an instance number and material number.
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ß



Extended UMID: made of the basic UMID plus signature metadata (time, date, spatial coordinates, country, organisation and creator).



Only recently the UMID has become a standard (SMPTE 330). c.2. ISAN (International Standard Audiovisual Number) ISAN is allocated for the unique identification of an audiovisual work in accordance with ISO 15706. ISAN is a 64 bit identifier. c.3. V-ISAN (Versioned – ISAN) A V-ISAN identifies a specific version of an audio-visual work as the unique compound of its component elements (e.g. artistic content, language, editing, technical format, etc.) throughout its entire life and independent of any physical form in which that version is distributed. Simplifying greatly, we can say that the V-ISAN is an identifier which is targeted at finished products or works, very well suited to the film production industry, while the UMID has been developed to identify works from the moment of their creation, for example by entering it directly at the TV camera. V-ISAN is a 96 bit identifier compared to 512 bits of UMID
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B. SOME PROJECTS ON METADATA FOR FILM-ORIGINATED DIGITAL IMAGES a. EU-funded projects: a.1. ECHO: European Chronicles on-Line [11] The main objectives of the ECHO project were to: ß



provide a Web-based access to collections of historical documentary audiovisual resources of great international value;



ß



develop a long term reusable software infrastructure to support digital films archives;



ß



develop an architecture able to support service extensibility and interoperability.



The project integrated existing technologies, such as the Informedia Technology (developed by Carnegie Mellon University) and the Media-Archive technology (developed by Tecmath) Distinct features of this project are: ß



semi-automatic metadata extraction and acquisition from digital film information



ß



non-English speech recognisers (Italian, French, Dutch) for the purpose of indexing, searching and retrieval



ß



cross-language retrieval capabilities



ß



intelligent access to digital films



ß



automatic film summary creation



ß



collection mechanisms



ß



privacy and billing mechanisms.



Three prototypes define the work stages of ECHO: 1.



The first prototype supposedly produced a system which, based on the Informedia Archive Technology, added four speech recognition engines.



2.



The second prototype added a metadata editor to the system, which allows indexing of the film collections according to a common metadata model. This prototype supports the interoperability of the four collections and content based search and retrieval.



3.



The third prototype will add the collection, film summary, authentication, privacy and charging functionalities to the second prototype in order to provide the system’s full capabilities.



Then, a metadata model for film information was defined and a metadata editor was developed: The Metadata Model for Film Information: The ECHO Metadata Model developed a Dublin Core-based film description which is compatible with the DDL requirements listed in the MPEG-7 requirements document. This description allows © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003 236.



the definition of multi-layered hierarchical (sequence, scene, shot, frame) scenes to describe the logical structure of film information. In order to guarantee interoperability between the various collections, the Dublin Core based description is encoded within the Resource Description Framework (RDF) which is based on XML. The Metadata Editor: According to the metadata model, local metadata which is extracted manually and elements extracted automatically by the system during the indexation/segmentation of the film material are integrated in this scheme. The project ends in March 2003. a.2. PRIMAVERA [12]: Personalised Retrieval and Indexing of Media Assets in Virtual Environments for Real-time Access PRIMAVERA: developed a tool which allows the search for similar images of an essence within seconds and builds them into groups. a.3. AMICITIA [13]: Asset Management Integration of Cultural heritage In The Interchange between Archives AMICITIA aimed at building the base for a continued and viable digital preservation of and access to television and video content through the construction of various vital components enabling a digital archiving system to serve all required roles in ingest, management, access and distribution of audiovisual material. A special focus was placed on enabling remote, multilingual access to archive content stored in a distributed environment. AMICITIA is doing its implementation work based on an existing digital media asset management system, the Media Archive by TECMATH. a.4 COLLATE [14]: Collaboratory for Annotation, Indexing and Retrieval of Digitised Historical Archive Material. The projects objective was to implement a WWW-based collaborative work environment for archives, researchers and end-users concerned with digitised cultural material. The repository focused on historic film documentation, including censorship files, photos and film fragments. It aimed at the development and practical usage of a content-centric, user-driven information system for the management of surrogates of fragile historic multimedia objects. As a distributed Webbased multimedia repository. COLLATE is supposed to function as a "collaboratory" supporting © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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distributed user groups by dedicated knowledge management facilities like content-based access, comparison and in-depth indexing/annotation of digitised sources. a.5. METAVISION [15]: aimed to create a production chain to demonstrate that a completely electronic, high resolution capture, editing, storage, distribution and asset tracking system can now be devised and built. Propagation of metadata (conforming to standards currently under development) through the system will ensure that each archived version will contain a history of the processing used since its creation.



b. Non-EU projects Important activities around the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) and the American Society of Motion Pictures and Television Engineers (SMPTE) are aimed at solving the problems caused by too many incompatible formats, proprietary standards, and protocols for AV material. The taskforce focuses on the conditions for network layer interoperability. b.1. SMPTE [16] has produced a Metadata Dictionary which serves as a reference book of ‘audiovisual descriptors’ for the entire production chain, from pre-production all the way down to distribution and archiving. The Metadata Dictionary distinguishes ten different classes of metadata (having a capacity for a total of about 255): Identifiers and Locaters: general and local registration numbers 1.



Administration: such as access conditions or copyrights



2.



Interpretive: such as descriptions, genre, keywords etc.



3.



Parametric: necessary information to configure or compile digital components



4.



Process: such as editing and composition metadata



5.



Relational: such as types of essence or types of metadata



6.



Spatio-temporal information: such as date of creation, date of event etc.



7.



Organisationally registered for Public Use



8.



Organisationally registered as Private Use



9.



Experimental: such as metadata for private use of materials.



EBU [17] especially aims at developing protocols that manage the exchange of digital multimedia between EU-members. They also developed unique identifiers (see also section B.d.1) which
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connect the divers types of metadata in data files or in streams. Their two most important projects are: b.2. P/META (Metadata Exchange Standards): The European Broadcasting Union Projectgroup P/META is aiming at developing common media exchange formats for broadcasters, publishers and archives and will incorporate the work of SMPTE, MPEG-7 and SMEF. This forum for broadcasters, producers and manufacturers discusses the conditions for the exchange of digital information to come up with a standardisation of a minimal exchange format. b.3. P/FTA (Future Television Archives): covers virtually all technical, content and management aspects of migration from analogue to digital surroundings. Some of their goal were to propose an EBU Recommendation for recording formats to be used for the transfer of existing archived material to future archival systems and to also propose user requirements for archival on mass data storage devices. In collaborate with EBU Project Group P/META and manufacturers, P/FTA aimed at developing a minimum set of metadata for content stored on different media and practical means to associate this metadata set with the content. b.4. FESAD NEU, the internal project of the German ARD and ZDF: SWR shows especially the system’s technological perspective, BR the digital all-over concept, ARD the smaller approach for documentaries. b.5. iMMix Pilot system (by the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision): Since mid 2001, the Dutch Digital Platform has concentrated on the establishment of a Central Facility where material that is to be broadcast or has already been broadcast can be stored digitally, complete with metadata. The information systems of Sound and Vision must be able to connect with this to enable the import of essence and metadata. However, most of the operating information systems won’t fullfill the future needs, since most of them cannot integrate with other systems, cannot manage digitised content or are simply outdated. Sound and Vision works for a future in which metadata, low resolution browsing, and high resolution digital material can be offered and exchanged.The institute defines three targets: ß



the digitising of the production, transmission, and archiving process
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ß



the introduction of a Media Asset Management system



ß



the creation of the infrastructure required for new media.



iMMix system is directed at the creation of an infrastructure for the digital storage and distribution of metadata and essence. It has the following most important objectives: ß



the creation of a digital archive system, consisting of a metadata database,



ß



a content management system, a storage facility, an ingestion client, and various front ends for the purposes of on-line publication.



ß



channel recording in browsing quality (MPEG 1) provided with key frames, offering conversion of the MPEG 1 assets to the Internet formats wanted by customers.



ß



extension of the on-line services to the broadcast professional (delivery of content, billing and account, EDL’s)



The Metadata model makes it possible to describe all data relating to audio-visual materials and its contexts. Basic principles ß



all data should have to be created only once



ß



data that is input at higher description levels must be able to flow automatically to lower description levels.



ß



users should not get more or less data on their screen than they have requested.



ß



all defined (groups of) metadata and essence must be uniquely identifiable.



ß



it must be possible to extend the model with data on other collections, media types, forms of distribution, working procedures and exchange requirements.



iMMix must therefore provide facilities for the structured import and export of metadata and essence between iMMix and the outside world. That leads to the use of standards such as Dublin Core, SMPTE, P/Meta for form and content of metadata, the IFLA-FRBR model for structuring descriptive metadata and the exchange formats P/Meta and XML, which are already used within Sound and Vision’s proprietary metadata. The MXF file format is considered to offer specific advantages as to the delivery of separate content-elements to the professional end-user. This project will try out a basic system (the Pilot system) that can store, manage, and index 200 hours of video material. The pilot is currently being built by Sony, as system integrator, CMG (metadatabase) and Blue Order (videoindexing) and will be operational at the beginning of 2003. The project is to be finished by May 2003.
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c. Standardisation c.1. MPEG-7 (Moving Pictures Expert Group) [18]: Moving Picture Experts Group is a working group of ISO/IEC in charge of the development of standards for coded representation of digital audio and video. Established in 1988, the group has produced MPEG-1 the standard on which such products as Video CD and MP3 are based, MPEG2, the standard on which such products as Digital Television set top boxes and DVD are based, MPEG-4, the standard for coding multimedia objects and applicable to the fixed and mobile web and MPEG-7, the standard for description of audio and visual content. Work on the new standard MPEG-21"Multimedia Framework" was started in June 2000. MPEG aims to develop a standard solution for multimedia on the Internet as well as for audiovisual data in professional production called the ‘Multimedia Content Description Interface’. The initiative was started by ISO (International Standard Organisation) in 1996. MPEG-7 is aiming at solutions for the entire audiovisual content and intends to make audiovisual material "as searchable as text is today". The goal of the MPEG-7 standard is to allow interoperable searching, indexing, filtering and access of audio-visual (AV) content by enabling interoperability among devices and applications that deal with AV content description. MPEG-7 describes specific features of AV content as well as information related to AV content management. The standard will ß



facilitate retrieval from different kinds of video and audio databases



ß



aim to standardise coding mechanisms that may be used to automatically extract audiovisual characteristics



ß



generate technical interfaces (API’s) for providing access to semantic descriptions that can then also be manipulated.



ß



develop a standard set of descriptors. The descriptors may also standardise access procedures to other types of descriptors and schemes.



MPEG-7 is expected to be an open solution, which will provide distinct layers: ß



a language to define new descriptions schemes and refine existing ones, the DDL, based on the XML Schema Language.



ß



a set of standard Descriptors and Descriptions Schemes (DS) which provide a standardised way of describing in XML the important concepts related to AV content description and content management in order to facilitate searching, indexing, filtering, and access.



With these characteristics MPEG-7 will support the interoperability between archives (DS and DDL), image analysis, teletext information, speech recognition and sound analysis in the process © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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of automatic indexing of film material during digitisation. MPEG-7 will allow the capturing of production data received e.g. from video cameras and sound recording systems. Camera Motion: The camera motion descriptor supports the following well-known basic camera operations (see figure 4 below): fixed, panning (horizontal rotation), tracking (horizontal transverse movement, also called travelling in the film industry), tilting (vertical rotation), booming (vertical transverse movement), zooming (change of the focal length), dollying (translation along the optical axis), and rolling (rotation around the optical axis). This MPEG-7 descriptor characterizes 3-D camera motion parameters. It is based on 3-D camera motion parameter information, which can be automatically extracted or generated by capture devices. A



B



Figure 4. (A) Camera track, boom, and dolly motion modes, (B) Camera pan, tilt and roll motion modes. Source: http://mpeg.telecomitalialab.com/standards/mpeg-7/mpeg-7.htm Figure 5 below explains a possible MPEG-7 chain in practice. From the multimedia content an audiovisual description is obtained via manual or semi-automatic extraction. The AV description may be stored (as depicted in the figure) or streamed directly. If we consider a pull scenario, client applications will submit queries to the description repository and will receive a set of descriptions matching the query for browsing (just for inspecting the description, for manipulating it, for retrieving the described content, etc.). In a push scenario, a filter will select descriptions from the available ones and perform the programmed actions afterwards (e.g., switching a broadcast channel or recording the described stream). In both scenarios, all the modules may handle descriptions coded in MPEG-7 formats (either textual or binary), but only at the indicated conformance points it is required to be MPEG-7 conformant (as they show the interfaces between an application acting as information server and information consumer). © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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Fig. 5. Abstract representation of possible applications using MPEG-7 defined in the Systems part. Source: http://mpeg.telecomitalialab.com/standards/mpeg-7/mpeg-7.htm c.2. Dublin Core: see section B.3.1 c.3 Geneva Scheme: see section B.3.3 c.4 SMEF: see section B.3.4 c.5 P/META: see section C.b.2
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D. CATALOGUING AND INDEXING: description of systems currently in use Available industrial products: a. Media Archive by Tecmath company Blue Order [19] Co-funded by the German federal government and the European Union in 1986, Tecmath commenced a large-scale research and development project for digital TV archiving in 1991, from which the content management division emerged. Ever since the company installed several largescale Media Asset Management solutions throughout Europe, including ZDF, NRK, NBC, YLE, ORF, SWR, SAT.1 and ProSieben. These solutions are based upon Media Archive, Blue Order’s Media Management platform called Media Workbench which is a web based Media Asset Management system for workgroup level applications. It manages, processes and presents metadata and essence. It can also serve as the basis for online media sales. Media Workbench is format independent and can handle most common media and document types. The system holds selected assets, as video, audio and stills in electronic form and makes them accessible. Media Workbench offers a range of interfaces for the import of new media files and the annotation of imported and archived media files. Media workbench offers functions for ß



Import



ß



Cataloguing



ß



Retrieval



ß



Browse



ß



Rough Cut



a.1. Automatic generating of key frames through video analysis: The system analyses a video’s alternating sequences as transitions and shots, beginning and ending with a transition. The service examines a piece of video, detects the transitions (cuts and edits), and reconstructs an edit decision list. It also gathers information about the movements of a camera and can break it down into zooms, pans and tilts. Shots with a similar image are grouped into so–called scene clusters. The video analysis simply compares histograms, e.g. the colour histogram for each frame of the video. The histograms of two subsequent frames are compared and when they are too different to each other, a transition or a cut must have happened:
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Video



Keyframe s Fig. 6. Key frames are automatically extracted from a video stream. Each time such a significant change occurs a key frame is extracted, which builds up a set of key frames that, like in a storyboard, offer a representative coverage of the video’s image content with a minimum number of frames. Each key frame references a certain presentation time code in the video stream. Therefore, by clicking on a specific frame, the video can be started at the exact spot, thus allowing a quick viewing and selecting of relevant material. The system detects transitions such as cut, fade-in, fade-out, cross-fade and changes in the camera work such as pan, zoom and tilt. All these information can be automatically added to the metadata of a video. The user interface in Figure 7 below shows the generated key frames to the right and related metadata on the left hand side of the computer screen:



Fig. 7. Screenshot of the user interface granting professional access. Source: Tecmath The recent problem with working with key frames is the enormous storage space they use.
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a.2. The Stratified Annotation Model: Metadata can be related to the essence by defining a number of segment related data fields, called strata. By this, the authorized archivist is able to enter detailed, segment related descriptive data. Each video clip may be divided in several segments which can be annotated freely. These annotations appear underneath the key frames in the storyboard layout as several layers of lines. An immediately visible relation between essence and metadata, on a frame-to-frame basis, is supposed to ease access to metadata stored in different hierarchical levels. But in practical experience it still seems to be a model too difficult to work with, since too much information is shown in too little segments. b. Convera Screening Room [20] This tool has been created for managing video content in a newsroom environment, where it is all about speed when it comes to finding the right image or clip. Screening Room, a fully integrated, modular system, gives today’s video producers a fast system to browse, search and preview all of their video source material (either analogue or digital) directly from their desktop PCs. Video producers can ß



search vast tape archives for supplemental footage;



ß



automatically capture video;



ß



browse storyboards;



ß



catalogue content using annotations, closed captioned text, voice sound tracks, and metadata extracted from the source material;



ß



search for precise video clips using text and image clues;



ß



create rough cuts and edit decision lists (EDLs) for further production;



ß



and publish those video assets to the Web in streaming formats such as MPEG-1 and MPEG-2.



Since all metadata is tied back to the original video via time codes, it is possible to use natural language search at the asset, clip or frame level to find precise segments without having to view the entire content. Using industry standard XML enables an enterprise-wide access to retrieve and preview archived video assets from any computer using a standard Web browser. Screening Room enables web sites to let visitors find and play back the video content they want to see. TV5, a French public service TV station which produces its own news journals, uses the Convera Screening Room, to index news photos. The images are indexed on the fly in MPEG2, then © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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downgraded to MPEG1 (a low-resolution format, for researching and “de-rushing” of the sequences) and stored on an archive server. c. Virage [21] VS ProductionTM is an integrated software solution that streamlines the video production and archiving workflow from content acquisition to distribution. It creates multiple high- and lowresolution video formats such as MPEG-2, MPEG-1 and streaming formats. In parallel, a time synchronised, structured video index is automatically created for precise access to any point in the content. VS Production automatically analyses the video signal to extract information such as a key frame storyboard, spoken words and names of recognized speakers and faces. It can also extract information from external time coded sources, such as scripts, statistical feeds or run downs. Finally, manual annotations, such as in- and outpoints, titles and descriptions can also be added to further enrich the index. Users can search, browse and preview low-resolution content, can assemble the desired content, adjust the play out order, trim in- and outpoints, create new clips, edit metadata and review the assembled piece from their desktop workstation.
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E. FUTURE SCENARIOS AND NEEDS OF RESEARCH



Possible / probable scenarios for a near future Instead of essence and metadata being stored separately, digitised databases will store them together. Software programmes will be able to automatically interoperate between different databases. An important issue will be the level and extend of automatism in the production of metadata. Already some software offer automatic content based indexing like for example: ß



Close captioning for text



ß



Text recognition



ß



Face recognition (e.g. of politicians in a news report)



1. Searching for standards In general, many broadcasters are still quite sceptic regarding standards, because many times they too strongly reflect the interests of the companies or institutions involved in setting them up. Manufacturers like Avid, Sony, Quantel try to establish a monopole, even though a tendency towards more transparency is forced upon them. A common position is to rather take a conservative approach in order to simplify the process and to ensure that today’s metadata is still readable in a few decades. Therefore, standards like Dublin Core and Geneva Scheme have a great chance to become the standard with worldwide acceptance. The transition of all metadata files into XML will bring great benefits regarding exchange and implementation of files. At that point, even small archives might decide to finally move towards digitisation also of their restoration reports which is still not self-evident. Data that is currently stored in the form of Excel sheets on a restorer’s individual PC, could very soon be a standardised set of metadata within a transparent network system. 2. Searching for tools For some organisations the search for appropriate tools can start at the same time as deciding which system to use for indexing their material, and if a bar code system, for example, would be the right choice. In principle, interfaces should be as open, flexible and transparent as possible. They need to support interaction between pre-programmed modules from the industry and in-house solutions of the user (like archives and broadcasters) for best interoperability of different systems. A close coordination with standards like MPEG is definitely necessary. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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It is one objective of the broadcasters to create additional value for the user. Information represents such value. In the near future, a mouse click on the image of an actor in a streamed video will cause a separate window to open, which offers e.g. details about his filmography, biography and new projects. This type of interactivity is possible when each information in the database of a broadcaster is connected to links in the internet, leading the user deeper and deeper into research structures. 3. Documentation (Internal use) INA, for instance, aims at a solution were data concerned with defects in the original film footage are automatically gathered and stored during the digitisation process (e.g. type of deterioration, time codes for location in the document etc.). For INA it is highly desirable to get support through automatic recordings of different steps in a restoration process and to keep track of all corrections made during this procedure. This information should be stored in the common database along with descriptions of the content and in a dedicated format to be standardised. This would allow easier access to this data for later processing, an exchange of experience between archives or for reasons of publication of reports. The focus of the broadcasters is directed to the fast reuse of archived content in new contexts. Therefore, a precise and detailed documentation of the specific characteristics of an essence is becoming increasingly important and increasingly complex. The automatic generating of metadata is already a very attractive option. The question of how automatically generated metadata can become more precise and reliable will decide about the efficiency and speed of the retrieval processes. Multilingual speech recognition systems, an automatic identification of a location through a GPS system (attached to the camera), face recognition tools to identify actors and politicians for example, are already in use. But these technologies need further improvement and refinement to provide the actually needed support. Absolutely important is the verification of the copyrights. Since one report can have dozens of different rights situations, a precise analysis, broken all the way down to the time code on the material, could be of great help. 4. Access (External use) Broadcasters might favour the idea that everybody will be able to access everything at any time and from any location. The preconditions for that vision are, full digitisation, common standards and multilingual thesauri. For archives and film collections the question of external access has more to do with the quality of the distributed material (resolution) and the right amount of additional information available to different user groups. Therefore, access is rather restricted. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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5. Distribution / Valorisation of the collections On one hand it is the cultural and artistic value of a material, on the other, the evaluation of the same material through its re-usability, which defines the value of an asset. In order to create new distribution channels, which attract different costumers, their use has to be consumer friendly, open and simple. It is the ORF’s objective to establish itself as a full service provider offering additional consumer benefits like pre-packaged additional information to broadcasted programmes, educational and research platforms. In search for new business activities, the TV channel is already involved in several online distribution platforms. The ORF wants to make the common knowledge about the stored material accessible like a cinematheque and thinks about new online platforms like educational channels with ministries. Models for new revenue streams are being discussed also within rather traditional archives. The publication of rare films with additional information also about the restoration process (e.g. Metropolis, Vampire) in form of DVDs can become a new business oriented activity. This way, precious material could be made available to either specialised audiences or for research. A possible distribution through streaming via satellite can open the rare opportunity for interested audiences or universities and film schools, to watch and study locally preserved and archived film material worldwide. 6. Film Restoration. For non-profit film archives restoring and preserving film is the key issue. The tendency to move away from analogue towards digital restoration, is already visible. The EU-funded project PRESTO developed a machine which replaces the splices of original footage and helps to reduce the time, this long and painstaking process would normally take. Equally to the history of a film material and its content, each step in a restoration should be automatically recorded in sets of metadata. Right now, a parallel development of analogue and digital systems can be observed.
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F. REQUIREMENTS AND NEEDS OF USERS a. Definition of end users a.1 Non-Profit Film Archives Non-profit film archives have the obligation to collect, preserve, restore and make film heritage accessible to the public. Often these institutions are national institutions, which receive funding directly from the government (typically the Ministry of Culture) or are foundation type institutions, which rely on annual endowments and fund raising donations. The collections are predominantly on 35mm or 16mm film stock and range in age from the very first film materials produced at the end of the 19th Century to modern film stocks. a.2 For Profit Film Collections The British Pathé is a good example of a commercial film collection, offering various services to different user groups (see also section A.d.d.2). It is the objective of such institutions to reach as many potential customers as possible and to offer each interested party the right content with a minimum of effort and in a minimum of time. It is their core interest to develop new business models in order to create revenue streams. a.3.TV Archives Different from classic types of archives, which are usually seen as something like a final storage, TV archives are producing archives. Since the work of a broadcaster is all about generating new content, fast and efficient, the core interest of a TV archive is to quickly access and reuse archived material. Two types of producing archives can be distinguished: ß



provider of full programs (e.g. ORF)



ß



news broadcaster (e.g. CNN)



A provider of full programmes stores content for long periods of time, a news broadcaster only few days (2 days - 1 week). a.4. Service Providers Typical service providers are producers of commercials, advertisement and news agencies and numerous parties in the B-B sector looking for footage.
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Content Providers in the Internet, many times they are also operating satellites and internet platforms or cooperating with partners doing so, represent a fast growing group of potential users. a.5. Final users Universities, film schools, educational centres and research laboratories could be described as final users as well as the ordinary consumer who is interested in film. b. Definition of the different areas and applications each of these end users are interested/active in. b.1. Documentation (Internal use) A comprehensive documentation is the most important precondition for access, retrieval and distribution of archived material and, therefore, is in the interest of all defined user groups. Also an ordinary consumer will benefit from complete documentations when they include interesting information which is made available, information the consumer might even be willing to pay for. b.2. Access (External use) Non-profit film archives still permit access to external user groups in a lesser degree than profitdriven archives. But in the future they might wish to benefit from networks which also operate onand offline for an easier and faster exchange of information, experience and data related to the restoring processes they perform. Access to essence and metadata could be still limited to professional partners by various instruments. For-profit film archives basically depend on systems which can handle external access intelligently by distinguishing the need of different user groups and answering precisely to their queries and requests. Their survival and growth will depend on the value of services they can provide to the customers, the sufficiency of their content management system and on the pure quantity of clients. TV Archives exchange content especially on a bilateral level (between broadcasters), routinely and on a daily basis. Additional services are offered to consumers: copies of the missed TV-show in form of a VHS cassette or a copy of a programme which is of special interest can be send to the customer. Today external access to metadata is granted only between the broadcasters. The further development of external access to the archive’s assets is highly important because this segment shows enormous potential for new business models. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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Service Provider will welcome every improvement which enhances access for their partners and customers. The faster the desired information or the requested content is found the sooner the costumer (companies, consumers) will come back. Final users like universities and film schools are highly interested in getting access to film archives’ and collections’ materials. New business models can be created also in the B-B sector. The ordinary consumer definitely is interested in accessing special interest information fast and easy, in fair quality, free of charge or reasonably priced. b.3. Distribution / Valorisation of the collections Non- and for-profit archives obviously will have to distribute their content to a higher degree. Also for them the development of new business models is possible: the publishing of rare film collections on DVD, putting special-interest information on the mobile or a PDF, streaming films to locations alternative to movie theatres via satellite, could become potential new services to be offered. If the material stored is an asset than this asset has to be evaluated. TV archives have to take into account that newly produced material costs a many times more than archived material, if it can be reproduced at all. In order to operate effectively and efficiently content distribution at an economy of scale will be absolutely necessary (media convergence). All possibilities to cash in on the archived assets will have to be exploited. Service provider basically build their business model on various forms of distribution of content. They also are a driving force behind the creation of new business models, the demand for interoperability between different media asset management systems and the development of standards as guarantees for an international exploitation of audiovisual material. Final users like universities and film schools would greatly benefit from a higher degree of distribution of rare films and related information. In reality the so called “ordinary consumer” represents different target groups with highly specialised interests. Serving these interests could lead to finally open new distribution channels to reach this audience and to create a market besides an entertainment industry serving the demands of the masses.
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b.4. Film Restoration Non- and for-profit archives have the greatest immanent interest. TV archives attach great value to preserving rare and precious film material of own and external production. Service provider are only interested if they are involved in film restoration. Final users like universities or film schools are highly interested in the field of film restoration. In many cases they offer seminars and workshops about the restoration of old film footage. The ordinary consumer is probably interested only if it comes to famous restoration case like “Metropolis”. b.5. Access to the collections - for commercial purposes Non-profit archives’ objective to preserve the cultural heritage and social values for future generations does not oppose to finally open their collections and also start to exploit them commercially. For-profit archives also need to develop further business models for creating bigger revenue streams. TV archives, at least some of them, are in the process of creating new business models like portals on an educational level (e.g. school portals). But these activities are in the development stage and still seen just as a nice add on. Service provider have an immanent interest in accessing collection for commercial purposes. Final users like universities and film schools are probably as willing to pay for viewing and studying of rare films as ordinary, special interested consumers are. The USP lies in programmes or information which can’t be found anywhere else. Of course, the price should not be too high as long as similar content can’t be accessed for free. - for cultural/entertainment purposes All parties will be deeply interested in accessing collections for cultural and entertainment reasons. Especially the ordinary user develops a growing demand for scalable entertainment formats on nearly all multimedia devices. Since this is one of the fastest growing markets, all defined end users should assure that they will gain a fair market share.
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c. Definition of Needs and Requirements and of Recommendations The various players in the audiovisual sector share several perspectives. The main focus lies on: ß



Interoperability between media formats and systems with automatic exchange of metadata.



ß



Standardisation of data structures and data models.



ß



The development of unique identifiers to link the stored audiovisual essence with the related documentation (metadata) through the process of creation, delivery, use and reuse.



ß



The semi automatic and full automatic creation of embedded (wrapped) metadata within the content streams and files.



ß



Automated (semantic) indexing of important sequences or parts in video, sound recording or stills.



ß



Standards for automated indexing to be able to use image analysis, teletext information, speech recognition and sound analysis.



ß



The migration of the embedded metadata into unwrapped metadata, stored in databases, that can be managed and controlled over networks.



ß



Versionmanagement: the incorporation of different versions of the same document in different stages of the production process, as well as descriptions that cover different copies of the same document



ß



The development of methods for extraction, searching, evaluation and validation to assist content queries.



ß



Multilingual searching.
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WORKGROUP 5 FIRST PROJECT WORK PACKAGE 7 Strategies for distribution and access of digitised archive material with specific focus on online management and delivery



Deliverable 7.1 First Report on the State of the Art ; User Needs; Research Recommendations
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INTRODUCTION This document makes a technical assessment of “Strategies for distribution and access of digitised archive material, specifically focusing on online management and delivery”. The chapter “General Overview” outlines major topics in respect to underlying technical network infrastructures. The following chapter then individually addresses various technologies (Delivery Solutions). A brief presentation follows of: ß



several practical implementations of online archives



ß



a number of EU projects relating to access and delivery of archived content.



To conclude, questions are raised regarding the possibility of developing markets in this field. General Overview In the audiovisual world, the use of digital technology was for a long time limited to specific professional applications such as special effects. The advantages of digital information technologies were introduced gradually into storage, transmission, and processing applications, first for text, then for still images, and followed by sound. The film industry, however, had to wait for the appearance of compression techniques because of the enormous amount of data handled by video applications, Compression made digital audiovisual content technically and financially suited to most uses. Then, television converged with multimedia and computer technologies, leading to major progress in the fields of storage, transmission, and signal processing, which has impacted the entire world of audiovisual archives, as well as film archives. Within the framework of this report, we will look at this technological evolution from the perspectives of diffusion, delivery, and distribution of digitised film content. Generally speaking, switching an archive to digital takes three steps: -



Digitisation



-



Data storage



-



Making the archived material available for access and delivery in various ways, depending on user needs



The owner of an archive is confronted with a number of challenges. ß



How to manage this digital content;



ß



How to manage rights and ownership issues;
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ß



How to enable users to find the appropriate content;



ß



How to deliver the appropriate content;



ß



How to set up an e-commerce framework;



In addition, we must bear in mind that the number of users is growing exponentially. Indeed, new media promise easier access to a much wider public. At the consumption level, devices are becoming more ‘intelligent’, and more frequently connected to a network. We expect digital projection to be implemented in theatres, while users will be equipped with: ß



Digital set-top boxes connected to TV sets, moving towards High Definition Television (HDTV);



ß



personal video recorders using a hard disk;



ß



DVD players and recorders;



ß



powerful personal computers with multimedia gear;



ß



new mobile phone functions;



ß



personal digital assistants (PDA), etc.



ß



…



In addition, new types of telecommunication networks will be built, and interactivity will be introduced into all kinds of services. Compression of the original digitised content plays a major role in the possibility of diffusing and delivering that content over a wide range of media. What does compression mean and how does it effect content and delivery of content? Compression can reduce the volume of a “video” signal by a factor of 4000 or more. However, the compression process is in most cases destructive and irreversible. Compression formats can be classified in three groups, in decreasing order of quality: The first group contains formats that do not use inter-frame compression; this means that each individual frame is processed independently from preceding and successive frames. The most popular formats are Digital Betacam, M-JPEG and DV. These formats offer high quality and are suited for post-production and special effects. The second group contains the MPEG standard family. Bit rates used for this standard typically vary from 1Mbps to 15Mbps, though even 40 to 50Mbps are possible. Compression takes place at three levels: still images, reduction of image definition, and differential encoding of the images (the same frames are processed as reference images, while the other images are derived). © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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MPEG-1 is often used for viewing purposes on PCs. MPEG-2 is mostly used for television contribution and distribution. The MPEG standards offer a high quality per bit ratio. The European DVB system (Digital Video Broadcasting), based on the MPEG-2 compression standard, is suited for transmission over most high-speed telecommunication infrastructures based on ATM, IP, … technologies. Finally, this category also includes the MPEG-4 format, which is currently undergoing standardisation. While initially designed as a format suited to Internet bit rates, it also seems suitable for production bit rates and constraints, thus providing a unified solution. At the beginning of the 1990s, video made its appearance in the desktop computer domain. At that time, it became possible to view video at several frames per second on a personal computer with Apple QuickTime software, but the picture format was very limited. Increasing computing power and multimedia development, initially offline and subsequently on the Internet, has now made an acceptable viewing experience possible. RealNetworks RealVideo, Apple QuickTime, and Microsoft Windows Media dominate the market today. Two modes of access are being deployed: ‘download and play mode’ (where the downloading speed is independent of the video frame sequences) and streaming mode, which allows real time viewing from a video stream on a network (typically the Internet). The technologies used are: still-frame compression, definition reduction, and variable bit rate differential encoding. The arrival of MPEG-4 - a non-proprietary format with comparable quality and features - will probably alter the present market situation drastically. Which storage media should be taken into consideration in relation to content distribution needs? Selection criteria for a storage system include price, life expectancy, sturdiness, performance, and - last but not least - access modes. Three access modes are generally considered: ß



Online: content is available permanently; it should be able to support several parallel sessions;



ß



Near-online: transition time takes up to a few minutes; suitable for most applications;



ß



Offline access: requiring human (or automatic) intervention to load the media into the system.
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The market currently offers two families: magnetic media and optical media. To simplify things, we can say that there are two main types of magnetic media: hard disk drives and magnetic tapes (e.g.: DLT, DTF,…). Hard disks offer speed and flexibility, several servers can share a bank of disks, and data exchange rates over the interconnecting network are very high (e.g. Storage Area Network with Fibre Channel). Magnetic tapes are less expensive but more fragile and have a limited life expectancy. It is important to mention that data storage systems are generally proprietary and thus require specific software to read the content from the medium. Optical media: The CD and DVD are the most popular representatives, and the DVD is obviously taking over the market due to its higher storage capacity. Other advantages are: •



It is available in a WORM version (Write Once Read Many);



•



It is compatible with consumer electronic products;



•



It is a low cost substrate.



However, the DVD is not suited for high quality formats (limited to +/- 80 minutes video for a DVDWORM). The DVD-Video, which can be played on a computer or on a domestic player linked to a TV set, is not generally suited to archiving due to a complicated manufacturing process and to lossy compression. What types of distribution means are available? Various technical solutions are available for delivery of audiovisual content from a digital archive, and each one has its own functional and financial implications. We can group these solutions as follows: Physical media: tapes or disks, which are physically transported; The Internet; Dedicated high-speed terrestrial networks; Satellite communications Media Betacam SP or Digital Betacam masters are produced for professional (production) applications. CDs and DVDs are used for consumer applications (viewing purposes only). Note that production of such copies often requires dedicated processing. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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The Internet The Internet imposes specific constraints: limited available bandwidth and different bit rates must be supported; immediate availability of the content is required; multiple access to the same file is needed. Hard disk-based configurations are most suited to cope with these requirements and can be supported with a parallel library of optical or magnetic media in the case of very large volumes. For a narrow band (POTS or ISDN) connection, equipped with a 56Kbps modem, a real-time streaming service of +/- 45Kbps is to be maintained, while a broadband connection (via ADSL, cable modem or local radio links) is often fed at +/- 250Kbps. In the download mode, it is possible to offer an MPEG-1 file at 1Mbps. MPEG-1 real-time streaming is commonly employed for real-time applications on Intranets. Dedicated high-speed terrestrial networks In the professional domain, high-speed networks offering bit-rates between 2Mbps and 155Mbps and even up to 2.5Gbs, are becoming affordable and are thus being gradually introduced. This will lead to new communication methods for film and television archives. Though this solution can cope with uncompressed video, transmission of compressed files, generally in MPEG-2 format, occurs commonly. The technologies used are ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode), IP (Internet Protocol), CH (Fibre Channel – for local applications only), etc. Satellite communications A satellite is a perfect ‘point to multipoint’ transmission medium. Using DVB and MPEG-2 standards, very reliable services can be set up for transmission speeds ranging from 1.5Mbps to 50Mbps and higher. A typical application, apart from satellite TV of course, is the broadcast of content towards projection theatres. Another application is the data casting of content in a ‘download and play mode’. Conclusions There is no universal solution that will meet all storage and distribution requirements for film and television catalogue material. It is clear that choices must be made. The following chapter will focus on the technical solutions available for delivery.
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A. DELIVERY SOLUTIONS



A. 1 . Ne t w o r k t e c h n o l o g i e s f o r c o n t e n t d e l i v e r y



ATM, IP, DVB, …. : underlying network technologies The following chapter discusses some technologies that support the transfer of audio/visual content over telecommunication infrastructures. First of all, a distinction must be made between “file streaming” and “file transfer (download)”. File Streaming In the streaming mode, a certain timing relationship to a clock is maintained when content is transferred. This allows immediate (real-time) display of the audiovisual content (synchronous, isochronous transmission). Moreover, the transport system used must comply with certain Quality of Service (QoS) parameters that define the tolerance for bit-rate, delay, jitter/wander, and bit error rate (BER). The network topology applied is ‘point-to-point’ and ‘point-to-multipoint (broadcast)’, usually with a unidirectional data transfer. Different methods with different technical performances are used today to meet the required QoS parameters. The most popular are UDP or RSVP on IP networks, or direct mapping of the file into the transport without any additional flow control protocols (e.g. direct mapping into ATM or Fiber Channel). The crucial prerequisites for “streaming a file” – which means to transfer and directly play out a file - can be summarized as follows: ß



The essence must be arranged in the file body in a direct playable order;



ß



Resynchronisation information is distributed over the file to permit re-lock after interruptions;



ß



The transport system, such as networks or unidirectional links, have to meet certain QoS parameters;



ß



Depending on the network used, the file has to be transferred slightly faster than real-time to compensate for terminal buffer delays, etc.;



ß



Sufficient metadata information should be available to understand the payload to be played.
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File transfer File transfer provides reliable transport of the information with guaranteed delivery, even under adverse conditions. This can be achieved to a limited degree either by Forward Error Correction (FEC) or by flow control protocols (TCP/IP) over bi-directional links that initiate a retransmission of corrupted packets, if necessary. The topologies applied include ‘point-to-point’ and ‘point-to-multipoint’ (reliable) transfer. Time-critical applications, in which a file has to arrive at the destination at a predetermined point in time, must also meet certain QoS parameters concerning bandwidth and bit rate control. The latter is required when many users share the bandwidth on a network, in order to keep individual users from consuming all the available network bandwidth. The transfer time of a file is normally determined by the delay experienced when transiting the network, and particularly by flow-control protocols (e.g. TCP/IP) and by delays found on the source and destination servers (buffer memories, DMA transfers, disk access, etc.). Simple solutions to avoid blocking on the network include the use of protocols that permit an adjustment for maximum bit-rate per user. More sophisticated solutions offer QoS parameters at the network level (ATM, Fiber Channel). In applications requiring faster-than-real-time transfer, the network must provide adequate bandwidth in addition to bandwidth-control.



1. ATM-Based streams ATM-based networks are suitable for most data communication needs. Moreover, these networks can also support real-time streaming of compressed digital audiovisual content over both local and wide area networks. The standards defined for transmission of MPEG-2 transport streams address the following issues: 1.



Service Class Selection



2.



Mechanisms for MPEG-2 Transport Packet encapsulation



3.



Clock synchronization and de-jitter



4.



Error detection and correction



MPEG-2 requires an ATM service-class that is connection-oriented and that supports real-time transfer in CBR (continuous bit rate) mode or VBR-RT (variable bit rate – real-time) mode. The CBR mode is more widely used, thus the MPEG-2 Transport Stream presented to the ATM adaptation must also be CBR. This is achieved by MPEG-2 encoders through use of buffering and through implementation of a rate control mechanism that alters the quantisation level (and hence the bits per frame).
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The AAL (ATM adaptation layer) defines how the MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS) mapping, error handling and synchronization are performed. The ITU-T J.82 standard specifies how either AAL1 (CBR) or AAL5 (VBR) can be used for MPEG-2 streaming applications. Selection of the appropriate AAL is important because it has a significant impact on the quality of service. The mapping of MPEG-2 Transport Streams to ATM cells is specified by the AAL Segmentation and Reassembly function. MPEG-2 uses a 27 MHz system clock to synchronize decoder and encoder operations. Synchronization of the clocks is achieved through use of the MPEG-2 TS program clock references (PCRs). An ideal network maintains a constant delay between each PCR. However, in practice, CDV (Cell Delay Variation) within the ATM cell stream can result in unacceptable PCR jitter at the decoder. It is therefore necessary to implement mechanisms to overcome the jitter. AAL1 supports CBR and as such provides two mechanisms for timing recovery: Synchronous Residual Time Stamp (SRTS) and Adaptive Clock Recovery. Since AAL5 is VBR, Adaptive Clock Recovery is used. It should be noted however that the jitter-removal capability of all ATM devices is designdependent. Error correction and detection mechanisms can significantly improve the quality of the received stream. The AAL1 specification includes an FEC (Forward Error Correction) and byte interleaving mechanism that is capable of recovering up to 4 lost cells in a group of 128 cells. In addition, the cell sequence numbering provided by AAL1 allows errors to be detected on a per-cell basis, thus aiding error concealment. The AAL5 specification contains no mechanism for error correction, so error detection takes place. The benefits of low jitter and standards-based error detection and correction has led DVB to recommend use of ATM with AAL1 for the transport of professional quality video over PDH and SDH networks. AAL1 is therefore recommended for the transport of MPEG-2 TS packets over a wide area.
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2. IP-networks Internet protocol, or IP, is the basis for most communications over the Internet and thus on private IP networks as well. IP-based networks have been used for file transfer since their conception. However, real time (streaming) transfer requires specific measures, particularly for professional applications. IP streaming is not synchronous compared to the video delivery rate. Synchronization of streams over IP therefore requires that timing references be imbedded within the stream. IP streaming requires the support of RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol), which permits real time media transport by including media dependent timestamps that achieve media synchronization by recovering the sending clock. RSVP (Resource reSerVation Protocol) provides network level signalling to obtain QoS guarantees. RSVP is a QoS signalling protocol for application level streams (called flows in the IP community) and is defined by number of RFCs. Session control protocols for streaming include RTSP (Real-Time Sessions Protocol), SDP (Session Description protocol), and SAP (Session Announcement Protocol). Some of the application scenarios for IP streaming are: ß



Intranet, Internet browsing of audiovisual content;



ß



Internet broadcast (lectures, conferences, etc.);



ß



Web based offline editing;



ß



Web based “channels” (IP-TV).



Like IP networks, ATM is a packet-based network technology, but it now routinely carries professional video traffic. An ATM network has several features that make the challenge of transporting professional video much easier than with an IP network, and the interoperability much more likely as well. ATM was originally designed to support traffic with high QoS demands, and to provide a means of assigning priority to streams with high requirements over those with lower requirements. In particular, all ATM switches are capable of specifying the traffic type and bandwidth allocation of each connection passing through them, and of monitoring and policing connections as necessary.
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IP networks do not have the same QoS and standardization levels as ATM networks. In this context there are four primary QoS issues concerning IP. Signaling protocols. Several protocols exist to control the set-up and joining of RTP sessions, and they are currently supported by some Direct to Home application MPEG over IP solutions. These protocols include SAP, SDP and RTSP. The SAP and SDP protocols are generally used primarily for multicast services, while a simple form of RTSP is used for unicast services. Bandwidth reservation. A traditional IP network has no way to reserve bandwidth, so each data packet is processed on a ‘first come, first served’ basis. This is not suitable for services where Quality of Service guarantees are expected, because a lower priority service may run at a higher rate - which is not necessary to its successful operation - while preventing a high priority service from gaining access to the bandwidth it needs. The main existing protocol that can address this issue is RSVP (Resource reSerVation Protocol). Though this protocol has been in existence for a number of years, its availability is still not widespread. Moreover, to use such a protocol it would have to be implemented on the terminal devices used to transmit the video over the IP service, because only those devices are aware of the bandwidth required by the stream. An approach adopted by many IP networks is to provide excess bandwidth at the network core to ensure that congestion does not occur there, and to provide bandwidth policing at the edge of the network to ensure that IP service provider customers do not use more bandwidth than they have paid for. Some modem IP networks allow the customer to request bandwidth on demand by using a Web interface or custom application, which ensures that the total bandwidth requested by all customers does not exceed the available bandwidth. It is up to the individual customers of the IP service provider to find a means for controlling how much bandwidth different services take up on their connection to the IP service provider. Service prioritisation. When multiple services are running across a wide area network, there must be a protocol in place to ensure that services with high QoS requirements are given more priority than services with lower QoS requirements. This not only concerns which packets are sent over lower latency, but it also concerns lower error rate links if multiple links are available, and routing decisions when two packets arrive simultaneously at a network device for transmission. The next major QoS parameter is the network error rate. This is not generally controlled or addressed by Internet standards, except with regard to particular services. Relevant standards are discussed in the standardization section. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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In regard to overriding, the first main issue is that the errors experienced are likely to be packet losses, caused either by link failure or buffer overflows on network devices, rather than errors within packets. Indeed, UDP (and hence RTP) has a checksum mechanism that causes packets with bit errors to be discarded, rather than allowing them to carry their errors on up to the application. For professional video applications, errored packets are probably preferable to lost packets. Though UDP standards specify that the checksum mechanism is optional, it is in fact enabled by default on most standard systems, and it usually cannot be disabled on a ‘service by service’ basis. The RTP preferred error protection system requires that packets are either present, but free of errors, or completely absent; it cannot cope with bit errors that arrive in the received UDP packets. If this becomes the dominant error protection system in Professional Video over IP applications, the ability to disable the UDP checksum will no longer be required, while all systems will indeed be required to use these checksums to discard errored packets. The final network QoS parameter that needs to be considered is latency. For most professional video applications (except two way interviews) constant latency is not a major issue. A QoS issue that can cause major problems is packet delay variation, where the gap between successive packets is not constant. Here again, a general standard does not apply. The issue must be addressed on an application-by-application basis. If an increase in overall latency can be tolerated, then the packet delay variation problem can be handled by using additional buffering on the receive end, provided that the level of packet delay variation to be experienced is known. For IP networks used to transmit Professional Video, some suggested limits on latency and packet loss / error rates have been specified. It is thought that these figures should be used for guidance only, and not as absolute limits on what can be expected or handled. Unlike ATM networks, there are no accepted standards for carrying MPEG2-compressed video across IP networks. The only existing ratified standard, RFC2250 (part of the RTP family, for which the main standard is RFC1889), provides no support for forward error correction on its own. It is therefore not suited to carrying professional video where perceivable errors cannot be tolerated (except possibly at a very low rate). Today, there are ‘video over IP’ solutions available on the market, but few are suitable for Professional Video applications. Most solutions have limitations on the stream bit rates they can carry, which would prevent them being used for Professional Applications that usually require high rates. Many existing solutions use proprietary UDP encapsulations, rather than fully supporting the © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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RTP format. Interoperability is also very limited, as there is no consensus on the protocols or port numbers to be used. We can conclude that there is currently no available standard for manufacturers to work with, and thus no available systems that will interoperate. There is a consensus among manufactures that a standard or recommendation is needed in this area, and work is being carried out to support it. A professional video application market cannot effectively operate before such standards are put into place.



3. Fibre Channel Based Streaming Fibre Channel can be used to stream audio and video data in local area and/or campus-wide networks (e.g. SAN environment). Standards have been completed or are under development, for transport of uncompressed video data (DV, MPEG streams, etc. ). One of the most important fields of application for Fiber Channel technology is storage. However, this type of networks is not really designed for distribution purposes.



4. DVB-technologies Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) is a set of standards that define digital broadcasting by existing satellite, cable, and terrestrial infrastructures. DVB-compliant digital broadcasting and equipment is widely available. Numerous DVB broadcast services are available in Europe, North and South America, Africa, Asia, and Australia. A fundamental, original decision taken by the DVB Project was the adoption of MPEG-2 (one of a series of MPEG standards for compression of audio and video signals). MPEG-2 reduces a single signal from 166Mbps typically to between 1.5Mbps and 50Mbps, allowing broadcasters to transmit digital signals using existing cable, satellite, and terrestrial systems. Both Standard definition TV (SDTV) and High definition TV (HDTV) formats use MPEG-2 compression. As a result, picture and sound quality of SDTV are similar to those obtained by DVD. HDTV programming presents five times as much information to the eye as SDTV. DVB uses conditional access (CA) systems to prevent unauthorized viewing of the signal. There are numerous CA systems available to content providers, allowing them to choose whatever CA system they find suited to the services they provide. Each CA system provides a security module that scrambles and encrypts data. The security module is embedded within the receiver or is detachable in the form of a PC Card. Located inside the receiver is a smart card containing the user's access information. For years, smart cards have been used for pay TV programming. Smart cards are inexpensive and allow the content provider to issue updated smart cards periodically to © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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prevent piracy. Detachable PC cards allow authorized users (subscribers) to use DVB services anywhere DVB technology is supported. DVB systems are optimised not only for television but also for home shopping and banking, private network broadcasting, and interactive viewing. DVB offers future possibilities of providing highquality television display in buses, cars, trains, and hand-held devices. IP/DVB content delivery By using the IP encapsulation capabilities in DVB, it is possible to set up a Satellite Content Distribution Network for unidirectional distribution of large volumes of digital content. This allows a virtually unlimited number of geographically spread out, remote sites to be reached at optimal costs. The main features are: ß



IP multicast technologies;



ß



reliability (error recovery mechanisms like FEC, retransmission of lost packets, …);



ß



security;



ß



flexibility (in content format, destination, selection of bandwidth, scheduling of transmissions).



Content can be “pushed” or “pulled” (if a return path is available). Typically, three transmission modes are supported: unique transmission, repetitive transmissions, and carousel. All modes can handle classic file transfer, real-time playout, and live.



5. Physical Network infrastructures (fibre, satellite,…) The implications for physical network infrastructures (copper, fibre, wireless, satellite communications …) used in media content distribution largely exceed the purposes of this document and will be discussed at a later stage of the project.



6. Content Delivery Networks The Internet has evolved into a dynamic and interactive environment, where video and audiobased content is delivered to large audiences through mass-market portals. The success of Webbased programming has proved that users are receptive to real-time video and audio transmissions over the Web. Moreover, rich media delivery isn’t limited to high-profile TV broadcasts. Businesses, retailers, and content providers are starting to use the Internet to deliver online content enhanced with audio, animation, and video.
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Indeed, public enthusiasm for video and audio-based content has already pushed the current Internet infrastructure beyond its current capabilities. And while new methods of delivery have emerged that can handle bandwidth-demanding content, today’s Internet remains unprepared for a fast growing attack of streaming media. A highly functional and sophisticated infrastructure must be developed in order to avoid a quality degradation of today’s Web-based broadcasts. Content delivery systems (CDNs) will be a key development to accommodate today’s huge audiences, rich media content, and broadband performance. The market for content delivery solutions has exploded over the past few years, and will continue to grow in the near future. The growing deployment of broadband services, and the increasing need for providers to deliver to audio, video, and streaming media will drive this exponential growth. Web Infrastructure & Content Delivery While the Internet has done much to advance content delivery on a global scale, its nature has created the need for a more advanced delivery system. The Web is actually made up of a massive number of independent networks, which share information in a decentralized environment. Over time, bottlenecks have formed at the peering points where frequently used information is accessed. These bottlenecks will become even more congested as an increasing amount of audio, video, and streaming media is delivered over existing infrastructures. However, short of starting over and building a better Internet, content delivery systems can provide important improvements on the currently available Web structure. These solutions deliver more bandwidth and speed over the existing infrastructure by bypassing congested peering points and storing content on servers at the edge of the network. Frequently used content is replicated at these servers, and “cached” at the edges of the Internet. Instead of a request for data being forced to go back to the originating server, content can be accessed from a local cache server, which resides physically closer to the end user. Content delivery technology also directs incoming requests for content to the optimal server. By serving the requests from the closest server, content delivery systems offer significant improvements in accessed performance and content availability. How does this work? Despite differences in architecture and operating standards, most content delivery systems provide similar functions. In simple terms, content delivery systems copy, distribute, and store content on local servers, ensure that data is fresh, and direct users to the most appropriate servers.
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The first step in content delivery is to replicate, distribute, and store content on local servers. Stored content can be distributed from the originating server to the network edge via the Internet, or other telecommunications means (e.g. satellite). Internet distribution is the simplest and most commonly used method. Secondly, content delivery systems update, store, and serve replica copies at the edges of the Internet. Some systems push content into a cache under the direction of a centralized control system, or push updates as changes are made on the origin server. Alternatively, the centralized system directs requests for content to specific servers, and the servers retrieve the content on an “as needed basis”. Finally, content delivery systems direct incoming requests to the appropriate replica server. This routing optimises access times and lowers the cost of content delivery. Content delivery systems use one of several mechanisms to direct content requests. Intelligent storage is the most important concept in content delivery. Content delivery systems create networks of intelligent storage devices, located at the edge of the Internet. The value of intelligent storage will increase over time, as rich media and broadband services are widely deployed. Content delivery solutions that, through intelligent storage, minimize transmission costs and maximize performance, are expected to drive the next generation of Web applications and content. The benefits of content delivery systems are: ß



Key benefits from caching content close to the user;



ß



Bandwidth multiplication: caching systems can more than double the capacity of the link between user and content server;



ß



Bandwidth arbitrage: by caching content locally, ISPs can use low-cost, local bandwidth and manage the cost of delivering high bandwidth content;



ß



Performance enhancement;



ß



Flash crowd control.



Caching systems and content delivery systems are distinct and complementary solutions. Caching services are the precursor to content delivery systems (basic function of copying popular content). Content delivery systems are networks of caching servers linked in a virtual or actual network and working as a system.
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Size and Scale are Key issues Content delivery providers differentiate themselves based on their ability to bring content close to the consumer. Because they need to replicate content globally, providers are evaluated on the number of cache servers they have deployed, and the level of performance offered. Peering Relationships Drive Market Growth Few content delivery providers actually build out their own content delivery networks. Backbone providers or hosting companies own the physical transport. Content delivery providers set up virtual networks, placing their servers strategically on the network provider’s backbone and locating servers at the ISP’s POPs. Most content delivery providers focus on increasing performance in the last mile, from an ISP’s POP to the client. The peering points where ISPs exchange traffic are the source of many of the Internet’s performance and reliability problems. When traffic jams occur at those points, multi-packet loss is common, which is catastrophic for real-time applications such as streaming video. Just as peering agreements are necessary for ISPs, content delivery providers must forge peering agreements and share resources to deliver content efficiently. Key Players The market can be divided into several segments: caching suppliers, content delivery service providers, and satellite system operators.



Conclusions For any content provider, quick and accurate delivery of Web-based information is critical to success. The growth of broadband access and the explosion of streaming media as a delivery method will drive the need for a new way to deliver rich content. Content delivery systems will ensure that the Internet continues to operate as a reliable information channel, reaching users worldwide with content-rich applications. Despite the challenges, today’s niche industry will turn into a mass-market opportunity. The market for content delivery solutions will support a wide variety of players able to provide the tools, services, and infrastructure that will transform the Internet.
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A.2. DVD (Digital Versatile Disk) DVD technology was developed to provide an optical disc format with a much larger capacity than the CD, for a wide range of applications. Pre-recorded DVD discs provide capacities from 4.7 GB to 9.4 GB, while the 17.1 GB version still has limited availability. With such high capacity storage, DVD-R has supplanted CD-R technology, though DVD-RW still does not exist (it is currently under development). The term DVD-ROM is used to define both the physical and the logical format of pre-recorded DVD discs, and it also refers to the computer multimedia applications of DVD. DVD-ROMs are like large CD-ROMs, capable of holding more data for a wide range of applications. DVD-VHS DVD is not just an ameliorated version of VHS systems with improved sound and picture quality. DVD allows added interaction with films: chapter presentation, bonus on DVD (actor/producer comments), the making of, alternative stories (other endings, selection of scenes, outtakes, alternate editings, …), musical clips,… Production costs are higher due to these add-ons (in respect to VHS production). The DVD market is influencing film production, and accentuating the gap between US film production and the “rest of the world”. The market The DVD market is currently exploding. DVD drives or PCs with DVD capabilities are now widespread in Europe. Generally these also include MPEG-2 decoders either in hardware or software. They are then capable of playing DVD-Video discs as well as DVD-ROM applications Inconveniences of the DVD The DVD support is more sensitive to “scratches” than CDs. DVD content could be interactive but is still static. The eDVD concept, which is now under study, could represent an improvement as it allows for updating of fixed content via an Internet link. Conclusions ß



DVD is supplanting CD-R technology due to its storage capacity;



ß



DVD is supplanting the VHS support for films due to “add-ons”;



ß



DVD has gone nowhere as of yet because DVD recorder systems remain expensive (in comparison to VHS and CD);
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ß



DVD disks with MPEG-2 compression can be used to transfer video onto durable media. It seems to be the best distribution medium for static content;



ß



DVD disks (with jukebox systems) could also be used for servers since DVD have a correct lifetime.



Directory & File Structure The directory and file structure for a typical DVD disc contains specific directories (VIDEO-TS and AUDIO-TS) for DVD-Video and DVD-Audio files (if present), and other directories (whose names are not listed in the DVD specifications) containing files for use on computer or game consoles. -The Universal Disc Format (UDF) file system was developed to support rewritable as well as readonly media. This is the chosen file system for all DVD formats. - ISO 9660 is included to provide backward compatibility with Windows 95, while Windows 98 supports UDF. MacOS 8.1 and above, on DVD-enabled Macintosh computers, also support UDF. DVD-Video and DVD-Audio players only read UDF, not ISO 9660. Hybrid titles, with data for more than one application (e.g. DVD-Video plus a PC game) will include data in two or more of these directories.



1. Specific applications 1.1. D-projection The first D-projection application that comes to mind is Digital-Cinema (often referred to as DCinema or E-Cinema, the ‘low end’ version). In the coming decade, cinema projection is expected to undergo a transitional phase, migrating towards Digital. In this section, we will focus on some of the more important aspects in the field of content distribution to theatres. From a technical point of view, Digital-Cinema represents huge amounts of data to be transmitted. Most ongoing projects in this field are based on a broadcast (i.e. “one source to many users”) solution in contrast to a return channel-based file transfer solution. A DVB playout and transmission system will be used to fulfil the requirements. A D-Projection platform combined with a powerful telecommunications feed also offers the possibility to introduce new applications, such as transmission of live events. Some of the requirements for these applications will be discussed here. The first issue we will discuss deals with which resolution should be chosen for projection of digitised film. The choice must clearly be made according to the application for which the film will be used.
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When scanning films for broadcast distribution, resolution is of course determined by the requirements of the TV system. However, where Digital-Cinema is concerned, resolution is a function of numerous parameters, with screen dimensions probably representing the most important one. Tests and demonstrations have shown that an HDTV resolution of 1920 x 1152 pixels @ 50Hertz interlaced is often sufficient. Extra large screens might require even higher resolutions, like Super High Definition resolutions (S-HD). The scanning formats and pixel resolution for S-HD have not yet been defined. Choices must still be made by the industry. It is clear that playout infrastructures and transmission networks will have an important impact on the economic aspects of the entire D-Cinema distribution chain. When using MPEG-2 compression, generally acceptable results can be obtained at a projection data rate of 40 Mbps to 50Mbps, which leads to file sizes of over 35Gbytes. There are typically two different ways of transporting this information to theatres. The first method is the ‘file transfer solution’ (i.e. download and play), which allows for transport of identical copies of data files over dedicated terrestrial telecommunication networks (ATM or IP based). The second approach is based on a satellite link that allows simultaneous transmission towards an unlimited number of theatres in a large area. The economic advantage of this broadcast model hinges on the number of connected theatres. Initially, individual transfer (file transfer) of files to projection theatres may prove the most appropriate solution for point-to-point topology. This solution allows for the correction of transmission errors since there are available supporting protocols on both application and transmission levels. However, if a movie has to be transmitted to a number of theatres, it is not economical to have a separate stream for each theatre. Moreover, local access and bandwidth on the backbone of the telecommunications network are normally reserved on a permanent basis. In addition, IP multicasting is also inappropriate due to retransmission requests at each occurring error. Satellite communication is obviously the most suitable transmission medium when there are broadcasting (one-to-many) needs, as it supports both a “download and play” mode and a “realtime” mode. Transmission errors must clearly be tackled by implementing interleaving, redundancy, post-processing, etc.. Moreover, the “real time” mode offers theatres a new application, namely the projection of live events, initially non-interactive (sports events, pop concerts, etc.) but later interactive as well (e.g. public debates, …).
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Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) technologies are perfectly suited for one-to-many transmission. DVB incorporates error correction, event signalling, conditional access and Electronic Program Guide, etc. The transmission of a movie file (even real-time) can be compared to what is done for digital TV broadcasting or DVB data casting. The in-band DVB signalling informs the receiver as to transmission parameters, and could even control playout or storage equipment at the reception site. 1.2. Business implications As digital technologies increasingly penetrate film production, distribution and exhibition (projection) remain analogue, despite the fact that digital technologies (dedicated servers, network solutions, and electronic projection systems) are available. How can this be explained? Lets take a look at the opportunities that Digital-Cinema creates for distributors and exhibitors. Distributor opportunities: ß



Viewing experience: the debate over technical requirements continues of course, but we can state that digital-projection will allow for reasonable projection quality without degradation of the material being displayed;



ß



Immediate response to audience demands. Programming can be changed instantly;



ß



Easy changing of trailers, including adaptation to local needs and regulations;



ß



Accurate reporting on exhibitions of the movie;



ß



Limitation of theft and piracy: duplication of material will be difficult, and countermeasures against camcorder capture exist;



ß



Easy production of differing versions (e.g. multiple languages);



ß



Adaptation to different sound systems: the Film file could contain the data for uncompressed discrete channels in compliance with the different sound systems on the market;



ß



Reduced release costs due to limited duplication and shipping costs. However, the cost of digital distribution has yet to be calculated.



Exhibitor opportunities: ß



Improved viewing experience due to projection steadiness;



ß



Easy management of screening slots;



ß



A competitive advantage over “analogue” theatres;



ß



Generation of new revenues through live events;



Obstacles to overcome: ß



Additional costs during the transitional period in which analogue and digital co-exist;
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ß



Security measures must be adequate;



ß



The cost of transmission over a telecom infrastructure must be taken into account;



ß



New infrastructures must be put in place and then operated and maintained by dedicated personnel;



ß



The relationship between distributor and exhibitor will have to change. Contact negotiations will be impacted by the flexibility of instantly changing the number of screens and playing period. Distributors could have direct remote control on the playout infrastructure through a kind of a conditional “authorization” procedure.



There is worldwide debate going on in this respect. Systems are undergoing implementation at this time, and some are already commercially operational. A.3. RELATED ISSUES: SECURITY MATTERS DRM, Conditional access, content protection, copy management, …



RIGHTS MANAGEMENT Beyond just keeping track of who has permission to look at a collection, there are many other aspects of rights management that a collection owner must consider. It is important for both legal and ethical reasons that intellectual property rights of works are protected. There are various digital and legal ways to provide such protection, many of which are well established by current legislation. Digital rights management methods follow fairly obvious metaphors from everyday life. First lines of defence establish who the user is through a ‘user ID and password procedure’, limiting access to those portions of the collection that a given user is permitted to see or update. This style of use is sometimes referred to as ‘upstream control’, because it is conducted as the information is retrieved. For many collections, defining which portions of the search or digitised data a user is permitted to see can be quite complex. Fortunately, there are usually only a few classes of users for such collections, and users often fall neatly into one of the classes. Examples might be a librarian, an executive, a clerk in a specific department, or an external customer accessing the collection over the Web. To help reduce the complexity of managing this access control, more sophisticated media asset management systems offer a two-tiered notion of user Ids, mapping into classes of users with access controls defined by user class. It may also be important to integrate the media asset management system into an access control system that is already in use.
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Another style of rights management is designed to help dissuade users from misuse. In many circumstances, warning the user about misuse or making it easy to purchase content is sufficient. Additional protection can come from techniques such as visible or invisible watermarking. These schemes hinge on the notion that you can reduce the possibility of misuse by scaring users with ideas such as invisibly marking content with the identity of the user who received the content, or the like. These forms rely largely on psychology, as they dissuade rather than enforce. For the most secure protection, encryption can be used to scramble the data. Appropriate keys are then required to decode the data, and can be delivered in exchange for payment. Several secure container delivery schemes now exist on the market, with mechanisms in which users interact with a clearinghouse to obtain the keys necessary to decrypt protected content. It is critical that content owners consider how acceptable a rights scheme will be to their user community. Each style of rights management carries with it a measure of imposition for the user, as well as content preparation and operational transaction costs for the content owner. The implementation of media asset management must not only meet the level of security required by the content owners, but must also be accepted by the target users, and be cost effective versus the value of the content being managed.
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A.4. CONCEPTS FOR ‘ACCESSING’ AND ‘DELIVERY OF’ DIGITISED FILM COLLECTIONS



1. Access online: the current leading projects



What is the present state of the online (Internet) accessible archives market? Browsing the Internet in search of audiovisual archives results quite interesting. The number of hits is relatively high. However, when it comes to the publishing of catalogues listing complete collections, the offering is limited. Depending on enrichment of the metadata database, on some occasions multiple search combinations are implemented. A very limited number of web sites support preview sessions at one or several streaming speeds (low bit rate 56Kbps up to 'broadband' at +/- 300Kbps), but without time code indication. Registration is nearly always required, and online procurement is rarely enabled. In most case, the actual delivery of content at higher bit rates is still performed via physical media like Digital Betacam tapes, DVD-WORM, etc. …. British Pathe, which supports an online delivery solution, represents an exception. Delivery solutions via other dedicated network infrastructures certainly exist, but only between TV broadcaster archives, and the handling in these cases is hardly automated. Following are descriptions of a few practical online implementations:



British Pathe On its website, British Pathe claims to be “the world’s first digital news archive”. And indeed, it is a completely digitalised archive available over the Internet. It is free to browse and view at low resolution, and clips at higher resolutions for web publishing or other applications can be purchased online. The web site is easy to use and supports the visitor with help modules. The search engine provides a free preview along with the possibility to download material in several qualities (bandwidth / resolution). British Pathe plans to adapt the web site to allow searches for photographic material among 12 million JPEG files. The customer can obtain DVD or VHS copies by mail order. Another interesting model is the one proposed by Netcine. Netcine is an Internet “Video On Demand” service available for citizens living in France. The service provides access via a personal computer, to the diffusion of movies upon user request. The audiovisual programs are transmitted either via streaming or via download (file transfer). © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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The offering is divided into classes: new films (feature films which left theatres 6 to 12 months earlier); the catalogue, which includes other feature films; adult programming; and finally “others”. To access the audiovisual content in the streaming or download modes, users must create an account (deposit). Crediting takes place through “tokens”. Diffusion in streaming mode allows the customer to visualize the selected program over the course of 24 hours, with no limit to the number of visualisations, for a charge of 2 to 5 EUR. Diffusion by download permits visualization of a selected program for unlimited time, with no limit to the number of visualisations. The charge is +/- 15 EUR. La Cinémathèque Gaumont Gaumont, the oldest of the motion picture companies, also has an online catalogue. The catalogue contains: ß



newsreel series (the most popular part);



ß



educational items (this part covers a great variety of general interest topics);



ß



outtakes;



ß



“green boxes”: special reports by journalists on major historic events;



ß



sports and cultural items;



ß



portraits;



ß



documentaries;



The Gaumont web site includes a search engine that allows multiple search modes. Search results lead through the metadata about an item to the item itself. The material can be delivered as film footage or on videotape or cassette. Charges are determined by the duration of the item. It is also possible to order excerpts. Part of the British Film Institute (BFI), the National Film and Television Archive is one of the largest collections of film and television titles in Europe. In terms of online initiatives, the BFI is about to launch its "Screenonline" service. This web-accessible collection of clips and contextual information is dedicated to Britain's film and television history and aimed at the educational sector. The website and information are publicly accessible; registered sites, which include schools and libraries, can gain access to the moving image clips, which are streamed in real time. The service is free at the point of use. The BFI's main website gives further information about the collection as a whole, and provides select filmographies and details of services including research access, bookings, footage sales, and video/DVD publications. Other examples are the web site for the “AFI Catalog of feature films”, MGM (commercial activity), Studio Canal (commercial activity), INA, Deutsches Filminstitut, INA (TV archives), Danish Film Institute, …etc.. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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2. EU projects related to access and distribution of archives



Three projects are being presented here: AMICITIA, Echo, and Primavera



AMICITIA This description is an excerpt from official project communications. The AMICITIA project aims to lay the foundations for digital preservation of and access to television and video content. The plan is to construct various vital components that will enable digital archiving systems to handle all aspects of ingest, management, access, and distribution of audiovisual material Special focus is placed on enabling remote, multilingual access to archive content stored in a distributed environment. The system is designed to serve the needs both of professional users (regarding preservation, quality, access flexibility, and usability) and of public access (regarding simplicity of use, security, and availability). The main objectives are: 1. To enable long-term preservation and access to audiovisual assets through a distributed digital library; 2. To preserve both digitally and conventionally produced material in digital format; 3. To enable wide-area distributed access to a digital archive; 4. To devise methods for digital preservation of video recordings threatened by physical degradation; 5. To develop public access to selected digital television assets; 6. To research a migration plan ensuring long-term viability of storage and access. More specifically in regard to access and distribution aspects, this project aims to develop: ß



a transparent brokerage system for distributing archive queries and aggregating results;



ß



a multilingual description, annotation, and retrieval system allowing access to assets originally catalogued in a language different from that of the researcher;



ß



a user interface that allows presentation of metadata as well as proxy representations of the essence (e.g. keyframes, low-res excerpts) within a story-based metaphor;



ß



a server client and network infrastructure capable of supporting the functionalities;



ß



a transparent but secure link between the storage facility and the various access mechanisms;



ß



a web television service;
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ECHO IST-1999-11994: European Chronicles online This description is an excerpt from official project communications. Abstract: The aim of the project is to develop a long-term reusable software infrastructure providing Webbased access to its film collection, and to set up and run an ECHO digital library service. The project will integrate state-of-the-art existing technologies, such as the informedia technology (developed by Carnegie Mellon University) and the media-archive technology (developed by Tecmath), and will extend them to support new advanced services (semi-automatic metadata extraction and acquisition, integration of non-English speech recognisers for the purpose of indexing, searching and retrieval, cross-language retrieval capabilities, automatic film summary creation, privacy and billing systems). Objectives : The main objectives of the project are to develop a long-term reusable software infrastructure that will support digital film archives, provide Web-based access to historical documentary film collections of great international value, and increase the productivity and cost effectiveness of producing digital film archives. The project will develop and demonstrate an open architecture approach to distributed digital film archive services. The open architecture will support service extensibility and interoperability. The distinct features of the ECHO system will be semi-automatic metadata extraction and acquisition from digital film information, non-English speech recognisers (Italian, French, Dutch) for the purpose of indexing, searching and retrieval, cross-language retrieval capabilities, intelligent access to digital films, automatic film summary creation, collection mechanisms, privacy and billing mechanisms. Description of the Work : Taking an incremental approach to system development, the project plans to develop three prototypes with an increasing number of functionalities. The starting point will be a system resulting from the integration of the informedia-media archive technologies. The first prototype will add four speech recognition engines to this system, which will support the four collections of film material belonging to the project content providers. The first prototype will demonstrate open system architecture for digital film archives with monolingual capabilities. The second prototype will add a metadata editor to the first prototype, which will allow indexing of the film collections according to a common metadata model. The second prototype will support the interoperability of the four collections and content based searching and retrieval. The third prototype will add the collection, film summary, authentication, privacy and charging functionalities to the second prototype in order to provide the system with full capabilities. The project will collect and analyse user requirements in relevant user communities.
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Then, a metadata model for film information will be defined, and a metadata editor will be developed. In the next phase, the collections of the four participating archives will be evaluated. As such, meaningful and inter-related collections of documentary film can be made available online, and indexing information, according to the metadata model, can be extracted semi-automatically from the original content material in order to make its retrieval more effective and efficient. In subsequent phases, the three system prototypes will be specified, developed, and evaluated. The full capabilities of the system will be demonstrated in two application scenarios: an educational and an entertainment scenario. Finally, appropriate dissemination activities will be conducted, and an Exploitation Plan will be produced. Milestones : An indexed version of the ECHO pilot digital film collections; A film metadata model; A global system architecture; Detailed specifications of full system capabilities; A full capability prototype of the ECHO system; A system demonstration report; A project exploitation plan. The project began in February 2000 and will have a duration of 30 months. The participants are: Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche Institut National de l'Audiovisuel TECMATH AG (Blue Order) Stichting Nederlands Audiovisueel Archief Istituto LUCE S.p.A. Carnegie Mellon University Memoriav Eurospider Information Technology AG



PRIMAVERA IST – 1999 – 20408 Personalized Retrieval and Indexing of Media Assets in Virtual Environments for Real-time Access This description is an excerpt from official project communications. Objectives The PRIMAVERA project aims to build a content management system for broadcast applications; it is based on audio / video processing, information retrieval, and distributed systems technology. The project also aims to extend system functionalities according to suggestions resulting from extensive user evaluation of currently available systems. The resulting system should provide a friendly information environment and support for large-scale, distributed broadcast archives.
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The PRIMAVERA system is characterized by the following set of specific objectives: 1.



Flexible and easy to update system architecture.



2.



Intuitive, visual-aided, personalized media information environment.



3.



Advanced analysis and indexing functionality for audio and video.



4.



High-performance indexing and retrieval for large-scale broadcast archives.



5.



Capabilities for querying, searching, and browsing the media repository.



Other projects that relate to topics of access and delivery of archive content are EURODELF and DiVAN.
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B. MARKET SITUATION



1. Content The list of archived (digitised) content is quite long, and refers to (without being limited to): feature length films, trailers, ‘making ofs’, rushes & outtakes, commercials, documentaries (on all subjects), news, factual footage, etc. All are available and possibly used for a wide range of purposes, such as entertainment, research, educational, commercial reuse in advertising, film, TV and multimedia productions, etc. This results in a colossal amount of data that must be considered ‘potential’ at this time, primarily because little of it is digitised, and what is digitised is not easily available on the Internet or on other distribution media. Moreover, the structure required to manage this amount of material is by no means evident. As previously mentioned, what we find are isolated archives focused on specific content (news, historical documentaries, etc.) rather than a concentrated or more structured and complex offer.



2. Users We can separate users into three main groups with very specific needs: ß



TV broadcasters and production facilities;



ß



Private use: research, education, entertainment, etc.;



ß



D-cinema, and particularly E-Cinema (if and when it will become a concrete reality).



In the current ‘state of things’, use of archival material is mostly limited to the professional world, represented mainly by film productions and researchers. There are several reasons for this. Firstly, the archiving offer is not always visible. Generally speaking, the public is not very familiar with the possibility of using film archives. Professionals are instead often in contact with distribution centres and thus know what they can find and where, or at least have ways of identifying potential sources. This is unfortunately not the case for most potential users. Publicity and information available on film archive holdings is very limited, or rather, gaining access to the metadata in catalogues is quite complex. Consequently, research is extremely timeconsuming and implies costs (travels, phone calls, faxes, etc.), which therefore limits the number of queries and discourages users who are not strongly motivated (mainly productions). This factor limits the diffusion and the eventual exploitation of the collections. Hence, a strong impulse has emerged to produce online catalogues, which are increasingly more accessible on the Internet. But as the experiences of British Pathe and La Cinémathèque Gaumont very clearly show, precise metadata and content description are often insufficient. In many cases, this is a
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preliminary step to the viewing – even at low quality – of the actual footage, which is considered necessary for the final selection. Likewise, the community of interest for specific content is rather small, or at least not large enough or structured enough to justify a larger and more elaborate offer that includes different types of content and consists in a significant percentage of the overall European heritage produced on film (which ranges in the millions of hours). The most concentrated, structured, and active class, which queries, researches, and reuses existing film footage, is still limited to news and factual footage, i.e. images of historical events. The users for this type of material are mainly TV companies, for their own productions. Currently, most Internet-based film archive databases focus on specific historical events. As a result, the principal community of interest for film archives is constituted by the TV companies themselves, for their own needs. There is some consolidation through Institutions such as INA. INA’s collections are growing by +/70,000 hours/year. On the other hand, INA is selling only +/- 1,000 hours/year of its archived content. Archive consultation for private use is mainly for entertainment or educational purposes. There is a genuine demand for programs and/or films to be reissued on VHS or DVD. Unfortunately, this method of distribution is very costly, and as a consequence, there is no real marketing of this service, which is reactive (for example, RTBF/VRT in Belgium receives some 50 requests per day). Private use also relates to re-broadcasting of the latest news on TV websites. This kind of traffic is quite variable and depends on current events. During the Iraqi crisis, there was significant consultation, as is generally the case during a national event (election, etc.). Some TV websites also rebroadcast variety shows (mainly reality shows where there are no copyright issues). Thus while the public seems prepared to use this medium, it encounters some problems in accessing it. A good example is the success of shared programs (edonkey, overnet, kazaa, etc.), which allow the public to share videos (mainly DIVX format) and other documents. Whilst this generally disregards copyrights entirely, it does show that there is a strong potential for attractive content and, at least, the possibility of using Internet as a medium. A reason for this success is also the non-commercial approach: there is no charge for the use and exchange of documents with edonkey. Websites providing film over the Internet (Video on Demand - VoD) that charge a rental price are not always successful! A third sector of interest is in the cultural world. A good example of this is the New Zealand Film Archive's Schools Programme for secondary schools (http://www.filmarchive.org.nz). This project is made possible through funding by the Ministry of Education, and there is a charge for consultation.
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Schools, museums, and libraries have shown interest for more attractive documentation and a broader range of teaching tools. However, it is worth mentioning that most projects aimed at the educational sector concentrate on offering ‘pre-organised’ content, which means a selection of movies and documentaries (or sections of them), packaged with additional documentation to help final users make effective use of the material for teaching purposes. This process is not dramatically different from the long lasting tradition, according to which film archives allow schools and universities to access their collections by organising programs on different topics. This is quite an important issue in the perspective of the possible uses of collections, where easy (and low cost, or even free) access is a key factor. It is not however expected to largely impact the ‘core’ of the collections, because the quantity of moving image material offered will be always extremely small when compared to the actual holdings.



3. The sources There are three driving forces for development of the market: ß



TV companies;



ß



Film heritage institutions;



ß



others, such as museums and private archive databases.



TV archives are produced for internal reasons (legal requirements, rebroadcast, support for other programs, etc.). The film and video community represents a large and diverse group of content producers (filmmakers, production companies). This content is not always available for external or even internal use (different formats, difficulty in finding the content, etc.). The content is very diversified (news, magazines, variety shows, advertising, etc.) but not necessarily structured. Film heritage institutions consolidate information on specific content (historical events, national information, national film production, ‘classic movies’, etc.). The content is more structured since the purpose of the archiving is to build up a film resource centre for potential users (mainly producers and researchers, as previously mentioned). Although they might not rank among the most easily accessible collections, Film Archives and Film museums (generally speaking non-profit organisations, mostly public or publicly funded), have a long established tradition of collecting and preserving film heritage. Their activities, approach, and long lasting policy to save film heritage ‘in spite of’ a series of issues and problems, are quite well known. These institutions are united through FIAF – International Federation of Film Archives – while the number of local and regional groups is also growing, e.g. ACE – the Association of European
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Archives, SEAPAVAA, which brings together audiovisual archives in South East Asia, and the North American CNAFA. Nonetheless, the fact that film archives have a long tradition of associations does not imply that they have a common policy, unique approach or unified strategy in regard to digitisation, access, and use of new media to help diffusion and provide access to their collections. This is due to a wide range of factors that are cultural and as well as concrete. Indeed, most archives are part of larger organisations (Film Institutes, Ministries of Culture, local administrations, Universities, Museums, Libraries, etc.), and have limited autonomy or perhaps depend largely on national or local governments for funding, which is often scarce. Moreover, many Archives are already struggling with the everyday problems posed by their collections. In the context of the European Union, a factor that seriously limits the possibility to devise and implement a common strategy is undoubtedly the fact that cultural policy is left to Member States, and is excluded on a European level. The fact that film archives are generally considered cultural institutions (and rightly so, in a strict sense), produces a contradiction and a ‘short circuit’ in audiovisual policy at the EU institutional level. On one hand, in many activities from production to distribution, the EU strongly supports the film and TV industry in its competition against the dominant US position. On the other hand though, it cannot efficiently intervene in a key sector of the current entertainment industry, which is exploitation of its collections and catalogues. In other words, the EU sustains exploitation of the collections, such as through re-use for TV programmes and film production, but it cannot develop policies to help sustain preservation of those collections and access to their holdings. Private archiving comes from a wide variety of sources that primarily include associations, interest groups (e.g. aeronautical film archives), museums, schools/universities, and the industrial world (advertising, research, events, etc.). Initiatives to achieve consolidation on a national level have been undertaken (Austrian Independent Film and Video Database , Finnish film archive …), but generally speaking, these sources remain independent. Content is more or less structured since the subject is established (a museum on the army focuses on archiving military-related films), but description policies, conservation strategies, and access modes vary enormously, producing a veritable jungle.
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4. Access and Distribution



Accessing resources is done online and offline. Main databases remain offline, but there has definitely been a move towards publishing catalogues online. Some websites (see below) also include an order form and payment system. The e-business model for film archiving is faced with the problem of a vast number of items to be catalogued. And the volume continues to grow day by day. Consequently, online catalogues are often based on a key subject in the resources portfolio. However, such catalogues are used as an advertising tool rather than as a genuine means of selecting resources online. As seen above, there is no access whatsoever to the majority of the resources (TV archives, private archives). From a technical point of view, the market is in a favourable situation. High-speed Internet is widespread in European countries (ADSL and cable solutions).



Exhibit II-2



BROADBAND PENETRATION IN HOUSEHOLDS Percent; end of 2002 Belgium
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* According to ISPA, December 2002 Source: Strategy Analytics Global Broadband Practice, January 2003
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PC penetration is also favourable (BIM 2002)
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PC and high-speed Internet penetration will probably continue to grow, but we are reaching a threshold where governments will need to act, in order to avoid a gap in the market between people/institutions able to bear the costs and use this new medium and those who are unable. A good example of such initiatives is the I-line project in Belgium in which the federal government is subsidizing Internet access for hospitals, schools, and libraries. As we discussed earlier, there are a number of issues slowing down the process of making large portions of existing film libraries accessible both via Internet and via more traditional ways (like DVD distribution, whether by sale or rental). Some relate to technical limitations (or to the costs of overcoming those limitations), where online access to film content can occur only at very low quality, preventing professional uses on the Internet, and thus also limiting access by private users. Others relate to current market conditions, where alternative distribution modes (mainly DVD distribution) are still too expensive for film archives to afford, mainly because they still lack easy access to the distribution chain. Furthermore, far from being ‘European’, the distribution chain is still on a local and national level, and DVD diffusion is quite different from country to country. This prevents real implementation of economies of scale, which are vital for ‘niche’ products like the ones that Film Archives might produce.
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Another key factor is the copyright issue, which has made the market for archival materials – whether on DVD or over the Internet – enormously complex. This is not just because, in the vast majority of cases, film archives do not hold the rights for the material they preserve and conserve. It is also because the rights market is extremely fragmented and still largely national. In other words, it becomes painstakingly complex to identify the copyright holder of an archival film in a country different from the one where the archive resides. This problem is quite well known in TV archives, which have developed complex DRM systems. However, things become increasingly complex the older the film material is, and the further away it is from mainstream distribution of feature films. As a result, it could prove impossible to set up Europe-wide distribution of a documentary from the Thirties in a DVD compilation, not because of complex negotiations with copyright holders, but because identifying the holders in each and every country is extremely costly and time consuming, if even possible. The issue of copyright in general, and implementation of efficient ways of ascertaining ownership particularly on a European level, are undoubtedly key issues in creating the conditions for real distribution and access to film archives’ collections, and thus for a reasonable market that can transform European film collections into assets with a commercial value (apart from their evident cultural interest). In most cases, there is no distribution (this is especially true for private archives), so users must go to the distribution centre (museum, association, etc.) in person. Materials are available in the form of tapes (professional formats), VHS tapes, DVD or electronic files in various formats though mainly MPEG (streaming, download, and play). TV and film heritage archives (for the most part) distribute content through postal services (in DVD or VHS format). Some websites (commercial VoD websites, for example) cater to streaming or “download and play“ files. This method of distribution and digitisation of the content raises new issues in regard to copyright and security. Consequently, companies must use encrypted documents with a specified lifetime.



5. Economic model We can distinguish three possible models for future analysis. The commercial model is represented by profit-making organizations (production houses, video distribution, etc.).
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The non-commercial model is represented by TV archives, for example, or by non-profit institutions, such as film archives with the possibility and/or the rights to commercially distribute parts of their holdings on a fee-basis. In this context, selling content is not the primary purpose, and distribution takes place not in view of profit (or loss), but rather to support the primary goals of preserving the collections and providing access to them. The free model is represented by sharing programs (edonkey, etc.) which disregard copyright issues but are provided at no cost. The user communities are not “official” institutions or professional bodies but private users. It is unfortunately true that the current market situation – basically nonexistent – prevents any reasonable economic model that is not completely speculative, from being devised. Existing models are still too small, too fragmented, and too specific to be able to draw conclusions from them. For example, the models introduced by British Pathe and Gaumont were designed for very specific situations: both archives have collections that are relatively small (at least when compared to a national Film Archive), consistent (they are all documentaries), with existing documentation, and a clear copyright situation (the producer is the diffusing body). Such a model could apply only to a relatively small number of materials and archives. In coming months, the present project will conduct further analyses of possible economic models, including a tentative cost analysis, but it will be impossible to overcome such severe limitations due to a lack of concrete experience and practical existing models.



6. Conclusion: the current situation and suggestions for further exploration and development At the current stage, we can draw several conclusions and raise some questions in need of answers. The proportion of the population actually using film archiving is quite limited at this stage. For this community, the use of new Internet media is a real improvement and will simplify this activity enormously. Nonetheless, at the current stage of Internet development, it does not seem foreseeable that anything more than “browsing” quality access can be provided.
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There is genuine interest from the educational/cultural market, but use will remain limited without funding from sponsors. In the overall population, we can see an interest in specific content, but to obtain real success, content must be made more attractive (quality of content, diversity, presentation, etc.). There is also a need for financial sponsorship because content preparation implies high costs. This refers not only to the digitisation process (which is both expensive and time consuming), but also to the editorial work required for documentation and extra materials. The demand is concrete, and a huge volume of "potential" content exists. However, the sector needs political impetus and support from financial sponsors (public or private) in order to stimulate demand for the offer. Online exchanges are seen as an improvement, but correct design must be achieved for each user community: Internet, dedicated network, high-speed/low-speed access networks. For all three categories of users, use of the Internet allows resources to be concentrated, but such services are easier to achieve for a micro market. It is clear that public access for cultural or educational purposes, meaning commercial exploitation of large film collections – containing more than a century of history, including the history of filmmaking – is indeed a key factor in the development of a fully competitive audiovisual market on a European level. At the moment, the situation is such that film collections – and to a large extent audiovisual collections as well – are mostly just a cost for the community; Their potential value has not yet been fully perceived or acknowledged. For a number of reasons, the situation cannot change under present conditions. There is currently no space for the birth and development of a concrete “market” for archival film materials, which could effectively transform the collections into a real asset for the European media economy. It is important to stress the fact that the birth and development of such a market could play an important role in boosting the entire audiovisual content market. Making available a mass of film content on the Internet will make it necessary to develop a whole new range of services. A large amount of ‘content’, which is desperately needed and sought out, will also have to be made available. This implicates numerous applications, from 3rd generation mobile communications to broadband transmission, from development of a competitive storage industry to the study and development of efficient systems for Digital Rights Management and Asset Management tools, from the creation of a truly competitive audiovisual content digitisation industry that can take advantage of economies of scale, to the creation of large collections of high quality content, ready to use in the coming advent of HDTV and D-Cinema. © Project FIRST - Film Restoration & Conservation Strategies - June 2003
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All these sectors will directly benefit if even just part of the vast collections of film materials sitting in vaults throughout Europe is made available for a large market, whether by ‘Business to Business’ or ‘Business to Consumer’. As we have said, at the moment there are many issues to address to make all of this possible – whether on a national or a European level, or both. We have tentatively listed some of the most relevant ones here: ß



Copyrights must be correctly manageable in a digital domain;



ß



Copyrights must be easy to identify, not just on a national, but on an European level;



ß



If materials are preserved by an archive, this must be taken into consideration when they are distributed and exploited, in parallel with any other existing rights;



ß



Conditions must be implemented to facilitate the creation of a European market, where rights are assessed and managed on a European level (economies of scale)



ß



The creation of standards for digitisation, diffusion, and distribution must be encouraged and supported;



ß



R&D Activities in this field must be encouraged and supported;



ß



At an early stage, a ‘start-up’ investment must be made because digitisation and implementation of asset management tools and systems have extremely high costs;



ß



Resources must be invested in the conversion of original materials;



ß



Resources must also be invested in management of the collections, which is even more relevant when the content is digitised;



ß



Resources must be invested in the conservation of original elements, because it is expected that changes in future requirements will impose a return to the originals
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GLOSSARY



AAL1



ATM adaptation layer 1. One of four AALs recommended by the ITU-T. AAL1 is used for connection-oriented, delay-sensitive services requiring constant bit rates, such as uncompressed video and other isochronous traffic.



AAL5



ATM adaptation layer 5. One of four AALs recommended by the ITU-T. AAL5 supports connection-oriented VBR services and is used predominantly for the transfer of classical IP over ATM and LANE traffic. AAL5 uses SEAL and is the least complex of the current AAL recommendations. It offers low bandwidth overhead and simpler processing requirements in exchange for reduced bandwidth capacity and error-recovery capability.



AC-3



A five-channel system consisting of left, centre, right and left rear, right rear channels. All processing is done in the digital domain. Unlike Dolby Prologic in which the rear effects channels are frequency limited to around 1007000Hz, Dolby Digital rear channels are specified to contain the full 20-20Khz frequency content. The AC3 standard also has a separate subwoofer channel for the lowest frequencies.



ATM



Asynchronous Transfer Mode. A Form of digital transmission based on the transfer of units know as Cells. It is suitable for the transmission of images, voice, video and data.



BER



Bit Error Rate: A measure of the number of errors produced in a data communication system.



CA



Conditional Access. A system that prevents unauthorized access.



CBR



Constant Bit Rate: A type of traffic that requires a continuous, specific amount of bandwidth (e.g. digital information such as video and digitised voice)



CDN



Content Delivery Network:
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DIVX



DivX is a new format for digital video based on the MPEG-4 compression standard which allows for downloading of a full-length, full-motion, full-screen, DVDquality feature film using a standard broadband connection.



DLP



Texas Instruments Inc Digital Light Processing - name given to systems which use DMD's (over 500,000 Digital Micromirror Devices) as the light modulator. DLP Cinema is a digital projection system.



DNS



Domain Name Server: The Internet is divided up into domains on a hierarchical basis. A domain is an individual network. The domain name system maps Internet protocol addresses to individual computers within the domain. Internet e-mail addresses include dominion name information.



DRM



Digital Rights Management:



DVB



Digital Video Broadcasting: European digital TV standard.



FEC



Forward Error Correction: A system of error correction that incorporates redundancy into data so that transmission errors can, in many cases, be corrected without requiring retransmission.



FTP



File Transfer Protocol: A protocol that supports file transfers to and from remote systems on a network using Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), such as the Internet. FTP supports several commands that allow the bi-directional transfer of binary and ASCII files between systems.



FTPplus



File Transfer Protocol plus is an enhanced version of FTP and uses the same base set of commands. FTP+ includes new commands that enable traditional features and provide the ability to embrace network protocols other than IP.



HTTP



Hyper Text Transfer Protocol



IP



Internet Protocol: The primary network layer of the Internet communication, responsible for addressing and routing packets over the network. IP provides a best effort, connectionless delivery system that does not guarantee that packets arrive at their destination or that 299. they are received in the sequence in which they were
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guarantee that packets arrive at their destination or that they are received in the sequence in which they were sent.



ISDN



Integrated Services Digital Network



ISO



International Standardisation Organization. ISO is based in Geneva.



ISP



Internet Service Provider



ML @ MP



Main Level at Main Profile: The MPEG-2 standard defines four levels (definition of the resolution) and five profiles (determines the set of compression tools used). ML@MP covers the television range of 720 pixels x 576 lines at 25 frames per second, uses I,B and P frames and the 4:2:0 format. ML@MP is mainly applied to TV broadcasting.



MPEG



Moving Picture Expert Group. This is an international working



group



on



standards



for



compression,



decompression, and coding of moving pictures. PCR



Peak Cell Rate: The maximum number of cells per time period on a specific communication channel



PCR



Program Clock Reference: Information sent at regular intervals in MPEG-2 to synchronise the decoder's clock of the programme being decoded.



PDH



Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy: A telecommunication technology being used al over the world. PDH is based on Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) but can also carry ATM cells. In Europe, 2Mbps E1 and 34Mbps E3 are predominant.



PES



Packatised Elementary Stream: An elementary stream that is divided into variable length packets. The header of each packet provides additional information to process the stream.



POP



Point of Presence



POTS



Plain Old Telephone System: The public service telephone system, as we know it today.
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QOS



Quality of Service: The ATM Forum, for example, has outlined five categories of performance and recommends that ATM's QoS should be comparable to standard digital connections. The QoS of a link is given by a set of parameter values describing the delay between transmitter and receiver, or the maximum number of bit errors tolerable on the communication link.



RFC



Request For Comment



RSVP



Resource reSerVation Protocol. RSVP is a QoS signalling protocol for application level streams. It provides network level signalling to obtain QoS.



RTSP



Real Time Streaming Protocol: RTCP is a client-server multimedia presentation control protocol, designed to address the needs for efficient delivery of streamed multimedia over IP networks. It leverages existing web infrastructure (for example, inheriting authentication and PICS from HTTP) and works well both for large audiences as well as single-viewer media-on-demand



SACD



Super Audio Compact Disk (SACD) is a high-resolution audio CD format. Version 1.0 specifications were described by Philips and Sony in March of 1999. SACD and DVD-Audio (DVD-A) are the two formats competing to replace the standard audio CD. Most of the industry is backing DVD-A, with Philips and Sony being the major exceptions.



SDH



Synchronous Digital Hierarchy: Add-drop-multiplexingbased transmission method used to carry ATM cells over long distances. It is considered as the replacement for the PDH network presently installed. Originally standardized by the CCITT in 1988 on the basis of the SONET specification. Predominant in Europe.



TCP/IP



Transmission Control Protocol over Internet Protocol: A protocol



TS



Transport Stream
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UDP



User Datagram Protocol: UDP, as defined in RFC 768, can be used as an option to enable bounded-quality transfers on top of the IP layer. It allows broadcast transmissions and is a datagram-oriented protocol (i.e. one packet of information and associated delivery information, such as the destination address).



VBR-RT



Variable Bit Rate - Real Time: intended for real-time applications such as compressed voice or video over IP, that require tightly constrained delays (Cell Transfer Delay) and delay variation (Cell Delay Variation). VBR-RT is characterized by a peak cell rate (PCR), sustained cell rate, and a maximum burst size (MBS).



VOD



Video On Demand



XTP



eXtended Transport Protocol: A network level interface appropriate for file transfer. XTP can operate in a "raw" mode that encompasses both the network and the physical layers, or it can operate on top of IP. XTP in raw mode achieves some efficiency and has the possibility of using features of the underlying physical media (such as the QoS for ATM) that is not possible when XTP is used on top of IP.
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